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Abstract.
The complex co-evolutionary systems approach (CCeSA) provides a well-suited
framework for analysing agricultural systems, serving as a bridge between biophysical and
socioeconomic sciences, allowing for the explanation of phenomena, and for the use of
metaphors for thinking and action.   By studying agricultural systems as self-generated,
hierarchical, complex co-evolutionary farming systems (CCeFSs), one can investigate the
interconnections between the elements that constitute CCeFSs, along with the relationships
between CCeFSs and other systems, as a fundamental step to understanding sustainability
as an emergent property of the system.
CCeFSs are defined as human activity systems emerging from the purposes, gestalt,
mental models, history and weltanschauung of the farm manager, and from his dynamic
co-evolution with the environment while managing the resources at his hand to achieve his
own multiple, conflicting, dynamic, semi-structured and constrained purposes.   A
sustainable CCeFS is described as one that exhibits both enough fitness to achieve its
multiple, dynamic, constrained, semi-structured, and often incommensurable and
conflicting purposes while performing above threshold values for failure, and enough
flexibility to dynamically co-evolve with its changing biophysical and socioeconomic
environment for a given future period.   Fitness and flexibility are essential features of
sustainable CCeFSs because they describe the systems’ dynamic capacity to explore and
exploit its dynamic phase space while co-evolving with it.   This implies that a sustainable
CCeFS is conceived as a set of dynamic, co-evolutionary processes, contrasting with the
standard view of sustainability as an equilibrium or steady state.
Achieving sustainable CCeFSs is a semi-structured, constrained, multi-objective,
and dynamic optimisation management problem with an intractable search phase space,
that can be solved within the CCeSA with the help of a multi-objective co-evolutionary
optimisation tool.   Cárnico-ICSPEA2, a Co-Evolutionary Navigator (CoEvoNav) used as
a CCeSA’s tool for harnessing the complexity of the CCeFS of interest and its environment
towards sustainability, is introduced.   The software was designed by its end-user –the farm
manager and author of this thesis–  as an aid for the analysis and optimisation of the “San
Francisco” ranch, a beef cattle enterprise running on temperate pastures and fodder crops
in the central plateau of Mexico.   By combining a non-linear simulator and a multi-
objective evolutionary algorithm with a deterministic and stochastic framework, the
CoEvoNav imitates the co-evolutionary pattern of the CCeFS of interest.   As such, the
software was used by the farm manager to ‘navigate’ through his CCeFS’s co-evolutionary
phase space towards achieving sustainability at farm level.   The ultimate goal was to
enhance the farm manager’s decision-making process and co-evolutionary skills, through
an increased understanding of his system, the co-evolutionary process between his mental
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models, the CCeFS, and the CoEvoNav, and the continuous discovery of new, improved
sets of heuristics.
An overview of the methodological, theoretical and philosophical framework of the
thesis is introduced.   Also, a survey of the Mexican economy, its agricultural sector, and
a statistical review of the Mexican beef industry are presented.   Concepts such as modern
agriculture, the reductionist approach to agricultural research, models, the system’s
environment, sustainability, conventional and sustainable agriculture, complexity,
evolution, simulators, and multi-objective optimization tools are extensively reviewed.
Issues concerning the impossibility of predicting the long-term, detailed future behaviour
of CCeFSs, along with the use of simulators as decision support tools in the quest for
sustainable CCeFSs, are discussed.   The rationale behind the simulator used for this study,
along with that of the multi-objective evolutionary tools used as the makeup of Cárnico-
ICSPEA2 are explained.
A description of the “San Francisco” ranch, its key on-farm sustainability indicators
in the form of objective functions, constraints, and decision variables, and the semi-
structured, multi-objective, dynamic, constrained management problem posed by the farm
manager’s planned introduction of a herd of bulls for fattening as a way to increase the
fitness of his CCeFS via a better management of the system’s feed surpluses and the
acquisition of a new pick-up truck are described as a case study.   The tested scenario and
the experimental design for the simulations are presented as well.   Results from using the
CoEvoNav as the farm manager’s extended phenotype to solve his multi-objective
optimisation problem are described, along with the implications for the management and
sustainability of the CCeFS.   Finally, the approach and tools developed are evaluated, and
the progress made in relation to methodological, theoretical, philosophical and conceptual
notions is reviewed along with some future topics for research.
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Introduction.
2“Without changing our pattern of thought, we will not be able to solve the problems we created
with our current patterns of thou ght.”
Albert Einstein.
Cattle production (predominantly pasture-based) has been the most important
animal husbandry activity in Mexico since the arrival of the Spaniards in the sixteenth
century.   The area of land utilized, its contribution to the agricultural exporting sector (it
is the source of the main livestock export product) and its social, economic, cultural and
ecological impact, are all considerable (see section 3.4).   Furthermore, Mexico is the
seventh largest producer of beef in the world, but the commodity is mostly consumed on
the local market, where for decades an increasing demand has exceeded supply (SIEA,
2002; Anderson et al., 2002; OECD, 1992).   This fact has pushed the country to become
the world’s fifth largest beef importer (INEGI, 2002; USDA, 2002).   Among the main
reasons for this are the lack of infrastructure, low productive efficiency, and low energy
conversion ratios of the Mexican beef industry (Toledo et al., 1993; SAGAR, 1998; INEGI,
2002; SIEA, 2002).   Besides, as demand for food increases, so does the pressure on natural
resources, which already show signs of damage and depletion.   Nevertheless, the Mexican
beef industry has the potential to satisfy not only the country’s increasing internal demand
for beef meat, but even to export it to their business counterparts.   To this end, emphasis
should be on the achievement of a sustainable industry via optimising productivity,
competitiveness, and the use of the social and natural resources, focussing on the fattening
and finishing of calves as the most profitable stage of beef cattle husbandry.
There is almost universal agreement on the importance of concepts such as
sustainability and sustainable agriculture.   In spite of the lack of universally accepted
definitions, such concepts have provided us with a sense of direction and a framework for
discussion about what needs to be done to balance humanity's present and future needs and
goals.   In trying to make operational such concepts under the context of the real-life
situation of the farming system described in chapter 7 (the “San Francisco” ranch), this
thesis’ main goal is to lay a methodological, theoretical and philosophical framework for
the design and management of sustainable complex co-evolutionary farming systems
(CCeFS).   To this end, the following objectives were pursued:
1. to enhance my understanding –as manager of the ranch and developer of the
software– of the complex dynamic behaviour of the “San Francisco” ranch, as a
beef cattle production enterprise based on temperate grasslands and fodder crops
in the Central Plateau of Mexico, as a complex co-evolutionary farming system
(CCeFSs);
32. to generate an operational definition of sustainable CCeFSs, as a benchmark to
assess the system’s performance;
3. to identify key on-farm sustainability indicators, in the form of objective functions,
constraints-thresholds, and decision variables-lever points, along with optimal
management tactics and strategies to achieve the system’s purposes, in order to
assess and modify the CCeFS’s biophysical and financial performance;
4. to develop a meta-heuristic, multi-criteria decision support system to facilitate the
integration of hard and soft elements of the CCeFS.   Such a tool would be used as
a Co-Evolutionary Navigator for enhancing my own managerial skills, for
conceptualizing and implementing change leading to sustainability, and would
have the potential to become a tool in a process of social learning; and
5. to identify knowledge gaps and future topics for research.
The thesis is divided into nine chapters, including this introduction.   In Chapter
2, the thesis is articulated around the need for a paradigm shift to deal with the issues posed
by achieving sustainable CCeFSs, given both CCeFSs’ characteristics and the limitations
of both the tools available to study them and of normal science concepts and methods. 
The chapter starts by describing my positioning as the author of the thesis and as the
creator and owner of the problem and the CCeFS used as case study.   A brief description
of the path of crisis and paradigm shift that led me to the thesis and its findings is presented
as well.   Cárnico, the simulator I designed and used to represent my CCeFS, along with
Cárnico-ICSPEA2, the Co-Evolutionary Navigator (CoEvoNav) I designed and used for
this thesis, is introduced as the only reported agricultural decision support system (DSS)
that meets Payne et al.’s (1993) third approach to decision support and Turban’s (1995)
description of an Operations Research’s DSS introduced in section 6.5, as well as the third
level (co-evolutionary) of both farm analysis and whole farm-scale models in relation to
resource management described in section 6.6.   Stressing the differences between on one
side Cárnico and the Co-Evolutionary Navigator (Cárnico-ICSPEA2) developed for this
study and on the other agricultural DSSs described in section 6.5 are the following features:
i) the software enhances, not substitutes, the manager’s skills (see section 2.6.3); ii) the
software is included within a larger and explicitly co-evolutionary framework; and iii)
Cárnico-ICSPEA2's complexity emerges from the synergetic co-evolution of the
complexities of the simulator, the Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm, the farm
manager’s mental models and heuristics, and the CCeFS.
Some of the operational definitions of key concepts to understand and assess this
thesis, such as complexity, CCeFSs, structural and functional complexity, co-evolution,
entropy, intractability, coarse-graining, self-generation, and structured and semi-structured
4problems are explained and discussed in this chapter.   Contrary to normal science’s view
of sustainability as an equilibrium or steady state, and of sustainable agriculture as a well-
defined, structured, technical problem (see sections 2.1, 2.4.1, 4.2, and 4.3), in this Chapter
a sustainable CCeFS is suggested as a set of dynamic co-evolutionary processes by which
the system maintains its capacity to explore and exploit its dynamic phase space while co-
evolving with it.   Hence, what needs to be sustained is a given CCeFS’s capacity to
explore and exploit its co-evolutionary phase space, emphasising the essential role of
cognition to empower farmer managers via the enhancement of their capacities and skills
for harnessing the complexity of their own systems.   Furthermore, the achievement of
sustainable beef production from grasslands (the CCeFS of interest for this study) is
defined as a semi-structured, multi-objective, dynamic, constrained management problem
with an intractable search phase space (sections 2.3. and 2.5).   Most importantly, given the
essential complex nature of CCeFSs, and the fundamental limitations of the tools available
for their study, the long-term, detailed prediction of their future behaviour is impossible.
Because of the complex nature of the issue of achieving sustainable CCeFSs, the
complex co-evolutionary systems approach (CCeSA) as a way to understand complex
phenomena within the context of the observer-creator-actor-owner is introduced in this
Chapter.   CCeSA mixes soft and hard systems techniques via “embedding” the lower
hierarchy hard systems into the higher hierarchy soft ones in a constant, circular, dynamic,
co-evolutionary flow.   CCeSA stresses the importance of the process and relational aspects
of knowing-leading-to-action, treating information as something generated from within the
‘knower’.   Hence, CCeSA is user-dependent, since the ultimate goal is to internalise
methodological guidelines by transforming them into mental models and heuristics. 
Within CCeSA, CCeFSs are human activity systems, emerging from the purposes, way of
perceiving, mental models, history and personal philosophy of the farm manager.   Further,
CCeFSs co-evolve with the farm manager with its environment, and with the way the
farmer manages the resources at his hand to achieve his own multiple, conflicting,
dynamic, semi-structured and constrained purposes.
Given the self-generation characteristic of CCeFSs, sustainable agriculture is
essentially knowledge-intensive, and implies first and foremost the empowerment of farm
managers as the creators-owners-observers of their own systems.   Furthermore, CCeSA
considers effective technologies or artifacts as cognitive (epistemological) tools embedded
into the user’s identity.   As cognitive systems, the main technical problem for achieving
sustainable CCeFSs refers to the enhancement of the farm manager’s skills for choosing
appropriate courses of action in response to his own internal purposes and objectives and
to changing environmental conditions in real time.   I conclude this Chapter by describing
the concept of Co-evolutionary Navigator as a cognitive tool and, as such, as the farm
5manager’s “extended phenotype” (Haraway, 1995) used to navigate through his CCeFS’s
dynamic phase space.
In describing the biophysical and socioeconomic environment of the “San
Francisco” ranch as the CCeFS of interest, Chapter 3 starts with some useful operational
definitions.   A system is described as an integrated whole distinguished by an observer,
whose essential properties emerge from the interactions-processes among its elements (the
observer included), and between the system and its environment.   Interactions among the
elements of a complex system are often stochastic or indeterminate, and control is internal
and distributed.   Modelling is a process aimed at influencing the performance of a system
in a limited predictable way, via the identification, understanding, description, and
representation of that system.   Models are simplified representations of real-life systems
that include only those features that are considered relevant for the purposes of the
modeller.   Modelling starts by describing the system –its inputs, outputs, processes,
boundaries and feedbacks– as perceived by the modeller.   In farming systems, everything
inside the boundary is influenced by the system’s management; hence, environment refers
to everything not specifically included within the system’s boundaries nor controlled by
the farm manager.
A description of the beef cattle production in Mexico follows, highlighting the
industry’s  strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities, including a graph showing some of
the historical trends for beef cattle production in Mexico (Figure 3.1).   The three main
types of agro-ecological niches for ruminant production in Mexico are introduced,
emphasising temperate grasslands since the case study is situated in this agro-ecological
niche.   Some of the most relevant reasons for the industry’s inability to match the internal
supply and demand are discussed, along with sone of the industry’s strengths.   Among the
latter is the fact that Mexican cattle production is mainly pasture-based, running in large
areas where pasture production is the only possible agricultural use, with low capital
investment, and acceptable levels of profitability.   Given the extant room for increased
efficiency in resource use, the cheap beef production costs from grasslands with less impact
on the environment and cheaper Mexican labour than that of its North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) counterparts, and the fact that the USA and Canada are major
importers of grass-fed beef, the Mexican beef industry is in an advantageous position not
only to satisfy local demand but also to make the country a net exporter of beef products.
In Chapter 4, the concept of conventional agriculture, which emerges from the
normal science paradigms described in Chapter 2, is comprehensively reviewed.   While
relatively successful in productivity terms, conventional agriculture has resulted, among
others, in the depletion of non-renewable resources, reduction of cultural, social and
biological diversity, decline in productivity, pollution and scarcity, global warming,
6inequity, very narrow fields of research, and in a steady decline among farmers of their
trust in conventional agriculture’s knowledge, experts and specialized institutions.
Opposed to conventional agriculture, sustainable agriculture is concerned with the
‘prediction’ of and the consensus on what will and should last, since the elements of most
definitions are in fact uncertain predictions of system features which are expected to lead
to sustainability.   The transformation from conventional agricultural systems to sustainable
ones depends on the active social reconstruction of the meaning and importance of the
social and natural resource base that supports those systems, and on the recognition of the
necessity for preserving the potential of the individuals, societies and ecosystems to sustain
agriculture.   While environmental change is very important, Chapter 4 suggests that the
main cause of disruption to human societies are fixed modes of adapting to change, since
sustainability does not equal petrification but an increased ability to deal with unforeseen
changes and emerging uncertainties, via individual and collective learning and innovation.
This implies emphasising processes over results and social over instrumental issues, and
the role of science as one among many tools used for the construction of reality.   Hence,
science’s usefulness based not on its prescribing and predictive power or its
generalizations, but on the degree to which it modifies people’s reality constructions and
perspectives.
Farmers perceive agriculture as a multi-purpose endeavour in which goals are
multiple, semi-structured, dynamic, incommensurable and often conflicting, and where
tradeoffs among opposing goals are a must.   Sustainability at farm level emerges as the
system’s ability to satisfy a diverse array of purposes, bounded by tradeoffs, constraints,
and different measures of success in an ever-changing and intractable search phase space.
This implies the implementation of strategies to maintain the short-term fitness of the
system while preserving its long-term flexibility.   As sustainability is the outcome of a
dynamic tradeoff, sustainable agriculture should not prescribe a precisely defined set of
technologies, practices or policies – the essential issue is how to enable farmers and their
communities to co-evolve with their dynamic environment.
CCeSA provides an ideal framework for analysing agriculture as a set of self-
organizing, hierarchical agricultural systems and their interconnections as a fundamental
step to understanding the concept of sustainability.   Within CCeSA, CCeFSs’ multiple
feedback loops result in non-linearity, non-decomposability, self-organisation, counter-
intuitive behaviours, and path-dependency which, along with randomness, in turn result in
complexity, irreversibility, and in the impossibility for predicting the long-term, detailed
future behaviour of CCeFSs.   Moreover, in trying to control their systems and predict their
future, human intervention on CCeFSs and their environments results in increased
complexity and uncertainty.  This complexification is due to the introduction of completely
7new, both known and unknown, state variables, and to the dynamic, nonlinear nature of the
interactions among such variables.   Therefore, farm managers recognise the impossibility
of knowing for certain the full consequences of their actions.   The  management of
CCeFSs implies dealing with complex and dynamic inter-relationships among objectives,
beliefs, decision rules, inter-temporal effects, and trade-offs, in trying to obtain a diverse
set of flexible choices developed for a diverse set of scenarios.   Given their relevance as
subsystems of CCeFSs, sections 4.2 and 4.3, along with Table 4.2 describe the main
sources of complexity for grazing systems, along with the implications for decision-making
and management strategies.   Chapter 4 ends by mentioning the potential of simulators as
co-evolutionary tools for scenario-generation and for enhancing the farm manager’s
cognitive process and management skills.
In trying to improve the efficiency of human-made complex systems, one can try
to harness their complexity by borrowing concepts from evolutionary biology, social
design, and computer science, and uniting them in the field of evolutionary computation
where evolution and adaptation are transformed into an engineering formulation.
Following this advice, Chapter 5 describes the basis for the application of CCeSA and
artifacts such as modelling, simulation and optimisation tools to achieve sustainable
CCeFSs, assuming that complex farm management problems in a sustainable setting are
semi-structured, dynamic, multi-objective and constrained.   Among the ideas discussed,
it is the fact that profit maximization is not the major driving force behind the managers’
decision making processes, and that culture, personality, attitudes, educational background,
age and experience are essential to understand farmers’ multiple priorities and strategies
to achieve their purposes while dealing with uncertainty.   Further, the complex, mostly
non-linear interactions between the system’s elements, the speed of global and local
changes, their meaning, and the different patterns they assume for different rural groups
constitute a challenge to the farm managers’ decision-making capabilities.   Such
capabilities are essential to the farmers own well-being and survival and to any significant
meaning of sustainability at farm level.
Modelling complex farm management processes implies the need for a multiple
criteria decision making framework designed to deal with complex decision making
problems with multidimensional, multiple, incommensurable and conflicting objectives.
 Within such a framework, optimality is defined by the farm manager in relation to many
constraints and more than one objective, implying the need for compromises in order to
obtain feasible, acceptable or efficient solutions, where efficiency or acceptability is a
problem-dependent and subjective concept.   Multi-objective optimization is the process
of finding a vector of decision variables which would give the values of all the –usually
conflicting– objective functions acceptable to the decision maker –the farm manager–
8while satisfying constraints and the two orthogonal goals (diversity and optimality) in
multi-objective optimization.   The optimised objective functions are acceptable tradeoff
solutions from the feasible objective phase space since, in general, finding the global
optimum of a real-world multi-objective optimisation problem (MOOP) is NP-complete
task (see section 5.3.2).
Among the approaches used to solve MOOPs, meta-heuristics (MH) are powerful
techniques consisting of iterative strategies that guide and modify other heuristics by
mixing concepts for exploring and exploiting the search space for feasible tradeoff
solutions in domains where the task is NP-Hard or NP-Complete.   The exploring process
in MH represents a compromise between the exploitation of accumulated search experience
and the exploration of the search space to identify regions with high quality solutions as
quickly as possible.   As a MH population-based approach, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs)
use a population of solutions at each iteration to obtained a population of solutions in a
single simulation run.   A special class of EAs are Genetic Algorithms (GAs), which are
population-based computational models of evolution.   GAs are highly non-linear,
massively multifaceted, stochastic, and complex, performing a direct search that generally
results in an increase in the average merit of solutions from one generation to the next. 
When used to optimise multiple objectives simultaneously, GAs are transformed into
Multi-Objective Optimisation Algorithms (MOEAs).   While there is no such thing as an
universal best approach to solve MOOPs, the reasons behind the use of MOEAs as the
most explored and exploited tools to tackle MOOPs are discussed.   I end this Chapter by
describing and discussing SPEA2, a state-of-the-art, elitist MOEA, and the infeasibility
objective constrained Pareto optimization method (IOCPO), which was used to incorporate
constrains to SPEA2, as the selected tools for this study.
Chapter 6 starts by describing the reasons why this study is concerned with
sustainability at farm level.   First, it is the farmer who owns, plans, implements, and
controls the farming system, so if agriculture is to meet what society as a whole expects
from it, it must first meet the farmer’s needs.   The second reason is my own experience
as a farm manager and the resulting ownership of the farm-level problem introduced in this
thesis as a case study.   Then, a sustainable CCeFS is defined as a human-activity system
that exhibits both enough fitness and flexibility to explore and exploit its dynamic phase
space while co-evolving with its environment.   Fitness refers to the capacity of the system
to achieve its multiple, dynamic, constrained, and often incommensurable and conflicting
purposes while performing above threshold values for failure.   Flexibility refers to a
CCeFS’ dynamic capacity for co-evolving with its changing biophysical and
socioeconomic environment for a given future period.
9Farm managers make decisions according to their own perception and assessment
of problems and their own personal experience, level of formal knowledge, cultural values,
social constraints, present needs, and stage in life.   Hence, decision-making processes are
sui generis, flexible and dynamic, and can be enhanced with the aid of decision-support
systems (DSSs).   An effective DSS focusses on the farm manager’s cognitive process,
recognizing the existence of multiple valid perceptions of reality and their associated
multiple, conflicting, incommensurable, and often ambiguous goals.   While inherently
imperfect and limited, simulators are among the most widely used DSSs in operation
research and system analysis, and are based on assumptions and simplified descriptions of
what the modeller perceive as the relevant elements of a problem or a system-of-interest.
Opposed to the ‘classic’ agricultural concept, co-evolutionary DSSs are defined as
flexible and interactive computer based artifacts, developed by their end-users as aids for
enhancing their own decision-making processes.   Hence, co-evolutionary DSSs are used
to enhance, not substitute, the farmer’s decision-making process since it is the farmer who
owns the problem and who is responsible for solutions.   These artifacts are appropriate to
dela with sustainability given their emphasis on the social dimensions of the CCeFS and
on the recognition of the existence of multiple, dynamic, incommensurable purposes,
implying the need for dynamic sets of alternative management strategies.
Terms such as verification, validation, and model calibration have been typically
used to denote the process of assessing the accuracy and usefulness of models.   However,
in this Chapter it is argued that validation and verification are philosophically impossible
for complex numerical models of complex open systems such as real CCeFSs, where data
is at best scarce or not accessible, and where the complex nature of CCeFSs precludes the
possibility of long-term, detailed predictions.   Furthermore, calibration is described as the
model’s forced empirical adequacy via manipulation of independent variables, with the
non-uniqueness of scientific explanations adding to the argument against the classical use
of the term.   Therefore, verification here denotes the process of assessing if a simulator
accurately represents the developer-user’s conceptual description of his system and,
substituting validation, model evaluation and legitimisation mean the process of assessing
a simulator’s fitness and usefulness for meeting its intended purposes.
When making a decision, uncertainty can be faced via exploring alternative action
sequences.   This exploration can be seen as scenario analysis based on sets of optimal
solutions for multi-objective optimisation problems.   Such a set of solutions constitutes
a collection of strategic options among which the system can switch to face uncertainty.
This is where the concept of Co-Evolutionary Navigator (CoEvoNav) fits best.   By
combining a simulator with a Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm, a CoEvoNav
imitates the evolutionary pattern of the CCeFS of interest, helping the farm manager to
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‘navigate’ through the CCeFS’s co-evolutionary phase space, where complexity and
uncertainty are room for improvement.   This implies the application of co-evolutionary
strategies designed to maintain the short-term fitness and the evolutionary potential of the
system, or in other words, taking actions to achieve short-term goals while maintaining
long-term flexibility.   The ultimate purpose is to enhance the farm manager’s decision-
making process and co-evolutionary capabilities for solving his own complex problems,
through an increased understanding of his system and the discovery of new, improved
heuristics.   In turn, this leads to the enhancement of the CCeFS’s fitness and flexibility,
in a endless feedback loop where action, evaluation, cognition, innovation, and change are
the main elements.
Chapter 7 describes both the “San Francisco” ranch as the CCeFS used as a case
study, and Carnico-ICSPEA2, the CoEvoNav developed and used for harnessing the
complexity of the ranch and its environment towards sustainability.   Data to build the
model was collected in situ from March 1996 to February 1997, when the author of this
study was the manager of the “San Francisco” ranch.   The CCeFS, a beef cattle and goat
enterprise running on temperate pastures and fodder crops in the Central Plateau of
Mexico, was designed as a set of three main sub-enterprises: production of high quality
beef cattle breeders and associated genetic material; production of high quality breeder
goats and associated genetic material; and production of beef cattle and male kids for the
abattoir.   The ranch was in a transitional process from traditional animal production based
fully on fodder crops to a system based on grazed pastures with fodder crops as
supplements.   Among the reasons for change were the loss of soil due to excessive
fertilization and to the seasonality of the vegetative cover associated with fodder crops, and
the fact that the farm manager demonstrated in situ the biological and economic advantages
of animal production systems based on grazed pastures.
Following a detailed description (word model) of the rationale and management of
the ranch, the MOOP of interest is introduced.   As the ranch urgently needed to buy a new
pick-up truck and to improve the management of the seasonal feed surpluses, a project
suggesting the introduction of 52 bulls for fattening on grazed pastures and fodder crops
was developed and approved.   Bulls were chosen because of their relative availability in
the market, high rates of live weight gain, and because of the flexibility they would bring
to the enterprise.   The project’s three objective functions were: maximize net revenue,
maximize average daily live weight gain, and minimize the cost of the diet.   The
thresholds for failure were defined as the need for the amount of crude protein in the diet
to be greater than or equal to the daily requirements for crude protein by the animals; the
amount of feed supplied to the animals should not be less than their actual potential dry
matter intake per head per day; and the present value of the net benefits should be greater
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than zero.   The 48 decision variables that can be manipulated by the manager to achieve
his goals were identified as the diet contribution of each of the four available ingredients
to the diet formulation for each of the twelve months of the season.   The three objective
functions and the three thresholds for failure used for this exercise are among the direct or
proxy indicators suggested by the literature to assess biological and economic sustainability
at field and farm levels.   Most importantly, the three objective functions being optimised
are the farm manager’s own.
The co-evolutionary whole-farm simulator used to develop Cárnico-SPEA2 is a
simplified and enhanced version of Cárnico, the simulator designed, legitimised, and
successfully evaluated by the manager of the “San Francisco” ranch.   The simplified
Cárnico is a discrete-event, heuristic, dynamic, non-linear, empirical, general
compartment, and stochastic simulator that mimics the biophysical and financial behaviour
of the “San Francisco” ranch.   It is based on difference equations, and feedback loops
representing non-linearity and co-evolution to deal with a herd of beef cattle animals for
the abattoir.   The simulator is described in detail in this Chapter.   In describing the
development and use of the CoEvoNav within CCeSA, Figures 7.7. and 7.8 illustrate
Cárnico-ICSPEA2's conceptual model.   Such Figures represent a special class of CCeSs
in which three kinds of CCeSs: real-world physical systems, computer-based systems, and
human beings interact as elements of the larger system’s co-evolutionary feedback loops.
These interactions add to the complexity of the system and to its potential flexibility and
fitness via an increased exploration of new areas of the co-evolutionary phase space and
the exploitation of innovative, optimal solutions emerging as result of such an exploration.
Since any model is by definition a necessarily constraining and limited tool, the section
describing the simulator finishes with a description of the simplified Cárnico’s main
assumptions.
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 was run to simulate, optimise, and evaluate the likely impact of
introducing a herd of 52 bulls for fattening purposes to the “San Francisco” ranch as the
MOOP of interest.   The purpose of the experiment was twofold.   The first goal was to
increase the CCeFS’ fitness and flexibility via the co-evolutionary triple loop-learning
process depicted in Figure 7.8.   The CCeFS’s fitness was assessed by the simulated
system’s ability to perform within the boundaries posed by a set of constraints while
achieving the farm manager objectives.   The simulated system’s flexibility was assessed
by its continuous ability to generate, at any time, a high quality, diverse, feasible Pareto-
optimal set of multiple management options to face the system’s uncertainty.   Fitness and
flexibility are considered either as direct or as proxy of some of the social and economic
indicators of sustainability at farm level suggested by the literature.
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The second goal was to evaluate the actual and potential effectiveness and practical
usefulness of the CoEvoNav for solving the CCeFS’s MOOP via measuring its ability to
find fast the set of Pareto-optimal solutions described above, under a given biophysical,
socioeconomic, and computing environment.   The quality of the solutions obtained is
assessed by showing that the software effectively produces more than one optimal solution,
evaluating the diversity of the solutions found, measuring their feasibility, and comparing
them with that obtained by the original version of Cárnico optimised as a single objective
maximisation problem using Solver, an optimisation tool included in Microsoft’s Excel. 
This comparison is done by measuring the percent divergence and the ratio between
Cárnico-ICSPEA2's solutions and Cárnico-Excel-Solver’s.
The results from the use of the CoEvoNav to solve the multi-objective optimisation
problem presented in Chapter 7 are discussed in Chapter 8, along with their implications
for the management of the CCeFS.   The solution obtained by optimising Cárnico with
Solver showed a contribution of pasture, alfalfa, silage, and stubble to the diet in line with
the manager’s beliefs about the ‘optimal’ use of the available resources.   However, solving
Cárnico as a MOOP using ICSPEA2 showed not only several different ways to achieve the
management goals, but also that such goals can be accomplished in a more efficient way
by reducing the amounts of pasture and alfalfa on the diet and by increasing the amounts
of silage and stubble used to feed the animals.   These counterintuitive findings are
attributable to the non-linear relationships among the CCeFS’s elements.   Further, the
Pareto-optimal set of solutions allows for a compromise between the needs of the system
and the precautionary principle, and all with the same number of animals.   Such a set of
solutions showed considerable diversity in both the objective function and the decision
variables, with the greater diversity among the decision variables compared to the objective
functions.   This means that the CoEvoNav offered a substantial range of optimal
managerial choices to the farm manager.   The end result of the simulation-optimisation
exercise applied within the CCeSA framework was a more flexible approach to the
management of the ranch and thus to a fitter and more flexible CCeFS in line with the
operational definition of sustainable CAFS introduced in section 6.3.
Finally, in Chapter 9, the achievement of the thesis’ objectives is assessed, the
developed approach and tools are evaluated, the progress made in relation to the theoretical
and conceptual notions from previous chapters is reviewed, and the areas of incomplete
knowledge, future topics for research, and an outline for the next research steps are
described.
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2.
Methodological Framework.
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“Sapere aud e! (Have the courag e to know!)”
Immanuel Kant
2.1. Introduction.
I had my first fully conscious real-world contact with the complex biophysical and
socioeconomic issues of farming systems while working as an Agricultural Production Co-
ordinator for the National University of Mexico (UNAM) from 1991 to 1992.   In January
1993 I left Mexico for New Zealand to do my Masters degree, where I learnt what are
arguable the best temperate-climate grazing management techniques in the world.   For my
Master’s thesis, I developed a simulator to assess the likely usefulness of such grazing
management techniques in Mexico.   After finishing my degree in 1995 I returned to
Mexico, where I started to work as an Associate Professor (beef cattle production),
consultant and researcher.   My lines of research were related to the development of
computer-based Decision Support Systems (DSSs) for animal production systems based
on grasslands, the development of methodologies for achieving effective communication,
innovation and technological change in rural Mexico, and the design of sustainable animal
production systems based on grazed pasture.
From March 1996 to February 1997 I was in charge of the UNAM’s Centre for
Teaching, Research, and Extension in Agricultural Production –the “San Francisco” ranch.
Among my main responsibilities were the design and operational, tactical and strategic
management of the ranch, and in the process I became a farm manager myself.   Being at
the same time a farm manager, a consultant, a researcher and a Reader resulted in co-
evolutionary changes in my personal philosophy (my weltanschauung), and in my
approach to management, research, teaching and extension, while further promoting my
interest in sustainability issues and in what I later defined as Complex Co-Evolutionary
Farming Systems (CCeFSs) (section 2.2).   At the ranch, I had the opportunity to
implement some of the ‘sustainable’ management techniques, structures and practices
suggested by the literature, which resulted in considerable improvements in its overall
performance, leading to consider the ranch as a model for teaching, research and extension
purposes (Martinez-Garcia, 1996b; see also section 7.2 and table 7.4).   Hence, the ranch
was doing well (it was fit), so management issues were related on how to keep it doing well
and on how to improving it.
It is during my time at the “San Francisco” ranch that I generated and collected the
data I used to develop my Cárnico (Martinez-Garcia, 1996a), the DSS I originally designed
to enhance my own managerial skills, and which I later improved for the purposes of this
thesis.   It is worth mentioning that Cárnico is, to the best of my knowledge, the only
reported agricultural DSS designed by its end-user (myself as the farm manager of the “San
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Francisco” ranch, see chapter 7) to enhance my own skills.   It meets Payne et al.’s (1993)
third approach to decision support, Turban’s (1995) description of an Operations
Research’s DSS introduced in section 6.5, and the third level (co-evolutionary) description
of both farm analysis and whole farm-scale models in relation to resource management
(Jones et al. 1997; Hansen et al., 1997) as it was introduced in section 6.6.   Further
emphasis on the differences between on one hand Cárnico and the Co-evolutionary
Navigator (Cárnico-ICSPEA2) designed for the purposes of this thesis, and on the other the
agricultural DSSs described in section 6.5, arises from the following:
i) both Cárnico and Cárnico-ICSPEA2 enhance, not substitute, the farm manager’s skills,
since the tools were developed, gathered, evaluated, and automatically endorsed and
legitimised by their end-user (serving as my own “extended phenotype”, see section 2.6);
ii) the software is included within a larger and explicitly co-evolutionary framework – the
CCeSA (see figure 7.8).   Hence, both Cárnico and Cárnico-ICSPEA2 co-evolved with
their designer-user (myself as a farm manager and author of this work) and with the CCeFS
as created, perceived and managed by the farm manager-designer-user of the software; and
iii) Cárnico-ICSPEA2's complexity emerges from the synergetic co-evolution of the
complexities of the simulator (Cárnico), the Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm
(ICSPEA2), the farm manager’s mental models and heuristics, and the CCeFS.
While at the ranch, I organised an international seminar (December 1996) dealing
with selected topics of sustainable farming systems from pasture.   The issues that emerged
from the seminar resulted in my PhD thesis, which describes the co-evolutionary path I
constructed in searching for the dynamic answers I have found to my own main practical
question: how to achieve sustainable farming systems?
I started my PhD research by assuming that this question represented a well-
defined, structured, technical problem.   I conjectured, following prevalent normal science
paradigms in agriculture (section 2.4.1) that I needed to:
< identify key deterministic indicators of sustainability at farm level;
< include such indicators and the control strategies into the model;
< increase the size and detail of my simulator (considered as a mechanistic-linear-
reductionist one) in order to make it more powerful;
< validate and verify the ‘improved’ simulator;
< make it more ‘user-friendly’ for technology-transfer purposes;
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< assume a steady-state situation for the ranch and its environment; and
< run a few hundred simulations, each representing a year in the future, since the
question implied, given most of the definitions of sustainability (section 4.2) and
sustainable agriculture (section 4.3) reported in the literature, the need for
predicting the long-term, detailed future behaviour of the ranch described in section
7.2.
However, while implementing the above plan, I reached a dead-end, since I learnt
that the essential nature of CCeFSs (sections 2.3, 2.4 and 4.4) and the fundamental
limitations of the tools available for their study (sections 6.7 and 6.8.1) make such a
prediction impossible.   Furthermore, I did learn that:
< CCeFSs emerge from self-generated processes (section 2.4);
< the issue of achieving sustainable CCeFSs implies first and foremost the
empowerment of the farm manager as the creator-actor-owner-observer of his own
system (section 5.2);
< sustainable agriculture is knowledge, not input, intensive (section 2.5);
< the issue is better characterised as a semi-structured, constrained multi-objective
optimisation problem with an intractable and dynamic search phase space (sections
2.3 and 5.3.2); and
< the problem, the system and the search phase space co-evolve dynamically,
meaning that each time a solution is found and implemented, the question changes,
thus needing a new, different solution (section 4.4).
This understanding led me to the path of crisis and paradigm shift described in
section 2.6, to the post-normal science approach described in section 2.6.2, and to the
concepts, findings and outcomes introduced in this thesis.   Following, I am presenting a
methodological, theoretical and philosophical overview of the thesis, describing the
operational definitions of CCeFSs, complexity, co-evolution, entropy, intractability and
self-generation.   There is also a brief discussion about some of the features of
sustainability and sustainable agriculture that make the normal science approach described
in section 2.6.1 unsuitable to deal with sustainability issues.   Finally, I conclude this
chapter by outlining my answer to the question above, in the form of both the post-normal
science approach and the cognitive ‘artifact’ (the Co-evolutionary Navigator) I designed,
used, and co-evolved with, while dealing with the practical issues posed by achieving
sustainable CCeFSs.
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2.2. Complexity.
CCeFSs, as a subclass of human-made Complex Co-evolutionary Systems (CCeSs),
are defined as “human-activity systems” (Padel, 2002), emerging from the purposes, gestalt
(way of seeing or perceiving), mental models, history and weltanschauung of the farm
manager.   Further, CCeFSs co-evolve with the farm manager, with the environment, and
with the way the farmer manages the resources at his hand to achieve his own multiple,
conflicting, dynamic, semi-structured and constrained purposes.
In dealing with CCeFSs’ complexity, there is the need to define the type of
difficulty and the overall formulation of the specific kind of complexity the observer is
dealing with, as well as the language of representation used to describe it (Edmonds, 1999).
The comprehension of complexity is user and scale dependent, with multi-dimensional
complexity applied to hierarchies within the whole system (Tainton et al., 1996).   This
implies recognizing the primacy of subjectivity in human affairs, scientific models
included, given the impossibility of separating the observer from his contextual
environment (Heylighen, 1999a; Kuhn, 1996; Ison, 1998), and that CCeFSs emerge from
humans’ purposeful action (section 2.2.3).   Hence, ‘truth’ is a conditional, contextually-
dependent concept, implying the existence of different, partial, and equally ‘valid’
theoretical explanations of phenomena (e.g. “non-uniqueness”, see section 6.7).   Science
–one among multiple human perspectives– and its paradigms co-evolve with other fields
of human knowledge and with the universe as perceived, conceptualised and changed by
humans (Kuhn, 1996; Baranger, undated; von Bertalanffy, 1969).   Hence the call for
“interdisciplinary synthesis and respect for plurality, acknowledging the (co-)evolving
scientific truth, (and) the need for an integrated but inevitably provisional world view”
(Aerts, 1999).   Furthermore, multiple perspectives and different ‘logics’ (Noe and Alrøe,
2002) mean that CCeFSs’ performance assessment cannot be purely objective, since
“reality is best articulated as a collection of a number of different viewpoints” (Dent,
1999), with not two people perceiving and judging problems and situations in the same way
(Checkland, 2000).
Within this context (see also section 4.4), complexity is defined as the “property of
a language expression (e.g. a system) which makes it difficult to formulate its overall
behaviour, even when given almost complete information about its...components and their
relations” (Edmonds, 1999).   The complexity of a system emerges from the variety or
differentiation of processes (sequences of activities and know-how to generate functions)
and elements within a system.   Further complexity results from the integration or increase
on the number and strength of connections among the system’s processes and elements
(Heylighen, 1999a; Checkland, 2000; Ascher, 2001; Gharajedaghi, 1999),with even
apparently simple systems showing complex behaviour because of such interactions
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(Tainton et al., 1996).   Differentiation and integration depend upon what is perceived by
the observer, who selects what he considers to be relevant, and whether complexity is
increasing or decreasing (Heylighen, 1999a).   Differentiation and integration produce non-
linearity and non-decomposability (parts of the system cannot be investigated separately
from the rest of the system, effectively preventing simplifications) resulting in the
difficulty of interpreting and predicting complex systems’ behaviour (Ascher, 2001).
Furthermore, these features increase the possibility that lessons could be inapplicable, since
current system’s conditions always differ from past conditions and multiple outcomes are
possible depending on historical accidents (section 4.4) (Ascher, 2001; Levin, 1999).
2.2.1. Structural and Functional Complexity.
Heylighen (1999a) proposed that the complexity emerging from differentiation and
integration in the spatial dimension can be called “structural” and that the complexity
arising from the same processes but in the temporal dimension can be called “functional”.
Structure is “a particular instantiation of... (a system’s) processes coupled together in
accordance with organisational defining relations; ...(the system)...can be embodied by
many and varied structures” (Hirst, 1999).   Hence, structural complexity refers to a
‘snapshot’ of the system and its environment, and as such, this kind of complexity is
related to the concept of fitness as described in section 6.3.
Conversely, functional complexity refers to the dynamic behaviour of complex co-
evolutionary systems (CCeSs) whereby, resulting from the dynamics of the systems and
their environment, the CCeS continuously change and reorganise itself in order to survive
(Heylighen, 1999a).   Functional complexity relates to Ashby’s law of requisite variety,
that states that for survival purposes, the set of different actions a cybernetic system is able
to execute must be at least as great as the variety of the environmental perturbations that
need to be compensated (Heylighen, 1999a).   This means that the larger the set of different
actions that a given system is potentially able to execute, the larger the set of disturbances
that can be solved, and the larger the domain of potential environmental scenarios in which
the system can survive (Heylighen, 1999a).   Defining the number of different actions that
a given human-made CCeS should be able to execute in order to survive is complicated by
the open-ended, never-ending and unpredictable phylogenetic (e.g. cultural) and
ontogenetic (e.g. mental-behavioural) (Pallbo, 1999) co-evolutionary processes between
such systems and their environments.
Since functional complexity refers to dynamic sets of actions, its relevance for
achieving sustainable purposeful human activity systems such as CCeFSs must be stressed.
For this thesis, functional complexity is a measure of CCeFSs’ flexibility (section 6.3),
where the more flexible the system, the higher its functional complexity and thus the more
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diverse processes and/or functions (defined as the system’s outcomes, outputs and ends)
it can perform and achieve.   Heylighen (1999a) suggested that structural and functional
complexification reinforce each other, since a structurally complex environment needs a
complex set of functions to cope with, and since functional complexification implies the
need for a richer set of structural elements and connections to implement it.
2.3. Co-Evolution, entropy and intractability.
For this thesis, co-evolution is a process of circular adaptation, due to the
interaction among systems, whereby a system co-evolves by changing itself, its
environment, and its co-evolutionary phase space – where phase space is the set of all
possible states of a given dynamical system.   These changes occur both vertically (systems
from higher and lower hierarchies) and horizontally (other systems from the same
hierarchy) (Schlemm, 1998).
As open dissipative complex systems, CCeFSs exist as co-evolutionary processes,
importing energy, data and matter to create order while exporting entropy to their
environment (Durlaf, 1997; Schlemm, 1998).   Co-evolutionary processes can be
represented by feedback loops in which any increase in the analytical complexity of either
the system or its environment results in an increased complexity for both and for the
complexity of predicting their future behaviours (Edmonds, 1999).   Further, every time
an either completely or partially new system emerges from co-evolutionary processes, there
is an increase in the number of opportunities and “niches” (Heylighen, 1999a), leading to
a never-ending process of change of both the systems and their co-evolutionary phase space
(section 4.4).
Baranger (undated) suggested that the future state of a dynamical complex system
can be represented by a point in its phase space (section 6.8.1).   Such future state’s
conditions can be exactly known if the observer knows the state of the system precisely.
Since this knowledge is unattainable for CCeSs (section 6.8.1), the future state of a given
CCeS can be represented by a dynamic probability distribution in the dynamic phase space
(Baranger, undated).   However, care should be taken when using statistical analysis to
estimate such probability distributions since, besides the issues regarding risk and
uncertainty discussed in section 6.8.1, highly non-linear dynamical processes frequently
lead to situations in which ‘rare’ events are significantly more frequent than commonly
assumed Gaussian distributions may suggest (May 2004).
Entropy can be considered as lack of information about the future state of a given
CCeS, and as synonymous with disorder, and equilibrium as a state of maximum entropy
(Baranger, undated).   Hence, the entropy of a given system and its environment refers to
the intractable and ever-changing  number of possible states for a CCeS (e.g. NP-problems,
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see section 5.3.2).   This intractability emerges from the ‘fractalization’ of the phase space
due to path dependency, meaning that the system does not become simpler when analysed
into smaller and smaller parts, and from the lack of knowledge about the complete true
state of the system (Baranger, undated).
The fact that both CCeSs and their phase spaces are intractable due to fractalization
stresses what May (2004) called one of the most common abuses of mathematics in life
sciences.   Specifically, this author refers to situations where mathematical models are
developed with an “excruciating” amount of irrelevant details, aiming to achieve a
deceptive sense of “reality”, while the relevant aspects are either intractable or fuzzy, or
where some of the essential parameters are uncertain to within at best one order of
magnitude (see sections 6.4.4 and 6.8.1).   This is clearly the case for the large, detailed
‘classical’ agricultural computer-based models commonly developed and used to simulate
whole agricultural systems described in section 6.5.   Furthermore, for most large, non-
linear, complex dynamical systems such as CCeSs it is impossible to develop an explicit
analytical model in terms of all of the possible relevant state variables and parameters
(section  5.3.2) (Rasmussen and Barret, 1995).
Impossibility and intractability lead to inconsistencies between models and the real-
world, causing doubts about the usefulness of mechanistic-linear-reductionist models when
dealing with real-world scenarios (von Bertalanffy, 1969) (see table 6.1 and section 6.5.4).
The only feasible ways to deal with complex dynamical systems are either via modelling
each of the relevant subsystems in isolation (Rasmussen and Barret, 1995), effectively
treating them as linear and closed, or via modelling them using coarse-graining techniques.
As the phase space of CCeSs and the knowledge about their future behaviour
become more and more fractalized, the observer, in order to keep up with the flow of
information, ignores or “filters” most of such complexity since his computational capacity
would otherwise be overwhelmed (Edmonds, 1999).   This coarse-graining procedure
gradually increases the entropy of the phase space via smoothing out the details of the
distribution for all scales finer that some given size, which corresponds with the size
beyond which the observer does not want to or is incapable of keeping track of the details
(Baranger, undated).   Hence, coarse-graining results in loss of information and in an
increase in the effective volume of the distribution of the system’s possible states, and thus
in an increase in the entropy, without affecting the complexity of the CCeS or the simulator
used to represent it (Baranger, undated).
The complexity of a simulator should be assessed via its emergent property: the
simulation of the real-world system being modelled (section 6.1).   Simulators are
“engines” developed and used to generate emergence and complexity (Rasmussen and
Barret, 1995).   This simulated emergence depends essentially on the modeller-observer
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(Rasmussen and Barret, 1995) who, from his higher hierarchical position and within the
context of his own weltanschauung, has previously defined the relevant elements and
interactions of the system of his interest from which the properties he wants and can
observe and study emerge.
2.4. Self-generation.
CCeFSs are open, dynamic, non-linear, dissipative, far from equilibrium, self-
organised, self-regulatory, self-producing, self-maintaining, and self-contained (sections
2.2 and 4.4).   For CCeFSs, each farming strategy emerges from and for a particular farmer,
system, environment and dynamic co-evolutionary stage.   Both the CCeFSs and the
models used to represent them are the outcomes of the gestalt and weltanschauung of their
creators (Checkland, 2000).   This corresponds with what has been called contextual
relativism by Bawden (1995) and autopoiesis (self-organisation-production-reference) by
Maturana and Varela (1980).
The self-organisation character and identity of CCeFSs can be defined as the
“process(es) among whose products are the (dynamic) structures that realise...(those)
process(es)” (Scott, 1999).   Self-organisation emerges from the co-evolution of the
system’s complexity with that of its environment, making the notion of system’s identity
very difficult to deal with (Scott, 1999), since what the system produces in its struggle for
survival is a continually changed self (Checkland, 2000).   In other words, the integrity of
a given CCeFS, as the sine qua non characteristic for its survival, is self-producing,
meaning that the system defines itself, rather than being defined by an ‘external’ observer
(Scott, 1999).
As cognitive systems, the self-generated processes of CCeFSs can be fully
observed, understood and explained only from within their own internal, dynamic logic
(Noe and Alrøe, 2002).   Hence, the internal processes and the way a given function is
performed cannot be controlled, only influenced, from outside the system’s boundaries
(Heylighen, 1990).   This fact helps to emphasise communication to promote changes in
processes and attitudes, rather than trying to impose structural change, as a co-evolutionary
way to embed notions of sustainability into the farm manager’s weltanschauung (Noe and
Alrøe, 2002; Checkland, 2000).   Furthermore, since the CCeFS’s purposes and semantics
emerge from the self-referential processes by which the system outlines its own operational
boundaries, the system must be evaluated based on the achievement of such purposes and
with its own standards of success and failure (Noe and Alrøe, 2002; Vickers, 1974, cited
by Checkland, 2000).
Each CCeFS is the unique and dynamic result, both in space and time, of the farm
manager’s ongoing co-evolutionary process with his system, his environment, his
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perception and understanding, and his mental models (section 4.4.3).   Farming
styles–defined by Noe and Alrøe (2002) as particular unities of thinking and doing, of
theory and practice– are linked to the farmer’s unique history and dynamic personal and
environmental characteristics and purposes.   The ideas of contingency, bifurcation and the
system’s degrees of freedom, help explain the heterogeneity of farming strategies among
farming enterprises, both in space (different farms) and in time (the same farm at different
evolutionary stages), and the existence of dynamic, multiple, Pareto-optimal sets of
strategies.   Further, such factors help to explain shifts in the perception of complexity from
something that should be reduced, given its restrictive role, to opportunities that can be
harnessed to achieve the system’s purposes (Noe and Alrøe, 2002).
Two key concepts needed to understand CCeFSs’ behaviour are attractors and
bifurcation points.   Attractors are defined as small regions of “stable operations, options
of choice” within the co-evolutionary phase space (Lucas, 2003).   A bifurcation point is
where a system reaches its current performance limits, and either becomes extinct or
evolves into a different system with new essential processes (Schlemm, 1998; Lucas,
2003).   The existence of multiple dynamical attractors or degrees of freedom at any given
bifurcation point allows the system to behave in several different possible ways.   This
behaviour (the system’s ‘presence’ within the boundaries of a given attractor’s region) is
determined by the system’s self-generating properties, unique history (path dependence,
section 4.4), and by random changes, learning, innovation, recombination and selection.
Hence, any given CCeFS’s co-evolutionary phase space is not only open-ended but
contextually dependent (Lucas, 2003).   Further, any given element or interaction within
a CCeFS has its own degrees of freedom, and co-evolve at its own pace, with non-linearity
leading to sometimes gradual, but often sudden changes in the system’s properties.
2.5. Sustainability–a problem with no technical solution.
In a classical paper, Hardin (1968), discussing overpopulation and pollution in
relation to the sustainable use of natural resources, described such phenomena as examples
of problems for which there is no technical solution, since changes in techniques or
structures are not enough.   The same author suggested that solving such problems demand
changes in human values and mental models, effectively implying that achieving a
sustainable use of natural resources is a complex semi-structured problem.
A problem can be defined as a situation that is to be modified by an actor so as to
secure her/his survival (Heylighen, 1990).   The problem is structured if the initial
situation, the (preferably single) goal or objective, and the available means for transforming
that situation into the objective are well-defined and quantifiable, and the problem has a
standard, technically ‘best’ solution generally found via deterministic numerical methods
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(Turban, 1995; Heylighen, 1990).   If it contains unstructured processes (fuzzy and
complex situations for which there are not ready-made solutions and where human intuition
and values are essential) along with some structured ones, the problem is semi-structured,
implying a combination of both standard solutions procedures and intuitive, subjective,
individual judgement (Turban, 1995).   This means that techniques and structures are only
elements of multiple, compromising, and dynamic sets of solutions for semi-structured
problems.   Hence, complex semi-structured problems and situations imply the need for
deep and comprehensive studies not only of technical aspects, but of the relation between
the observer-actor-owner, his system and the environment (Heylighen, 1990).
Röling and Jiggings (1994) suggested that sustainable agriculture is knowledge, not
input, intensive.   Hence, sustainability emerges from changes in knowledge and mental
models, making the latter the target for change.   Mental models-heuristics-schemata are
defined as “...data structure(s), implemented in the brain, that function to govern perceptual
exploration of the world so that appropriate perceptual tests are applied at appropriate times
and places, and that (are) continually modified or updated by the results returned by those
tests so as to be able to govern perceptual exploration more efficiently in the future”
(Thomas, 1999).   Any given cognitive system possesses its own internal schemata, being
these schemata and the system’s values (the weltanschauung), more than the specific
quality of external perturbations, which determines how a system behaves (Noe and Alrøe,
2002).
The ideas above lead to the question: what is to be sustained?   For this study, the
answer is a given CCeFS’s capacity to explore and exploit its co-evolutionary search phase
space –  see section 5.4.2 and the operational definitions of systems, CCeFSs, sustainability
and sustainable CCeFSs introduced in sections 3.1, 2.2, and 6.3.   Such definitions
emphasise the essential role of cognition to empower farmer managers via the enhancement
of their capacities and skills for harnessing the complexity of their own systems (Pretty,
1996).   As those “whose reality counts” (Chambers, 1997), farmers decide about the
direction of change and about what is relevant, useful  and evident, based on their unique
and dynamic perception and understanding of the situation.   From the farm manager’s
perspective, scientific views and suggestions represent at best external sources of
information and order that could potentially contribute to make a decision, and at worst
such views can mean noise, constraints, or obstacles for achieving the farmer’s own
purposes.   Furthermore, sustainable agriculture implies a reliance on the non-deterministic
self-organising and emergent processes of the CCeFS that Robertson (1998, cited by Ison
et al., 2001) called “complexity skills”.   These skills are participation, innovation, ability
to manage ambiguity, connectivity, provisionality (making decisions when one is not really
sure about the outcome of such decisions), reflectiveness and structural coupling (the
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observer-creator-actor of the system is included in the loop of interactions) (Eden and
Graham, 1983; Ison et al., 2001).
2.6. Paradigm shift: normal science and scientific revolutions.
A scientific paradigm is a “disciplinary matrix” composed of theories, symbolic
generalisations, values, assumptions, and shared exemplars and analogies which, in a
circular fashion, define and are defined by the scientists’ gestalt and weltanschauung
(Kuhn, 1996).   Paradigms are the source of “inextricable” mixtures of methods, theories,
problem-fields, and standards of solutions, acting as vehicles for scientific theory, “telling”
scientists about the entities that nature does and does not comprise.   Furthermore,
paradigms supply information about ways in which those entities behave and interact
among them, while providing scientists with a “map” to explore the scientific field of
research and with guidelines for “map making” (Kuhn, 1996).
Kuhn (1996) defined normal science as “research firmly based upon one or more
past scientific achievements (or paradigms)...that some particular scientific community
acknowledges for a time as supplying the foundation for its further practice”.   Normal
science main goal is to extend the scope and precision with which normal scientific
paradigms could be applied.   Hence, normal science research does not aim at unexpected
novelty, since the idea is to achieve the anticipated in new ways (Kuhn, 1996).   In
choosing a problem to solve, scientists take normal science paradigms for granted, ensuring
that the problem has a solution within the scopes of the paradigm by stating the problem
in terms of “the concept and instrumental tools the (normal science) paradigm supplies”.
The discarded problems are rejected as metaphysical, the concern of another discipline, or
too problematic to be worth the time (Kuhn, 1996).
Normal scientific questions emerge from assumptions about a world already
perceptually and conceptually subdivided in a given way by normal science paradigms.
Conversely, scientific discovery (“novelties of fact and theory”) begin with the awareness
of a fundamental anomaly in a given scientific paradigm.   When faced with a fundamental
anomaly, the scientist pushes normal science harder than ever in trying to find the reason
for the anomaly and where and how far normal science’s rules are effective to explain what
he observes.   In the process, the scientist changes his/her attitude towards existing
paradigms, resulting in essential changes to his/her research approach (Kuhn, 1996).   The
process ends when the older normal paradigm has been substituted in whole or in part by
an incompatible new one – this is what Kuhn (1996) called a “paradigm shift”.
A paradigm shift leads to a scientific revolution (which need seem revolutionary
only to those whose paradigms are affected by them), and to different, new questions with
their corresponding set of different, new sets of answers, concepts, facts, and standards, and
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even different answers for the same old questions (Kuhn, 1996; von Bertalanffy, 1969).
Furthermore, a scientific revolution results in a new gestalt and a new weltanschauung for
the scientist.
2.6.1. Normal science paradigms.
Some of the main paradigms of normal science applied to agriculture that make
them unfit to tackle the semi-structured issue of achieving sustainable CCeFSs are
discussed below.
i) For practical purposes, systems are considered closed, implying that their final
state is unequivocally determined by its initial conditions (von Bertalanffy, 1969).   This
leads to the reduction of semi-structured, complex multidimensional situations into
structured, single-dimensional, single-objective problems.   Observers (farmers included)
are considered as ‘black boxes’ situated outside the system, and human cognition, if
considered, is regarded as independent of any detailed consideration of the brain, the body,
and the biophysical and socioeconomic environments.
ii) Sustainability is a technical,  deterministic concept, consisting of well-defined
and prescribed sets of actions and structures, since the system’s behaviour and elements
are described in a deterministic way (Mainzer, 1996).   Hence, achieving sustainability
implies solving a structured, technical problem requiring structured, technical solutions,
“demanding little or nothing in the way of change in human (thinking and) values” (Hardin,
1968).   Furthermore, sustainability arises from a top-down, uni-directional, partial
approach, considering only macro ecological and socioeconomic objectives and levels, and
evaluating the system using externally imposed ‘sustainability’ goals (Conway, 1987, cited
by Noe and Alrøe, 2002), since the generation of changes and the perception and control
are centralised and generated outside the system (Lucas, 2003).
iii) Materialist realism is used as a philosophical basis, suggesting the existence of
a material world independent of human observation and cognition (Randrup, 2004).
Assumptions, knowledge, information and experiences are reified (congealed) (Ison et al.,
2001) into absolute truths, suggesting the existence of only one logic and only one
object ive world view (Dent, 1999).   Such reified ‘truths’ can be delivered via a signal
transfer process, assuming that the farmer is a mechanized, conformist, controlled,
standardized, passive listener and receiver of science and technology (Ison, 1998; Ison et
al., 2001; von Bertalanffy, 1969).   Hence, the individual human element is replaceable and
expendable since it constitutes the unreliable element of the system.
iv) Systems behave best at equilibrium or at a steady-state, which means the
existence of states that the dynamics of the system either does not change with time
(Durlaf, 1997), or changes slowly, homogeneously, continuously and smoothly (Baranger,
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undated).   Further, systems have well-defined and linear cause-effect relationships, and
can be described by sets of variables and linear relationships changing marginally and
periodically with time (Baranger, undated; Dent, 1999).   Optimisation deals with well-
defined, structured, static, tractable, single-objective linear problems within a well-defined,
tractable, static or steady state search phase space.   Hence, optimisation problems can be
exactly solved using deterministic models and methods based on linear equations,
regarding everything else in the system and its environment not considered in the models
as ‘noise’, thus allowing for supposedly feasible, reliable, long-term, accurate and detailed
simulations and predictions of the systems’ future behaviour.
v) Complexity refers to the number of elements within a system, and absolute
control of the system arises from complete, detailed knowledge (Baranger, undated).
Computer-based models are static vehicles for transferring technology and absolute
‘truths’, and can and must be validated and verified.   Hence, the larger, more detailed the
model, the more powerful.
vi) Subjectivity is problematic (Dent, 1999).   Systems are either “hard” or “soft”,
and should be studied independently from one another (Noe and Alrøe, 2002).
2.6.2. Complex Co-evolutionary Systems Approach (CCeSA).
Opposed to the normal science paradigms discussed above, I suggest the complex
co-evolutionary systems approach (CCeSA) for reorienting scientific thinking,
conceptualizing knowledge, and for solving semi-structured complex problems such as the
one of achieving sustainable CCeFSs.   CCeSA emerges from my own personal gestalt,
weltanschauung, and history, from hard and soft systems thinking and practices and from
Operations Research.   Other sources are evolutionary computation and psychology,
complex systems and complex adaptive systems approaches, the characteristics of
sustainability discussed in section 2.5, and the main characteristics of human-made CCeSs
and of CCeFSs discussed in sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 4.4.   I propose the following as
essential to understand CCeFSs’ behaviour:
1. the central role of humans as observers-creators-actors-owners, and the existence
of hierarchical levels, leading to contextual relativism and to the non-ergodic nature
of the systems;
2. a preponderance of processes, interdependencies, and functions, over elements and
structures;
3. processes, interactions, and functions are mostly non-linear and dynamic, leading
to path dependency, irreversibility, emergence, self-generation, to the unique (both
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in space and time) character of CCeFSs, and to the impossibility for predicting their
long-term, detailed future behaviour;
4. CCeFSs are open, dissipative, cognitive, self-generated, multi-dimensional and
multi-purposeful, being such purposes incommensurable, conflicting, semi-
structured, and dynamic; and
5. the existence of open-ended co-evolution, emerging from the large numbers of the
systems’ elements and their interactions, their degrees of freedom, the interaction
of the system with its environment, and the dynamic shape and size of their phase
spaces.
CCeSA’s main features are discussed below.
i) CCeSA is a way to understand complex phenomena within the context of a larger whole:
the observer-actor-owner.   Within CCeSA, the world of symbols, values, social entities
and cultures is as real as the physical world, rendering any separation between soft and
hard sciences and approaches meaningless (Ison,1998; von Bertalanffy, 1969).   Hence, to
solve the complex semi-structured ‘riddle’ of achieving sustainable CCeFSs, CCeSA mixes
soft and hard systems techniques, via “embedding” (Miles, 1988) the lower hierarchy hard
systems (e.g. the ‘known’) into the higher hierarchy soft ones (e.g. the ‘knower’).   In doing
so, CCeSA results in a permanent, dynamic, circular co-evolutionary flow between soft and
hard systems practices.   This means the recognition of the soft side of the system (e.g. the
farm manager and his psychological, social and cultural environments) as the place where
higher level information resides to judge, choose, implement, and assume responsibility
for a given solution.
ii) CCeSA stresses the importance of the process and relational aspects of knowing-
leading-to-action against the reification of concepts such as knowledge and information
which constrains organizational change, precipitates failure (Ison et al. 2001) (e.g. the
infamous problem of implementation for agricultural DSSs discussed in section 6.5), and
hinders co-evolutionary processes.   Information is something generated from within, not
coming from outside the system in a deterministic or transmitted sense.   Systems practice
consists in designing cognitive processes to gain systemic insights, recognising the
uniqueness of each person’s experience and perspective and the role of communication as
a basis for collaborative action (Ison et al., 2001).   Learning within CCeSA is a process
of self-enlightenment and personal change (Ison et al., 2001) leading to action (see figure
7.8), and a sine qua non requisite for the emergence and co-evolution of CCeFSs.   As with
any methodology, CCeSA is user-dependent, since the ultimate goal is to internalise
guidelines by transforming them into mental models and heuristics (Checkland, 2000).
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iii) CCeSA regards science as a collection of selected collective conscious experiences or
observations acknowledged to be scientific by means of other conscious experiences (e.g.
concepts and theories) through time, emerging from humanity’s cognitive apparatus in its
present state of evolution (Randrup, 2004).   Technologies such as computer-based DSSs
should be cognitive (epistemological) tools embedded into the user’s identity, otherwise
they would be alien from the self, and thus something that cannot be used with ease.   As
such, DSSs are best used as “source of questions” for carrying out purposeful (from the
farmer’s perspective) transformation processes (Checkland, 2000).   Further, DSSs are the
limited, dynamic co-evolutionary product of their creators and their circumstances. 
Hence, terms such as troubleshooting and evaluation-legitimisation are used instead of
validation and verification when dealing with such tools (see sections 6.4.4 and 6.7).
iv) Since the long-term, detailed prediction of CCeFSs’ future behaviour is impossible, the
best humans can do is to get coarse-grained, short-term pictures of such a future.   Hence,
as cognitive systems with the farm manager at their core, the main technical problem for
achieving sustainable CCeFSs is an analogue to the “frame problem” in computer science:
how to enhance the decision-maker skills for choosing appropriate courses of action in
response to his own internal purposes and objectives and to changing environmental
conditions in real time.   This is the structured section (see section 7.2) of the semi-
structured problem solved in this thesis as a case study.
2.6.3. Sustainable CCeFS and Co-Evolutionary Cognitive Artifacts.
Cognition can be defined as the mental process of knowing, including aspects such
as awareness, perception, recognition, reasoning, conception, judgment, and imagining.
Cognition is a mechanism for survival in a dynamic environment, and ultimately for self-
knowledge and reflection (Heylighen, 1990).   During cognition, the human brain acts as
a controller of embodied action, via fast parallel pattern completion, coordinating the
opportunistic exploitation of the sources of order and coherence already contained in the
body and the environment (Clark, 1998).   As such, the brain uses higher-level information
for problem-solving purposes, adding functional non-structured considerations to
structured problems in order to make a decision.
Cognitive technologies perform an active role in the cognitive process of the
individual, serving as an extension of her/his mind while co-evolving with it as coupled
systems (Clark and Chalmers, 1998).   Given the self-generated character of CCeSs, the
development of cognitive structures and technologies is essentially an autonomous, self-
organising, internally controlled process emerging from the dynamic co-evolution of the
CCeSs and its environment.
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Clark (1997) defined cognitive technologies as artifacts that allow the user to
execute tasks that need to be done while doing what humans are good at.   Such
technologies are best used as complements to the human’s basic natural modes of
processing.   Hence, cognitive technologies are considered as humanity’s “extended
phenotype” (Haraway, 1995), since such technologies are “deep and integral parts of the
problem-solving system that constitutes human intelligence...” (Clark, 1997) that allow the
solution of otherwise intractable computational problems.   Within this framework, humans
are considered as cognitive hybrids (“natural born cyborgs”) emerging from the
complementarity and co-evolutionary processes between humans’ flexible brains and
minds, and science, technology, arts and culture (Clark, 1997).   These processes create an
extremely flexible and dynamic platform– “an extended cognitive architecture whose
constancy lies in its continual openness to change” (Clark, 1997).   Some of the features
suggested for considering information and technology outside the human brain as coupled
to it, and thus relevant for its dynamic cognitive processes and survival, are easy to access
and use, reliability, and automatically endorsed, and hence originally created and/or
gathered, by the user (Clark, 1997; Clark, 1998).
Cárnico-ICSPEA2, the Co-Evolutionary Navigator (CoEvoNav) defined and
described in sections 2.1, 6.8.2 and 7.4, was designed and used as my own cognitive tool
for observing, studying, learning, innovating, improving, and explaining my own CCeFS
(described in section 7.2).   The artifact emerged from a co-evolutionary process that
included the uniqueness and complexity of the decision-maker (myself), the CoEvoNav
and the CCeFS (figures 7.7 and 7.8).   Both CCeSA and Cárnico-ICSPEA2 enhanced my
own managerial skills for choosing appropriate courses of action in response to my own
purposes and objectives and to changing environmental conditions, while showing itself
capable of doing it in real time (see section 8.3).   The co-evolutionary processes of
modelling, simulation and use of the CoEvoNav enhanced my own cognitive process as the
farm manager and creator-owner-observer of the CCeFS used as case study.   Therefore,
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 together with CCeSA represent my answer to this thesis objectives
(Chapter 1), to the question posed in section 2.1, and to the analog of the “frame problem”
introduced in section 2.6.2.
2.7. Summary.
This chapter portraits an overview of the philosophical, theoretical and
methodological framework of the thesis.   Both the approach and the tool developed and
used to solve the structured section of the semi-structured problem introduced in this
chapter emerged from the crisis and paradigm shift I experienced during the process of
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solving the question presented in section 2.1.   Among the main ideas discussed in this
Chapter are the ones summarised below.
CCeFSs are defined as human-activity systems emerging from the purposes, gestalt,
mental models, history and weltanschauung of the farm manager.   CCeFSs co-evolve with
the farm manager, with the environment, and with the way the farmer manages the
resources at his hand to achieve his own multiple, conflicting, dynamic, semi-structured
and constrained purposes.   Complexity is an observer, scale and language dependent
concept, implying the recognition of the primacy of subjectivity and purposefulness in
human affairs, and of the co-evolution of science and its paradigms with the universe as
perceived, conceptualised and changed by humans.   For this study, complexity emerges
from the differentiation of processes and elements within a system and from the integration
on the number and strength of connections among them.   The concepts of structural
complexity as a measure of CCeFSs’ fitness, and of functional complexity, as a measure
of CCeFSs’ flexibility, are defined and discussed.
Co-evolution is defined as a process of circular adaptation, due to vertical and
horizontal interactions among systems.   Entropy refers to the intractable and dynamic
number of possible states for  CCeSs, emerging from the fractalization of their phase space.
In trying to avoid being overwhelmed by the systems’ complexity, the observer uses a
coarse-graining procedure to filter details, gradually increasing the entropy of the system’s
phase space.
CCeFSs are open, dissipative, dynamic, non-linear, far from equilibrium, self-
organised, self-regulatory, self-producing, self-maintaining, and self-contained.   For
CCeFSs, each farming strategy emerges from and for a particular farmer, system and
environment and their dynamic co-evolutionary stage.   What the system produces in its
struggle for survival is a continually changing self.   Hence, the self-generated processes
of CCeFSs can be fully observed, understood, controlled, assessed and explained only from
within their own internal, dynamic logic and standards of success.
Achieving sustainable farming systems is a semi-structured problem since it
contains both unstructured and structured elements.   Sustainable agriculture is knowledge
intensive, since sustainability emerges from changes in knowledge and mental models.
What needs to be sustained is a given CCeFS’s capacity to explore and exploit its co-
evolutionary search phase space, emphasising the essential role of cognition to empower
farmer managers.
A scientific paradigm is a disciplinary matrix composed of theories, symbolic
generalisations, values, assumptions, and shared exemplars and analogies which, in a
circular fashion, define and are defined by the scientists’ gestalt and weltanschauung.   A
paradigm shift implies different, new questions with their corresponding set of different,
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new sets of answers, facts, and standards, resulting in new gestalt and weltanschauung for
the scientist.
Given the inadequacy of the normal agricultural science paradigms to deal with
CCeFSs, I propose the complex co-evolutionary systems approach (CCeSA) as a way to
understand complex phenomena within the context of the observer-creator-actor-owner.
CCeSA mixes soft and hard systems techniques via embedding the lower hierarchy hard
systems into the higher hierarchy soft ones in a constant, dynamic, circular co-evolutionary
flow.   CCeSA stresses the importance of the process and relational aspects of knowing-
leading-to-action, treating information as something generated from within.   CCeSA
considers technologies or artifacts as cognitive tools embedded into the user’s identity,
using concepts such as troubleshooting, evaluation-legitimisation, and coarse-grained,
short-term predictions.   As cognitive systems, the main technical problem for achieving
sustainable CCeFSs refers to the enhancement of the farm manager’s skills for choosing
appropriate courses of action in response to his own internal purposes and objectives and
to changing environmental conditions in real time.
Cognition is a mechanism for survival and self-knowledge.   The development of
cognitive structures is essentially an autonomous, self-organising, internally controlled
process emerging from the dynamic co-evolution of the CCeFSs and its environment.   The
human brain works via fast parallel pattern completion, adding functional non-structured
considerations to structured problems in order to make a decision.   Cognitive technologies
serve as an extension of the individual mind, allowing the solution of otherwise intractable
computational problems.   To be relevant for humans’ dynamic cognitive processes and
survival, such artifacts must be easy to access and use, reliable, and automatically
endorsed, and hence originally created and/or gathered, by the user.
Cárnico-ICSPEA2, the only reported agricultural co-Evolutionary DSS, was
designed and used for observing, studying, learning, innovating, improving, and explaining
my own system.   In the process of developing and implementing the CoEvoNav I
enhanced my own managerial skills for choosing appropriate courses of action in response
to my own purposes and objectives and to my changing environmental conditions.
Therefore, Cárnico-ICSPEA2 together with CCeSA represent my answer to this thesis
objectives, to the question posed in section 2.1, and to the analog of the “frame problem”
introduced in section 2.6.2.
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3.
Beef Cattle Farming in Mexico: The
Biophysical and Socioeconomic
Environment.
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3.1. Introduction.
It has been suggested that the development of agriculture was the most fundamental
change to occur in human history.  As a consequence of its adoption, there were food
surpluses which led to the emergence of the first settled societies and to the rise of
specialization (e.g. artisans, religious, political, and military elites) (Ponting, 1991).
Modern agriculture has been called a “complex and ever-changing business” since
it implies the interaction between people, markets, governments, and nature.  In addition,
these four factors are always in a state of change (Francis et al., 1987).  In dealing with
issues posed by agriculture, the reductionist approach was developed, thereby subdividing
the study of agriculture into its biological, physical, economic, and social components.
However, evidence suggests that in order to deal with the complexity and wholeness of
agriculture, farming, and related issues, farming and agriculture have to be considered as
systems with all their socioeconomic and biophysical factors, interactions, processes, and
feedbacks (Francis et al., 1987).
A system is defined as an integrated whole distinguished by an observer whose
essential properties emerge from the relationships between its elements (Ison, 1998).   A
system emerges from interactions-processes among its elements, the observer included, and
between the system and its environment, with the interactions allowing communication (as
exchange of material, energy and information) across the system.   Interactions among the
elements of a complex system are often stochastic or indeterminate, and control is internal
and distributed.   The system’ feedback loops allow the existence of attractors to form (see
section 2.4), explaining the emergence of complex behaviours (Lucas, 2003).
Farming systems can be defined as the unique and dynamic product of the
interactions between production systems (animals, plants, soils, fertilizer, etc.) and
management systems (the strategic, tactical, and operational processes of transforming
resources into products) (see also the concept of farming styles in section 2.4).
Observations about this processes provide data that can be converted to information to
make decisions about the system (Parker, 1996).
In order to influence the performance of any farming system in a controlled way,
there is the need to identify, understand, describe, and represent that system, via modelling
it (Spedding, 1988).   Models are simplified representations of the real system that include
only those features that are considered relevant for the purpose of the modeller-observer
(Spedding, 1988) (see section 6.1).   Model development implies investigation, which starts
by describing the system–its inputs, outputs, processes, boundaries or limits, and feedbacks
(Francis et al., 1987; Parker, 1996). A first step to understanding the system is to describe
its boundaries, which are outlined depending on the interest and perceptions of the
modeller-observer (Francis et al., 1987). In farming systems, everything inside the
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boundary is presumed to be influenced by the system’s management, with such
management defining the elements and features of the system, as opposed to those
elements that are not under management control, and thus are regarded as the system’s
environment (Parker, 1996).   The term environment here refers to everything not
specifically included within the system’s boundaries, and therefore not controlled by the
manager (Parker, 1996).   In the case of farming systems, the physical (or legal) boundaries
of the farm are, in practice, assumed to be the boundaries of the system.   Farming systems
are open in the sense that they interact with their environment through exchanging
materials, energy and information.   Such an environment could be subdivided into
biophysical components (including biological, geographical, climatic, and ecological
factors) and socioeconomic components (including market, political, cultural, and
psychological factors) (Parker, 1996).   Therefore, as a first step in gaining a sound
understanding of the farming system objective of this study, some key components of such
an environment are described in the following sections.
3.2. Mexico’s Economic Outlook: an overview.
Mexico is located in the northern part of the American continent, south of the
United States of America and north of Guatemala and Belize.   It is surrounded by the
Pacific Ocean on the west and the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea on the east.   The
total area of Mexico is more than 197 million hectares (almost two million square km)
(OECD, 1997).   Mexico’s gross domestic product (GDP) in 2001 of approximately
US$618 billion made the country the 9th largest economy in the world and the largest in
Latin-America (IMF, 2002).   The population, which in the year 2000 was of approximately
97.5 million people, makes Mexico the 11th most populous in the world, with a
demographic growth rate at 1.7 % resulting in a relatively high proportion of young people
in the society and in the labour force (OECD, 1997; INEGI, 2002).   Another important
demographic feature has been the high rates of both permanent and seasonal migration
from rural to urban areas (so that more than 77% of the country’s population is now living
in the cities), or to other countries (e.g. USA) (see Appendix A Table A.1) (INEGI, 2002).
In 2001, measured GDP per capita was US$6,340 on average, the second largest
in Latin-America, with a great income disparity among the population, particularly between
urban and rural areas (Table A.1 Appendix A) (OECD, 1997; INEGI, 2002; IMF, 2002).
During the 1980s and 1990s, Mexico’s economy was characterized by high rates
of inflation and low rates of domestic savings, especially in 1995 when rapid inflation
occurred as the result of an abrupt devaluation of the Mexican peso at the end of 1994.
This was exacerbated by the large outflow of capital and high level of foreign debt (OECD,
1997).   Since then, the Government’s commitment to macroeconomic stability and
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structural reform has enabled the country to profit from economic growth in the USA and
to avoid the recent recession becoming a domestic crisis, instead directing the country to
achieve a growth rate of 7% in year 2000 (OECD, 2002).   Nevertheless, and as a
consequence of both the increasing integration of Mexico into the North America Free-
trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the resulting synchronization between the Mexican and the
USA economic cycles, the acute slowdown of the American economy in late 2000 and in
2001 has resulted in Mexico’s GDP falling slightly in 2001 (OECD, 2002).   Recovery was
expected by the second half of 2002, with consumer price inflation estimated to fall, and
for there to be a strong growth in high and medium technology goods exports, increasing
household spending, and a real GDP increase of 1.5% by the end of 2002.   Beyond 2002,
projections may be even better, with Mexico’s economic growth rate expected to be the
fastest in North America over the next decade (OECD, 2002; ERS/USDA, 2002).
Some of the most important challenges for the Mexican Economy arise from
structural weaknesses such as the income disparity mentioned above, the extent and
severity of poverty, particularly in rural areas, lack of adequate basic infrastructure such
as roads, sewage treatment and electricity supply, and the duality of the productive sector.
The export sector is made up of large, dynamic, competitive enterprises with access
to credit.   On the other hand, the domestic market-oriented sector, with medium to very
small size enterprises, which are less efficient, suffers from financial constraints, and has
poor infrastructure support (OECD, 2002).
3.3. Agricultural Sector.
Mexico’s topography consists primarily of an elevated plateau, flanked by two
mountain chains that run north to south on the eastern and western edges, sloping down to
narrow coastal plains (OECD, 1992; OECD 1997).   About 31 million hectares in Mexico
are arable land (16% of the total) and 110 million hectares are used for animal production
purposes (60% of the total).   Of this 107.8 million ha are grazed and 2.2 million ha are
sown with fodder crops (Lastra et al., 2000).   The average agricultural population density
is about 0.9 persons per arable hectare (OECD, 1992; OECD, 1997).   The climate is highly
variable, being in general dry in the north (with extreme seasonal temperature variations).
The centre (where the ranch used as case study is located) is temperate, and the south is hot
and humid (Garcia, 1990a).   Annual rainfall tends to be low (around 250 mm) in the
semiarid north and 450-750 mm in the centre.   Nevertheless, certain regions of the
Southeast get between 1,000 and 4,000 mm of annual rainfall (Garcia, 1990b).
Agriculture constitutes an important part of the Mexican economy, in terms of
output, employment, and trade.   In 2001, agriculture accounted for 4.3% of the total GDP,
and around 20% of the total employment (INEGI, 2002).   The geographical location of
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Mexico supports the production of a great variety of commodities, ranging from temperate
to tropical crops.   More than 60% of the value of agricultural output in the country comes
from crop production (maize, sugar, beans, wheat, sorghum, coffee, citrus, etc.).   Beef,
poultry and pork are the main livestock products, followed by dairy products (Calva, 1993,
Pérez, 1993; Pérez, 1991, CONASA, 1995; OECD, 1997; SAGAR, 1998).   Furthermore,
agriculture is by far the main employer of people in rural areas.   In spite of relatively high
birth rates in those areas, the growth of the rural population has been slower than that of
their urban counterpart, due mainly to emigration of rural people.   In terms of
infrastructure, employment, incomes, and the overall standard of living, rural areas in the
middle and southern part of Mexico tend to be poor.   The geophysical features and long
distances in Mexico are not favourable to low-cost installation of basic infrastructure in
many rural areas, where there are few large cities, and transportation is often poor and
costly (Calva, 1993; Pérez, 1993; Pérez, 1991; CONASA, 1995; OECD, 1997).
At present (2003), the structure of the agricultural sector includes commercial
farms, traditional farms (poor farms, but with commercial potential) and subsistence farms
(very poor, with practically no commercial potential).   The average size of a typical farm
is about 25 hectares overall, but a small number of large scale, commercial farms (more
than 50 ha in area) produce a large proportion of the agricultural output.   In contrast, a
large number of small sized farms produce only enough for their own consumption (Calva,
1993; Pérez, 1993; OECD, 1997).
From 1989 to 1994, agricultural imports grew faster than exports, resulting in a
deficit in the agricultural trade balance.   In 1995, agricultural exports increased
considerably, and the agricultural trade balance became positive, mainly as a consequence
of the peso devaluation, which gave a competitive advantage to Mexican products (OECD,
1997).
Until the mid 1980s, the economic policy in Mexico was based on import
substitution, but since 1986 (when the country joined the GATT) there has been a policy
designed to open the national economy to international markets.   Since then, the strategy
has been based on a liberalized trading regime, privatization of state-owned enterprises,
deregulation of the agro-food sector, and reduction of the structural constraints on
economic development (OECD, 1997).   In 1989, import permit requirements were
removed for most agricultural commodities.   This trend was reinforced when Mexico
joined the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994 and with the
implementation of the GATT Uruguay Round Agreement in 1995.   The above trend,
changes in the orientation of economic policy, and the recurrent economic crises the
country experienced during past decades, have affected greatly the performance of the
Mexican agricultural sector (OECD, 1997; Calva, 1993; Pérez, 1991).
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NAFTA, negotiated between the USA, Canada, and Mexico, effectively created one
of the world’s largest free trade areas, with a combined population from the three countries
of around 385 million people, US$8.5 trillion in annual economic output, and annual trade
flows of more than US$2.0 trillion (Rosson et al., 1999).   Since the inauguration of
NAFTA, Mexico has become the third largest market for agricultural exports from the
USA, which include grains, meats and livestock products, fruits, nuts, and vegetables, with
an estimated annual increase in agricultural exports from the USA alone of $2.0 billion.
On the other hand, Mexico exports fruits and vegetables, coffee, live cattle, textiles
and meat, among others products, to the USA and Canada (Rosson et al., 1999; Beghin,
2001).   NAFTA, along with the reforms made to the Mexican Constitution in 1992
concerning land ownership (effectively promoting investment and securing land tenure),
brought private investment to the Mexican agricultural sector, striving for efficiency in the
use of resources and trying to reduce production costs in order to increase competitiveness.
Soil salinisation and erosion, the depletion of water resources, and the loss of bio-
diversity have been the main environmental impacts of agriculture in Mexico.   It is
calculated that about 80% of arable land is sensitive to soil erosion, of which about 20%
is highly erodible and not suitable for cultivation.   Agricultural expansion in the tropical
areas has led to deforestation, with negative impacts on bio-diversity and wild habitats
(Calva, 1993; Pérez, 1993; Pérez, 1991; CONASA, 1995; OECD, 1997).   To fight this
trend, the Mexican Government had implemented a program of payments to promote more
environmental-friendly farming practices among farmers.   Nevertheless, and despite recent
intentions by the Government to promote and enforce ‘sustainable’ farming practices
(SAGARPA, 2001a and 2001b), no specific agro-environmental measures have been
implemented so far to accomplish the objective of achieving agricultural production
compatible with environmental sustainability (Calva, 1993; Pérez, 1993; Pérez, 1991;
CONASA, 1995; OECD, 1997).
The objectives of the agricultural policy reforms were reaffirmed in the
Government’s Alliance for Agriculture (Alianza para el Campo) program for the period
1995-2000 and renewed by the new government for the period 2001-2006 (SAGARPA,
2001a).   This program consists of a set of specific measures fundamentally aimed at
improving farmers’ skills and stimulating technological development.   This is designed
to increase the productivity and competitiveness of the Mexican agricultural sector in the
context of the NAFTA, while taking into account the existence of large regional differences
within the country.   More specifically, the program defined the aims of the Mexican
Government’s agricultural policy:
< to raise producers’ income;
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< to increase agricultural production at a higher rate than population growth;
< to achieve a positive balance in agricultural trade;
< to obtain food security in basic and strategic foodstuffs;
< to reduce regional differences in productivity, employment and income; and
< to contribute to rural poverty alleviation, conservation of natural resources, and
better occupation of the territory by the population (OECD, 1997; SAGARPA,
2001a).
In 2001, a new Government was elected, and based on its National Development
Plan, the Act on Sustainable Rural Development was promulgated in 2001.   It established
the strategic lines for achieving sustainable rural development.   These were defined as:
“...the integral improvement of both the rural population social well-being and their
economic activities, while ensuring the permanent conservation of natural resources, bio-
diversity and environmental services of the rural territory...” (SAGARPA, 2001b).
Sustainable rural development, along with the country’s food security and
sovereignty, will be promoted through increased agricultural production via, among other
things, the promotion and optimization of productivity, efficiency, profitability,
competitiveness, job generation, and the use of natural resources and conservation in the
livestock industries through the following projects:
< improved animal breeds to increase dressing out percentages, conversion
efficiencies, and resistance to diseases;
< promotion of artificial insemination and embryo transfer;
< herd rebuilding;
< education, extension and technical support services to achieve sustainable rural
development through improving productivity and competitiveness;
< modernization and strengthening of infrastructure, mainly that of animal feed
preservation and water processing, with the aim of reducing the industry’s
environmental impacts;
< improving the existing infrastructure in the federal abattoir chain along with quality
assurance for product processing;
< promotion and support for the acquisition of improved pasture seeds, fences, pens,
and water points, along with improved grazing technologies and technical advice
aimed at achieving a sustainable use of the available resources;
< increased capital acquisition and the use of technical advice and support for less-
developed livestock production units (SAGARPA, 2001a and 2001b).
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Agricultural research in Mexico has been largely production oriented, with
emphasis on increasing yields and with little regard to costs or to the adoption of
technology by farmers (OECD, 1997; SAGARPA, 2001a).   Research has focussed mainly
on irrigated areas, rather than wet and tropical zones, although the latter account for more
than 75% of the total farmland in the country.   Most of the research has not taken into
account the financial and economic outcomes and the ways that it can help farmers and the
Government to achieve agricultural policy objectives, including sustainable farm practices
to meet environmental objectives.   Information flows between extension workers and
researchers have not been efficient in feeding information back to the research effort, and
researchers have not always addressed ways in which research results can be put in practice
at farm level (OECD, 1997; SAGARPA, 2001a).   Nevertheless, efforts have been made
to gather the information needed to help farmers to manage their resources effectively to
improve productivity and environmental performance, including a larger role for the
participation of farmers.   Another particular problem in the country is the need to improve
the availability and reliability of the statistical information on agriculture and agricultural
policy and its dissemination to facilitate policy analysis and assessment (OECD, 1997).
While Mexico’s agricultural resource and technology programs are intended to provide
farmers with technology and operating know-how, implementation often lags, with a
consequently little impact on agricultural production (ERS/USDA, 2002).
3.4. Beef Cattle Production in Mexico.
During recent decades, the demand for food in Mexico has exceeded the country's
ability to satisfy it (OECD, 1992).   By the year 2001, Mexicans’ demand for beef meat
equalled 1,640,000 tonnes, of which 79.4% was produced within the country and the
remaining 20.6% was imported (Figure 3.1), making Mexico the world’s fifth largest beef
importer (INEGI, 2002; USDA, 2002).   Furthermore, beef consumption in Mexico is
estimated to grow at an average rate of 1.6% annually over the next decade, with local
production growing at a slower pace than local demand (FAPRI, 1999).   The growth in
demand is due to Mexico’s increasing population and expanding disposable income from
the country’s middle class, and should reach a projected total demand by the year 2011 of
around 2,500,000 tonnes of beef, of which an estimated 539,000 tonnes (21.6%) will be
imported at an approximated cost of US$831.7 million (FAPRI, 1999).   As demand for
food increases, so does the pressure on natural resources, which already show signs of
damage and depletion.
Cattle production is the most important animal husbandry activity in Mexico.   It
has been practised since 1524 when Spaniards introduced the first cattle, and most of the
Mexican traditional dishes are made from beef.   It is important economically, with 2001
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Figure 3.1. Some historical trends for beef meat production in Mexico
figures indicating a national herd of 25.6 million head producing 1.2% of Mexico’s GDP,
generating 4.7 million jobs and 1.43 million tonnes of meat.   The area of land utilized, its
contribution to the agricultural exporting sector (it is the source of the main livestock
export product) and its ecological impact, are all significant (Toledo et al., 1993; SAGAR,
1998).   Furthermore, Mexico is the seventh largest producer of beef in the world, but it is
mostly consumed on the local market (SIEA, 2002; Anderson et al., 2002).
Mexican cattle production is mainly pasture-based, utilizes large areas of land, low
capital investment, and has an acceptable level of profitability, despite its low productive
efficiency and low energy conversion ratios (Toledo et al., 1993; SAGAR, 1998; INEGI,
2002; SIEA, 2002).
Mexico has a great variety of beef cattle breeds and crossbreeds, which are reared
because of their adaptability and resistance to the country’s different climates and markets.
Some of the most common breeds are Angus, Charolais, Hereford, Simmental, Limousin,
Brahman, IndoBrazil, Nelore, Gyr, and some dual-purpose crossbreeds while, most
recently, breeds such as Belgian Blue, Beefmaster, Brangus and Simbrah have been
introduced (SAGAR, 1998).
In general, Mexican beef cattle production is clearly seasonal, reaching the highest
output in the latter months of the year.   This is due to climatic factors such as seasonal
rainfall and to an increase in the demand at the end of the year due to cultural factors
(SAGAR, 1998).
One of the main advantages of beef produced from grazing pastures in Mexico is
that pasture is grown in areas with no other possible agricultural use.   This is highlighted
by the competition for grains between humans and poultry and swine flocks, particularly
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in the case of maize, since Mexico is a net importer of what is the basic and most
traditional source of food in the country (Lastra et al., 2000).   At the farm level, the
Mexican beef industry includes a wide range of producers, from capital-intensive ventures
managing large feedlots to small-scale dual purpose farms, with a broad assortment of
technologies and breeds (Schwedel, 2002).   Boned meat in the form of packaged cuts is
by far the most important component of retail sales of beef products and imports into
Mexico (SAGAR, 1998; Lastra et al., 2000; Anderson et al., 2002).   At the market level,
small butcher shops are still dominant, retailing 40% of beef, but supermarkets are
becoming an increasingly important source of retail sales accounting for 35% of the total
retail sales of beef in the country.   This is particularly true in major urban centres and
among the growing middle-class and higher income groups, where the estimated growth
rate in sales of beef was 7.3%, more than double the estimated GDP growth for year 2001
(Schwedel, 2002).
There are three main types of agro-ecological niches for ruminant production in
Mexico:
< temperate grasslands (26.2%);
< tropical savannas (13.1%); and
< the rangelands (60.7%) (Pérez, 1991; SAGAR, 1998).
The temperate grasslands –composed mainly of C3 species of pasture– are located
in the central part of Mexico (see figure 7.1), with 26% of the national inventory, 31.6%
of the total beef produced and 1.1% of the total live cattle exported in 1997 (SAGAR,
1998).   This area is characterized by cow/calf grazing systems supplemented with residual
crops, and feedlots which grow and finish dairy bull calves (Anderson et al., 2002).   The
herd is predominantly of criollo type breeds (animals with no well-defined  features that
have been around the country for centuries) and crossbreds with bos indicus bloodlines,
with a relatively recent introduction of European breeds (bos taurus).   Improved grazing
management through the use of paddock subdivision and electric fences is common
(SAGAR, 1998).   In the cow/calf production systems, most of the animals produced are
fattened in the paddock.   Only a small proportion of calves are fattened in mostly small
feedlots, using residual crops as the main source of food, taking reasonably long periods
to reach market weight due to the low nutritional quality of the feed offered (SAGAR,
1998).   The beef meat produced is supplied to local markets and to Mexico City and the
metropolitan area around it, either through small butcher shops or increasingly through
large supermarket chains (Lastra et al., 2000).   The temperate grasslands are of particular
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interest since the “San Francisco” ranch, which will be introduced in Chapter 7 as a case
study, is located in this agro-ecological niche of Mexico.
The rangelands are located in the northern part of Mexico, with approximately 30%
of the total beef cattle population, and producing 33% of country’s beef meat (SAGAR,
1998).   The herd makeup is mainly of Hereford, Angus, Simmental,  Charolais and
Limousin breeds, and their crossbreeds with zebu (SAGAR, 1998).   The dominant systems
are strongly influenced by the US market demand for stockers and feeders for the feedlot
industry, and included cow/calf and young bull production systems, and feedlots for
fattening bulls and steers (Anderson et al., 2002).   Since dry matter production per hectare
is low, and since the main source of feed is native pasture, there is not enough feed for all
the animals so that a significant number of the calves produced are exported, with
consequent disadvantages for the Mexican beef cattle industry, since the most profitable
stage of beef cattle husbandry is the fattening and finishing of calves (SAGARPA, 2001a).
For the cow/calf system, there is virtually no supplementation, nor appropriate grazing
management techniques.   There is usually a high proportion of non-productive animals in
the herd, scarce veterinary supervision, virtually no artificial insemination practices and
most animals are of low genetic merit (CONASA, 1996).   Since calves are sold to the
USA, production practices rely on the price paid by the American market: if the price is
high, most of the calves will be exported but, if the price is low, the calves will be either
kept in the rangelands, which leads to overgrazing, or fattened at local feedlots, where
grains used to feed them come mainly from the USA (SAGAR, 1998).
The tropical savanna contains the largest part of the livestock population (44% of
the national herd) and contributed 35.4% to the total beef produced in Mexico during 1997
(SAGAR, 1998).   The herd mostly comprises zebu cattle (bos indicus), but there are also
dual-purpose crossbred animals producing milk and meat.   The main source of fodder is
grass along with some supplementation from molasses and residual crops.  Cow-calf, bull-
steer fattening, and dual-purpose (milk and beef) systems are common in these regions
(Anderson et al., 2002).   In the wet tropics, grass is composed mainly of C4 species, with
consequently high dry matter yields and low nutritional quality.   In the dry savanna
regions, feed supply and droughts are the main constraints on production.   In the humid
tropical regions, small and medium size dual-purpose units, relying heavily on farmers’
family labour and using a limited number of residual crops, are common (SAGAR, 1998).
Floods during the rainy season, low utilization of pasture production, long fattening periods
(with animals taking up to 36 months to reach market weight), poor infrastructure, and
scarce use of veterinary services are problems in these regions.   While the use of improved
pastures and grazing management techniques enable farmers to achieve daily live weight
gains of 0.5-0.7 kg, such practices have not been widely adopted (SAGAR, 1998).
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3.4.1 The Mexican Beef Industry-Statistical Review.
Both Table A.2 (see Appendix A) and Figure 3.1 describe the Mexican beef cattle
production industry statistically.   It is clear that Mexico’s beef production, beef demand,
number of slaughtered animals and per capita availability of beef have all increased during
the past 11 years, while the beef cattle population has experienced a reduction in size.  Beef
production increased from 1.11 million tonnes in 1990 to 1.43 million tonnes in 2001
(30.0% or 2.7% annually).
In the 1990-1997 period, the annual growth rate in beef production was around
2.6%, reaching its highest level during 1995 (19.0% increment).   That increment was due
to liquidation of part of the reproductive herd because of the economic crisis (currency
devaluation and credit problems), the prolonged drought that affected Mexico in 1994-
1995, strong feeder cattle exports, the availability of cheaper imported beef from USA, and
the result of improvements in productivity and its effects over coming years (Appendix A
Table A.2) (SAGAR, 1998; FAO, 2000; SAGARPA, 2001a).
In 2001, the annual calf crop was 4.4 million head, from which 1.4 million (31%)
were exported, 2.5 million (57%) were graze-fattened, and the remaining 0.5 million (12%)
were finished in feedlots (Anderson et al., 2002).   Beef cattle population went from 32.05
million head in 1990 to 25.28 million in 2001, a net reduction of 6.77 million head (a
21.12% reduction) for a negative annual growth rate of -1.92% (Table A.2, Appendix A).
Among the reasons for such reduction in the size of the national herd were recurrent
economic crises, reduction of government support, reductions in industry profitability,
contraction of credit and high interest rates, droughts, and an increasing amount of beef
imported to the country (Schwedel, 2002).
Beef demand in Mexico increased from 1.03 million tonnes in 1990 to 1.64 million
tonnes in 2001 for a 59% increment in eleven years.   A notable exception to that sustained
growth in demand occurred in 1995, when demand dropped from 1.4 million tonnes to 1.29
million tonnes (7.86%) due to the aforementioned economic crisis, but demand recovered
by 1996.
The number of slaughtered animals went from 5.25 million head in 1990 to 6.97
million in 2000, a 32.76% increase, except in 1995 when the annual growth rate in
slaughtered animals increased by 6.32%.   Per capita availability of beef went from 12.68
kg in 1990 to 16.50 kg in 2001, a total increment of 30.13%.
Total availability of meat (including beef, pork, poultry, fish, and other meats)
experienced an increase of 68.86% from 1990 to 2001.   At the same time, there was a
reduction in the proportion of beef as a component of the total meat availability per capita,
from 39.97% in 1990 to 29.26% in 2001, a 10.71% reduction.   Also, the proportion of
imported beef in the Mexican market has gone from 4.3% in 1990 to 20.6% in 2001, a total
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increment of 379.76%, apart from 1996-1997 when meat imports decreased due to the
effects of the contraction of the Mexican economy (Table A.2, Appendix A).
Exports of live Mexican cattle to the USA increased steadily during most of the past
decade, except for 1995, when local demand shrank and a cheaper local currency made
Mexican cattle cheaper in the American market.   Thus, exports of live animals increased
by 58.65% in 1995 compared with the previous year’s figures.   Conversely, in 1996
exports of live animals decreased by 72% because of the reduction in the national herd due
to the previous year’s exports and stock liquidation.   Live animal exports over the past five
years for which data are available show an increasing trend (Table A.2, Appendix A).
There was a downward trend in beef exports over the first half of the last decade,
from 4.6 million tonnes in 1990 to 0.27 million tonnes in 1994 (-94%).   The Mexican
economic crisis of 1995 pushed beef exports up to 1.59 million tonnes but, in 1997, beef
exports decreased to 0.30 million tonnes.   From that year onwards, beef exports have been
growing, reaching 2.20 million tonnes in 2001.   The main markets of Mexican beef are in
Asian countries (mainly Japan), with some beef exported to the USA, Canada, and the
European Union (SAGAR, 1998).
3.4.2. Present and Future Constraints and Challenges.
During the past decade, the Mexican beef production industry has been unable to
meet the local demand for beef and this has been the result of the following factors:
< the industry’s inherently slow capacity to react to economic and environmental
changes (more than three years) given the length of cattle biological productive
cycles;
< competition against imported beef;
< droughts;
< overgrazing;
< pasture and soil degradation;
< low productivity;
< little planning and integration within the industry;
< structural constraints such as the need for middlemen and lack of both private and
public investment;
< low prices paid to the producer;
< high interest rates, and default on loans (SAGAR, 1998; Lastra et al., 2000;
Anderson et al., 2002).
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Currently, the most important factor affecting the domestic demand for meat is
price, resulting in an increase in demand for poultry over beef.   This is mainly occurring
for three reasons: firstly, poultry meat is cheaper since this industry is more efficient than
its beef counterpart; secondly, poultry meat is easier and faster to cook and it is generally
leaner than either beef or pork; and finally, there was a reduction in the consumer’s
perceptions of beef safety because of the recent outbreak in Europe of Mad Cow Disease
(SAGAR, 1998; Lastra et al., 2000; SAGARPA, 2001a).
Nevertheless, poultry and pork production rely almost completely on the use of
grains to feed the animals (up to 70% of total variable costs of these industries come from
feeds), with 87% of the total demand for grains to feed the country’s livestock population
coming mainly from poultry (37%) and pork (50%), and only 13% from beef production.
Grains used to feed the animals are, in most cases, imported with the consequent variability
in their costs and the dependence of local livestock industries on international inputs.   This
factor is the main influence on production costs.   Thus, the price of meat paid by the
consumer is dependent on these costs and there is a risk factor to consider (Lastra et al.,
2000).   Furthermore, market demand for beef in Mexico is elastic in relation to income,
inelastic regarding price, and its cross-elasticity is nil compared with poultry and pork.  In
other words, beef demand increases or decreases in proportion to family income, and is
barely affected by variations in its own price or that of other meats.   In addition, while
pork behaves quite like beef, demand for poultry meat is sensitive to variations in the price
of beef and pork, with poultry demand decreasing as a consequence of either a reduction
in the cost of beef and/or pork or an increase in the cost of poultry (Lastra et al., 2000).
Globalization puts pressure on Mexican beef cattle farmers, since imported beef
from USA and Canada is cheaper compared with the local product.   In the USA, only 20%
of the carcass weight contributes more than 60% of the total carcass value.   Thus, the less
preferred and lower priced parts of the carcass are committed either to ground beef or
exported to Mexico, given the minimal price differential among carcass sections because
of the country’s lack of a standard classification for ‘quality’ beef cuts (SAGAR, 1998).
This and the Mexican preferential for beef offal, led some authors to suggest that the
Mexican and the American beef industries are complementary (Rosson et al., 1999;
Anderson et al., 2002).   Nevertheless, that ‘complementarity’ is at the expense of
Mexico’s industry and the most profitable stage in beef cattle husbandry, that is the
fattening and finishing of the animals.   This leads to the paradox of Mexican herds
producing calves to be sold to the American market, where such animals are fattened,
finished, slaughtered and processed and the less valuable cuts and offal are sold back to
Mexico.
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Furthermore, US beef producers profit from extensive support programs while,  for
their Mexican counterparts, the same kind of Government support has been progressively
reduced (Schwedel, 2002).   Conversely, and within the framework of NAFTA, Mexican
agricultural commodities have preferential access to both American and Canadian markets,
but such advantages have not been exploited because of the low productivity of the
industry, the lack of quality control of the final product, and because non-trade barriers to
agricultural products, such as those related to animal-health policies, still exist (Lastra et
al., 2000).
The Mexican beef cattle economic profitability index (representing the relation of
product prices and costs of inputs at the farm level) showed a constant decline over the
1994-2000 period, with beef cattle farms suffering a greater reduction in profitability
(20%) compared to the rest of the country’s livestock production systems (Anderson et al.,
2002; Schwedel, 2002).   Implementation of NAFTA resulted in increased amounts of
imported beef and reductions in both the Mexican industry’s real beef prices (deflated
using producer price index) and margins to producers of boned beef while at the same time
consumption of beef grew in response of the increasing importance of imported meat
(Schwedel, 2002).   Such a decrease in profitability could be one of the reasons behind the
reduced production value and the consequently lower contribution to GDP from beef farms.
Furthermore, and as a consequence of reduction in profits, the number of bank loans
extended to farms decreased and the number of default loans increased during the past six
years (Anderson et al., 2002).
Other problems faced by the Mexican beef cattle production industry are soil
erosion due to overgrazing; low productive performance (both plants and animals: e.g. 5
kg beef meat/ha), poor use of technology, and low capital investment (CONASA, 1996).
As with the rest of the Mexican agricultural sector, the lack of (reliable) information is
another issue to be addressed, since data is often difficult to obtain and, when available, is
often outdated.   Among the constraints preventing an increase in both Mexican cattle and
beef exports are limitations on the national herd size due to drought and its impact of
quality and quantity of forage available, herd liquidation, undesirable breed features,
increased demand for meat in Mexico, low industry competitiveness, and some USA
animal health regulations (Rosson et al. 1999).
In spite of the above, two factors put the Mexican beef industry in an advantageous
position not only to satisfy local demand, but to make the country a net exporter of beef
products.   These are beef production costs from grasslands (essentially low value land,
since such grasslands represent almost the only method of resource utilization) which are
cheaper and have less impact on the environment (e.g. residual waters management) than
feedlots (such as those in USA and Canada, which use excess feed grains to finish cattle).
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Also, Mexico’s labour is much more economical than that of its NAFTA counterparts
(Anderson et al., 2002; Schwedel, 2002).   Furthermore, while the USA and Canada are
major exporters of grain-fed beef, both Canada and the USA are also large importers of
grass-fed beef (with the USA being the world largest importer of beef) (USDA, 1997).
3.5. Summary.
In order to deal with the complexity and wholeness of agriculture, farming and
agriculture have to be considered as complex systems.   A system is an integrated whole
distinguished by an observer whose essential properties emerge from the relationships
between its elements (the observer included).   A system emerges from interactions-
processes among its elements, and between the system and its environment, with the
interactions allowing communication across the system.   Interactions among the elements
of a complex system are often stochastic or indeterminate, and control is internal and
distributed.   Modelling is a process aimed at influencing the performance of any farming
system in a limited predictable way, via the identification, understanding, description, and
representation of that system.  Models are no more than simplified representations of real-
life system that include only those features that are considered relevant for the purposes of
the modeller-observer. Modelling starts by describing the system –its inputs, outputs,
processes, boundaries or limits, and feedbacks– as perceived by the modeller-observer. 
In farming systems, everything inside the boundary is influenced by the system’s
management; hence, environment refers to everything not specifically included within the
system’s boundaries, and therefore not controlled by the farm manager.
Cattle production is the most important animal husbandry activity in Mexico.
However, Mexican demand for beef is greater that the local supply, leading the country to
import an increasing amount of beef.   Among the reasons for this are recurrent economic
crises, reduction of government support and in industry profitability, contraction of credit
and high interest rates, droughts, competition against imported beef, slow capacity to react
to economic and environmental changes, soil erosion, low productivity, poor use of
technology, low capital investment, little planning and integration, low prices paid to the
producer, default on loans, incomplete and unreliable statistical information, and cheaper
poultry prices.   Furthermore, agricultural research is largely production oriented,
emphasising increasing yields and with little regard to costs or to the real need of farmers.
Mexican cattle production is mainly pasture-based, running in large areas where
pasture production is the only possible agricultural use, with low capital investment, and
has an acceptable level of profitability, despite its low productive efficiency and low
energy conversion ratios.   The industry includes a wide range of producers with a broad
assortment of technologies and breeds.   Among the three main types of agro-ecological
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niches for ruminant production in Mexico, the temperate grasslands –of particular interest
since the ranch used as a case study is situated in this agro-ecological niche– are located
in the central part of Mexico.   This niche is characterized by cow/calf grazing systems
supplemented with residual crops, and feedlots which grow and finish dairy bull calves.
The herd is predominantly of criollo type breeds and crossbreds with bos indicus
bloodlines, with a relatively recent introduction of European breeds.   Improved grazing
management through the use of paddock subdivision and electric fences is common.   In
the cow/calf production systems, most of the animals produced are fattened in the paddock.
Only a small proportion of calves are fattened in mostly small feedlots, using residual crops
as the main source of food, with long periods to reach market weight due to the low
nutritional quality of the diet offered.   The beef meat produced is supplied to local markets
and to Mexico City and the metropolitan area around it.
The advantages of NAFTA have not been exploited because of the low productivity
of the Mexican beef industry, the lack of quality control of the final product, and extant
non-trade barriers to agricultural products.   Further constraints are limitations on the
national herd size due to drought and its impact of quality and quantity of forage available,
herd liquidation, undesirable breed features, and the increasing demand for meat in Mexico.
However, given the extant room for increased efficiency in resource use, the cheap beef
production costs from grasslands with less impact on the environment and cheaper
Mexican labour than that of its NAFTA counterparts, and the fact that the USA and Canada
are major importers of grass-fed beef, the Mexican beef industry is in an advantageous
position to satisfy local demand and to make the country a net exporter of beef products.
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4.
Sustainability, Complexity, and
Agricultural Systems.
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“Science cannot solve the ultimate mystery of Nature.  And it is because in the last analysis we ourselves
are pa rt of the  mystery  we are try ing to  solve.”
Max Planck.
4.1. Introduction.
In discussing how people from the past managed their environment, Röling and
Wagemakers (1998) drew some conclusions:
< it is not so much environmental change that causes disruption to human societies,
but fixed modes of adapting to change.  The ability and willingness of society to
respond to change on its environment are critical requirements in determining
whether or not it survives;
< such responsiveness relies on individual and public choices, which are shaped by
personal experiences and history.  This makes human beings sensitive to
discontinuous events for which there are no historical examples;
< the development and use of knowledge is the foremost tool for survival in
conditions of rapid change.  Hence, adaptation to changing environmental
conditions depends on recognizing and understanding the evidence of obstructing
change, and on opportune development of knowledge, technology, and organization
in response to that evidence.  The co-evolutionary reaction presupposes ingenuity
and inventiveness and an aptitude for collective learning and innovation.
In light of the above, the present chapter contains a comprehensive review of the
concepts of sustainability, sustainable development, conventional and sustainable
agriculture, and their implications for management and decision making at the farm level.
Additionally, theories applying to systems, complexity and evolution are reviewed, thereby
setting out a theoretical framework for the design and management of ‘sustainable’
livestock production systems from pasture with the help of multi-objective optimization
tools (Chapter 4), and simulation models (Chapters 5 and 6).
4.2. Conventional Agriculture and Sustainability.
Conventional agriculture, which has been successful in terms of improved
productivity (Gold, 1999), originated from classical economic theory and its concepts of
the dominion of humanity over nature, progress as human ‘destiny’, natural resources as
capital susceptible to transformation into profit, exchanges with the environment either nor
considered or neglected, and the idea that natural resources could be substituted, neglecting
the fact that natural and human resources are not substitutes but complement one another
(Pahl-Wostl, 1995; Ponting, 1991).   Features of conventional agriculture are fast
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technological innovation, large capital investments, large-scale, highly mechanized farms,
single crops grown continuously over several seasons, uniform high yield hybrid crops,
intensive use of pesticides, artificial fertilizers and external energy inputs, high labour
efficiency, and confined intensive animal production systems (Gold, 1999; Knorr and
Watkins, 1984; Bidwell, 1986).
The philosophical principle of conventional agriculture has been called a model of
“strength through exhaustion” (Beus and Dunlap, 1990).   Such a philosophy assumes that
science deals with objects which can be objectively known by research and about which
science can state generalisable, unambiguous truths.   Further, it assumes nature as a
competitor to exploit; that progress requires evolution to larger farms and depopulation of
farm communities; and that science is an unbiased enterprise guided by natural forces to
produce social good (Stauber, 1995, cited by Gold, 1999; Röling and Wagemakers, 1998).
Some of the issues considered as consequences of conventional agricultural
practices and the associated normal scientific approach to agriculture are:
< depletion of non-renewable resources;
< soil deterioration and decline in productivity;
< water pollution and scarcity due to overuse;
< reduced bio-diversity and production of pesticide-resistant pests and pathogens;
< health and environmental effects of agricultural chemicals;
< destruction of native vegetation and its effects on global warming;
< inequity;
< decreasing rural communities;
< loss of traditional agrarian values;
< the uneven distribution of food surpluses;
< farm worker safety;
< decrease in self sufficiency;
< diminishing numbers and escalating size of farms; and
< very narrow fields of research (Dahlberg, 1991; Harwood, 1990; Kidd, 1992;
Bidwell, 1986; MacRae et al., 1989; Hill and MacRae, 1988; Beus and Dunlap,
1990; Schiere et al. 1997; Gold, 1999).
Concerns about the environment started to influence public opinion worldwide with
the publication in 1962 of Rachel Carson’s book Silent Spring, in which the author
discussed the negative environmental effects of pesticides, followed by The Club of
Rome’s The Limits to Growth (1972), in which a Malthusian vision of the future where
human population would rapidly overcome earth resources was introduced.   James
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Lovelock’s Gaia (1975), in which he suggested the hypothesis of earth as a fully
interconnected, living system, was another major contribution to the debate.
In response to pressure arising from public awareness of issues related to progress,
growth, development, and the environment, the United Nations Organisation (UNO)
organized the Conference on Human Environment in 1972, leading in 1983 to the
establishment of the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED).   The
WCED (also known as the “Brundtland Commission”) published in 1987 the report entitled
Our Common Future (the “Brundtland Report”), which set the basis of the current
discussion about the concept of sustainability and sustainable development (Middleton and
O’Keefe, 2001).   While there are dozens of definitions of sustainable development (see
for example Murcott, 1997), with the first ones proposed as early as 1979, it is not until
1987, when the WCED suggested the definition of sustainable development that has been
used as a reference for the discussion of this topic since that time (Table B.1, Appendix B).
In spite of efforts to define it, sustainability as a concept has been criticised as
useless because of its vagueness.   However, Constanza and Patten (1995) suggested that
the issue is not definitional, but more concerned with the prediction of what will last and
about consensus of what should last.   The same authors proposed that elements of the
definition of sustainability are in fact uncertain predictions of system features which are
expected to lead to sustainability.   Furthermore, they suggested that a “sustainable system
is one which survives or persists”, which leads to the following issues:
< In order to ‘predict’ what type of systems would likely be sustainable, systems
hierarchies over spatial and temporal horizons should be defined.  Further, a
consensus on the desired features of social subsystems, limited by the relationships
of such subsystems with other subsystems (e.g. ecosystems), should be developed;
< no system lasts forever, and evolution cannot happen unless there is a limited
longevity of the elements of systems.   Then, in order to keep an evolving meta-
system sustainable the identification of relationships between the longevity of
element subsystems and their time and space scales is needed;
< since a system can only be assumed as sustainable after it has existed for some
relatively long time, the emphasis should be on methods, and on precautionary
policies and instruments designed to deal with uncertainty (Constanza and Patten,
1995).
4.3. Sustainable Agriculture.
Röling and Wagemakers (1998) proposed that, given its characteristics, a
conventional agriculture’s approach is not suitable to achieve a sustainable society (see
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sections 2.5 and 2.6).   Further, they claim that such an approach is not universally accepted
any more, with a decline among farmers of their trust in experts and specialized
institutions.   Supporting  their view, they cited the following:
< agriculture is a multi-goal human endeavour in which the goals are
incommensurable and often conflicting, making tradeoffs among opposing goals
necessary;
< management of natural resources have decreasingly become a matter of expertise,
and increasingly settled by negotiation and agreement among stakeholders.   The
emphasis has moved from results to processes and from instrumental to social
issues, making agricultural science a biophysical, technical, and social endeavour;
and
< change is the result of the interaction among several participants, with each one of
them contributing to the final product, through the use of local knowledge, business
creativity, farmer experimentation and vision over tools such as expert knowledge.
Opposed to the philosophical approach behind conventional agriculture, the term
‘democratization of science’, described as “...a widely shared process of learning and
informed public debate about goals, and not just means...” has been suggested (Funtowicz
and Ravetz, 1994).   Such an approach is seen as a way to deal with high uncertainty when
the risk is high and the likely losses very great.   Features of the approach are shared
(social) learning, agreement, and the development of consensus about the path to take.
Within this framework, science would be a tool in the construction of reality, with its
usefulness based not on its predictive power or its generalizations, but on the degree to
which it modifies other people’s reality constructions and perspectives (Röling and
Wagemakers, 1998).   Therefore, the evolution from current agricultural systems to
sustainable ones depends on the active social reconstruction of the meaning and importance
of the social and natural resource base that supports those systems, and on the recognition
of the necessity for preserving the potential of individuals, societies and ecosystems to
sustain agriculture (Röling and Wagemakers, 1998).
The concept of sustainable agriculture was proposed as a reaction to the negative
effects of conventional agriculture on the environment.   While the need for sustainable
agriculture is not disputed, there is no agreement regarding a common definition of the
term (see Table B.2, Appendix B), and there is even the suggestion that a universal
definition is unattainable (Spedding, 1995; Pannell and Schilizzi, 1999).   However, the
idea of achieving sustainable agriculture, whatever the definition, has supplied a sense of
direction and provided a discussion topic regarding ways to achieve it (Gold, 1999).   The
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real challenge consists in implementing the concepts and ideas associated with the terms
sustainability and sustainable agriculture at the field level (Youngberg and Harwood,
1989).
To achieve sustainability at farm level, the system can be seen as a subsystem of
a human activity system (see section 2.2), and its sustainability is an emergent property of
that soft system (Röling and Wagemakers, 1998).   Soft systems are social assembles which
exist only while people agree on their goals, boundaries, membership, and usefulness
(Checkland, 1981; Checkland and Scholes, 1990).   Further, the idea of sustainability as a
quality of the system means that a system is sustainable when it possesses the ability to
satisfy a diverse array of goals (Röling and Wagemakers, 1998; Pannell and Schilizzi,
1999; Francis et al., 1987; Spedding, 1995; Carter, 1989; Keeney, 1989; Vavra, 1996).
As sustainability is the outcome of negotiations, the concept should be defined in
terms of what is locally agreed to comprise a sustainable form of agriculture (Röling and
Jiggins, 1998).   Consequently, sustainable agriculture does not prescribe a precisely
defined set of technologies, practices or policies, in trying to avoid restricting the future
choices of the farmers.   The essential issue is how to enable farmers and their communities
to change and adapt themselves to changes in the environment (see section 2.6.2) (Pretty,
1998; Röling and Wagemakers, 1998).
Within the agricultural context, social learning means that farmers should become
experts, rather than “users”, “receivers” or “adopters” of specialists’ knowledge and
technology (Röling and Wagemakers, 1998).   The process of cognition means “an
effective action...that will enable a living being to continue its existence in a definite
environment” (Maturana and Varela, 1987, cited by Bausch, 2002).   Thus, social learning
is the collective process by which farmers and their families generate useful information
about “what is out there” (the ‘reality’) for the survival of their systems (Bausch, 2002).
It has been suggested that sustainability presupposes the power for actions to spread
beyond the project in both space and time.   A set of successful sustainable practices that
neither remains nor disseminates beyond a particular case’s boundaries should not be
considered sustainable (Pretty, 1998).   There is also the suggestion that there are four
principles to consider when defining sustainable practices, tactics, and strategies and their
dissemination:
< imposed technologies do not endure;
< imposed institutions do not endure;
< expensive technologies do not endure, particularly when the costs are not only on
financial terms, but on the adjustments on farmers’ current practices and livelihood;
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< sustainability does not equal petrification or continuance of something forever,
rather it presupposes an increased ability to adapt to unforeseen changes and
emerging uncertainties (Pretty, 1998).
Finally, although sustainability in the context of agricultural systems has been
useful for fusing issues and promoting change, Hansen (1996a) suggested that there are no
concrete examples of the application of sustainability as an operational principle for
conducting programs to improve those systems.   Further, Ludwig et al. (1993) suggested
to distrust any claims of sustainability, since past resource exploitation has rarely been
sustainable.
4.3.1 Frameworks to assess agricultural sustainability.
In trying to make concepts such as sustainability and sustainable farming systems
operational, some authors have suggested the application of indicators, recognizing both
the multi-faceted nature of sustainability and the inherent complexity of agricultural
systems (e.g. Torquebiau, 1992; Jodha, 1990; Neher, 1992; Lefroy & Hobbs, 1992, Oades
& Walters, 1994; SCARM, 1993; Dalal & Moloney, 2000).
Indicators can be used at several scales, depending on the hierarchy at which
evaluations are made (see Table 4.1).   For instance, Lowrance et al. (1986) identified four
hierarchy levels for sustainable agricultural systems.   The first is agronomic sustainability,
concerned with the ability of a tract of land to keep ‘acceptable’ levels of production for
a long period of time.   The second is called microeconomic sustainability, being these of
special interest for this study, since the farm is the basic economic unit in the hierarchy of
agricultural systems, with agronomic and economic factors interacting to set the likely
sustainability of a farm.   The third is ecological sustainability, constituted by aggregates
of farms and other land uses, and the biological environment that surrounds such
agricultural landscape.   Finally, macroeconomic sustainability refers to macroeconomic
issues at national, international, or global scale.
The type of indicators used depends on things such as the need to assess the effect
of either potential (leading indicators) or past (lagging indicators) management on the
sustainability of the system, and the availability of data (direct indicators where data exists
or proxy indicators where data is scarce) (Smith and McDonald, 1998).   For example,
there are different indicators which measure the sustainability of the system at soil level,
with indicators such as soil loss (direct measure), soil cover (proxy measure), or stocking
rate (indirect measure).   When dealing with time scales, there are differences among
leading indicators such as clearing of steep lands, current indicators such as inappropriate
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land management practices, and lagging indicators such as past effects of land management
(Coughlan, 1995).
Table 4 .1.  Levels of S ustainab ility assessm ent (mo dified from  FAO, 1 989).
Levels of
Assessm ent
Typical characteristics of
sustainability
Typica l determinants
Field P r o d u c t ive  c rops  and  an im a l s ;
conservation of soil and water; low
levels of crop pests and animal diseases
Soil and water management;  biological control
of pests; use of organic manure; fertilizers,
pesticides, crop varieties and animal species
and breeds.
Farm Awareness by farmers; economic and
social needs satisfied; viable production
systems.
Access to knowled ge, inputs and markets.
Coun try Public awareness; sound development of
agro-ecologi cal potential; conservation
of resources.
Policies for agricultural development;
population pressure; agricultural education,
research and extension; communication
amon g farmers, rese archers an d poli ticians. 
World Quality of natural environm ent; human
welfare and equi ty mechanisms;
international agricultural research and
developme nt.
Control of pollution; climatic stability; terms
of trade; distribution.
Among the biological indicators, key biological parameters to monitor for
temperate grasslands, and thus of particular interest for this study, are pre-grazing and post-
grazing pasture mass, pasture height, pasture cover, botanical composition, animal live
weight and live weight gain, condition score, milk and wool production and reproductive
indices (Sheat and Clark, 1996).
Among economic indicators profitability is essential, aiming to achieve profitable
agricultural systems without risking the natural environment, and realizing that profitability
could be increased by preventing or repairing environmental deterioration (Smith and
McDonald, 1998).   The Standing Committee on Agriculture and Resource Management
(SCARM, 1993) suggested changes in long-term real net farm income and the proportion
of farmers with financial and physical plans as the main economic and social indicators of
sustainability.
An essential social indicator suggested by the SCARM (1993) relates to changes
in the managerial skill of farmers and managers in finance, farming practice, and
environmental stewardship.   The SCARM also suggested four categories of managerial
capacity: formal knowledge (educational level); the skills base (including literacy and
numeracy, driving, machinery operation and computing); the attitudes of the land managers
(including ethics, codes of practice, and organizational membership); and their planning
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capacity (comprising farm planning, attitudes toward risk, and financial management)
(SCARM, 1993).
The need for quantitative measurements of sustainability has promoted the
combination of indicators of sustainability into quantitative measurements, aimed to
achieve a compromise between productivity, environmental reliability, and socioeconomic
viability (Neher, 1992).   The sustainability of the system is measured by marking features
as weighted functions of quantifiable, long-term constraints, then associating weighted
features marks into a cumulative estimate (Hansen, 1996a).   For instance, Stockle et al.
(1994) suggested the assessment of agricultural sustainability by designating weights to
system attributes, scoring the attributes based on certain limitations, and then linking the
weights and scores to produce an evaluation.
Rather than suggesting a characterization of sustainable agricultural practices, some
authors propose a characterization of what makes an agricultural system unsustainable,
using highly contextualized, concrete cases, where the focus is on what its not sustainable
rather than defining what it is, increasing the likelihood for reaching agreements leading
to actions (Jamieson, 1998; Smith and McDonald, 1998).   For instance, some suggested
a framework for evaluating agricultural sustainability (as a multidimensional and multi-
scaled idea) in which sustainable agricultural systems should preserve environmental
quality and ecological soundness, maintain animal productivity, and be socioeconomically
viable (Jamieson 1998; Smith and McDonald, 1998).   Such a framework is based on
indicators of un-sustainability because its proponents suggested it is easier and quicker to
recognize limitations to progress rather than identify all the elements that contribute to it.
Furthermore, such indicators eliminate the need to define what is sustainable, are usually
available and measurable, their causes and effects are usually known, and are related to
resource management practices (Jodha, 1990) (see Table B.3, Appendix B).
 Hansen (1996a) proposed that sets of indicators are difficult to interpret and do not
produce tools for diagnosing causes of lack of sustainability, or for assessing the
consequences of recommended changes on the system management.   Moreover, he
suggested that the quantitative measurements described before are unable to specify
aggregation functions.   Instead, the same author proposed translating sustainability as the
means to fulfil several sets of goals.   He adds that the diagnostic capabilities of this
approach are constrained by the demand to assign in advance the relative importance of
various kinds of limits to achieve sustainability.    Moreover, indicators have not been
widely adopted by farmers, an issue that has been attributed to the strong technical
component of such indicators, their viability to be applied at farm-level management, and
lack of application in decision making (Pannell & Glenn, 2000), or as in the case of the one
suggested by McIntyre et al. (2000), to the lack of a connection between the suggested
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indicators and the likely financial benefits for the farmer.   Furthermore, Pannell and
Schilizzi (1999) suggested that indicators bear all the problems associated with the
definition of sustainable agriculture, specifically about the criteria to define which
indicators should be used and how to weight them.   However, the same authors proposed
to maintain the effort to define proper sustainability indicators, giving the following
reasons:
< indicators are needed to assess the performance of a given system in each of the
elements considered in defining sustainable agricultural practices;
< disagreements regarding which indicators to use could be solved by monitoring
alternative indicators for the same sustainability feature; and
< their use agrees with a multi-criteria decision-making framework, in “an all-things
considered assessment”, on the effects of actions and tradeoffs on the likely
sustainability of agricultural systems.
4.4. Complex Co-evolutionary Farming Systems (CCeFSs).
The complex co-evolutionary systems approach (CCeSA) (see section 2.6) provides
an ideal framework for analysing agricultural systems that “challenge understanding as
well as prediction” (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999).   Furthermore, relatively recent studies
have tried to link sustainability concepts with complex systems theories and their principles
(e.g. Schnider & Kay, 1994; Gunderson et al., 1995; Clayton & Radcliffe, 1996; Röling &
Wagemakers, 1998; Chambers & Conway, 1992; Abel, 1998; Axelrod & Cohen, 1999;
Abel et al., 2000; Ascher, 2001).
CCeSA is interdisciplinary, multi-dimensional, integrative, historical, analytic-
synthetical, comparative, and experimental.  The study of agriculture as a set of self-
organizing, hierarchical, complex co-evolutionary farming systems (CCeFSs, see definition
in section 2.2) provides the tools required to study the interconnections between farming
systems and other system hierarchies such as the local ecosystem, communities, and the
biosphere, as a fundamental step to understanding the concept of sustainability (Lowrance
et al., 1986; SAREP, 1998; Abel, 1998; Levin, 1999).   Further, CCeSA can be viewed as
a bridge between the ecological, socioeconomic and management sciences by providing
each with an explanation of phenomena or metaphors for thinking and action, where the
future is seen as an emergent property of complex, changing systems and processes (Ison
et al., 1997).
Complex systems could be defined as “...groups of interacting, interdependent parts
linked together by exchanges of energy, matter and information...(which) are characterized
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by strong...usually non-linear...interactions between the parts, complex feedback loops that
make it difficult to distinguish cause from effect, and significant time and space lags,
discontinuities, thresholds, and limits” (Constanza et al., 1993).   As a subclass of complex
systems, CCeFS main features are:
< CCeFSs comprise many relatively independent elements which are highly
interconnected and interactive, being these interconnections the main source of
CCeFSs’ features and behaviour;
< CCeFSs are dynamic entities that cen be full of discontinuities and unsuspected,
counter-intuitive outcomes.   They perform “at the edge of chaos” where the system
is in dynamic tension between flexibility and stability, co-evolving with its
dynamic environment;
< path dependent: their reaction to perturbations could be very small or very large,
independent of the size of the change and depending on the precise internal
conditions of the system at the time of the disturbance.   Hence, trajectories in a
given dynamical system’s phase space will eventually diverge exponentially from
each other, implying that any small uncertainty that may exists in the initial
conditions will grow exponentially with time, and eventually become so huge that
the observer will “lose all useful knowledge of the (future) state of the system”;
< CCeFSs can be orderly and stable, with stability as an emergent feature and as a
function of the interaction of individual elements of the system, where order arises
from non-equilibrium;
< CCeFSs are characterised by self-organization, internal models, learning, constant
innovation, remembering, persistence, reproduction, and by the emergence of
patterns of behaviour, conceptual frameworks, and feedback loops, which could
facilitate future learning experiences and could also help to modify such patterns
of behaviour.   Self-organisation, along with evolution and randomness, are
responsible for CCeFSs inherent unpredictability;
< CCeFSs incorporate a diversity and individuality of components (heterogeneity);
< localized, non-linear (where effect is rarely proportional to cause), dynamic
interactions among their components lead to a hierarchical organisation of
structural arrangements that set and are strengthened by the flows and interactions;
< the irreversibility of some of the CCeFSs processes due to the randomness and
openness, which imply that time is uni-directional (e.g. second law of
thermodynamics).   CCeFSs must evolve, never returning to a past moment, since
the system is sensitive to boundary and initial conditions;
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< the notion of purpose is essential to CCeFSs.   Every CCeFS has a set of purposes
which are at the same time biophysical and socioeconomic, dealing with short,
medium, and long term horizons, and their management implies complex inter-
relationships among objectives, beliefs, decision rules, and inter-temporal effects;
and
< trade-offs, described by time delays in feedback channels, which provoke that the
long-run reaction of a system to meddling is often different from its short-run
response (Clayton and Radcliffe, 1996; Levin, 1999; Baranger, undated; Holland,
1995; Ascher, 2001; Holland and Miller, 1991; Kay, 1991; Vavra, 1996; Murthy,
2000; Sterman, 2000; Cowan, 1999a; Holland, 1999).
The outcome of human intervention on the environment is a function of human
cognition and action.   While cognition aims at simplifying the complexity and associated
uncertainty of the real world by translating it into symbols and ideas with a limited number
of features, human intervention effectively increases the complexity and associated
uncertainty of Complex Co-evolutionary Systems (CCeSs) and their environments (van der
Leew and Aschan-Leygonie, 2000).   This fact is explained by changes in the combinatorial
size and complexity of the systems and their environments due to the introduction of
completely new, both known and unknown, state variables every time humans intervene,
and to the dynamic, nonlinear nature of the interactions among such variables (Wagner,
1999) (see sections 2.3 and 2.4).   This has led to the suggestion that complexity arising
from adaptation “greatly hinders” human efforts to tackle some of the most important
issues “currently posed by our world” (Holland, 1995), such as that of sustainability.
4.4.1. Evolution.
The evolutionary paradigm has been used with both ecological and economic
complex systems, as a means of understanding the processes of adaptation and learning by
these systems.   This has been done by studying three main interacting mechanisms:
information storage and transmission, generation of new choices, and selection of superior
choices according to some performance standards (Constanza et al., 1993).
Arthur (1988) proposed that the evolutionary paradigm is different from the
optimisation paradigm used in economics in at least four major features:
< evolution is path dependent, which means that the detailed history and dynamics
of the system are consequential;
< evolution can achieve multiple equilibria;
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< the accomplishment of optimal efficiency or performance is by no means assured,
due to path dependence, sensitivity to distress, and the survival of the first rather
than the ‘fittest’ (‘lock-in’), which is possible under conditions of increasing
returns, positive feedbacks, and self-reinforcing autocatalytic process; and
< ecological and economic systems perform well under conditions of sub-optimal
(from a single objective perspective) efficiency.
In evolution, as in engineering, selection can be considered as the evaluation of
alternative designs by increasing the frequency of occurrence of those better adapted to the
current environment (Seger and Stubblefield, 1996).   The fittest obtainable design is the
result of tradeoffs among different advantages to be achieved by that design (Seger and
Stubblefield, 1996).   In this context, optimization might be regarded as ‘sub-optimal’ or
‘not perfect’, since it is not absolute in the sense that it does not seek to achieve a single,
unconstrained objective.
One unique feature of systems such as CCeFSs is that the process of transformation
is hastened by cultural evolution (Constanza et al., 1993).   In cultural evolution, the
storage means is the culture itself.   Individual members or groups in the culture create new
choices through innovation.   Selection is based on the reproductive success of the
alternatives proposed.   Reproduction occurs by the dissemination and duplication of
behaviour through the culture (Constanza et al., 1993).
Cultural evolution, particularly through technical change, is much faster than
genetic evolution.   The increased speed of adaptation that cultural evolution has provided
humans with the key to explaining both their success as a species and their negative impact
on the planet.   It also explains the dangers of a very fast pace development, that could
result in missing or neglecting the consequences of the mismanagement of natural
resources (Constanza et al., 1993).   However, cultural evolution can to some extent be
modified (Arrow, 1962).   This opens the possibility to explore the trends in the current
way human kind is doing things, and then to explore and recommend alternatives to follow
that way (Constanza et al., 1993).
4.4.2. Complexity in grazing systems.
Tainton et al. (1996) suggested that complexity in grazing systems emerges in four
main areas, namely:
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< complexity within the food source, arising from spatial and temporal heterogeneity
of plants and the environment at varying scales.   This influences, through species
distribution, features such as availability and acceptability of feed and its
digestibility and nutrient content;
< complexity within the herbivore population, arising from the number, type and
combination of herbivores (e.g. stocking rate) and their degree of interaction (e.g.
grazing competition as opposed to complementarity);
< complexity at the plant/animal interface, which arises from the interactions between
animal features (e.g. dietary requirements, anatomy, selective grazing) and features
about the feed source (e.g. species selection which influences species distribution);
and
< complexity in the management strategy, which arises from perceptions, beliefs, and
background of the manager, and from conflicting objectives and strategies to
achieve those goals.   Further, management is also influenced by the nature of the
grazing system.  For example, for systems such as the one analysed here as case
study running temperate grasslands, grazing intensity is the main variable
influencing plant-animal dynamics, while for systems such as rangelands, abiotic
variables such as rainfall distribution, amount and intensity have the greatest effect
on vegetation dynamics and thus on animal population (Table 4.2).
4.4.3. Implications for decision-making and management strategies.
In livestock production systems based on grasslands, management strategies vary
according to the complexity, stability, and degree of the manager’s control over the system
(Table 4.2) (Tainton et al., 1996).   For temperate grasslands, such as the one we deal with
in this thesis, management is generally aimed at simplification by reducing heterogeneity.
This results in the manager’s strong control over the system dynamics through the
manipulation of inputs such as stocking rate, fertilization, burning, and feed conservation
and, to a lesser extent, grazing methods (Tainton et al., 1996; Hodgson, 1990; McMeekan,
1956).   Conversely, for systems such as rangelands, the correct management strategy aims
to manipulate the spatio-temporal variation in forage availability in a flexible and
opportunistic way (Tainton et al., 1996).
The characteristics of CCeFSs deeply affect their management.   Since CCeFSs are
inherently unpredictable, the management process must be adaptable and flexible, enabling
the farm manager to deal with sudden changes and uncertainties while enhancing the
system’s ability to adapt to changing environmental conditions in a continuous feedback
loop, where cognition, evaluation and adjustment are the main elements (Holling, 1995;
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Kay et al., 1999; Sterman, 2000) (Figure 4.1).   The main idea should be that of
“harnessing complexity” (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999) by taking advantage of it, rather than
trying to neglect or omit it (see also comment about the perception of complexity in section
2.4).
Table 4.2. Characteristics of “equilibrium” (e.g. temperate grasslands) and “non-equilibrium” (e.g.
rangelands) gra zing systems and  their effects in manag ement and  decision suppo rt systems.
Characteristics Equilibrium system Non-equilibrium system
Environment Uniform: rainfall high and consistent;
yearly management cycles.
Variable: large year-to year rainfall
variability; management cycles over many
years and spacial heterogeneity.
Plant species
composition
Mainly perennial plants. Mainly annual species.
Forage flow Relatively constant. Variable.
Driving forces Stocking rate and fire; management
driven.
Moisture availabi lity, event driven.
Balance between
plants and animals
Stable: negative feedback sets
equilibrium position.
Non-equilibrium, with plants and animals
changing widely.
Information
availability/functional
complexity
Relatively good, both on ecological
processes and resource base. Concise
commercial management goals.
Poor; leading to flat optimization surfaces.
Appropriate
models/decision
support tools.
Succession, relatively simple dynamics; 
point/aggregated, static annual models.
Optimization feasible. Decision support
tools more valued.
State and transition; complex dynamics; 
spatial, dynamic models. Scenario/’what if’
analyses more than optimizat ion.
Scepticism regarding decision support tools.
Stability Stable and non-resilient. Unstable, resilient.
Management control Strong. Weak.
Adaptat ive feedback Easy and quick;  managers seek
information.
Difficult and slow; managers rely on
experience.
Management of
complexity
Reduce heterogeneity;  sedentary:
camping, rotation and management of
stocking rates; manipulative: aiming to
maximize stability and uniformity;
control selection.
Exploitation of heterogeneity; migratory:
transhumance to exploit resource
heterogeneity;  opportunistic and flexible:
maximize production while reducing risk;
allow selection.
Sources: Tainton et al., 1996; Stafford-Smith, 1996.
By recognizing the existence of complexity and its associated uncertainty, the
decision-makers accept that they do not really know what might happen as result of their
actions (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999).   This recognition does not lead to inaction, but to the
exploration of what is considered relevant for the management problem.   The idea is to
look for robust, multiple, diverse, and flexible actions under diverse scenarios to enable the
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system to adapt even in the light of changes in the relevant factors (Axelrod and Cohen,
1999).
The “scenario generation” approach promotes structured thinking about the future,
along with the advantages of preparation.   Such preparation implies the system to be
prepared with a set of feasible actions as “the unexpected unfolds” (Axelrod and Cohen,
1999).   By playing with scenarios, the decision-maker ‘trains’ him/herself in developing
a ‘holistic’ picture of her/his system-of-interest, that in turn will result in ‘holistic’
solutions  (Murthy, 2000).   Further, by playing with scenarios, the manager practices the
‘art’ of pro-actively ‘intercepting’ what Jackson (2002) has called “foreseeable” stochastic
environmental changes.
Scenario generation demands from the farm manager the ability to recognize the
main driving forces in the CCeFS, and the way in which such forces could affect the
system (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999).   It also implies the complementary use of several
kinds of methodologies and the continuous improvement of the solutions to capture as
many dimensions of the system of interest as possible (Murthy, 2000).   Among these
methodologies, Sterman (2000) suggested the use of “virtual worlds” (simulators) as
appropriate means to generate scenarios, to modify the manager’s mental models, and to
improve the cognitive process.
When dealing with uncertainty, the farm manager uses learning and adjustment as
co-evolutionary tools (Walters, 1986; Payne et al., 1993), in “seeking to improve but
without being able fully to control” the system (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999).   Learning, as
one of the most powerful source of changes in social systems, increases the ability of
discovering complex behavioural traits providing details about the distance to the preferred
behavioural sequence, and consequently accelerating the rate of evolutionary change
(Frank, 1996; Banathy, 1998).   Thus, each decision is partly instrumental and partly a
cognitive experience, with the whole process leading to develop and discover a set of
decision rules (heuristics) and lever points of intervention, respectively (Axelrod and
Cohen, 1999).
Sterman (2000) describes a double-loop learning, where the main elements are the
real world, its information feedback, the decision-maker’s mental models of the world,
his/her strategy-structure- heuristics, and the actual decisions (Figure 4.1).   The first
feedback loop refers to the interactions between the real world, its information feedback,
and the manager’s decisions.   The second feedback loop describes the interaction between
the information feedback and the decision-maker’s mental models of the world.   The
information feedback not only modifies the manager’s decisions, but her/his mental models
as well.   This leads to changes in the structure of the system of interest, because of a new
understanding of the situation.   This in turn results in a dynamic, holistic, broad, and long-
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term perspective and to the continuous formulation and implementation of new goals, new
heuristics, and new decisions (Sterman, 2000).   Within this context, co-evolutionary
change could be considered as a dynamic multi-objective optimization process, bounded
by tradeoffs, constraints, and different measures of success,  in an ever-changing fitness
landscape.
Pahl-Wostl (1995) suggested the implementation of an “evolutionary strategy”
which maintains the short-term flexibility and evolutionary potential of the system by
taking actions to achieve short term goals while maintaining long-term flexibility (Pahl-
Wostl, 1995).   This implies co-evolutionary change at different levels, aiming to change
the manager’s perceptions and mental models, and to achieve tradeoffs between local vs
global, individual vs social, and long term vs short term issues (Pahl-Wostl, 1995).   In
other words, the manager should “always act so as to increase the number of choices”
(Foerster, 1981, cited by Murthy, 2000).
Finally, Levin (1999) proposed some heuristics for environmental management,
applicable to CCeFSs:
< reduce uncertainty, through monitoring, research and discussions, and through
spreading risks by diversification;
< expect surprise, by considering and exploring different management strategies and
by acquiring information, and by differentiating between the knowable and the
unknowable;
< maintain heterogeneity, as the essence of resilience;
< sustain modularity, with modular structures as buffers against disasters;
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< preserve redundancy against lost functions;
< tighten feedback loops, with tight reward and punishment loops as essentials for co-
evolutionary change, through, for example, education and government policies; and
< build trust, since evolution performs at its best when individuals interact most with
their near neighbours and evolve towards achieving inter and intra-generational
equity.
4.5. Summary.
Conventional agriculture, relatively successful in terms of productivity, has resulted
in the depletion of non-renewable resources; soil deterioration and decline in productivity;
water pollution and scarcity; reduction in cultural, social and biological diversity,
production of pesticide-resistant pests and pathogens; health and environmental effects of
agricultural chemicals; destruction of native vegetation; global warming; inequity; loss of
traditional agrarian values; uneven distribution of food surpluses; decrease in self
sufficiency; and very narrow fields of research.  Therefore, it should be no surprise to find
a steady decline among farmers of their trust in conventional agriculture’s knowledge,
experts and specialized institutions.
Sustainable agriculture was proposed as a reaction to the negative effects of
conventional agriculture on the environment.  While the need for sustainable agriculture
is not disputed, there is no agreement regarding a common definition of the term.
However, the issue is not definitional, but more concerned with the prediction of and the
consensus on what will and should last, since the elements of most definitions are in fact
uncertain predictions of system features which are expected to lead to sustainability.
Hence, the transformation from conventional agricultural systems to sustainable ones
depends on the active social reconstruction of the meaning and importance of the social and
natural resource base that supports those systems, and on the recognition of the necessity
for preserving the potential of individuals, societies and ecosystems to sustain agriculture.
Given their relevance of grazing systems as subsystems of CCeFSs, sections 4.2. and 4.3,
along with Table 4.2 describe the main sources of complexity for grazing systems, along
with the implications for decision-making and management strategies.
While environmental change is very important, the main cause of disruption to
human societies are fixed modes of adapting to change, since sustainability does not equal
petrification but an increased ability to deal with unforeseen changes and emerging
uncertainties.   Responsiveness relies on ingenuity, inventiveness and individual and public
choices, shaped by personal experiences, history, and by an aptitude for individual and
collective learning and innovation.   Survival depends on recognizing and understanding
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the evidence of obstructing change, and on timely development of structures and processes
in response to that evidence.   The emphasis has moved from results to processes and from
instrumental to social issues, making agricultural science a biophysical, technical, and
social endeavour where evolution is the result of the interaction among several participants.
Hence, science is a tool in the construction of reality, with its usefulness based not on its
prescribing and predictive power or its generalizations, but on the degree to which it
modifies people’s reality constructions and perspectives.   Social learning –emphasising
methods, processes, and precautionary policies and instruments– is the collective process
by which farmers and their families acquire and create useful information for the survival
of their systems in dealing with high uncertainty.
Farmers perceive agriculture as a multi-purpose endeavour in which goals are
multiple, semi-structured, dynamic, incommensurable and often conflicting, and where
tradeoffs among opposing goals are a must.  Therefore, sustainability at farm level, within
the farmer’s framework, emerges as the system’s ability to satisfy a diverse array of
purposes, bounded by tradeoffs, constraints, and different measures of success in an ever-
changing fitness landscape.   This implies the implementation of strategies to maintain the
short-term fitness of the system while preserving its long-term flexibility.
As sustainability is the outcome of a dynamic tradeoff, sustainable agriculture
should not prescribe a precisely defined set of technologies, practices or policies, in trying
to avoid restricting the future choices of the farmers.  The essential issue is how to enable
farmers and their communities to co-evolve with their dynamic environment.
CCeSA provides an ideal framework for analysing agriculture as a set of self-
organizing, hierarchical agricultural systems and their interconnections as a fundamental
step to understanding the concept of sustainability, providing explanations of phenomena
or metaphors for thinking and action, where the comprehension of complexity is user and
scale-dependent and the future is seen as an emergent property of complex, dynamic
systems and processes.   Within CCeSA, CCeFSs’ multiple feedback loops result in non-
linearity, non-decomposability, self-organisation, counter-intuitive behaviours, and path-
dependency which, along with randomness, in turn result in complexity, irreversibility, and
most importantly, in the impossibility to predict the long-term, detailed future behaviour
of CCeFSs.   Moreover, in trying to control their systems and predict their future, human
intervention on CCeFSs and their environments results in increased complexity and
uncertainty, due to the introduction of completely new, both known and unknown, state
variables every time humans intervene, and to the dynamic, nonlinear nature of the
interactions among such variables.   Therefore, in dealing with the complexity and
associated uncertainty of their CCeFS and their environment, farm managers recognise the
impossibility of knowing for certain the full consequences of their actions.  This
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recognition does not lead to inaction, but to the exploration of what is considered relevant
for the management problem.   Also, because every CCeFS has a distinctive, dynamic set
of biophysical, socioeconomic, short, medium, and long term purposes, their management
implies complex and dynamic inter-relationships among objectives, beliefs, decision rules,
inter-temporal effects, and trade-offs.   This should lead to robust, multiple, diverse, and
flexible options and actions which, developed for a diverse set of scenarios, aim to increase
the number of available choices.
By playing with scenarios, the farm manager trains him/herself in developing a
holistic picture of her/his system aiming to holistic solutions, and in pro-actively
intercepting stochastic environmental changes.  Among the scenario generation
methodologies, simulators can help to improve the farm manager’s cognitive process.
Learning increases the ability of discovering complex behavioural traits providing details
about the distance to the preferred behavioural sequence, leading to develop heuristics and
to discover lever points for intervention, and consequently accelerating the rate of co-
evolutionary change, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.   From that figure, the first feedback loop
refers to the interactions between the real world, its information feedback, and the
manager’s decisions.   The second feedback loop describes the interaction between the
information feedback and the decision-maker’s mental models of the world.   The
information feedback modifies the manager’s mental models and decisions, leading to
changes in the structure of the system and to the continuous formulation and
implementation of new goals, new heuristics, and new decisions.
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5.
Optimal Solutions for Multi-Objective
Problems.
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5.1. Introduction.
Axelrod and Cohen (1999) argued that, in order to accomplish greater levels of
efficiency in human-made systems, one can try to harness their complexity by borrowing
concepts from evolutionary biology, social design, and computer science, uniting them
through the field of evolutionary computation where evolution and adaptation are
transformed into an engineering formulation.   Inspired by these ideas, this chapter
proposes the application of the Complex Co-evolutionary Systems approach (CCeSA) to
achieve sustainable Complex Co-evolutionary Farming Systems (CCeFSs) by considering
complex farm management problems in a sustainability setting as semi-structured, multi-
objective, dynamic, and constrained optimization problems.   Further, it discusses the
concepts of optimization, multi-criteria decision making, and multi-objective optimization
problems and their relationships with the achievement of sustainable CCeFSs.   There is
also an analysis of some of the available optimization tools, including multi-objective
meta-heuristics and, among them, Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) as
the selected tools for optimizing the model developed for the present study.
5.2. Optimization and sustainable CCeFSs.
As suggested in Chapter 4, the idea of achieving sustainable CCeFSs effectively
make such a task a complex, multidimensional, multi-objective, semi-structured,
constrained and dynamic management problem, where a system can be called sustainable
only if all sustainability criteria are satisfied (Sulser et al., 2001; Kropff et al., 2001;
Zander and Kächele, 1999).
While decision making to achieve sustainability should ideally rely on complete
knowledge about the decision alternatives and their consequences, the complex nature of
the systems under study make such ideal situations impossible to achieve.   This leads to
a reliance on the CCeSA in trying to make tractable approximations of real-world complex
co-evolutionary systems (CCeSs).   Applying the CCeSA to study a problem implies the
use of, among others, tools such as modelling (to identify and describe the processes that
generate certain behaviour or output from a given input), simulation (to identify and
describe the output generated by the use of a given input), and optimization (to find the
amount of input needed to get a desired output) (Laumanns et al., 2001a).
For CCeFSs, the most critical factor are the farm managers, as they are the ones
who make and implement decisions regarding the optimal use of the scarce resources
available in trying to achieve the different goals regarding food supply, income, and
protection of the environment that they may perceive as relevant.   This can influence not
only the production standards of the farm, but also the flow of non-consumptive products
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from the farm such as habitat, landscape, bio-diversity and pollution.  Thus, optimal
utilisation of resources often means optimization among conflicting interests in order to
satisfy different biophysical and socioeconomic objectives under a framework of dynamic
uncertainty (Dent et al., 1995; Zander and Kächele, 1999; Kropff et al., 2001).   Generally,
such objectives are at least partly incompatible or incommensurable (solutions are not
comparable with respect to magnitude and value) and non-cooperative or conflicting (at
some stage one objective cannot be improved without reducing the value of another),
making compromises among solutions a sine qua non for what has been called sustainable
decision making (Laumanns et al., 2001a).
In trying to simulate the dynamics of agricultural systems, economists have
generally assumed that the socioeconomic dimension of the farming system was constant,
with managers acting as rational financial maximisers (Wossink et al., 1992).   Dent et al.
(1995) explained this trend as the result of most agricultural researchers using single-
objective approaches such as linear programming techniques to model the socioeconomic
dimension of agricultural systems.   However, it has been reported elsewhere that profit
maximization is not the major driving force behind the farm managers’ decision making
processes, but that a range of elements such as culture, personality, attitudes, educational
background, age and experience determine farmers’ priorities and strategies (Kerridge,
1978; Herath et al., 1982; Gasson and Errington, 1993; McGregor et al., 2001; Kristjanson
et al., 2002; Seppänen, 2002).   Collinson (2001) suggested flexibility as the sine qua non
condition for successful farm management as the opposite of pursuing a ‘technically ideal’
system where the emphasis is on a single commodity product and/or on a single-objective
optimization problem (e.g. profit maximization).   Real-world farming systems
management needs to be flexible because:
< they generate not one but a set of outputs, effectively making the farm a complex
multi-enterprise system, in order to meet the farm family’s multiple, dynamic, and
conflicting objectives;
< all outputs compete for limited resources, raising the need for a ‘basket’ of diverse
tradeoff solutions, as opposed to the technically ‘ideal’ management described
above; and
< they face dynamic uncertainty (e.g. market, climatic conditions, government
policies) (Collinson, 2001).
Therefore, when dealing with human-activity systems such as CCeFSs and their
correspondent decision-making problems, issues posed by the complex web and the nature
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of factors that result in the system’s features must be considered.   Also, non-linearities
generated by feedback loops from biophysical processes to human decision-making
processes should be dealt with.   Furthermore, the speed of global and local changes, their
meaning, and the different patterns they assume for different rural groups constitute a
challenge to farm managers’ co-evolutionary capacity to make decisions about the best use
of their available resources under changing circumstances.   Such co-evolutionary capacity
is essential to farmers own well-being and survival and to any significant meaning of the
concept of sustainability at farm level (Loevinsohn, 2002).
It is intuitive to conclude that modelling such complex farm management processes
implies the need for a multiple criteria decision making framework (MCDM).   MCDM is
a sub-field of systems science related to the theory and methodology for dealing with
complex decision making problems with multidimensional, multiple, non-commensurate
and conflicting output responses or objectives, such as the ones faced by the farm manager
(Tarp and Helles, 1995).
While MCDM and its tools have been successfully applied to a variety of decision
making problems, the application of these approaches has not been as frequent in
agricultural systems as in operations research and management science (Rehman and
Romero, 1993).   This has been explained by the extended use and relative success of the
economic analysis of agricultural systems using single-criterion optimization tools.   Such
analyses are usually carried out subject to a set of constraints, some of which serve as
alternate achievement objectives (Dent and Jones, 1993).
However, while single-objective optimization produces a mathematically optimum
solution to a decision-making problem, that does not mean that the problem state itself has
been simulated either realistically or correctly, since the management of agricultural
systems implies satisfying more than one criterion.   Therefore, the solution of single
criterion models in several agricultural systems applications implies simply the optimal
solution to the mathematical representation of the problem.   Quite likely, it has little
resemblance, not just to the best outcome, but even to an acceptable solution to the farm
manager (Dent and Jones, 1993).
Optimization can be defined as “...the process of finding one or more feasible
solutions which correspond to extreme values of one or more objectives” and within
(usually) a time limit (Deb, 2001; Corne et al., 1999).   However, there is no such thing as
a universally accepted definition of ‘optimum’ when dealing with multi-objective
problems, since the ultimate decision of what is the best answer for any given optimization
problem lies with the decision-maker (e.g. the farm manager) (Coello, 1999).
The concept of optimality in farming systems is defined in relation to many
constraints and more than one objective (Rehman and Romero, 1993; Bonebeau et al.,
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1999).   In most real-life cases, what it is sought is a solution to a multi-criteria decision
problem, which certainly implies the need for compromise among several objectives, in
order to obtain possible sub-optimal (from the single-objective perspective) but acceptable
or efficient solutions, where efficiency or acceptability is a problem-dependent and
subjective concept (Fonseca and Fleming, 1995b).
Another issue related to optimization of CCeSs, whether agricultural or otherwise,
relates to the selection or design of a suitable approach for proceeding, since even when
the objectives have been clearly defined and, even if the functional reliance on the
independent variables has been mathematically and/or computationally formulated, it often
remains very difficult, if not impossible, to find the optimum (Schwefel, 1995).
5.3. Multi-Objective Optimization.
5.3.1. Multi-Objective Optimization Problems (MOOPs).
When an optimization problem implies more than one objective function, the task
of finding one or more optimum solutions is called multi-objective optimization (Fonseca
and Fleming, 1995b).  Unlike classical mathematical programming with a single objective
function, there is not a single solution in multi-objective problems that optimizes all of the
objective functions at the same time, so there are clashes among objectives.   Thus, the
final decision is made by considering the whole balance of conflicting objectives (Sawaragi
et al., 1985). Multi-objective Optimization can be defined as follows (Coello, 1999):
“...a vector of decision variables which satisfies constraints and optimizes a vector function
whose elements represent the objective functions.  These functions form a mathematical
description of performance criteria which are usually in conflict with each other.  Hence,
the term “optimize” means finding such a solution which would give the values of all the
objective functions acceptable (to the decision maker, e.g. the farm manager).”
Multi-Objective Optimization Problems (MOOPs) are defined as those which have
more than one objective function to be minimized or maximized, and which usually have
a number of constraints which any feasible solution must fulfil.   Thus, a family of
alternative solutions may satisfy the requirements which should be considered equivalent
in the absence of information regarding the importance of each objective function relatively
to the others (Fonseca and Fleming, 1995b).   In order to solve a MOOP, one needs to
represent each of the objectives using numerical terms, which could be of multiple types
even for a single objective (e.g. money, weight, time, etc.).   Then an objective function
which is a performance index for each objective and which could for instance be physical,
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biological, or financial, is developed.   Such an objective function is of the form
, where R represents one dimensional Euclidean space.   The function fi( )
denotes how much influence is allocated to a given objective by performing an alternative
x.   Then, the decision making problem can be expressed as a MOOP as follows:
where:
Minimize/Maximize denotes either a minimization or a maximization (the latter is
the reciprocal of a minimization) problem;
 is a vector where  is a n-dimensional decision variable vector  =
(x1,...,xn) in Rn;
n = number of variables;
m = number of constraints;
k = number of objectives;
and any of all of the objective functions may be linear or nonlinear (Veldhuizen and
Lamont, 1998; Veldhuizen and Lamont, 2000).
5.3.2. Multi-objective Optimization Approaches.
Most real-world optimization problems imply multiple and conflicting objectives,
implying the need for tradeoffs.   Such tradeoff solutions cannot be considered inherently
best with respect to the objectives, since no solution from the set makes conflicting
objectives look better than any other solution from such a set.   Hence, in problems with
more than one conflicting objective, there is no single optimal solution.   Instead, several
optimal solutions may arise because of the tradeoff between contradicting objectives (Deb,
2001).   It is important to clarify that an MOOP has a multiple set of optimal solutions only
if the objectives are in conflict with each other.   If this is not the case, the tradeoff
solutions set contains only one optimal solution (Deb, 2001).
MOOPs are generally defined by distinct measures of performance (the objectives),
which could be either independent or dependent, conflicting, and/or non-commensurable.
When there are several objectives to optimize but they are conflicting, the result could be
a partial ordering over the search space, and the task of finding the global optimum of a
general MOOP is NP-complete (non-deterministic polynomial).   This means that optimal
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solutions to these problems, where all decision variables satisfy associated constraints and
the objective function reaches a global minimum/maximum, may not exist at all
(Veldhuizen and Lamont, 1998; Barrow, 1998).
In multi-objective optimization, the objective functions form a multidimensional
space (the objective space or Z), apart from the usual decision variable space (the decision
space or X), where for every solution x in the decision variable space, there exists a point
in the objective space:
f(x) = z = (z1, z2,...,zk)T
The task is to find a tradeoff set of solutions from the feasible objective space
(Fonseca and Fleming, 1995b).   Such a search is carried out by dividing the feasible
objective space based on domination principles to obtain a finite set of solutions P.   Using
a pair-wise comparison, it is possible to divide the set P into two non-overlapping sets P1
and P2, where P1 comprises all solutions that do not dominate each other and at least one
solution in P1 dominates any solution in P2.   The set P1 is called the non-dominated (or
optimal) set, while the set P2 is the dominated (or non-optimal) set.   The non-dominated
set P1 has two conditions that must be true (Deb, 2001):
< Any two solutions of P1 must be non-dominated with respect to each other; and
< any solution not belonging to P1 is dominated by at least one member of P1.
If there are conflicting objectives, generally the non-dominated or optimal set of
solutions comprises more than one solution.   If that is the case, and in the absence of any
additional information, it is difficult to choose any one solution over the other(s).
Therefore, there are two orthogonal goals in multi-objective optimization:
< to find a set of solutions as close as possible to the Pareto-optimal front; and
< to find a set of solutions as diverse as possible (Deb, 2001).
While the first objective is intuitive for any optimization task, the second one is
essentially a multi-objective optimization goal.   It means that apart from converging close
to the tradeoff or Pareto-optimal front, the solutions are required to be widely spaced in the
tradeoff or Pareto-optimal region.   Since MOEAs deal with two different spaces (the
decision variable space and the objective space), diversity among solutions can be defined
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in any or both of such spaces.   Thus, it is important to decide in which space the diversity
must be achieved (Deb, 2001).
The concept of Pareto optimality was originally formulated by Francis Edgeworth
and Vilfredo Pareto in the 19th century (Coello, 2001).   From such a concept, any given
solution is Pareto optimal if there is not a feasible vector which would decrease some
criterion without resulting in a simultaneous increase in at least one other criterion, and
with the Pareto optimum almost always producing a set of superior solutions (Coello,
1999).   That implies the generation of a set of solutions for a given MOOP by all those
members of the search space such that all of the components of the corresponding objective
vectors cannot be simultaneously improved.   The concept of Pareto-ranking is useful in
solving optimization problems since such an approach is not sensitive to the convexity or
the non-convexity of the tradeoff surface (Fonseca and Fleming, 1995b).   Following,
mathematical definitions of Pareto Dominance, Pareto Optimality, Pareto set and Pareto
Front as described by Veldhuizen and Lamont, 1998 and Veldhuizen and Lamont, 2000,
are introduced.
Definition of Pareto Dominance: A vector  = (u1, ..., uk) is said to dominate  =
(v1,...,vk) (denoted by   ) if and only if u is partially less than v, i.e.,
 < vi.
Definition of Pareto Optimality: A solution x   is said to be Pareto optimal with
respect to  if and only if there is no x’   for which  = F(x’) = (f1(x’),...,fk(x’))
dominates  = F(x) = f1(x),...,fk(x).
Definition of Pareto Optimal Set: For a given MOOP F(x), the Pareto optimal set (P*) is
defined as:
P* := {x  |  x’  : F(x’)  F(x)}.
Definition of Pareto front: For a given MOOP F(x) and Pareto optimal set P*, the Pareto
front (PF*) is defined as:
PF* := {  = F(x) = (f1(x),...,fk(x)) | x  P*}.
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Pareto optimal solutions are also called non-inferior, admissible, or efficient, and
their analogous vectors are called non-dominated.   Such solutions are classified based on
their phenotypical expressions which, when plotted in criterion space, identify the Pareto-
optimal front (Figure 5.1) (Veldhuizen and Lamont, 1998; Coello, 1999).   From such a set
of tradeoff solutions (the front), the decision-maker (e.g. the farm manager), using
nontechnical and qualitative (higher level) information, can select the one solution that best
satisfies the objectives.   Obviously, the precision with which the decision maker chooses
such a solution depends on both the true Pareto optimal set and the set introduced by the
approach used as Pareto optimal (Veldhuizen and Lamont, 2000).   Furthermore, it has
been observed that solutions obtained for real-life MOOPs usually pose a finite number of
points that may or may not be truly Pareto-optimal, considering that every time a real
system is modelled (e.g. via objective functions) using a computer (a discrete machine)
there is a loss in accuracy between the infinite possibilities of the real world system
modelled and the implemented finite, discrete model, thereby making the computational
approximation of an MOOP somewhat imperfect and the choice of a global optimum
difficult (Veldhuizen and Lamont, 2000) .
Therefore, with the more methodical, more practical and less subjective ideal multi-
objective optimization procedure the task is to find as many different solutions as possible,
and then use additional information to evaluate and compare each of the solutions in a
tradeoff situation, not to search for a new solution, but to choose one that meets the
decision-making requirements from the set already obtained (Deb, 2001).
5.4. Optimization tools.
5.4.1. Classical Optimization Methods.
Since the classical approaches for solving MOOP use a point-by-point procedure,
the result of using such a method is a single optimized solution.   Classical optimization
methods can be categorized into four categories:
< No-preference methods;
< posteriori methods;
< a priori methods; and
< interactive methods (Miettinen, 1999, Deb, 1995; Deb, 2001).
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The no-preference methods do not assume any information about the weight of the
objectives, using instead a heuristic procedure to find a single optimal solution, and without
attempting to find any multiple Pareto-set of solutions.   Posteriori methods use preference
information about each objective in order to produce a set of Pareto-optimal solutions,
provided some information regarding algorithmic parameters is available.   A priori
methods require more information regarding preferences, usually finding one favoured
Pareto-optimal solution.   The interactive methods require minimum a priori information,
but from time to time through the optimization process the decision maker should provide
information regarding, for example, the direction of the search, weight vector, reference
points, etc. (Table C.1, Appendix C).   While the four approaches described above share
some strengths, such as their strong proofs of convergence to the Pareto-optimal set, which
guarantee that every Pareto-optimal solution corresponds to an optimal solution to the
resulting single-objective optimization problem, their simplicity and easy implementation,
as well as the production of a single compromise solution which does not need further
intervention from the decision-maker, they also share several disadvantages:
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< all imply the need to convert a MOOP into a single optimization problem, with the
result that in finding N different Pareto-optimal solutions, at least N different
single-objective optimization problems must be formulated, simulated, and solved;
< the convergence to an optimal solution relies on the chosen initial solution;
< some techniques may be sensitive to the shape of the Pareto-optimal front (e.g.
weighting methods and non-convex fronts);
< all need some kind of knowledge about the problem, in the form of suitable weights
or target values ( ), and such knowledge may not be available;
< most tend towards identifying a sub-optimal solution;
< they suffer from inflexibility (an efficient approach for solving one optimization
problem may not be efficient in solving a different optimization problem);
< they are not efficient in handling problems having a discrete search space; and
< in trying to solve large multidimensional problems, their main disadvantage is their
high computational complexity (Deb, 2001; Czyzak and Jaszkiewics, 1997;
Fonseca and Fleming, 1995b; Zitzler, 1999).
5.4.2.  Meta-heuristics used to solve MOOPs.
Meta-heuristic procedures (MH) have been suggested as a promising field of
research to find efficient solutions to MOOPs (Ulungu and Teghem, 1994; Yagiura and
Ibaraki, 2000).   Heuristics mean rules of thumb and, in this context, it refers to techniques
that try to find good or efficient solutions for hard-to-solve problems, in a relatively fast
fashion.   In general, heuristics are problem-specific, which means that a technique that
solves one problem cannot solve a different one (Ehrgott and Gandibleux, 2000).
Conversely, MH are defined as “powerful techniques applicable generally to a large
number of problems” consisting of iterative, top-level general strategies that guide and
modify other heuristics by mixing intelligently different concepts for exploring and
exploiting the search space for feasible solutions in domains where the task is hard (Ehrgott
and Gandibleux, 2000; FOLDOC, 2002).
MH have mostly been used to solve problems classified as NP-Hard (problems for
which calculating exact optimal solutions is computationally intractable) or NP-Complete
by the theory of computational complexity, where MH search for good or efficient, not
exact, solutions.   They are also being applied to other combinatorial optimisation problems
for which it is known that a polynomial-time solution exists but that the search for such
solution is not practical (Yagiura and Ibaraki, 1996; Culberson, 1996).   Examples include,
but are not restricted to, Tabu Search, Simulated Annealing, Ant Colony Optimization, and
Evolutionary Algorithms (Blum and Roli, 2001) (see Appendix D).   The adaptation of MH
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techniques to the resolution of MOOPs is called multi-objective meta-heuristics (MOMH)
(Ehrgott and Gandibleux, 2000).
MH approaches are based on a two step iterative procedure: the search for new
solutions on the basis of the previous history; and the evaluation of these solutions and
extraction of the necessary information for future research (Yagiura and Ibaraki, 2000).
Among the features of MH are the following:
< their goal is to explore the search space efficiently in order to find optimal, tradeoff
solutions;
< they are relatively simple, robust, and flexible;
< they include approaches that go from simple local search procedures to complex
learning processes;
< they are approximate and non-deterministic;
< they can be developed even if deep mathematical properties of the problem domain
are not available, yet still obtain much better solutions compared with simple
heuristic approaches;
< they include processes to avoid getting trapped in confined areas of the search
space;
< it is usually possible to keep their performance levels high even if the problem
structures and/or parameters of algorithms are changed;
< MH can include several ideas into the algorithm in order to improve its
performance; and
< MH approaches have been successfully tested against several kinds of MOOPs
(Yagiura and Ibaraki, 2000; Blum and Roli, 2001).
The exploration process in MH represents a compromise between intensification
(the exploitation of accumulated search experience) and diversification (the exploration of
the search space) to identify regions in the search space with high quality solutions as
quickly as possible and not waste too much time in areas of the search space which either
are already explored or may not deliver high quality solutions (Blum and Roli, 2001).
MH approaches can be classified in two main groups: trajectory or local search
methods and population-based methods (Ehrgott and Gandibleux, 2000).   The goal of
trajectory methods, such as Tabu Search (TS) and Simulated Annealing (SA), is to escape
from local minima, to progress in the exploration of the search space and to move on in the
hope of finding some better local optima, working on one or several neighbourhood
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structures imposed on the search space.   Population-based approaches, such as Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) and Genetic/Evolutionary Algorithms (GA/EA) include a learning
element that tries either implicitly or explicitly to find correlations between decision
variables to identify high quality regions in the search space, performing a biassed
sampling of the search space, e.g. by sampling the search space at every iteration according
to a probability distribution in ACO or by recombination in GA/EA (Blum and Roli, 2001).
Trajectory approaches are better in exploring promising regions in the search space,
and population-based approaches are better at recognizing promising regions in the search
space.   These are the reasons behind the development of successful MH hybrids, such as
those reported by Hansen (1998) mixing GA and SA; Burke et al. (2001) reported an
hybrid MH with no recombination approach that mixed hill-climbing, SA, TS, and
mutation operators; while Khor et al. (2001) used a method mixing TS and EA approaches.
Following, a discussion of genetic/evolutionary  algorithms as the MH tool of choice for
this work is introduced (for a deeper description of classical methods and MH for solving
MOOPs see appendixes C and D).
5.4.3. Genetic Algorithms.
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) use a population of solutions at each iteration,
instead of a single solution.   Thus, the results obtained through an EA are also a population
of solutions, an “all in one” simulation run (Deb, 2001).
A special class of EAs are Genetic Algorithms (GAs) (Holland, 1975), which are
population-based computational models of evolution, and, as such, they mimic natural
genetics and natural selection.   They are among the most outstanding and widely used
tools for simulating evolutionary processes and represent an artificial life systems’ tool for
solving practical problems (Mitchell and Forrest, 1993; Coello, 2001).   Furthermore, GAs
contain an internal mechanism for generating variety and simulate co-evolution via
learning.   Learning is considered a co-evolutionary process, where selection acts on
populations of mental models-schemata-heuristics that determine behaviours (Holland,
1975).
Generally, GAs are coded using binary strings, which constitute a pseudo-
chromosomal representation of a solution (Deb, 2001).   Once such binary strings are
codified to represent a population of random decision variables, genetic operators such as
reproduction, crossover, and mutation are applied to such strings in order to find a better
(fitter) population of solutions (Mitchell and Forrest, 1993).
Assuming there are no constraints, the fitness (in the context of a given problem)
of a string (representing a solution) is credited a value which is a function of the solution’s
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objective value or, in most cases, the fitness is made equal to the objective function value
itself (Deb, 2001).   All strings on the population created randomly are evaluated using the
above method, which also implies estimating the objective function value and the
constraint violations if any, to obtain the fitness or merit of any given solution.   Then, a
termination condition is inspected, and if the termination criterion is not fulfilled, the
population of solutions is modified by the three main genetic operators (reproduction,
crossover, and mutation) hoping to obtain a better or fitter population.   The generation
counter is incremented by one to denote that each generation (or iteration) of the GA is
complete (Figure 5.2) (Deb, 2001).
The Reproduction/Selection operator is used to replicate good solutions and to
remove bad solutions in a population, while keeping the population at the same size.   This
is done by recognizing good (generally above-average) solutions in a population; creating
multiple copies of good solutions; and removing bad solutions from the population
replacing them with good solutions (Deb, 2001).   There are several methods available to
achieve these conditions, among them tournament selection, proportionate selection, and
ranking selection (Goldberg and Deb, 1991).
The proportionate selection method creates an appropriate number of copies from
solutions, the number of which is proportional to their fitness values.   If the average fitness
of all population members is favg, a solution with fitness fi gets an expected fi /favg number
of replicas.   The implementation of this method simulates a roulette-wheel mechanism,
where the wheel is divided into N (population size) segments, and where the size of each
is chosen in proportion to the fitness of each population member.   Then, the string with a
higher fitness value describes a larger range of cumulative probability values and thus, has
a higher probability of getting introduced into the mating pool.   Because computation of
the average fitness requires the fitness of all population members to be known, the
proportionate selection method is slow when compared against the tournament selection
method.   Furthermore, this method has a scaling problem, since its outcome depends on
the true value of the fitness, instead of the relative fitness value of the population members
(Goldberg and Deb, 1991).
Tournament selection means that contests are played between two solutions with
the better solution selected and placed in the mating pool.   If done properly, each solution
can be made to participate in precisely two tournaments.   The best solution in a population
will win twice, thereby producing two copies of it in the new population.   The worst
solution will then lose in both matches and will be removed from the population.   Thus,
any solution in a given population will have zero, one, or two copies in the new population.
Goldberg and Deb (1991) demonstrate that this method has either better or equivalent
convergence, computational requirements, and complexity characteristics when matched
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against any other reproduction operator.   Another feature of tournament selection is that
by changing the comparison operator, minimization and maximization problems can be
dealt with equally easily (Deb, 2001).
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The crossover operator, along with the mutation operator, is responsible for the
generation of new solutions for the GA.   Once the Reproduction/Selection operator is
applied, the crossover operator is employed by picking strings from the mating pool at
random.   Then, some portions of the strings are commuted between the strings to create
new ones (generally two) (Deb, 2001).   This is generally done using a single-point
crossover operator which randomly chooses a crossing site along the string and by
swapping all bits on the right side of the crossing site.   This in turn generates two new
strings, which are called the offspring (Deb, 2001).   The process is expected to produce
better string-solutions compared to their parents than by simply randomly looking for them,
since the parent strings being crossed are not any arbitrary random strings.   Conversely,
parent strings have survived tournaments against other solutions during an earlier stage of
the search, so the likelihood of the offspring being good is considered good as well.   If it
happens that bad solutions are created, they will not survive since they will be removed
from the population in the next reproduction/selection operation (Deb, 2001).
When the offspring is good, it possibly gets more opportunities to get more copies
in the next reproduction/selection operation and to achieve a crossover with other good
solutions in successive generations.   This will eventually lead to a population where an
increasing number of solutions share similar chromosomes (Deb, 2001).   The mutation
operator is used to maintain a diverse population, by altering a string locally with the
purpose of obtaining a better string.   When coding binary strings, the mutation operator
changes a 1 to a 0 and vice versa, being the mutation probability of pm (Deb, 2001).
Some of the fundamental differences between GAs and classical optimization
methods are:
< with binary GAs, one is dealing with the coding of decision variables, instead of the
variables themselves;
< GAs operate with a discrete search space, even though the function may be
continuous.  Nevertheless, GAs can deal with both discrete and continuous
functions, enabling GAs to solve a great variety of problem domains;
< GAs deal with a population of solutions instead of a single solution;
< since with binary GAs there is more than one string being processed together and
used to update every string in the population, it is likely that the obtained GA
solution may be a global one;
< GAs do not need any supplementary information apart from the objective function
values, although any additional information can help to accelerate the search
process;
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< by using GAs, it is not necessarily assumed that the function to be optimized is
unimodal, as with some classical direct search methods;
< GAs use probabilistic transition rules and an initial random population to lead their
search, features which enable them to recover from early mistakes, if any, and to
deal with a wide variety of problems; and
< GAs offer a platform for performing a flexible search, since the transition rules and
consequently the degrees of both the exploration of the information obtained and
the extent of the exploitation through the selection operator can be controlled by
changing the parameters involved in the genetic operators (Deb, 2001).
In spite of their apparent simplicity, GAs are highly non-linear, massively
multifaceted, stochastic, and complex, and despite all three operators using random
numbers, GAs perform a direct search that generally results in an increase in the average
merit of solutions from one generation to the next (Deb, 2001).
5.5. Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs).
The main difference between a single-objective EA and a MOEA is the multiple
objectives to be simultaneously optimized by the latter, which means that a MOEA
calculates k fitness or objective functions (where k  2), compared with a single fitness
function in a single-objective EA (SOEA).   Furthermore, when implementing a MOEA,
and since SOEAs require a single fitness value with which to implement selection, there
could be need for additional transformation of MOEAs solutions’ fitness into a scalar
(Figure 5.3) (Veldhuizen and Lamont, 1998).
While more complex than single-objective optimization approaches, MOEAs have
the advantage of getting around multiple simulation runs, the availability of efficient
population-based optimization algorithms, and incorporate the concept of dominance.   The
latter enables such an optimization method to deal with multiple objectives in a way not
possible in the past (Deb, 2001).
While there were early suggestions of the ways MOEAs do handle MOOPs (e.g.
Box, 1957 and Fogel et al., 1966) the first to report the use of an MOEA to solve MOOPs
was Schaffer with his Vector-Evaluated Genetic Algorithm (VEGA) (Schaffer, 1984).
Next, Goldberg (1989) suggested the development of an MOEA using the concept of
domination.   From then on, the literature reports several more studies on MOEAs and their
application to solve real-world problems.   Deeper and wider studies describing the
available MOEAs and their applications have now been published (e.g. Fonseca and
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Fleming, 1995a; Srinivas and Deb, 1994; Horn et al., 1994, Veldhuizen and Lamont, 1998;
Coello, 1999; Veldhuizen and Lamont, 2000; Coello, 2001).
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To demonstrate the advantages of the ideal approach to solve MOOPs, a discussion
of Figure 5.4 follows, where the ideal approach is compared against the a posteriori
approach (Deb, 2001).   In the a posteriori approach, a set of weight vectors (the  vectors)
are selected.   Then, for each  vector, a single-objective optimization problem is
developed in order to find its counterpart optimum solution.   This is described on the left
side graph of Figure 5.4, while the ideal approach to a solution is represented on the right
side of that figure, along with their corresponding Pareto-optimal solutions.   On the left
side of the figure, nine different equi-spaced  vectors are selected.   While the figure
shows w2 only, it is assumed that w1 = 1- w2.   The direction of the arrows in the left
graphic denotes that the  vectors are picked first.   Then, Pareto-optimal solutions are
found by using each  vector.   In the absence of any additional information, it is
reasonable to use a uniformly-spaced set of  vectors (Deb, 2001).   However, if the
problem to solve is nonlinear, as it is the case for this study, the optimal solutions obtained
from a uniformly-spaced set of  vectors could produce a non-uniformly spaced set of
Pareto optimal solutions, as the left side of Figure 5.4 shows (Deb, 2001).
The right side of Figure 5.4 shows how the suggested ideal approach would work.
With this approach, there is no previous knowledge of any  vector, and a population-
based optimization algorithm is used to find multiple Pareto-optimal solutions (Deb, 2001).
Because the MOOP is not transformed into a set of single-objective optimization problems,
and since the concept of domination along with a diversity-preserving mechanism is used
to guide the search process, the ideal approach may find a good distribution of Pareto-
optimal solutions (Deb, 2001).   So, in the left part of the right side of the figure, the arrows
pointing towards a weight value indicate that an  vector is calculated after the Pareto-
optimal solutions are established.   By using the individual objective function value of each
of such solutions, an assessment of the tradeoff among different objectives can be made for
each solution (Deb, 2001).   For instance, on the right side of Figure 5.4, solution A will
match with a 100% preference of f1 and 0% preference of f2, since this solution conforms
to the minimum f1 among all obtained Pareto-optimal solutions.   Furthermore, solution A
could be allocated an  vector (w1, w2) = (1,0).   Thus, all obtained solutions can be
assigned a pseudo-weight vector, that the user can apply to measure different solutions
against their associated vector and then choose the most desirable solution from the
decision-maker’s perspective (Deb, 2001).   Therefore, while conceding that the
computational issue of finding multiple Pareto-optimal solutions in one simulation using
a multi-objective optimizer versus iteratively finding one Pareto-optimal solution at a time
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using a single-objective optimizer is still a matter of further research, Deb (2001) anyway
suggests that the ideal approach is a better practical strategy than the a posteriori approach.
Goldberg (1989) suggested a non-dominated sorting procedure, using the concept
of domination to allocate more copies to non-dominated individuals in a population, and
the use of a niching strategy as an explicitly diversity-preserving operator among solutions
of a non-dominated class.   From Goldsberg’s work, MOEAs which do not use an elite-
preserving operator such as the Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA, Fonseca and
Fleming, 1993) the Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithms (NPGA, Horn et al., 1994), and the
non-dominated sorting Genetic Algorithms (NSGA, Srinivas and Deb, 1994) were
developed.
There is another kind of MOEA called elitist multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms (see Table C.3, Appendix C), which are supposed to be superior to the non-
elitist ones previously described (Deb, 2001).   Such MOEAs include an elite-preserving
operator which promotes the elites of a population by giving them an opportunity to be
explicitly carried over to the next generation.   The idea is to ensure that the fitness of the
population solution does not weaken by losing good solutions found earlier unless better
solutions are found later, thereby enhancing the probability of improved offspring (Deb,
2001).
Figure 5 .4. Classica l a posterio ri appro ach and  the ideal a pproac h (from D eb, 2001 ).
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Deb (2001) suggested an intermediate procedure as the most advantageous, where
the best  solutions in a population are the elites, and the choice of an adequate  value
becomes essential to the effectiveness of the algorithm.   The parameter  is directly
associated with the selection pressure correlated with the elites (Deb, 2001).   Because they
are directly carried over to the next generation and also engage in genetic operations, they
tend to affect the population that crowds around themselves.   So if a large  is used, this
leverage is greater and the population losses diversity.   If a value for  that is too small
is used, the correct advantage of the elites will not be applied.   While  could assume any
value, it usually is between 1 and 0.1 (10% of the population size) (Deb, 2001).
While in single-objective optimization problems elites are relatively easy to
recognize (the ones with higher objective function values in the population), in MOOP with
many objective functions, a solution can be assessed with reference to its non-domination
place in the population, being usually more than one solution in the best non-dominated set
in a population in any given generation (Deb, 2001).   Because all non-dominated solutions
are considered the same, all the non-dominated solutions or elites are of equal weight (Deb,
2001).
In order to find a non-dominated set of solutions for a given MOOP, the dominance
relation (or, if it is strong domination, with the symbol ) can be employed to
recognize the better of two given solutions (Deb, 2001).   After testing several methods
which used dominance, Deb (2001) suggested that the most computationally efficient
approach to finding a Pareto-optimal set of solutions is the one suggested by Kung et al.
(1975).
The aforementioned development by Kung et al. (1975) needs a first step to sort the
population according to the descending order of importance to the first objective function
value.   Then, the population is recursively divided into top (T) and bottom (B) sub-
populations.   Both sub-populations T and B are compared, where members of the B
population are checked against T members for domination, knowing that the T population
is better than the B one regarding the first objective function.   Thereafter, the solutions in
B that are not dominated by any member of T are mixed with members of T to make a
blended population M.   The mixing and the domination check begin with the innermost
case (where there is only one member left in either T or B in recursive partitions of the
population) and proceeds in a bottom-up mode.   The complexity of this approach is
O(N(logN)M-2) for M  4 and O(N log N) for M = 2 and 3 (Kung et al., 1975).
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5.6. Comparison between MOEA and other optimization methods.
The MOEA approach might be preferred to other MOOP solving tools, except for
two arguments.   The first argument refers to the No Free Lunch Theorem (NFL) (Wolpert
and Macready, 1995; Wolpert and Macready, 1997), which  precludes the possibility of a
universally efficient algorithm for solving all kinds of MOOPs, effectively ruling out the
claim that evolutionary algorithms are absolutely superior to other optimization techniques.
The second argument comes from a study by Kurmann (2001) comparing MOEAs
(specifically SPEA and SPEA2) against alternative stochastic methods for multi-objective
optimization (TS and SA based) to solve the multi-objective 0/1 knapsack problem.   In this
case, he did not find any evidence that MOEAs could do better than other approaches.
Nevertheless, it has been suggested that the scenario on which the NFL theorem is
based (unrestricted black box optimization) does not represent real-world optimization
problems.   In the latter case, where restricted black box optimization scenarios are
common, specific techniques have been found superior to general ones (Droste et al., 1998;
Culberson, 1996).   These methods include as much information as is available to solve the
problem.   Moreover, and despite this, it has been suggested that the following features of
MOEAs might explain the reasons why MOEAs are the most explored and exploited tools
used to tackle MOOPs, making the approach a promising one (see also Table C.2 Appendix
C):
< the problem domain for MOOPs has a multidimensional (many decision variables)
search space.   When the space is very large, MOEA approaches are well suited
given their ability to generate multiple solutions in a single run;
< the MOEAs’ population-based structure, where multiple individuals search for
multiple solutions in parallel, may eventually take advantage of any similarities
available in the neighbourhood of possible solutions to the problem by
recombination;
< the recombination process of EA/GAs is a potentially useful feature of MOEAs,
mixing parts of solutions to generate promising new ones;
< MOEAs’ flexibility and adaptability, along with a robust performance, make them
an effective and efficient search and optimization tool and the dominant way to
solve diverse range of real-world MOOPs;
< MOEAs make superior use of the information available during the optimization
process, such as density considerations of the archive, compared to other MH
approaches;
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< the ability to deal with complex problems, with features such as discontinuities,
multi-modality, disjoint feasible spaces, and noisy function evaluations;
< MOEAs can exploit different fitness functions simultaneously to acknowledge
desirable features of the current problem domain, regardless of the approach; and
< there are few alternatives to EA-based multi-objective optimization for solving
complex real-world problems (Fonseca and Fleming, 1995b; Veldhuizen and
Lamont, 1998; Coello, 1999; Zitzler, 1999; Falkenauer, 1999; Veldhuizen and
Lamont, 2000; Coello, 2001; Kurmann, 2001).
Faulkenauer (1999), while suggesting that correctly designed GAs work remarkably
well (in this context he was assuming such GAs as the core of MOEAs approaches), also
points out the need to develop specific functions for GAs to solve specific problems rather
than using arbitrary functions.   For instance, a fitness function’s effectiveness relies on it
being used in the correct situation, since each fitness function measures some apposite
feature of the problem being analysed (Veldhuizen and Lamont, 1998).
While the great majority of the MOEA literature deals with only two objective
functions, the few studies which report studies of MOOPs with more than two objective
functions (e.g. Fonseca and Fleming, 1997; Zitzler et al., 2001) face the issue of the
practical limit to the number of objective functions that an MOEA (and a human decision-
maker) can deal with.   Fonseca and Fleming (1995b) suggested that the more objectives
a given MOOP has, the more solutions will match the definition of Pareto optimality,
effectively reducing the Pareto selection pressure.   In the presence of limited preference
information, a MOEA can deal with the infeasible task of finding an acceptable tradeoff
“in the dark”.   This implies the need for a combination of preference articulation and
Pareto-ranking.
However, Veldhuizen and Lamont (1998) argued that while the size of the true
Pareto-optimal front does not grow with the number of objectives, the number of possible
solutions and the number of points on the Pareto front may increase as more objectives are
added, with the number of computationally representable points relying more on the front’s
shape than on the number of objectives for any given MOOP.   The same authors suggest
that visualizing and understanding objective interrelationships becomes harder as the
number of objectives grows.   Nevertheless, the problem of visualization of the Pareto
Front (PF) (from which solutions are selected by choosing a point from the known PF)
could be handled by using any one of several techniques available (e.g. see Deb, 2001), and
by considering a theorem by Veldhuizen and Lamont (1998), which shows that the Pareto
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front for any given MOOP with two objectives (k = 2) is at most a curve, but it is a hyper-
surface for MOOPs with three or more objective functions.
5.7. SPEA2.
The second version of the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2)(Zitzler
et al., 2001), is based on the  original SPEA (Zitzler and Thiele, 1998) (see Table C.3
Appendix C).   Both elitists algorithms have been tested using general comparative
analyses of MOEAs against real-world problems and against MOOPs with more than two
objective functions (Zitzler et al., 1998; Zitzler et al., 2000; Zitzler et al., 2001).
Furthermore, both SPEA (compared against NSGA, VEGA, NPGA, MOGA and WBGA, and
with random search and weighing methods) and SPEA2 (against SPEA, PESA and NSGA2)
have proved superior to other MOEAs and other optimization techniques in solving several
test problems (Zitzler, 1999; Zitzler et al., 2001).
Even though all MOEAs are limited by the NFL theorem cited previously,
Veldhuizen and Lamont (2000) recommend SPEA from a choice of another four MOEAs
as the starting point to explore the MOOP domain, based on the following common
features of the five approaches:
< they incorporate known MOEA theory;
< they have been tested in detailed comparative experiments;
< their Pareto-based selection procedure explicitly seeks the true Pareto-optimal set
(Ptrue);
< all incorporate niching and fitness sharing in trying to sample the true Pareto-
optimal front (PFtrue) uniformly;
< mating restrictions and secondary populations (an archive) may or may not be
included; and
< their algorithmic complexity is no higher than other known MOEAs. 
It also must be stated that after an extensive search by the author of this thesis
looking for a suitable MOEA to optimize his farming system model (Cárnico), and a
request for help through the Internet, the SPEA material was discovered.   It was available
on the Internet as examples of the most advanced approaches in the field of multi-objective
optimization (in the form of articles and even a PhD thesis) at Dr Eckhard Zitzler’s
website.   Furthermore, Dr. Zitzler generously authorized the use of his algorithm in the
experiment that forms the basis of the present research.
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SPEA2 (the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2) is the result of efforts by
Zitzler and his co-workers to improve the existing SPEA (which was consistently
outperformed by NSGA-II and PESA).   It follows the same approach as the original SPEA,
but with the inclusion of state-of-the-art insights concerning MOEA approaches (Deb et
al., 2000; Corne et al., 2000; Laumanns et al., 2000; Laumanns et al., 2001b).   Zitzler et
al. (2001) had previously identified some potential weaknesses of SPEA, as follows (see
also Table C.3 Appendix C):
< solutions that are dominated by individuals from the same archive have identical
fitness values, which means that when the archive has a single solution only, all
population members have the same fitness whether or not they dominate each other.
Thus, the selection pressure is reduced considerably making SPEA behave like a
random search algorithm;
< when confronted with MOOPs with more than two objective functions, it is highly
possible that several individuals of the current generation are indifferent to each
other (e.g. they do not dominate).   As a result, no or very little information can be
extracted on the basis of the partial order defined by the dominance relation.
Therefore, density information must be used to guide the search process.   SPEA’s
clustering procedure makes use of this information, but only regarding the archive
and not the population;
< although SPEA’s clustering procedure is able to reduce the non-dominated set
without deleting its features, it could lose outer solutions, when such solutions
should be kept in the archive if a good spread of solutions is to be achieved.
To overcome such constraints, SPEA2 includes the following features compared
with the original SPEA:
< the use of an improved fitness assignment strategy which, for each solution,
considers how many other individuals it dominates and is dominated by;
< a nearest neighbour density estimation approach to improve precision of the search
process; and
< a new archive truncation procedure to ensure the preservation of boundary solutions
(Zitzler et al., 2001; see also Table C.4 Appendix C).
The overall SPEA2 algorithm can be described as follows (Zitzler et al., 2001):
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Algorithm 1 (SPEA2 Main Loop)
Input:   N    (population size)
    (archive size)
T    (maximum number of generations)
Output: A    (Non-dominated set)
Step 1: Initialization: Generate an initial population P0 and create the empty archive
(external set) .  Set t = 0.
Step 2: Fitness assignment: Calculate fitness values for individuals in Pt and .
Step 3: Environmental selection: Copy all non-dominated individuals in Pt and  to
.  If size of  exceeds  then reduce  by means of the truncation
operator, otherwise if size of  is less than  then fill  with dominated
individuals in Pt and .
Step 4: Termination: If t  T or another stopping criterion is satisfied, then set A to the
set of decision vectors represented by the non-dominated individuals in .
Stop.
Step 5: Mating selection:  Perform binary tournament selection with replacement on
in order to fill the mating pool.
Step 6: Variation: Apply recombination and mutation operators to the mating pool and set 
to the resulting population.  Increment generation counter (t = t + 1) and go to Step
2.
Unlike to the original version, SPEA2 employs a fine-grained fitness assignment
strategy which includes density information.   To avoid assigning the same fitness value
to solutions dominated by the same archive members for each individual fitness
assignment, both dominated and dominating solutions are considered in SPEA2.   So for
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each solution i in the archive  and the population Pt a strength value S(i), representing
the number of individuals it dominates, is assigned.  S(i) is described as follows:
S(i) = |{j | j  Pt +  i  j}|
Following the S values, the raw fitness R(i) of an individual i is calculated:
R(i) =  S(j)
This means that R(i) is set by the strength of its dominators in both the archive and the
population, different from SPEA where only archive members are taken into account.   As
in the original version, fitness (or cost) is to be minimized in SPEA2, with R(i) = 0 for a
non-dominated solution, and with a high R(i) value implying that i is dominated by many
solutions (which in turn may dominate many others).
The raw fitness assignment procedure supplies a sort of niching instrument based
on Pareto dominance, but it may fail when most solutions do not dominate each other.
Hence, in SPEA2, individuals with identical fitness are differentiated by additional density
information, through the use of a modified version of the k-th nearest neighbour method.
Such a method suggests that the density at any point is a decreasing function of the distance
of the k-th nearest neighbour used as the density estimate.   In other words, for each
solution i, the distances (in objective space) to all individuals j in the archive and
population respectively, are assessed and stored in a list.
After sorting the list in increasing order, the k-th element provides the distance
sought, represented as , with k = , which means that k is equal to the square
root of the sample size.  Then, the density D(i) corresponding to i is calculated as follows:
D(i) =  .
In the above denominator, the integer 2 tries to ensure that D(i) is greater than zero
and that D(i) < 1.  Finally, the fitness of a given solution i is calculated as follows:
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F(i) = R(i) + D(i).
In SPEA the archive size can vary over time, while in SPEA2 the archive size is
fixed, which means, for instance, that whenever the number of non-dominated individuals
is less than the predefined archive size, the archive is filled up by dominated solutions,
since the algorithm needs to work with a full set.   In addition, the clustering procedure,
which is executed when the non-dominated front surpasses the archive limit, has been
supplanted by an alternative truncation method with similar features to the one used in
SPEA but which does not lose boundary points during the execution of what is called
“environmental selection”.   The latter term refers to the rules for the selection and removal
of dominated solutions from the archive, since only non-dominated solutions are preserved
there.   These rules prescribe that a solution from the archive is removed only if an
individual has been found that dominates it or that the maximum size of the archive is
exceeded and the segment of the front where the archive member is placed is overcrowded.
This is important because any given solution can only survive many generations if it is
copied to the archive or if it is allowed to reproduce, the latter being a random event
(Zitzler et al., 2001).   In SPEA2's environmental selection, all non-dominated solutions
(with fitness lower than one) are copied from the archive and from the population to the
next generation’s archive, as follows:
 = {i | i  Pt +   F(i) < 1} .
If the non-dominated front matches the archive exactly (| | = ), the
environmental selection procedure is carried out.  If that is not the case, then there is one
of two possible situations: the archive is either too small (| | < ) or too large
(| | > ).  In the first case, the best  - | | dominated individuals in the former
archive and population are duplicated into the new archive through sorting the multi-set Pt
+  according  to the fitness values and then the first  - | | solutions i with F(i)
1 from the resulting ordering list to .
In the second instance, an archive truncation procedure is executed to delete
solutions iteratively from  until | | = .  Thus, the solution with the minimum
distance to another solution is selected for deletion at each stage in order to explore search
space adequately.
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If there are many solutions with minimum distance, selection is carried out by
considering the second smallest distance and so forth.   Finally, in SPEA2 only members
of the archive are allowed to take part in the mating selection process (Zitzler et al., 2001).
SPEA2 has been tested against other MOEAs (SPEA, NSGA-II and PESA) using a
suite of both continuous (e.g. the multi-objective sphere model) and combinatorial (e.g. the
knapsack problem) test problems where SPEA2's performance proved superior to its
predecessor and to PESA (Zitzler et al., 2001).
Against NSGA-II, SPEA2 showed a similar overall performance, except when
MOOPs with more than two objective functions and high dimensional objective spaces
were tested, in which case SPEA2 proved itself superior to NSGA-II.  For such problems,
the number of non-dominated solutions increases rapidly along with the density of
solutions in given regions of the search space.   Consequently, there is greater difficulty for
the archiving procedures.
In general, algorithms need to maintain acceptable convergence properties and
simultaneously generate a good spread of solutions, being this the rationale behind SPEA2's
emphasis on achieving an accurate density estimation as the number of objective functions
increases for any given MOOP.   It is also the likely reason for the superior performance
of SPEA2 on problems with a higher dimensional objective space compared with SPEA,
PESA and NSGA-II (Zitzler et al., 2001).
While SPEA2 arrives at a good convergence very quickly in a first phase and with
two objective 0/1 knapsack problems, it also produces a narrow tradeoff front compared
with weight-based methods, specifically Tabu Search (with dependent parallel runs and
adaptive weight setting).   It can also lose that convergence in knapsack problems with
higher objective dimensions (Kurmann, 2001).   Such narrow tradeoff fronts were
explained as the result of the Random Walk Phenomenon (RWP), which is a consequence
of the way SPEA2 steers the optimization process (Kurmann, 2001).   Weight-based
methods (e.g. Tabu Search) maintain a specific optimization direction towards a given
region of the tradeoff front, while Pareto-based methods such as SPEA2 do not seem to
maintain any optimization direction, since the only criterion for accepting new solutions
is the non-domination benchmark, effectively performing a random optimization process.
Hence, the solution procedure ‘walks’ randomly about the objective space since the
likelihood of finding solutions at the edges of the tradeoff front decreases (Kurmann,
2001).
It is suggested that the RWP can be sorted out in the multi-objective knapsack
problem by using weight-based scalarization of the multiple objectives.   However, the
usefulness of weight-based methods for MOOPs with irregular search spaces is
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questionable, whereas the setting of suitable weights to solve MOOPs with irregular,
complex search spaces is very difficult (Kurmann, 2001).
5.8. The Infeasibility Objective for Constrained Pareto Optimisation (IOCPO).
In the process of solving a MOOP, its constraints describe and include information
used to concentrate the search into regions that are both promising and feasible (Zitzler,
2002).   Furthermore, constraints, as a selection mechanism, regulate variation by avoiding
“genetic drift” and the resulting increase in entropy within the system, via reducing the
number of possibilities (Heylighen, 1999a).   Since constraints are an essential feature of
any real-world optimization problem, and since SPEA2 (and indeed all MOEAs) is
essentially an unconstrained optimization tool, there is a need for a method that incorporate
constraints into SPEA2’s fitness function (Coello, 2002; Deb et al., 2001).
While the literature describes several different constraint-handling techniques used
with evolutionary algorithms (for comprehensive reviews of such approaches see Deb,
2001; and Coello, 2002), three approaches were evaluated in order to select one for the
purposes of this study.   The approaches reviewed were the greedy repair method (Zitzler
and Thiele, 1999), the constrained domination principle (Deb, 2000; Deb et al., 2001), and
the Infeasibility Objective Constrained Pareto Optimisation method (IOCPO) (Wright and
Loosemore, 2001).   These three approaches were selected due to their reported power and
good performance in dealing with MOOPs, their likely usefulness for the particular MOOP
objective of this study, and the possibility of coupling them with SPEA2.
Zitzler and Thiele (1999), recognizing SPEA’s need for a constraint handling
method, implemented a greedy repair algorithm specifically designed to help their MOEA
in solving constrained 0/1 knapsack problems.   The same constraint-handling technique
was later used by Zitzler et al. (2001) with SPEA2, to deal with a set of combinatorial
optimization problems, a decision that agrees with Coello’s (2002) suggestion of the repair
algorithms as the preferred constraint-handling technique for that kind of problems.
In general, a greedy repair method involves the implementation of an optimization
algorithm that advances through a sequence of options by making the ‘best’ local decision
at each point in the sequence (Coello, 2002).   The idea is to ‘repair’ an infeasible solution,
and then such repaired or feasible solution will be used either for evaluation only, or to
replace the original solution in the population.   Repair algorithms are a good choice when
an infeasible solution can be transformed at low computational cost into a feasible solution
(Coello, 2002).   However, this is not always possible, and there is also the risk of strong
bias in the search, resulting in a poor evolutionary process.   Further, the approach is
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problem dependent, because of the need to design a specific repair algorithm for each
particular problem (Coello, 2002).
Deb et al. (2001), after suggesting that there are few MOEAs specifically designed
for handling constraints, proposed the constraint-domination principle to discriminate
between feasible and infeasible solutions.   The constraint-domination principle is defined
as follows (Deb, 2000):
“a solution i is said to constrained-dominate a solution j, if any of the following conditions
is true:
1. Solution i is feasible and solution j is not;
2. Solution i and j are both feasible, but solution i has a smaller overall constraint violation;
(and)
3. Solution i and j are feasible and solution i dominates solution j.” (Deb et al., 2001).
Deb et al. (2001) proposed that by implementing the above principle, no further
constraint-handling tool is needed by a MOEA.   Further, the same authors suggested that
since the procedure is generic, the constraint-domination principle can be used with any
unconstrained MOEA.
Finally, Wright and Loosemore (2001) suggested the use of the constrained Pareto
optimization method (IOCPO), which mixes the constraint violations to obtain a single
measure of a solution’s infeasibility: the infeasibility objective (IO).   The approach
supposes that constraints are bounds on the problem, that the interrelationship between
constraints and objectives is of no interest, and that constraints having a big impact on the
objective functions could be considered as objectives.   A solution’s infeasibility obtained
by using the IOCPO is considered as an objective function in the Pareto ranking of the
solutions, with the idea of minimizing the overall constraint violation (Wright and
Loosemore, 2001; Zitzler, 2002).   Thus, if the solution is feasible, the IO will be equal to
zero.   Conversely, if the solution is infeasible, the IO will be positive, and its value will
increase depending on the number of active constraints and the size of the constraint
violation, since the IO is the sum of the constraint values for all violated constraints
(Wright and Loosemore, 2001).
One of the advantages of IOCPO is that it does not require any additional
parameters, while reducing the number of objectives and thus minimizing the MOOP’s
dimensionality, thus effectively overcoming the need for tuning the approach to a particular
problem.   This facilitates the interpretation of the interrelationship between objectives.
Also, IOCPO was specifically designed to solve highly constrained problems that are
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unlikely to produce any feasible solution from a randomly generated population.   Further,
the IOCPO method can include both inequality and equality constraints.   Finally, the
approach is relatively simple to implement, since there is no need to modify the underlying
MOEA (Wright and Loosemore, 2001).   In spite of its advantages, that infeasible solutions
which provide good values for the objectives are treated the same as feasible solutions with
poorer objective values, IOCPO method could result in a slow convergence towards the
feasible region (Zitzler, 2002).
The main considerations for choosing the IOCPO as SPEA2's constraint-handling
method for this study were the following:
< the IOCPO method is relatively easy to implement, and it has the potential to be
coupled with any unconstrained MOEA since, contrary to the other two approaches
reviewed, it does not require modifying SPEA2’s underlying structure.   This is
relevant when considering that for the purposes of this study SPEA2 was re-coded
using C# and thus there was a need to avoid any coding changes to the MOEA in
order to prevent possible unwanted effects on SPEA2's performance;
< the IOCPO balances the need for specific solutions to a particular MOOP
(represented by Cárnico and its set of problem-dependent constraints), and the need
to avoid transforming SPEA2 into a problem-dependent, specific MOEA.   This is
done by IOCPO’s translation of the set of Cárnico’s generated constraint values
into a single SPEA2 objective function, the IO, for which a solution will be found
along with the rest of the user-defined objective functions; and
< the IOCPO performs at its best with highly constrained problems, this being a
common feature of agricultural system’s MOOPs.
As it was mentioned before, the IOCPO method produces a single measure of a
solution’s infeasibility (the IO), which is used as an objective in the Pareto optimization.
Only solutions that are beyond the bounds set by the problem’s constraints (the infeasible
solutions) are of concern.   A value for the IO is obtained by adding the constraint values
for all violated constraints; then such sum is assessed in three steps (Wright and
Loosemore, 2001):
i) The inequality constraints (gj(X)) are formulated such as they are negative when feasible
and the equality constraints (hj(X)) are zero when feasible, as follows:
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ii) The feasible constraint values are reset as zero and infeasible values as positive, as
follows:
iii) The solution infeasibility ( (X)) is interpreted as the normalized sum of the reset
constraint values, as follows:
where the solution infeasibility ( (X)) is the IO, which, when minimized to zero, ensures
all constraints are satisfied.
Normalizing the constraint violations is needed to avoid the domination of the
infeasibility by constraints with the highest values by dividing by the scaling factor cmax, j
(the maximum value of the constraint violation found in the initial randomly generated
population) (Wright and Loosemore, 2001).   Once the scaling factor is defined, it remains
static so that for given constraint violations, the size of the IO is consistent in every
generation.   The idea is to allow the inclusion of solutions from each generation in the
Pareto ranking of successive generations without the need to re-assess the IO.
When there are no infeasible solutions in the initial population, cmax, j = 1.   If, in
later generations, the search process moves to a region in which the constraint becomes
active, its impact on the solution’s infeasibility depends on the size of the constraint
violation.   This occurs because constraint values much larger than one have the greatest
effect, since the process of normalizing the constraints generally give values about one.
This could mean trouble for weakly constrained problems with a high degree of feasibility
as a randomly generated population could end with several scaling factors equal to one
(Wright and Loosemore, 2001).
When the infeasibility value is equal to zero, indicating that solutions are feasible,
the IO is kept out from the Pareto ranking.   This results in the ranking for feasible
solutions being a function of only the true objective functions, and in a reduction in both
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the dimensionality and the difficulty in interpreting the solutions (Wright and Loosemore,
2001).
5.9. Summary.
In trying to improve the efficiency of human-made complex systems, one can try
to harness their complexity by borrowing concepts from evolutionary biology, social
design, and computer science, uniting them in the field of evolutionary computation where
evolution and adaptation are transformed into an engineering formulation.   Following this
advice, this chapter describes the basis for the application of CCeSA and associated
artifacts such as modell ing, simulation, and optimization tools, to achieve sustainable
CCeFSs.  This implies assuming that complex farm management problems in a
sustainability setting are semi-structured, multi-objective, dynamic, and constrained.
In trying to simulate the dynamics of agricultural systems, it should be considered
that profit maximization is not the major driving force behind the managers’ decision
making processes, and that culture, personality, attitudes, educational background, age and
experience are essential to understand farmers’ multiple priorities and strategies.
Flexibility is a sine qua non condition for successful farm management, since any given
CCeFS generates not one but a set of outputs from the scarce resources available in trying
to meet the farm family’s multiple, dynamic, incommensurable, and conflicting purposes
under a framework of uncertainty.   Further, the complex, mostly non-linear interactions
between the system’s elements, the speed of global and local changes, their meaning, and
the different patterns they assume for different rural groups constitute a challenge to the
farm managers’ decision-making capabilities, being these capabilities essential to the
farmers own well-being and survival and to any significant meaning of sustainability at
farm level.
Modelling complex farm management processes implies the need for a multiple
criteria decision making framework (MCDM) designed to deal with complex decision
making problems with multidimensional, multiple, incommensurable and conflicting
objectives.   The application of MCDM has not been as frequent in agriculture as in
operations research, because of the extended use of agricultural economic analyses using
single-criterion optimization tools.  While single-objective optimization produces a
mathematically optimum solution to a decision-making problem, that does not mean that
the problem state itself has been simulated either realistically or correctly, since the
management of agricultural systems implies satisfying more than one criterion.  Further,
a solution to a single criterion models is just an ‘optimal’ single-objective solution to a
mathematical representation of the problem that generally has little resemblance, not just
to the best outcome, but even to an acceptable solution to the farm manager.
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Optimization is the process of finding, within a time limit, one or more feasible
solutions which correspond to extreme values of one or more objectives.   Optimality is
defined by the farm manager in relation to many constraints and more than one objective,
implying the need for compromises in order to obtain feasible, acceptable or efficient
solutions, where efficiency or acceptability is a problem-dependent and subjective concept.
Multi-objective optimization is the process of finding a vector of decision variables which
would give the values of all the –usually conflicting– objective functions acceptable to the
decision maker –the farm manager– while satisfying constraints and the two orthogonal
goals in multi-objective optimization.   For most real-world MOOPs with conflicting
objectives there are several Pareto-optimal or tradeoff solutions.   The task is to find a set
of acceptable tradeoff solutions from the feasible objective space, since in general, finding
the global optimum of a real-world MOOP is NP-complete, and since the process of
modelling implies a loss in accuracy between the dynamic, huge number of possibilities
of the real world system and the limited model used to represent it.
Among the approaches used to solve MOOPs, meta-heuristics (MH) are powerful
techniques consisting of iterative strategies that guide and modify other heuristics by
mixing concepts for exploring and exploiting the search space for feasible tradeoff
solutions in domains where the task is NP-Hard or NP-Complete.   The exploring process
in MH represents a compromise between the exploitation of accumulated search experience
and the exploration of the search space to identify regions with high quality solutions as
quickly as possible.   As MH population-based approach, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs)
use a population of solutions at each iteration to obtained a population of solutions in a
single simulation run.   A special class of EAs are Genetic Algorithms (GAs), which are
population-based computational models of evolution.   GAs generate populations of
random decision variables, and genetic operators such as reproduction/selection, crossover,
and mutation are applied iteratively to the individuals of such populations in order to find
fitter populations of solutions.   GAs are highly non-linear, massively multifaceted,
stochastic, and complex, performing a direct search that generally results in an increase in
the average merit of solutions from one generation to the next.
When used to optimise multiple objectives simultaneously, GAs are transformed
into Multi-Objective Optimisation Algorithms (MOEAs), which get around multiple
simulation runs, and incorporate the concept of dominance to deal with MOOPs.   While
there is no such thing as an universal best approach to solve MOOPs, MOEAs are the most
explored and exploited tools used to tackle MOOPs because they are well suited for
problem domains with multidimensional search spaces given their ability to generate
multiple solutions in a single run; the recombination process of GAs mixing parts of
solutions to generate promising new ones; MOEAs’ flexibility, adaptability, and robust
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performance; MOEAs make superior use of the information available during the
optimization process compared to other MH approaches; and their ability to deal with non-
linear complex real-world problems.   SPEA2, the state-of-the-art, elitist MOEA chosen for
this study, has been tested using general comparative analyses of MOEAs against other
MOEA and other optimisation techniques using sets of real-world problems, where SPEA2
has proved itself superior.
The constrained Pareto optimization method (IOCPO), which mixes the constraint
violations to obtain a single measure of a solution’s infeasibility, was selected as the
method to incorporate constraints to SPEA2 for this study, because it does not require any
additional parameters, while reducing the number of objectives and thus minimizing the
MOOP’s dimensionality, thus effectively overcoming the need for tuning the approach to
a particular problem; it is designed to solve highly constrained problems such as the ones
faced when dealing with CCeFSs; it can include both inequality and equality constraints;
and it is relatively simple to implement, since there is no need to modify the underlying
SPEA2.
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6.
Simulators and Sustainable Complex Co-
evolutionary Farming Systems.
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 “Scien ce exist s only b ecau se some  thing s are im possib le.”
John Barrow. 
6.1. Introduction.
A model is a simplified description of what the modeller perceives as the relevant
elements of a problem or system-of-interest, based on a set of assumptions, and developed
to gain a general understanding of a particular problem (see section 2.4).   A model could
be either mental, verbal, physical or mathematical in nature (Ford, 1999; Grant et al., 1997;
Sadoun, 2000; Constanza et al., 1993).   Simulation is defined as a representational method
used to describe the relevant behaviour of a system of interest over time, via the generation
of an iterated mapping of the system, the interaction of many state transition models of
individual subsystems, and the generation of system dynamical phenomena (Rasmussen
and Barret, 1995; Ison, 1993; Sadoun, 2000, Gilbert and Troitzsch, 1999).   The relations
that create the properties of interest are not explicitly encoded in the simulated component
subsystems and elements, but rather emerge and become observable at a higher hierarchical
level than that from which the elemental interactions are coded, as a consequence of the
collective effects of computed interactions among these subsystems and elements
(Rasmussen and Barret, 1995).   While modelling is an inherently human activity aimed
at understanding the world (Sadoun, 2000; Gilbert and Troitzsch, 1999; Ford, 1999) and,
as such, has existed in some form as long as the human species, the relatively recent
development of computers and constant improvements in both software and hardware have
made computer modelling and simulation “one of the most widely used and accepted tools
in operation research and system analysis” (Banks et al., 1996).   While computer assisted
simulation models (or “simulators”) are inherently imperfect since they are merely
simplified representations of a system (Ford, 1999), and as such have several important
weaknesses (see both Table 6.1 and sections 2.3 and 6.5.4), evidence shows the advantages
of simulators as complements to the decision-maker’s efforts by effectively combining
‘soft’ manager’s heuristics with ‘hard’ precise data and calculations (Payne et al., 1993).
This makes simulators potentially useful for the analysis, design, and management of
sustainable complex co-evolutionary farming systems (CCeFSs) (Parker, 1996; Hansen and
Jones, 1996; Ford, 1999).   This chapter discusses the use of simulators as a decision
support tool in the quest for sustainable CCeFSs, using the operational definitions of
sustainability and sustainable farming systems as framework.
6.2. Farm managers as co-evolutionary decision-makers.
Farming systems are the result of two main processes, production and management,
where the former is monitored and controlled by the latter in trying to accomplish the farm
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manager’s goals (Keating and McCown, 2001).  Hence, the farm manager is “the most
crucial element of the farming system”, as the one who makes and implements decisions
which affect the production standards of the farm as well as the quantity and quality of
non-consumptive commodities produced by the system, such as habitat, landscape, bio-
diversity, and pollution (Dent et al., 1995).
The farm manager deals with a complex decision-making task (Turban, 1995) with
semi-structured problems, and an evolving mix of multiple objectives (both quantitative
and qualitative) which emerge along with an evolving set of internal, environmental, and
time constraints.   The whole decision-making environment is shrouded by uncertainty
which results in a co-evolutionary decision-problem phase space (see sections 2.3 and 2.4).
Further, the decision-making process implies the perception and assessment of problems
in the context of the manager’s personal experience, level of internalized formal
knowledge, cultural values, social constraints, present needs, and stage in life regarding
inter-generational pressures for transfer of wealth (Stuth et al., 1993) (see section 2.4).
A complex co-evolutionary farming system (CCeFS) can be considered as an open
dissipative system in a non-linear dynamic state, far from equilibrium, with the potential
to preserve itself by achieving and preserving a set of optimal operating conditions (Kay,
1991, Brown, 1994; Schwefel, 2002) (see sections 2.3 and 2.4).   This means that a CCeFS
should evolve through a series of steady and unsteady phases, with the dynamic ability to
co-evolve with environmental change as a key condition for sustainability (Constanza et
al., 1993).
Considering the co-evolutionary nature of CCeFSs, the decision-making process
needs to be flexible and co-evolutionary to deal with a myriad of biophysical and
socioeconomic factors.   This implies emphasis on the intrinsic uncertainties and human-
centred features of this complex decision-making process, where a central issue is how to
enhance the farm manager’s co-evolutionary capabilities for solving complex problems
(Parmee, 2001; Hersh, 1999; Cox, 1996) (see sections 2.4 and 2.5).
Given the need for flexible use of multiple decision making strategies as part of the
farm manager’s co-evolutionary response to complexity, Payne et al. (1993) suggested that
the selection of a decision-making approach for a particular problem is mostly co-
evolutionary and intelligent, and that such selection is determined by:
< the need to satisfy multiple objectives with maximum accuracy and minimum effort
and within a time limit;
< the number of viable alternatives to choose from;
< the dispersion of weights allocated to attributes;
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Table 6.1. Sim ulators’ strengths and w eaknesses.
Strengths Weaknesses
Facilitate the analysis of, and experimentation
with, internal relationships of CCe FSs and their
subsystem s.  Hel p to  defin e bo und aries , identify
and integrate relevant elements,  hierarchies,
process, and relationships.
Imply extensive development time and use of
resources, due to the complexity of CCeFSs and
poor understanding, with scarce, highly variable,
often conflicting and sometimes difficult if not
impossib le to collec t data.
Can be used to evaluate “what if” scenarios and
the resulting possible system’s behaviour, helping
to discern between sensitive and stable properties
of the simulated system, and to assess ex ante
operational, tactic or strategic management
policies.  Also serve as basis to identify desirable
options via interactive multi-obje ctive
optimization.
Frequent and significant disparities between
simulated and observed outputs due to lack of
data, wrong model selectio n and/or mis-
spec ificat ion , CC eFS’ s int erna l variabili ty,
differences between farms, and the unp redictable
behaviour of CCe FSs and their environm ents.
Help to increase the developer’s understanding of
the system, identifying areas where knowledge is
inco mpl ete, and fac ilitat ing the d isco very,
synthesis, and formalization of both scientific and
empirical facts (the ory develop ment).
Mode ls are generally scienc e-driven, rather th an
producer or prod ucer- problem driven .  This is
reflected in the poor-design and cumbersome
nature of most of the simulation m odels available
and the need for formal training of likely users.
Can provide researchers with  input-output d ata
sets when there are no data available and its not
practical to run in-field experiments, saving
money, time and effort.
Multi-disciplinary research needs to  deal with
preset and uncontrollable simulation decisions
and inputs.
Models have th e potential to deal with co mplex,
dynamic, non-linear problem s subject to stochastic
variation that might otherwise be intractable; and
to deal with emergen t, not readily observable
CCeFSs’ prop erties.
Models cann ot substitute for experiments
designed to ascertain bioc hemical paths,
ecological process and site-specific system
responses to manip ulation, nor simulate
subjective assessments and  value judgements.
Together with the increasing power and
affordability of computers, models could pro mote
the extension of scientific principles and
technology to practitioners at the field level.
Overestimatio n of the po wer of the tech nique h as
led researchers to neglect the fact that simulation
modelling is not always the best procedure and
that its use does not guarantee the identification
of an optimal solution.
When flexible, simulators are enabling tools for
understanding, thinking and suggesting action.
Impose a view that constrain the way of looking
at the phenomenon, and consequently of acting
on it.
Sources: Banks et al., 1996; Oriande and Dillon, 1997; Seligman, 1993; Kropff et al., 2001; Pandey and Hardaker, 1995;
Sadoun, 2000; Gilbert and Troitzsch, 1999; Thornley, 1998; Grant, et al., 1997; Ison, 1993; Mitchell and Sheehy, 1997;
Oreskes et al., 1994; Gaunt et al., 1997; Dent and Thornton, 1988; Jones et al., 1997; Landry et al., 1996).
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< the desire to minimize or avoid conflict;
< the need to justify whatever decision is made; and
< the manager’s previous experience and training.
Furthermore, the same authors suggested flexibility of response as a feature
essential to the survival of the system, where a given decision error may not real ly be a
mistake from a long term, co-evolutionary perspective.   This is because decision-makers
learn to adapt to their environments by trying different choices and from observing the
consequences of their choices.   Such behaviour implies a tradeoff between the long-term
advantages of the flexible-response approach and the short-term errors in judgement that
occur with such an approach (Payne et al., 1993).   Furthermore, if a decision-maker needs
to perform his/her task efficiently under the constraints posed by his/her limited
information-processing capabilities, culture, environmental uncertainty, and his/her desire
to achieve a balance between accuracy and effort, the choice of a problem-solving strategy
needs to be co-evolutionary (problem and situation-dependent) (Payne et al., 1993; Ison,
1993).
While the decision-maker tries constantly to select his/her decision strategies in an
co-evolutionary fashion, success is by no means guaranteed.  Failures in adaptation are
attributed to:
< difficulties in analysing tasks and defining the appropriate contextual elements;
< lack of knowledge of the appropriate strategies or use of the incorrect ones;
< difficulty in assessing the effort needed to solve a problem and/or the accuracy of
the obtained solution; and
< the lack of competence for strategy implementation (Payne et al., 1993).
6.3. Sustainability as a farm-level management problem.
In simple terms, the aim of sustainable agricultural systems is achieved when a
balance among the three main, often conflicting, subsystems involved, namely financial
viability, biophysical stability, and socioeconomic sustainability, is reached (Parker, 1996).
Such a balance depends on the farm manager’s ability to deal with the tradeoffs among
short-term needs and goals as part of a trend towards the long- term viability of the system
(Constanza, 1987, cited by Stuth et al., 1993).   Hersh (1999) suggested the term
“sustainable decision problems” to describe the issues posed by trying to achieve
sustainability and “sustainable decision-making” as the approach designed to deal with
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such issues.   Sustainable decision-making implies the need for a blend of “.. . quantitative
and qualitative, precise and imprecise, and subjective and objective data...”, with
appropriate considerations of different spatial (local or global) and time (short or long
term) scales (Hersh, 1999).   Additionally, multiple, shifting, poorly-defined and
conflicting goals, lack of information and understanding, feedback loops, time pressures,
high stakes, multiple stake holders, and uncertain dynamic environments need to be
considered (Hersh, 1999).   This demands both reactive and proactive behaviour from the
farm manager (McCown, 2002b).   Furthermore, the long time frames associated with the
concept of sustainable agriculture reduce the applicability and affordability of many of the
traditional reductionist-based approaches to solving problems (Parker, 1996).
The advantages of using the concept of sustainable agricultural systems
(“...providing feedback about future impact of current decisions...and focussing research
and intervention by identifying constraints...”) are achieved when the concept is
characterized for a particular farming system (Hansen and Jones, 1996).   Such
characterization comprises, among others, quantification and constraint identification
(Hansen and Jones, 1996).   However, attempts to characterize any agricultural system as
sustainable often fail due to neglecting the fact that sustainability is a system’s property
that refers to the system’s future performance (Hansen, 1996a).   Therefore, Hansen and
Jones (1996) suggest the analysis and long-term, stochastic simulation of an agricultural
system as the basis for assessing its likely future performance.
Agricultural systems could be better understood by modelling them as complex,
dynamic systems, with “...varying inputs and outputs that are the result of interrelated
physical and biological processes and human decision-making processes” (Antle and
Capalbo, 2001).   The resulting interdisciplinary model aims to represent the system’s
relevant elements and their relationships, and to describe the system’s behaviour.   The idea
is to enable decision-makers to outline their range of feasible management options and to
evaluate tradeoffs (Waltner-Toews and Kay, 2002).
There are several kinds of decision-makers and ‘sustainabilities’ at any of the levels
in the hierarchy of agricultural systems (e.g. governments, markets, businesses), each one
influencing the way food is produced and how resources are used and allocated (Lowrance
et al., 1986; Lynam and Herdt, 1989).   However, the present work deals with sustainability
at the farm level because of two main reasons.   Firstly, it is the farmer who plans,
implements, and controls the farming system, so that if agriculture is to meet what society
as a whole expects from it (producing food and other commodities within certain quality
and economic standards while conserving the natural resources) it must first meet the
farmer’s needs (Hansen and Jones, 1996; Jones et al., 1997).   The second reason is my
own experience as a farm manager, and my resulting ownership of the farm-level problem
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introduced in this study: the planning, implementation and control of a sustainable CCeFS
(see section 2.1).
For the operational purposes, sustainability is defined as:
the dynamic capacity of CCeSs, emerging from dynamic processes, to co-evolve with their
environment.
Most importantly, a sustainable complex co-evolutionary farming system is
described as:
one that exhibits both enough fitness to achieve its multiple, dynamic, constrained, semi-
structured and often incommensurable and conflicting purposes while performing above
threshold values for failure and enough flexibility to dynamically co-evolve with its
changing biophysical and socioeconomic environment for a given future period.
Fitness means that the system has the dynamic ability to achieve its purposes in an
effective and efficient way under different scenarios, and flexibility means system’s ability
to dynamically generate, at any given time, feasible Pareto-optimal sets of operational,
tactical and strategic options to achieve its purposes.   Fitness and flexibility are essential
features of sustainable CCeFSs because they describe the systems’ co-evolvability, which
in turn could be defined as a CCeFSs’ dynamic capacity to explore and exploit its dynamic
phase space while co-evolving with it.   Fitness and flexibility are dynamic concepts that
depend on the full contextual environment, emerging from the farmer’s weltanschauung
and from a dynamic compromise among several different dynamic purposes and constraints
(Checkland et al., 1990) (see sections 2.2. and 2.4).   Recognising the relevance of the
contextual environment means acknowledging that any given CCeFS does not exists in
isolation, but co-evolve with other lower, higher and equal hierarchy systems, including
the observer (Lucas, 2003).   This implies that a sustainable CCeFS emerges from a set of
dynamic, co-evolutionary processes, contrasting with the standard view of sustainability
as an essentially unbiased and equilibrium or steady-state (Durlaf, 1997) (see section
2.2.1).
6.4. Systems analysis and simulation.
Jones et al. (1997) argued that the greatest issue to be addressed when applying the
systems approach is the correct formulation and development of a simulator for the system.
In the case of a farm, they suggest that the ideal simulator should describe the decision-
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making processes of the farmer reacting to biophysical conditions on the farm, the farmer’s
goals, and the farm’s environment.   Further, the simulator should describe the biophysical
and socioeconomic behaviour of the farm through time.   The simulator would allow
experiments to be run to test hypotheses about farm behaviour under different internal and
environmental scenarios and thus it could be used as an aid for the farmer to visualize how
changes in technology or management would likely impact on her/his farming system.
While there are different classes of models, depending essentially on the simulator’s
intended purpose (see Appendix D Table D.1) the system analysis and simulation approach
consists of five essential, highly iterative (between stages) and interactive (between the
modeller and the problem owner) stages.   These include problem formulation, conceptual-
model formulation, quantitative-model specification, model evaluation, and model use
(Grant et al. 1997; Banks et al., 1996).   These stages are described in the next sections.
6.4.1. Problem formulation.
All analyses start with the identification of a problem, or set of problems, and the
objectives of the analysis.   The nature, ownership, and objectives of the problem should
be clearly specified.   Frequently, the problem will need reformulation as the analysis
proceeds.   When the user-owner of the problem and the modeler are not the same person
(the most frequent case for agricultural simulators), problem reformulation should occur
via interaction and knowledge building between the modeler and the owner of the problem
(Banks et al., 1996).   Furthermore, re-formatting the objectives as questions to be
answered by the analysis should help decide if simulation is the right approach for tackling
the problem at hand, and to help make a plan of action for model development.   Such a
plan should include the people involved, costs of the analysis, time requirements, and
benchmarks to evaluate the accomplishments at each stage (Banks et al., 1996).
6.4.2. Conceptual Model Formulation.
This is the stage that will provide the modeller with the framework for model
development and the benchmarks for model evaluation and interpretation.   The
development of the conceptual model  relies on a clear statement of the problem, aiming
to develop a quantitative model of the “system-of-interest”.  The model’s objectives and
boundaries are identified, and the model’s elements are assigned a degree of relevance in
the light of the modeller’s objectives (Grant et al., 1997).   Next, the relevant elements of
the model are categorized as:
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< state variables: material within the system that describes its status or performance
at given points in time (e.g. animal live weight; net revenue);
< driving variables: those determined outside the system and not influenced by it, and
which control or limit the flows between the elements within the system (e.g. cost
per kg live weight);
< constants: numerical values representing system features that do not change (e.g.
effective area of the ranch);
< auxiliary variables: concepts explicitly indicated in the model; an end product of
calculations deciding a rate of material transfer or the value of a different variable
(e.g. the average digestibility of the diet, which will be used as part of the functions
that set animal’s feed consumption and thus live weight gain);
< material and information transfers: a material transfer describes physical
movement of material over a given period of time, between two state variables,
between a source and a state variable, or between a state variable and a sink (e.g.
from pasture cover to live weight gain).   Information transfers describe the flux of
information about the state of the system to control change in the state variables
(e.g. to calculate the amount of energy an animal gets from its diet, the information
needed is the amount of energy per kg DM of the diet and the amount of kg
DM/day that the animal consumes per day);
< sources (origin of material transfers into the system, e.g. paddocks) and sinks (end
points of material transfers out of the system, e.g. animals); and
< feedbacks: a process which occurs when two or more state or flow variables are
linked so as to form a loop (Grant et al., 1997; Rickert et al., 2000; Antle and
Capalbo, 2001).
Once relationships between relevant elements and the assumptions about the system
are in place, the conceptual model is represented through symbols describing the nature of
such relationships, along with the expected patterns of future behaviour of the model.
Those expected patterns of behaviour are usually illustrated by graphs showing changes
in values of relevant variables for different scenarios over time.   In turn, the graphical
description of the model’s objectives could later be used as benchmarks for model
evaluation (Grant et al., 1997).
6.4.3. Quantitative model specification.
At this stage, the conceptual model diagram is translated into a time-step
mathematical representation of the model.   First, a definition of the general quantitative
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structure for the model is developed.   Then, the equations that form the makeup of the
model are developed, including the basic time unit for the solution of the equations, the
functional form of the equations, and the estimation of the model parameters (Grant et al.,
1997).   Ideally, information from real systems is used as the basis for model development,
but if there is lack of real-system data, information from theoretical or empirical sources,
or from expert opinion can be used as a substitute (Grant et al., 1997; Wu et al., 1996).
The model is then coded into software to execute the baseline simulation (solving the set
of equations or simulating the system’s behaviour) under a given scenario.   Such a
scenario generally portrays the system’s “status quo”.   Finally, the model’s equations are
presented in a sequential and logical order describing how the model has been solved
(Grant et al., 1997).
Generally, the mathematical format used to simulate complex dynamic systems
tries to represent a general compartmented model frame in which the basic unit comprises
two state variables linked by a material transfer.   Material transfer is governed by
information about other parts of the model, including information about state, driving, and
auxiliary variables, and constants.   The general compartment-model frame has the
advantages of simplicity and capability to simulate large complex systems (Grant et al.,
1997).   The general compartmented-model structure consists in writing an equation or set
of equations defining at given points in time the value of each of the driving, auxiliary, and
state variables, along with each material transfer (or rate equations).   The idea is to
describe the behaviour of the system-of-interest via a set of equations (Grant et al., 1997).
The computing sequence for the set of equations is shown in Figure 6.1, where the initial
conditions of the model, including constants and initial values for the full set of state
variables must be defined at time zero.   To mimic the behaviour of the system-of-interest
the model is solved by computing equations in sequence for each unit of simulated time
(Grant et al., 1997).
There are different kinds of mathematical formats used to model dynamic complex
systems such as CCeFSs.   Among such formats are matrix algebra, differential equations,
and difference equations (Grant et al., 1997).   However, it has been suggested that systems
such as CCeFSs are not adequately represented by either matrix models or differential
equation models that are simple enough for analytical solutions (Grant et al., 1997).   In
simulating CCeFSs, the search for analytical solutions becomes harder as the differential
equations become more complicated, since in general, differential equations with non-
linear expressions (essential features of CCeFSs) are difficult if not impossible to solve
analytically (Ford, 1999).
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Difference equations offer a flexible way to simulate dynamic systems in terms of
a general compartment-model structure (Grant et al., 1997).   Models based on difference
equations are solved numerically via simulation, which implies the use of arithmetic and
algebra to analyse highly complex natural phenomena (Grant et al., 1997; Greenspan,
1973).   A difference equation is defined as:
“An equation relating the values of a function y and one or more of its differences
 for each x-value of some set of numbers S (for which each of these functions is
defined) is called a difference equation over the set S” (Goldberg, 1958).
A typical difference equation could be represented as follows:
xt+1 = f(xi,...xt-k; P)
where xt+1 is the state of the target system at time t + 1, which depends on its state at time
t, t-1,...t -k and on a parameter set P (Gilbert and Troitzsch, 1999).   Both x and P could be
vectors, and f may be a discrete function.
While difference equations may have no solution, if one exists, the solution that
satisfies a difference equation is defined as follows:
“A function y is a solution of a difference equation over a set S if the values of y reduce the
difference equation to an identity over S, i.e. if the values of y make the difference equation
a true statement for every point of S” (Goldberg, 1958).
Mathematically, for a discrete model, we have a set of input parameters y1,...ym
represented as a vector y, a set of state variables x1,...xp represented in a vector x, and a set
of functions f1,...fp which describes the evolution of the vector x.   In particular, the fi have
the dependence:
fi(x1,...,xp, yi,...,ym), i = 1,...,p.
Because the relation is a discrete one, x is solved at a set of discrete time points tn
= t0 + nh.   That is, xn+1 is now solved, which represents x at time tn+1.   Based on past
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information, let f be the vector of functions f1,...fp, which allows the following equation to
be solved at each time point tn and then update xn+1, given the previous state:
F(xn+1, y) = 0
Some of the questions related to such a model would be about the existence and identity
of an equilibrium solution.
6.4.4. Model evaluation and legitimisation.
The terms model ‘verification’ and ‘validation’ are commonly used to denote the
process of assessing the accuracy and credibility of a model, implying that comparison of
the model’s behaviour against that of the real system is the only relevant evaluation
criteria.   While issues related to the terms verification and validation are discussed in
section 6.7, verification here denotes the process of assessing if a simulator accurately
describes the developer’s conceptual description of the system (“troubleshooting” the
model), irrespective of whether or not the model and its conception are ‘valid’ (Sadoun,
2000; Ford, 1999).   For the same reasons, instead of using ‘validation’, the terms
evaluation and legitimisation are used, meaning the process of assessing a model’s
usefulness in the context of the user-modeler’s objectives (Grant et al., 1997; Landry et al.,
1996).
Model evaluation is complicated by the essentially stochastic nature of CCeFSs,
which precludes the possibility of an exact prediction of future behaviour for any CCeFS
since this is path-dependent, with the final outcome of the simulation very sensitive to
precise values for known and unknown variables (Gaunt et al., 1997; Gilbert and Troitzsch,
1999; Pandey and Hardaker, 1995).   While some authors have suggested a detailed, step-
by-step model evaluation procedure (e.g. Grant et al., 1997), Mitchell and Sheehy (1997)
propose that empirical model evaluation should ideally be simple and intelligible, using
minimal mathematical or statistical tools, and be objective and quantitative.   Furthermore,
if evaluating a model is the process of proving its fitness for meeting its intended purposes,
the real issue is to decide when a given model is fit enough (Pandey and Hardaker, 1995;
Thornley, 1998).
In deciding about the fitness of a model, the concept of the observer (in this case,
the farm manager as decision-maker) being part of the system’s model and not independent
of it, is essential (Ison, 1993).   The model is then seen as a “particular viewpoint of reality
unique to an individual and specific to time and place”, and its usefulness comes not from
accurately representing part of the real world but from its relevance to the “debate about
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change” (Ison, 1993).   Cox (1996) suggested that in order to evaluate a simulator used as
a DSS, the emphasis should be on “its marginal contribution to achieving improved
outcomes”.   Furthermore, Thornley (1998) proposed that “...a model is valid as seen by
the creator of the model, who set the modelling objectives...”.   Therefore, in evaluating a
model, the best one can say is that the model has been either proved invalid or probable,
with the latter term referring to the model’s relative precision and accuracy compared to
empirical data.   Thus, relative and qualitative terms such as excellent, good, fair and poor
are usefully applied to describe a model’s performance for a given contextual definition
(Oreskes et al., 1994).   This is because a model’s performance is assessed in relation to
empirical data, other models of the same system, and the modeler/user’s own expectations
built on theoretical preconceptions and experience of modelling other systems.   And none
of the above can be discussed in absolute terms (Oreskes et al., 1994).   Finally, Oriande
and Dillon (1997) suggested that the ultimate evaluation consists in assessing the model’s
capability to improve the decision-making process in a way no alternative techniques can
achieve, where a model is called useful or legitimate if it is accepted, implemented and
used by its intended user, and the concept of legitimacy is dynamic and individually and
socially constructed (Landry et al., 1996).   Furthermore, Landry et al. (1996) suggested
the following set of claims and heuristics designed to guide towards achieving model’s
legitimation:
< As a minimum, a model must be legitimate in the eyes of its strategic stakeholder
(while not being unacceptable to its less-strategic stakeholders);
< since models are instruments for change, their legitimacy depends on their level of
usability in instrumental mode, enabling the generation of knowledge, promote
thinking and understanding, and help to formulate decisions and actions;
< since model building and use have a cognitive as well as affective consequences on
individuals, the legitimacy of a model is partially derived from its potential for
accommodating the individual cognitive and affective universe of those interacting
with it;
< since a model with prescriptive features may please different stakeholders in
different ways, the legitimacy of the model is partially derived from its capacity to
allow for mutual adjustments between the stakeholders;
< model legitimacy arises from a global judgement made via an iterative process
among the stakeholders; and
< the way a model is used at any given time depends on the importance of stakes as
perceived by the stakeholders. 
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Finally, Landry et al. (1996) suggested that there is at least one feature that the
processes of model evaluation and legitimisation share in common: both processes are
assessed by referring them to (co-)evolving hard or ‘scientific’ (evaluation) and soft or
‘social’ (legitimisation) codes.   While there is a tendency to consider both evaluation and
legitimisation as separate processes, the same authors argued that a model should be both
favourably evaluated and legitimate to fulfill its purposes, given the fact that the outputs
of models perceived by their likely user as illegitimate are always rejected, and considering
that the (hard) ‘science’ is embedded into a social (‘soft’) context that legitimises it (Miles,
1988; Landry et al. 1996) (see chapter 2, particularly section 2.6.2).
6.4.5. Model use.
Using a model implies that similar experiments will be designed and simulated with
the model as would be carried out in the real system to answer the questions generated at
the beginning of the modelling process.   The results of such experiments are analysed,
interpreted, and communicated in the same way as that used for experimental results from
real-systems (Grant et al., 1997).
6.5. Simulators as Decision Support Tools.
Given both the inherent contingency of the decision-making process (with the same
individual using different approaches depending on the task, see also section 2.3) and its
constraints, farmers can potentially improve their decision-making processes with the aid
of decision-support tools (Hersh, 1999).   Such improvement will come from decreasing
the effort needed and/or by enhancing the accuracy of the farm managers’ choices (Payne
et al., 1993).
Payne et al. (1993) suggested four main approaches to decision support.   The first
is referred to as “changing the information environment” aimed at easing a difficult task
by enhancing the quality of the available information, with the consequent reduction in
cognitive effort.   The second aims to increase the decision-maker’s processing ability with
the use of external aids (e.g. decision trees, computer-based decision support systems or
DSSs).   The third approach consists in trying to enhance the decision-maker’s judgement
capabilities (separating relevant from irrelevant information) and to increase the number
of strategies (good and simple to implement) to choose from via training.   This approach
relies on the assumption that a successful, co-evolutionary decision-maker enhances his/her
potential effectiveness by increasing his/her access to ‘new’ strategies.   The final
suggested approach aims at replacing the decision-maker, assuming that the task is too
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difficult for the decision maker to perform with “reasonable accuracy and/or effort” and
that such tasks cannot be made easier (e.g. via an expert systems).
The ideal decision support tool does not aim at substituting the farmer in the
decision-making process, but to achieve the goals of the first three approaches outlined
above.   Further, decision support tools should not be used merely to provide farmers with
solutions and recommendations, even if based on a correct analysis, since such procedure
will not help enhance the farmers’ co-evolutionary capacity in facing complexity (Le Gal,
1997).   Instead, the goal is to inspire decision-makers to improve the design,
implementation, and control of tactics and strategies to reach their purposes.   This is done
by focussing on the decision-maker’s cognitive processes, where advice, instead of
solutions, are generated as a result of a knowledge-building process between two experts:
the scientist and the farmer (Le Gal, 1997).   This is achieved via the development of a
close, harmonious communication, knowledge-building, and role exchanging partnership
between the decision-maker and the modelling scientist, recognizing the existence of
multiple valid perceptions of reality and their associated multi-functional, conflicting, and
often ambiguous purposes where the ultimate objective is to promote social evolution
(McCown, 2002a; Hansen et al., 1997; Ison, 1993; Churchman and Schainblatt, 1965, cited
by McCown, 2002a).
Simulators can be used as a support tool for experiential learning, since simulation
models enable both farmers and scientists to realize the importance of the additive effect
of their daily decisions and activities in a way that no amount of scientific evidence could
(Stuth et al., 1993; Ison et al., 1997).   Hence, the goal is to promote qualitative changes
in the decision-making  approach via the generation of new knowledge states, focussing
on changing not only the system’s external environment but also the farm manager’s own
internal environment (Ison, 1993).   The latter is accomplished through interaction (e.g.
goal clarification) and learning, and ‘what if’ scenario analysis (Payne et al., 1993).  Hence,
wrapping scientific data and information into DSSs, or models that do not promote co-
evolutionary learning may have limited utility (Stuth et al., 1993; Revans, 1982).
Rickert (1993), in discussing agricultural decision support tools, suggested that
when a simulator is used as a tool for management and technology transfer, the model
becomes a DSS.   Such an idea reflects the prevalent view of agricultural DSSs as a top-
down, reductionist, rigid, and limited approach, used to ‘educate’ the farmer by prescribing
a problem, a structure for the decision making process dealing with that problem, and
solutions for it (Cox, 1996).
Most agricultural DSSs are the result of the work of reductionist scientists with
little, if any, experience in dealing with the systems, constraints, and opportunities faced
by farm managers.   Such scientists develop simulators intended to be useful and useable
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by the manager with the idea of improving practice or solving structured, ‘hard’, technical
problems.   The DSSs are also designed to educate the manager in the way in which the
scientists model the problem and how this could be applicable to the manager’s decision-
making process.   Such models seem intended to show or persuade the manager about the
‘legitimacy’ of the scientist’s approach.   Further, it is assumed that the successful adoption
of the model relies on the model’s friendliness and on the scientist’s understanding of the
problem and its solution (Churchman and Schainblatt, 1965, cited by McCown, 2002a) (see
section 2.6.1).   Therefore, the emphasis in most of the agricultural DSSs has been on
justification for a prior interest in model development, or in other words, looking for
applications for an already built DSS, instead of focussing on improving the manager’s co-
evolutionary capabilities for solving his/her own problems (Cox, 1996).   So it is not
surprising to find that the field of agricultural DSSs is in crisis, not because the farmers’
need for planning and decision-making aids has disappeared, but because of the failure of
agricultural DSSs to be adopted by their target users: “the problem of implementation”
(McCown, 2002b).
When discussing lessons from almost forty years of simulation modelling and DSSs
development applied to the agricultural sector, some authors drew some conclusions which
can be summarised here:
< the prevalence of the problem of implementation, due to the mismatch between
practical farm management and “science-based best practice”, resulting in the lack
of both perceived usefulness and user-friendliness in many DSSs;
< a slow switch from the early emphasis on single-objective optimization (e.g. profit
maximization), arising from the idea of the DSSs making decisions on behalf of the
farmer, to efforts to produce, with the farmer’s involvement at all stages of the DSS
life cycle, an operational tool designed to help the farm manager’s decision making
process; and
< a shift from considering the farm manager as “a traditionalist in need of an external
prescription for action...(when facing great)...complexity” to that of an expert
capable of dealing with complexity and uncertainty via adaptation through
experimentation and learning (Keating and McCown, 2001; McCown, 2002b;
Sadoun, 2000).
In describing what is needed to develop a good DSS, Stuth et al. (1993) proposed
that the developer should understand both the farm manager’s vision and profile (e.g.
naive, managerial, technical-scientific) as well as the decision-making environment from
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which the DSS arises and at which it is targeted.   This implies a sound interdisciplinary
knowledge (e.g. of natural processes, system analysis, programming, economics,
mathematics, and social sciences) (Stuth et al., 1993).   Furthermore, they suggests the
developer’s need to experience real-world problems in order to discriminate between
practical and superfluous, and to consider the farmer’s behaviour, motivations, and
decision-making processes (Stuth et al., 1993).
In opposition to the classical concept of agricultural DSSs, and in line with the
operations research roots of the concept and with the purposes of the present study, two
definitions are of particular interest.   First, Keen’s (1980, definition cited by Turban, 1995)
describes DSSs as “situations where a ‘final’ system can be developed only through a (co-)
evolutionary process of learning and evolution”.   The second is Turban’s own definition
(Turban, 1995).   He describes DSSs as “interactive, flexible, and adaptable computer
based information systems, especially developed for supporting the solution of a non-
structured management problem (where none of the three decision-making processes:
intelligence, design, and choice have standard solutions) for improved decision making.
It utilizes data, it provides an easy user interface, and it allows for the decision maker’s
own insights...(it) also utilizes models...either standard and/or custom made...it is build by
an interactive process...frequently by end users...it supports all the phases of the decision
making, and it includes a knowledge base.”   Both of the above definitions imply:
< that the roles of developer and user can be both performed by a single, computer-
literate, individual;
< that a DSS is the result of a co-evolutionary process between the user, the
developer, and the DSS itself;
< that DSSs are methods to gain understanding of the problem;
< that DSSs are products of the decision-maker’s educational background and his/her
own decision-making fashion; and
< that DSSs are only one of several tools that contribute to make a decision (Cox,
1996; Turban, 1995).
6.6. Whole-farm simulators.
Whole-farm simulators aim to mimic and forecast the performance of a farm in
response to various management strategies under different biophysical and socioeconomic
conditions (Lal, 1998).   While the inherent complexity, uncertainty and irreversibility of
both the farm and its environment make the development of a whole-farm simulator a very
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complex and challenging task (Lal, 1998; Faucheux and Froger, 1995), whole-farm models
are the most common type of agricultural simulators (Mayer, 2002).
Jones et al. (1997) suggested that early whole-farm models (before the 1950s) were
focussed on farm budget analyses, with emphasis on farm accounting, tax management,
financial analyses and farm business planning.   In the late 1950s and early 1960s, linear
and mathematical programming were used to study farm growth, response to policies, risk
and uncertainty.   In many cases, profit maximization was assumed as the farmer’s single
most important objective (Heady, 1952; Jones et al., 1997; Schilizzi and Boulier, 1997).
In the mid 1960s, simulation was presented as a tool for more flexible analyses of
complex farming systems (Jones et al., 1997).   During the 1970s, emphasis was focussed
on macroeconomic models for policy analyses, which at the farm level meant econometric
household models (e.g. Barnum and Squire, 1979).
During the early 1980s, some farm-scale analyses were proposed (e.g. Baum and
Schertz, 1983), along with some hybrid linear programming-simulation models (e.g.
Richardson and Nixon, 1985) and multi-year, stochastic farm simulation models such as
those developed by Crawford and Milligan (1982), and Beck and Dent (1987), which
aimed to achieve greater interactions between farm sub-models and to run simulations of
multiple farming seasons.   Taylor (1983) proposed a bottom-up approach for modelling
farming systems, while Nelson (1983) suggested lack of data as a key constraint for farm
modelling.
Sustainability issues were addressed by Fraisse et al. (1995) with a generic farm-
scale model developed to analyse the effects of dairy farming on nutrient loading on
surface and groundwater while De Koeijer et al. (1995) blended economic and
environmental pollution effects in a model of a mixed crop and livestock farm.   Herrero
et al. (1995) suggested a dairy cattle model used to generate input-output coefficients
coupled with multiple criteria mathematical programming models to design management
strategies for Costa Rican farms.   In Table 6.2, some examples of the most recent
examples of whole farm models which are used as tactical and strategic planning and
management DSS for sheep and beef grazing enterprises are described.
In general, farm-scale modelling and analysis could be characterized by:
< improved understanding by the outside observers – the modellers – of the farming
system’s behaviour in relation to policies, resource requirements, farm growth
potential and environmental impact of farm practices; and
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Table 6.2.  Som e examp les of the most recen t whole-farm, gra sslands/rangelan ds DSSs.
Name Features
STOCKPOL
(McCall et al.,
1991).
A set of models aiming to set optimum sheep and beef cattle stocking rates in relation to
pasture growth, feeding plans, fertilization, conservation and cropping. It produces financial
reports such as gross margin analyses and cash flows.  Other reports include monthly pasture
growth, monthly stock demand and f low, feed supply/demand curves, pasture mass and feed
requirements per animal class.
Beefman
(Clewett et al.,
1991)
A tandem of models aiming to help in design and run sustainable sheep and beef cattle farming
systems in Northern Australia.  It includes support for setting stocking rates and herd structure
via static and dynamic herd budgeting models, as well as for forage integration, woody weeds,
native pasture, and forage crops management, and for climate probability analysis.
RANGEPACK
(Stafford-
Smith, 1992)
Integrates  several models in one. Herd-Econ uses biology, climat ic variabil ity and economics
to evaluate the economic viability of long-term investments ; PADDOCK aids in the location of
water in large paddocks and GIS-oriented databases for records on paddock use; CLIMATE is
a database used to answer drought-related probabilistic questions needed from long-term
investment analysis. 
Landassess
(Bellamy et
al., 1996).
A set of decision support tools, including a geographical information system, expert systems,
simulators, and a database, aimed to evaluate the sus tainability of rangeland’s alternative
grazing management policies and tradeoffs  in terms of risk of changes in vegetat ion, soil, and
profitability via ‘what if’ scenario analysis.
GLA (Grazing
Land
Application
DSS; Stuth et
al., 2002).
Includes grazing land forage inventories, mixed animal s tocking calculator, herd definition,
forage balance, grazing scheduling, feed management, nutritional balance analysis, risk
assessment and long-term land improvement analysis, along with plant, animal and soil
databases.  
GRAZPLAN
(Donelli et al.,
2002).
Mixes diverse management models such as GrazFeed (assessment of the likely productive
behaviour of sheep or catt le given pasture and supplement availability figures), LambAlive
(assessing the impacts of different lambing dates), GrassGro (simulates pasture and animal
production to assess the consequences and risk analysis of factors such as different pasture
species, s tocking rates and lambing dates on forage and animal production optimizes
recommended actions).
Cárnico-
SPEA2
(Martinez-
Garcia, 1996a,
and this
thesis).
Interactive, flexible, and co-evolutionary computer-based artifact , developed via a dynamic co-
evolutionary process between its developer-user, who was also the farm manager, the CCeFS,
and the DSS itself, for gaining understanding of the CCeFS and for solving non-structured,
multi-objective, dynamic and constrained management problems.   It is a set of mainly
empirical models  designed to simulate the biophysical and financial performance of a ranch
running beef cat tle under temperate grass lands and fodder crops in Mexico.   It translates
enhanced system state measurements, descr iptions and forecast; integrates  diverse management
factors; employs mathematical models for inferencing; searches for multiple Pareto-optimal
sets of actions  and objectives based on heurist ics and on the use of a multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm under a constrained landscape (without ‘making a decision’ on behalf
of the farm manager), simulates the evolution of the ranch; performs ‘what-if’ scenario
analyses and facilitates record keeping and formal reporting.
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< farmers are rarely involved in model development and use, apart from sometimes
being the subjects of information and data gathering via surveys (Jones et al.,
1997).
There are three levels of both farm analysis and whole farm-scale models in relation
to resource management:
< unconstrained-resources simulators, which mimic farming systems as enterprises.
Production output and practices are fixed, and resources others than land are not
constrained.   Emphasis is on the biophysical side, with outputs expressed either in
biological terms or as cash flows.   These models have been used to assess farm
management strategies, farm variability and environmental risks, to assess long
term impact on soil degradation or price trends, and to evaluate the acceptability
of a given technology to farmers;
< constrained-resources simulators (e.g. Edwards-Jones and MacGregor, 1994),
emphasise the achievement of economically optimal production (profit
maximization), for a given set of management options, and under a set of
constrained resources (e.g. land, labour, capital) and resource-competing goals.
This kind of simulator has being used to assess feasible economic limits for a given
set of management options and environmental scenarios; and
< co-evolutionary (“adaptive”) simulators, which emphasise the social dimensions
of the system by considering the existence of the farm’s multiple goals implying
the need for a set of alternative management strategies to deal with the farmer’s
decision-making processes and of the farm’s biophysical and economic constraints,
via simulation of strategic and tactical decisions and therefore of the farm’s
evolution in response to its changing biophysical and socioeconomic environment
(Jones et al. 1997; Hansen et al., 1997).
From the above classification, the most attractive type of DSS is the co-
evolutionary or “adaptive” one since it seems more appropriate than the others to deal with
decision problems associated with sustainability.   However, Jones et al. (1997) suggested
that there are very few instances of “adaptive” whole farm scale models since the issue of
simulating the complex farmer’s decision-making process is very challenging.   Each
farming system is a unique entity created by the farmer, in the sense that a farming
system’s design, implementation and control are the farmer’s very own, dynamic, co-
evolutionary way of achieving his/her own set of goals under his/her particular set of
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resource constraints (see section 2.4).   The farmer creates the farming system using
subjective, stochastic, quantitative and deterministic elements and goals.   Both the farming
system’s structure and the farmer’s own decision making processes co-evolve in response
to one another and to the system’s environment.   Further, the reductionist approach,
background of the modellers, and the consequent difficulty of running a classical
reductionist experiment dealing with the social aspects of the agricultural system, make the
task of simulating qualitative social relationships, if not impossible, very difficult (Dent et
al., 1995; Edwards-Jones and McGregor, 1994).
Several authors have suggested the use of decision-tree methodologies in the form
of rule-based models or ‘expert systems’ (e.g. Edwards-Jones and McGregor, 1994; Dent
et al., 1995; Bellamy et al., 1996; Girard and Hubert, 1999) as generic decision-making
models flexible enough to be transferable to different situations (like building a ‘proxy’ of
the farmer’s expert know-how) because such tools have the capability to deal with
qualitative knowledge.   Nevertheless, the internal, intuitive, subjective, contingent,
dynamic, and unique nature of the farm manager’s decision-making process, together with
individual differences among farmers, their families, and communities (McCown, 2002b;
Payne et al., 1993), makes such a task very difficult, if not impossible, to accomplish (see
section 2.4).   This is not to suggest that the social dimensions of the system should be left
behind, but that instead of trying to substitute the farmer via simulation, emphasis should
be on the development of co-evolutionary DSSs used as enhancements, not substitutes, of
the farmer’s decision-making process.   In the end, it is the farmer who owns the problem
and who is ultimately responsible for implementing solutions (Gillard and Moneypenny,
1990, cited by Ison, 1993).
6.7. Issues related to using simulators as DSSs for sustainable decision problems.
In the following paragraphs some of the most relevant issues related to the use of
simulators as DSSs for decision problems about sustainability at the farm level are
discussed.
i) Identification of failure thresholds as an indicator of minimum levels for livelihood
goals.   This means that if the system fails to meet production levels needed for either
profitability (for a commercial farm) or survival (for a subsistence farm), then it is not
sustainable.  Also, the more restrictive the failure threshold, the higher is the risk of the
system failing (Hansen and Jones, 1997; Jones et al., 1997).
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ii) Assumptions about future behaviour of the system’s inputs, such as systematic trends or
cycles, degree of variability, and feedback processes, that limit greatly the scope and
usefulness of the model (Hansen and Jones, 1997; Jones et al., 1997).
iii) Constraints and their variability as determinants of sustainability: e.g. weather and
markets are major sources of stochastic variation, along with other issues such as
technological innovation and adoption, credit availability, market access, farmer’s co-
evolutionary skills, effect of groups of farms on the market and the environment, and
society’s beliefs and attitudes towards agricultural systems (Hansen and Jones, 1997; Dent
and Thornton, 1988; Jones et al., 1997).
iv) Time frame selection for sustainability analysis: the former should be long enough to
permit the identification of relevant threats to the latter, but not so long that it exceeds the
upper limit of a farmer’s planning horizon.   While Hansen and Jones (1997) suggested a
time frame of 10-15 years, considering that realistic assumptions about economic, policy
and technological inputs to the farming system are not relevant past about that time, the
impossibility to make long-term, detailed predictions when dealing with complex co-
evolutionary systems’ behaviour should be considered when deciding the time frame for
sustainability analysis.
v) Model reusability and integration: when developing models, agricultural systems are
often represented as collections of subsystems or sub-models, with the associated issues
of model and sub-model reusability (or transportability) and integration.   Some of these
issues could be attributable to the nature, ownership, and objectives of the problem and
system of interest, and the consequent concept of the model as a unique perspective on the
world.   Some others are of a more technical nature:
< generally, models are developed for specific sites and objectives and use procedural
or algorithmic programming approaches (in which modelling is based on
representing processes within the system for example by a set of differential
equations);
< there is the need to simplify hierarchies in defining state variables, implying the
identification of hierarchical levels for all state variables and thus the need for a
broad understanding of both the original modeler’s purpose and the model’s source
code;
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< failure to structure models with hierarchical boundaries, implying the need for
linking points to facilitate model interactions.   Developing such linking points
implies breaking down the structure of the original model, the generation of new
variables, and the reorganization of sections of the model to accommodate these
new variables; and
< lack of coordination in the names used in procedural languages for things such as
subroutines, functions, and common blocks (Caldwell and Fernandez; 1998; Bolte,
1998; Lal, 1998).
Antle and Capalbo (2001) suggested the concept of an integrated system model
(ISM), comprising a single set of biophysical and economic variables, for the articulation
of disciplinary sub-models into a combined biophysical and economic decision-making
model.   An ISM will obviously be constrained by the temporal and spatial scales imposed
by the processes within the model, more than if the disciplinary models were designed and
coupled together.   Further, ISMs include all the relevant feedback loops associated with
the processes analysed, preventing the model from prescribing arbitrary constraints on the
dynamic properties of the system as a result of incomplete linkages between processes. 
Hoffman (1991, cited by Constanza et al., 1993) proposed the use of coupled
detailed models in which the output of one becomes the input for another, as an alternative
to matching models to large systems.   Others have suggested a framework based on
hierarchy theory and object oriented programming (OOP) to integrate and enhance the
reusability of agricultural models (Caldwell and Fernandez; 1998; Bolte, 1998; Lal, 1998).
OOP embraces the concepts of object (as a mix of both data structure and behaviour) and
class (representing hierarchies), where objects communicate with each other by
transmitting and taking in events (Bolte, 1998; Lal, 1998).   OPP concepts of inheritance
(the ability of an object to obtain its data and behaviour automatically from another object),
encapsulation (information hiding and protection), and dynamic binding (the ability to
decide what method to call at run time) supply the means to improve a model’s
understandability, modularity, reliability, integration, and reusability (Bolte, 1998).
vi) Model validation vs model evaluation: The term ‘model validation’ is usually based on
an assessment of whether a model’s ‘predictions’ correspond with empirical data and thus
whether the model is an accurate description of the real world.   As such, validation is an
indirect measure of the model’s usefulness as a decision-making tool.   However, Oreskes
et al. (1994) showed that both model verification and validation are philosophically
impossible for complex numerical models of complex open systems since the operative
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processes and data sets related to such systems are only partially known and laden with
inferences and assumptions.   This is particularly true for real farms where data is at best
scarce or not accessible.   Further, the level to which these assumptions hold in any new,
real scenario for a dynamic, stochastic system can never be demonstrated a priori (Oreskes
et al., 1994).
In a strong critique of the process of model calibration (described as the model’s
“forced empirical adequacy” via manipulation of independent variables), Oreskes et al.
(1994) suggested that a match between a model’s ‘predicted’ output and an empirical set
of data does not make an open system simulator valid, since any claim of validity based on
matching empirical data amounts to the logical fallacy of “affirming the consequent”.
When a match between a model’s outputs and the empirical set of data is reached, the
problem of “nonuniqueness” (or “underdetermination”) of scientific explanations arises.
Non-uniqueness refers to the impossibility of selecting between two or more empirically
equivalent explanations or models without using extra-empirical deliberations such as
simplicity, symmetry, elegance, or personal preferences (Oreskes et al., 1994).   Also,
considering that only closed systems can be verified, non-uniqueness implies the likelihood
of a model with more than one erroneous assumption, inference, or input parameter
cancelling each other out, making a faulty model appear “correct” (Oreskes et al., 1994).
6.8. Uncertainty and the role of simulators.
Hansen (1996a) proposed that the merits of simulation techniques are based on,
among other things, the availability of a theoretical framework for designing, interpreting,
and evaluating simulation outcomes as indicators of the likely sustainability of a system.
In this section a discussion of some fundamental theoretical concepts related to the
utilization of simulators as CCeSA’s tools to deal with CCeFSs’ inherent uncertainty is
introduced (see also section 2.3).
6.8.1. Explanation vs prediction?
Confidence on the explanatory and predictive powers of the standard methods of
scientific research emerged from the collective discovery (e.g. by Brahe, Kepler, Galileo,
Newton, Leibniz, Euler, Descartes, Bacon, and Lagrange), of the relevance of physical
observations and experiments coupled with mathematical models deduced from such
observations (Jackson, 1995).   This discovery led to the so-called scientific method, where
mathematical models, describing the system’s initial boundary conditions, were the result
of an inductive process (encoding) of physical observations and experiments (information).
In turn, such mathematical models lead to deductions (decoding) in the form of physical
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predictions, which are then compared with physical information, leading to refinements of
the mathematical models (Jackson, 1995).   This process has been used with great success
when dealing with sufficiently simple mathematical models describing a restricted range
of physical phenomena, since “the more complex processes cannot be represented by the
human mind with the subtle exactness and logical sequence which are indispensable for
(e.g.) the theoretical physicist” (Einstein, 1918, cited by Jackson, 1995; Jackson, 1995;
Holland, 1999).
Jackson (1995) suggested that there are three operational bases on which science
relies, namely physical experiments, mathematical models, and more recently, computer
experiments.   The same author proposed that each of these operational bases have the
potential to generate independent knowledge pertinent to the human understanding of
nature, and can interact directly with either of the other two, in a feedback loop process
aiming to enhance the explanatory and predictive capabilities of the scientific body.
Particularly, for computer experiments, a dynamic system, defined in terms of
difference equations, is said to have strong predictability if for any x(0) and t < T (an
arbitrary finite time) there is a finite algorithm that will yield x(t) (Jackson, 1995).   No
system is strongly predict ive, since strong predictability implies an undecidable
proposition, which Turing proved cannot be solved by a universal computer for any x(t)
(“the halting problem”) (Jackson, 1995).   Conversely, a weak kind of prediction for
dynamic systems could be obtained by running the equations, beginning with x(0) and
getting a data bank of x(t) for all t < T (Jackson, 1995).   Therefore, the results of individual
simulations are not more than simply plausible points from a data bank obtained from a
partially known, dynamic, NP search space (Holland, 1999).
Kauffman (1995), discussing the purposes of scientific theories and hypotheses,
proposed a distinction between explanation and prediction.   The same author noted that
the failure to predict does not preclude the possibility to understand and to explain.
Understanding allows the generation of theories to explain the generic properties of
complex co-evolutionary systems, and to produce rough estimates about their generic
future behaviour.
The failure to predict the detailed long-term behaviour of complex co-evolutionary
systems such as CCeFSs arises from the following (see also section 2.3):
< fundamental limits to the human ability to observe, record, compare, and
understand data, in addition to bounds on what can be measured (e.g. quantum
mechanics and the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle), and on how fast information
can be transmitted (e.g. the speed of light).   These bounds result in an incomplete
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formulation of reality, on what has been called a “coarse grained” view of our
“windows on Nature”, which are inadequate for long-term prediction of complex
system’s behaviour.   Moreover, the ability to ‘predict’ the future decreases with
the loss of accuracy at measuring the system, with time, and with the system’s
complexity;
< fundamental bounds on the deductive power of logic and mathematics, and on the
encoding-decoding process used to predict and to explain.   For instance, Bruns (in
1887), Poincaré (in 1890), Birkhoff (in 1913), and Borel (in 1914), proved our
limited ability to assign precise numerical values to the initial states of the dynamic
variables in mathematical models, the non-isolation of real systems, and the
presence of “macro-uncertainty”, which happens any time one is dealing with a
large number of dynamic units in a limited region, because they cannot all be
observed simultaneously.   Most importantly, Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem,
suggested in 1931, showed that “neither the consistency nor the completeness of
any sufficiently general mathematical system can be proved within that system by
generally accepted logical principles”.   The theorem implies our inability to
perform some specific mathematical calculation, precluding the possibility of
determining the course of events for a given physical problem (finite specified,
large enough to include arithmetic, and consistent);
< systems such as CCeFSs are subjected to highly random or chaotic inputs (e.g.
weather, cost and prices, supply and demand), so there is no point in developing
simulators with supposedly high predictive powers when basic inputs cannot be
measured or predicted.   Additionally, the concepts of chaos and path dependency
suggest that any small change in a non-linear system can have large and amplifying
effects (the “butterfly effect”).   This means that the initial condition of a system
needs to be known to infinite precision to predict its detailed, long-term behaviour,
and that because the observer is part of the universe, his efforts to predict it may
meddle with what the system is going to do (see section 2.4);
< the lack of general principles to accurately simulate and predict the behaviour of
complex co-evolutionary systems, along with the fact that such systems change and
self-organise themselves in order to adapt to and to change their dynamic
environments.   In searching for optimality, such self-organisation leads into critical
states, with small adjustments resulting in compensating, non-linear effects.
Furthermore, CCeFSs’ features (see Chapters 2 and 3) make the task of
understanding, describing, controlling, and simulating them a “moving target”,
where all models are eventually disconfirmed by the changing environment, and
with the more complex the model, the more easily disconfirmed.   These lead us to
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emphasise the usefulness of short term ‘predictions’ and actions when dealing with
CCeFSs;
< some fundamental concepts from computational theory, which considers non-
equilibrium physical systems as computers running algorithms.   Firstly, the
computational irreducibility principle demonstrated that, for large classes of
algorithms, there exists no shorter way to predict what an algorithm will do than to
simply run it, observing the succession of processes and states as they unfold, since
the algorithm itself (e.g. the CCeFSs) is its own shortest description.   The second
is the concept of intractability, which means that there are problems that are
practically impossible to solve since it would take a prohibitively large amount of
time to do so (NP problems).   The third concept suggests that the complexity of
predicting a chaotic’s system behaviour grows exponentially with time, stressing
the interrelation between the difficulty of prediction and the dynamical randomness
of a system.   Finally, the Incompleteness Theorem for Calculating the Future, a
physical analog to Gödel’s, proved that it is not possible to build a computer which
can, for any physical system, take the specification of that system’s state as input
and then correctly predict its future state before that future state actually occurs.
This theorem holds even if the focus is on systems which are finite, closed,
classical (without quantum mechanical uncertainty), do not have chaotic dynamics,
and even if one uses an infinitely fast, infinitely large computer; and
< the unique characteristics of social systems, including cognition, learning,
intentionality, imagination, identity, behaviour, beliefs and attitudes, heuristics, and
even the concept of free will, as the main elements from which ultimately emerge
the social systems’ collective behaviour (section 2.4).   The relevance of such
factors imply the futility of precise analytical formulations when dealing with
human-created systems.   Further, the self-reflective, dynamic, non-ergodic
character (attribute of a behaviour that is in certain crucial respects
incomprehensible through observation either for lack of repetition, or for lack of
stabilities) of social systems and the relationship between heterogenous individuals
and the collective, explains the impossibility of predicting both individual and
collective future behaviours (Kauffman, 1995; Jackson, 1995; Gell-Mann, 1999;
Penrose, 1989; Stewart, 1997; Jennings and Wattam, 1996; Wolfram, 2002; Lloyd,
2002; Wolpert, 1996; Kauffman, 1999a; Holland, 1999; Peterson, 1998; Barrow,
1998; Ford, 1999; Kauffman, 1999b; Mitchell et al. 1999; Arthur, 1999; Heylighen,
1999b; Schwefel, 2002; Cowan and Pines, 1999; Foster and Young, 2001; Lansing,
2002).
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In dealing with uncertainty, economic’s decision theory suggests that there are two
classes of unknown phenomena: ‘objective’ uncertainty or risk, which deals with random
changes whose probabilities could be (subjectively) assessed, and ‘simple’ uncertainty,
whose probabilistic assessment cannot be made (Durlauf and Blume, 2003).   Following,
some concepts related to each of these two types of uncertainties are discussed.
Expected utility decision theories deal with risk assessments based in the use of
descriptive models and probability distributions (Durlauf and Blume, 2003).   Kammen and
Hassenzahl (1999) suggested that such descriptive models are used to analyse exposure
scenarios (stock-flow models), and to ‘predict’ the effects of a given exposure (cause-effect
models).   Other types of forecast models are the time series, which forecast using only
historical data (e.g. moving averages, exponential smoothing, and trend projection); the
causal, which forecast using variables and factors in addition to time (e.g. regression
analysis); and the judgmental, which forecast using judgements, experience and qualitative
and subjective data (e.g. the Delphi technique) (Render and Stair, 1992).
Kammen and Hassenzahl (1999) recommended skepticism when using forecasting
and other assessments of probability and risk because, as with any descriptive model,
value-laden assumptions, incomplete data, random errors and bias (e.g. from the system,
the observer, the method of observation or the equipment), and a great amount of
uncertainty that cannot be quantified, are all important factors that affect the outcome of
the analysis (see section 2.3).   Thus, models, instead of a “form of truth”, are better
considered as “vehicles to help to guide insight” (Kammen and Hassenzahl, 1999).
Furthermore, “statistical laws”, in the form of probabilities, do not predict anything about
individual events in the future.   This is illustrated by the fact that the number of times a
‘fair’ coin falls ‘tails’ will be the same as the number of times it falls ‘heads’ over an
infinite number of tosses, but this “equal likelihood” does not imply the ability to predict
the result of the next toss of the coin (Barrow, 2000).
Contrary to the probabilistic risk analysis, the concept of ‘simple’ uncertainty refers
to unforeseeable changes for which any subjective quantification is not possible (Durlauf
and Blume, 2003; Kammen and Hassenzahl, 1999).   Gribble (2001), working with
computational systems dealing with ‘simple’ uncertainty, suggested that a common mistake
in the design paradigm for complex systems is to try to achieve a system’s robustness by
‘predicting’ the conditions in which such a system will perform, and then try to build the
system to run well under those (and only those) conditions.   Further, Jen (2003) suggested
that in trying to achieve a system’s feature persistence, one should not only consider
fluctuations in external inputs or internal systems parameters, but also multiple changes in
system composition, system topology, or in the fundamental assumptions about the
environment in which the system performs.   Since it is effectively impossible to predict
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all of the perturbations a system will suffer under changing environmental conditions,
Gribble (2001) proposed that “any system that attempts to gain robustness solely through
precognition is prone to fragility”.
6.8.2. Co-evolutionary Navigators (CoEvoNavs).
To achieve sustainable CCeFSs under the inherent “triad” of complexity,
uncertainty, and irreversibility, some authors have suggested the need for computer-based
multi-criteria decision support systems (MCDSSs) as aids to frame the decisions, and to
achieve a compromise between multiple, conflicting goals (Faucheux and Froger, 1995;
Hersh, 1999).   The effective use of MCDSSs as decision making tools for sustainability
implies a change in the focus of DSSs from forecasting (“substantive rationality”) to a two-
ways training-learning (“procedural rationality”), with emphasis on the decision process
itself (Faucheux and Froger, 1995).   Thus, a MCDSS might be used to promote a co-
evolutionary process of research-learning-action between the modeller, his system and the
environment (Faucheux and Froger, 1995; Burns, 1997; Revans, 1982).   Bakken et al.
(1994, cited by McCown, 2002b) describing a “learning laboratory”, suggested that its goal
should be to provide an environment to help the managers to enhance their mental models,
leveraging their domain-rich knowledge by allowing them to play through simulated years,
reflect on their actions, promote and enhance cognition, and repeat the process.   In
reference to simulators, the same authors proposed that by compressing time and space, and
by demanding structural explanations of actions and their likely consequences, simulators
can hasten the managers’ understanding of their systems along with their learning process
via conducting many cycles of action and reflection, thus shortening the delay between
action and results.
If long-term, detailed prediction is, at least for complex co-evolutionary systems,
impossible, then the best one can do is to try to be “locally wise” and to consider
unforeseeable events as part of the decision-making process, since one cannot foretell all
the unfolding consequences of one’s own actions (Kauffman, 1995; Jennings and Wattam,
1996).   Therefore, the idea is to develop and use an schematic plan for action to
“lookahead”, which implies the exploration of alternative action sequences, facing
situations never encountered before (Holland, 1999).   This is where the concept of Co-
evolutionary Navigator (CoEvoNav) to achieving sustainable CCeFSs, fits best (see section
2.6.3).   By combining simulation routines and a MOEA with a deterministic and stochastic
framework, a CoEvoNav imitates the evolutionary pattern of the CCeFS of interest.   As
such, the software can be used by the farm manager as an aid to ‘navigate’ through his
CCeFS’s co-evolutionary phase space towards sustainability at the farm level, using data
and information as they come to make decisions.   It is assumed that the system’s
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complexity and associated uncertainty are not liabilities, but “room for improvement”
(Gell-Mann, 1994; Noe and Alrøe, 2002) (see section 2.4).   This implies the application
of co-evolutionary strategies designed to maintain the short-term flexibility and the
evolutionary potential of the system, taking actions to achieve short-term goals while
maintaining long-term flexibility (see section 2.2.1).   The ultimate goal is to enhance the
farm manager’s decision-making process and co-evolutionary capabilities for solving
complex problems, through an increased understanding of his system and the discovery of
new, improved heuristics.   In turn, this will lead to the enhancement of the CCeFS’s fitness
and flexibility, in a constant feedback loop where action, evaluation, learning, innovation,
and change are the main elements (see sections 2.6.2 and 2.6.3).   Within the framework
of the present study, the exploration of alternative action sequences could be viewed as a
scenario analysis based on Pareto-sets of optimal solutions for a multi-objective problem.
Such a set of solutions effectively constitutes a collection of strategic options among which
the system could “switch” to face uncertainty (Jen, 2003).
Based on the decision-maker’s observations and experience, and with the aid of a
CoEvoNav, relevant elements of the system are used by the manager to build and/or
enhance his own internal model of the system.   The attribution of relevance to the elements
used to build the model is a dynamic process by itself.   The decision-maker chooses a
given option, then executes the chosen action, and evaluates both the internal model and
the outcome of such action.   All along this process, the decision-maker deals with any
issue as it comes up, with a set of options at hand.   From such an evaluation, new models,
leading to new actions, arise (Holland, 1999).
Holland (1999) suggested that for the internal model to be useful to “lookahead”,
the decision-maker should be able to execute the heuristics resulting from the model in a
“fast time” fashion (see the analog of the frame problem described in section 2.6.2).   The
relevance of this “fast time” fashion is more evident when one considers that the
CoEvoNav is used by the manager to ‘navigate’ through his/her system dynamic co-
evolutionary phase space.   This implies the existence of a fast dynamic allowing the
decision-maker go through successive heuristics faster than the equivalent states occurring
in the system and its environment.   Then the decision-maker can infer from the current
situation, using the model to anticipate the likely effects of different action sequences
(scenarios) (Holland, 1999).   The decision-maker justifies current actions on the estimated
outcomes as derived from the model.   Incorrect estimations result in fixing the parts of the
model from which such estimations arose, with the manager improving his decision-
making process even when rewards are absent (Holland, 1999).
Hence, the role of simulators is not to predict the future, but to improve
understanding, helping in the development of heuristics, testing ‘what-if’ scenarios, and
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corroborating and challenging existing theories and hypotheses (Ford, 1999; Oreskes et al.,
1994).   Furthermore, Epstein (1999) suggested that simulators should not substitute the
manager’s imagination, but “jar” people out of the “sort of arrogant prediction that they can
predict things”.   He even suggested to call simulators “humility injectors”, in the sense that
they help the manager to understand that even the simplest rule will go through a very
complex evolution, that his system can evolve in ways that are hard to anticipate, that the
system is highly sensitive to initial conditions, that there may be failure modes that were
not expected, and that all this should be considered before claiming anything about the
consequences of someone’s actions.   Further, simulators could also suggest qualitative
results and dynamic behaviours not previously anticipated, and could help to test the
internal consistency of the manager’s internal models, to focus discussion, and to explore
a certain range of what is possible (Epstein, 1999; Cowan, 1999b).   Therefore, simulators
could be considered as an application of the complex co-evolutionary system’s theory,
which help to alert the manager of the existence of counterintuitive failure modes,
counterintuitive thresholds, and of his system’s dynamic behaviour that he was not aware
of and that he should be sensitive to (Epstein, 1999).
As Schwefel (2002) suggested, there is no point in trying to build “one best model
of the world”, but to make the best of the different, individual models that capture the
extent of human knowledge while “groping in the dark”, in what has been called “a natural
state between order and chaos, a grand compromise between structure and surprise” by
Kauffman (1995).   Schwefel (2002) also showed that even if all the internal models
humans use were proved wrong, they might all be worth combining with each other.
6.9. Summary.
This study deals with sustainability at farm level because of two main reasons.
First, it is the farmer who plans, implements, and controls the farming system, so if
agriculture is to meet what society as a whole expects from it, it must first meet the
farmer’s needs.   The second reason is my own experience as a farm manager, and the
resulting ownership of the farm-level problem introduced in this study as a case study.
A sustainable CCeFS is defined as a human-activity system that exhibits enough
fitness and flexibility to explore and exploit its dynamic phase space while co-evolving
with it.   Fitness refers to the capacity of the system to achieve its multiple, dynamic,
constrained, incommensurable and conflicting purposes, while performing above threshold
values for failure.   Flexibility refers to a CCeFS’s dynamical capacity to co-evolve with
its changing biophysical and socioeconomic environment for a given future period.   A
CCeFS’s fitness and flexibility define the systems’ dynamic capacity to explore and exploit
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its dynamic phase space while co-evolving with it, with  sustainability emerging from such
dynamic, co-evolutionary processes.
Farm managers deal with a complex decision-making task with semi-structured
problems, an evolving mix of multiple, conflicting, incommensurable objectives and time
constraints and uncertainties.   Farm managers make decisions according to their own
perception and assessment of problems and their own personal experience, level of formal
knowledge, cultural values, social constraints, present needs, and stage in life.   Hence,
decision-making processes are sui generis, flexible and dynamic, and can be enhanced with
the aid of decision-support systems (DSSs).   DSSs are useful if they ease difficult tasks,
increase the decision-makers’ processing ability, enhance their judgement capabilities, and
boost the number of good and simple to implement strategies to choose from.   An effective
DSS focusses on the farm manager’s cognitive processes, recognizing the existence of
multiple valid perceptions of reality and their associated multiple, conflicting,
incommensurable, and often ambiguous goals.   While inherently imperfect and limited,
simulators are among the most widely used DSSs in operation research and system
analysis, and are based on assumptions and simplified descriptions of what the modeller
perceive as the relevant elements of a problem or a system-of-interest.   In opposition to
the ‘classic’ agricultural concept, co-evolutionary DSSs are defined as interactive, flexible,
and co-evolutionary computer based artifacts, developed by their end-users as aids for
enhancing their own decision-making processes in trying to solve-improve their own semi-
structured management problems-situations.   This implies that for co-evolutionary DSSs
the roles of developer and user is performed by a single, computer-literate, individual; that
DSSs are the result of co-evolutionary processes between the user-developer, the system-
problem-situation and the DSS itself; that DSSs are processes to gain understanding of the
problem; that DSSs are products of the farm manager’s educational background and
decision-making fashion; and that DSSs are but one of several tools that contribute to make
a decision.
Co-evolutionary simulators are appropriate to deal with sustainability, since they
emphasise the social dimensions of the CCeFS by considering the existence of multiple,
dynamic, incommensurable purposes, implying the need for dynamic sets of alternative
management strategies.   Co-evolutionary simulators are effective when used to enhance,
not substitute, the farmer’s decision-making process, since it is the farmer who owns the
problem and who is responsible for solutions.   However, it is very difficult to develop a
co-evolutionary whole farm DSSs, because such tools must deal with the complexity of the
farmer’s sui generis decision-making process, and with the uniqueness and dynamism of
each farming system and its environment.
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Terms such as verification, validation, and model calibration have been typically
used to denote the process of assessing the accuracy and usefulness of models.   However,
validation and verification are philosophically impossible for complex numerical models
of complex open systems such as real CCeFSs, where data is at best scarce or not
accessible, and where the complex nature of CCeFSs precludes the possibility of long-term,
detailed predictions.   Further, calibration is described as the model’s forced empirical
adequacy via manipulation of independent variables, with the non-uniqueness of scientific
explanations adding to the argument against the classical use of the term.   Therefore,
verification here denotes the process of assessing if a simulator accurately represents the
user-developer’s conceptual description of the system and, substituting validation, model
evaluation and legitimisation mean the process of assessing a simulator’s fitness and
usefulness for meeting its intended purposes.
A simulator is a particular viewpoint of reality unique to an individual and specific
to time and place, and its usefulness comes from its relevance to the debate about change
and from its capability to improve the decision-making process while balancing multiple,
conflicting goals.   By developing and using a simulator, the farm manager enhances his
own mental models, hastening his understanding of his system along with his learning
process, thus shortening the delay between action and results.
Since long-term, detailed prediction for CCeFSs is impossible, one should consider
unforeseeable events when making a decision.   Uncertainty is faced with schematic plans
designed to explore alternative action sequences.   This exploration can be seen as scenario
analysis based on Pareto-optimal sets of solutions for multi-objective optimisation
problems.   Such a set of solutions constitutes a collection of strategic options among which
the system could switch to face uncertainty.   This is where the concept of Co-Evolutionary
Navigator (CoEvoNav) fits best.   By combining a simulator with a Multi-Objective
Evolutionary Algorithm, a CoEvoNav imitates the evolutionary pattern of the CCeFS of
interest, helping the farm manager to navigate through his CCeFS’s co-evolutionary phase
space, where complexity and uncertainty are room for improvement. This implies the
application of co-evolutionary strategies designed to maintain the short-term flexibility and
the evolutionary potential of the system, taking actions to achieve short-term goals while
maintaining long-term flexibility.   The ultimate purpose is to enhance the farm manager’s
decision-making process and co-evolutionary capabilities for solving his own complex
problems, through an increased understanding of his system and the discovery of new,
improved heuristics.   In turn, this leads to the enhancement of the CCeFS’s fitness and
flexibility, in a endless feedback loop where action, evaluation, learning, innovation, and
change are the main elements.
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7.
Cárnico-ICSPEA2: Description.
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To see the World in a grain of sand,
And Heav en in a wild flower,
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand,
And Eternity in  an hour.
William Blake.
7.1. Introduction.
Following the idea of using simulators as aids for the analysis, design, and
management of sustainable complex co-evolutionary farming systems (CCeFSs), this
chapter introduces Cárnico-ICSPEA2, a Co-Evolutionary Navigator (CoEvoNav) used as
a Complex Co-evolutionary Systems Approach’s (CCeSA) tool for harnessing the
complexity of a particular CCeFS and its environment towards sustainability.   Specifically,
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 was designed by its end-user (the farm manager and author of this
study) – via a co-evolutionary process which included his own mental models, the real-life
system as created-and-perceived by the farmer manager, and the software – as an aid for
the analysis and optimisation of a beef cattle ranch running on temperate pastures and
fodder crops in Chalco, Mexico State, in the central plateau of Mexico.   By combining
simulation routines and a MOEA with a deterministic and stochastic framework, the
CoEvoNav imitates the evolutionary pattern of the CCeFS of interest.   The software was
used by the farm manager to ‘navigate’ through his CCeFS’s co-evolutionary phase space
towards sustainability.   Following the methodology outlined in section 2.6.2 and the
operational definition of sustainable CCeFSs introduced in section 6.3, the ultimate goal
was to enhance the farm manager’s decision-making process and co-evolutionary skills in
order to achieve his purposes under a dynamic and constrained environment, through an
increased understanding of his system and the discovery of new, improved heuristics.   This
lead to the enhancement of the CCeFS’s fitness and flexibility, in a constant feedback loop
where action, evaluation, learning, innovation, and change are the main elements.   This
chapter describes the numerical simulation and optimisation resulting from the application
of Cárnico-ICSPEA2 to solve a specific MOOP – the farm manager’s own –  along with
implications for the management of the CCeFS of interest.
7.2. The CCeFS’s word model: The “San Francisco” Ranch, 1996-1997.
The simulator used to develop Cárnico-ICSPEA2 is a simplified and enhanced
version of Cárnico, a DSS designed by its end-user – the author of this work –  in his role
as farm manager of the system of interest, as an aid for understanding and analysing the
biological and financial viability of a beef cattle and goat enterprise on pasture in the
Central Plateau of Mexico (Martinez-Garcia, 1996a).   Specifically, Cárnico was
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successfully evaluated on the field, and used to simulate and analyse the productive
performance of the Centre for Teaching, Research and Extension on Agricultural
Production (Centro de Enseñanza, Investigación, y Extensión en Producción Agrícola y
Ganadera) or “San Francisco” ranch, owned by the National Autonomous University of
Mexico (Martinez-Garcia, 1996a).   From March 1996 to February 1997 the author of the
present study was the farm manager and director of the Centre, and therefore responsible
for planning, implementing, and controlling the farming system.   The following are the
simulator’s original goals:
< to enhance the understanding of the system’s dynamic behaviour;
< to help identify the objective functions, constraints (or thresholds), and associated
decision variables (or lever points) for the problem of interest;
< to help identifying optimal managerial tactics and strategies to achieve the system’s
goals; and
< to develop an aid for conceptualizing, testing, and implementing change (Martinez-
Garcia, 1996a).
Data used to construct and feed the model was obtained through direct
measurement, from March 1996 to February 1997 (Table 7.1).   The set of data collected
is the only data available since measurements to obtain the data started in March 1996, and
since no data could be collected after February 1997 because the farming system changed
in March of that year, due to changes in the management and policies for the Centre.  What
follows is a description (‘word model’) of the San Francisco ranch as it was designed,
implemented, controlled, measured and perceived by its farm manager (the author of this
thesis).
The “San Francisco” ranch was located 5 km outside the city of Chalco, in the State
of Mexico, about 35 km from Mexico City (Figure 7.1).   The Centre was at 2,240 metres
above sea level, with an average temperature of 15.30C (ranging from -60 to 340C) and an
average annual rainfall of 665.9 mm (ranging from 535.5 mm to 884.0 mm) (Martinez-
Garcia, 1996b).
The ranch’s main purpose was the production of high quality breeders and
associated genetic material (both semen and embryos), from a herd of pure breeders
(Belgian Blue and Limousin breeds) and from a flock of goats (Boer), from animals grazing
C3 temperate pastures and supplemented with fodder crops.   A secondary goal was the
production of F1 animals (lower quality beef cattle and goats) for the abattoir.   Hence, the
“San Francisco” ranch was designed by the farm manager (and author of this study) as a
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Figure 7.1. The San Francisco Ranch location.
set of three main sub-enterprises: production of high quality beef cattle breeders and
associated genetic material; production of high quality breeder goats and associated genetic
material; and production of beef cattle and male kids for slaughter purposes (Martinez-
Garcia, 1996b).
7.2.1. Feed supply.
From February 1996 to March 1997, and breaking with what at that time was
considered as a traditional practice, no feed was bought-in for the ranch, since most of the
feed was produced in situ.   Only the maize (Zea mays) stubble was obtained from outside
the ranch, from the Centre’s agreements with neighbouring ranchers (see Table 7.2).
At that time, the ranch was in a transitional process, after several years of traditional
animal production based on fodder crops (mainly maize and alfalfa) to a system based on
pasture production, using fodder crops to supplement the animals’ diet.   Among the
reasons for the change from fodder crops to pasture was the effect of the perceived loss of
soil due to excessive fertilization and to the seasonality of the vegetative cover associated
with fodder crops.   Another factor was the fact that the farm manager demonstrated in situ
the biological and economic advantages of animal production systems based on grazed
pasture (e.g. good live weight gains, reduced costs of feed, a permanent soil cover, and a
reduction in the amount of fertilizer used) compared to systems based on fodder crops
(Tables 7.1, 7.3, and 7.4).
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While in 1996-97 the sward contributed 40.5% of the total feed used on the ranch,
the area of pastures represented only 37.8% of the effective area (the total area less
buildings), while the alfalfa occupied 19.6% and the maize for silage 42.6% of the land
(Martinez-Garcia, 1996b; Angeles, 1998).   Some of the goals for the following season
(1998-99) were to increase pasture production and utilization, from 15.25 to 20 t DM/ha/yr,
and to increase the sward area, from 15.1. to 23.8 ha (59.5% of the effective area), to obtain
a total production of 476 t DM/year from pastures.   That amount of pasture, together with
projected figures for maize silage (110 t DM/yr), alfalfa (135 t DM/yr), maize stubble (75
t DM/yr) and oats (26.5 t DM/yr) would contribute to achieving the estimated feed
production potential of the ranch: 822.5 t DM/yr (Martinez-Garcia, 1996b).
Table 7.1. The Centre for Teaching, Research, and Extension in Agricultural Production (“San
Francisco” ranch) March 1996- Feb1997: land use, total feed production and production costs (after
Martine z-Garcia, 1 996b, a nd Ang eles, 1998 ).
Total area: 48 ha.
Effective Area: 39.98 ha
From wh ich: Sward (five padd ocks): 15.10 h a.
Alfalfa: 7.85 ha
Maize for silage: 17.03 h a.
Amounts of feed produced
Sward (kg DM ): 230194
Sward prod uction c osts (ME X$/kg DM ): 0.19
Total pro duction  costs Sward (M EX$): 43736.86
Alfalfa (kg DM): 152380
Alfalfa production  cost (ME X$/kg DM ): 1.1
Total pro duction  costs Alfalfa (MEX$ ): 167618
Maize silage  (kg DM): 121500
Maize silage production costs (MEX$/kg DM) 0.23
Total pro duction  costs maize  silage (MEX $): 27945
Maize stubble (kg DM) 63840
Maize stubble production costs (MEX$/kg DM) 0.21
Total pro duction  costs maize  stubble (M EX$): 1340 6.4
It is important to consider that while the ranch depended on seasonal rainfall for
feed production, it also had the advantage of its own well and irrigation system, which were
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used mainly to supplement water for the pasture and the fodder crops during the dry season
(from November to June).
The sward was divided into five paddocks, and while the dominant species – all of
them C3 type, temperate pastures – in the sward were Lolium perenne and Trifolium
repens, there were other species there such as Trifolium alexandrinum, Trifolium pratense,
Medicago sativa, Festuca arundinacea, Dactylis glomerata, Bromus spp., and Agrostis spp.
Some of the reasons for preserving such a diverse botanical composition were to obtain
more uniform pasture production during the season, to use some of the locally adapted
varieties of pasture, and to promote the sward’s resilience and bio-diversity.
Table 7 .2 Feed  availab ility at the “S an Fra ncisco R anch” (M arch 19 96-Feb ruary 19 97; t DM /month ).
Month Sward Alfalfa Maize (silage) Maize (stubble) Available (t DM)
March 23.40 12.62 24.30 6.65 66.97
April 23.44 13.94 0.00 6.65 44.03
May 23.52 13.76 0.00 1.46 38.74
June 33.52 14.20 0.00 10.67 58.39
July 36.51 16.48 0.00 14.20 67.19
August 36.07 16.48 0.00 4.43 56.98
September 29.51 14.64 0.00 3.98 48.13
October 5.65 11.78 0.00 3.61 21.04
November 3.02 11.22 24.30 4.83 43.37
December 5.19 10.08 24.30 0.00 39.57
January 5.19 8.48 24.30 0.00 37.97
February 5.19 8.70 24.30 7.36 45.55
Total 230.19 152.38 121.50 63.84 567.91
The fertilization policies set by the farm manager for the sward were based on soil
analyses performed at the ranch at the beginning of March 1996, restricting fertilization to
the application of no more than thirty kg of nitrogen per hectare per year.   Herbage quality,
expressed as M/D value (amount of Mega-calories of metabolisable energy per kg of dry
matter), digestibility, and crude protein values (CP%), were measured for the first time in
a systematic way (monthly, see Table 7.3), aiming to build a database for management,
research, extension, and teaching purposes.
Pasture production, expressed as net herbage accumulation (NHA = gross pasture
growth rate - decay), pasture cover (the average pasture mass on a farm at any time,
expressed as kg/DM/ha), pasture available (the pre-grazing pasture mass times the sward’s
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area) and the amount of usable pasture (pasture available less the residual dry matter times
sward’ size), were estimated by using both the cut-and-dry and the eye estimation methods
designed for temperate grasslands (Nicol, 1987; Nicol and Nicoll, 1987; Fleming and Burtt,
1991).   Both the residual dry matter (RDM = post-grazing pasture cover, at 1,000 kg
DM/ha) and the highest value for pasture cover (3,500 kg DM/ha) were set in order to
optimize pasture production and utilization (kg DM), the biological viability of the sward,
and pasture quality (M/D value and ratio green/dead matter) (Korte et al., 1987; Nicol and
Nicoll, 1987; Fleming and Burtt, 1991).
Table 7.3 Chemica l Analyses of the feeds a vailable at the “Sa n Franc isco Ra nch” (M arch 19 96-Feb  1997).
Pasture Alfalfa Maize (silage) Maize (stubble)
Month CP % Dig% M/D CP % Dig % M/D CP % Dig % M/D CP % Dig % M/D
Mar 18.70 76.00 2.37 17.50 70.00 2.50 7.86 79.00 2.58 4.23 65.00 2.32
Apr 23.80 84.00 2.79 25.00 78.00 2.30 - - - 4.23 65.00 2.32
May 22.30 81.00 2.54 25.00 78.00 2.20 - - - 4.23 65.00 2.32
June 18.30 80.00 2.51 21.00 76.00 2.30 - - - 4.23 65.00 2.32
July 18.70 79.00 2.50 26.00 80.00 2.40 - - - 4.23 65.00 2.32
Aug 23.10 79.00 2.50 22.00 77.00 2.20 - - - 4.23 65.00 2.32
Sep 16.57 82.00 2.62 17.50 70.00 2.00 - - - 4.23 65.00 2.32
Oct 16.88 80.00 2.52 20.50 74.00 2.20 - - - 4.23 65.00 2.32
Nov 17.04 78.00 2.48 17.50 70.00 2.30 7.86 79.00 2.58 4.23 65.00 2.32
Dec 17.12 77.00 2.46 21.50 77.00 2.30 7.86 79.00 2.58 - - -
Jan 17.20 78.00 2.43 23.00 78.00 2.30 7.86 79.00 2.58 - - -
Feb 17.93 77.00 2.40 20.50 72.00 2.20 7.86 79.00 2.58 4.23 65.00 2.32
Note: M/D = mega-calories of metabolisable energy per kg of dry mat ter; CP% = Crude Protein percentage, Dig % =
Digestibility.
The ranch’s stocking rate was five animal units/ha (one animal unit = one 450 kg
live weight, lactating cow).   Grazing management was flexible, since continuous grazing
(for months with pasture surpluses) and strip grazing (for months with pasture deficits)
were combined to increase pasture production and utilization.   Further, mixed grazing,
where both goats and cattle grazed side by side, helped to increase both stocking rate and
the use of the sward without affecting individual animal performance (Hodgson, 1990;
Holmes, 1989).
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Table 7 .4. Com parison o f some a nimal p roductio n figures from  “San F rancisco  Ranch ” (beef catt le).
1995-1996 (reduced grazing) 1996-1997 (increased grazing)
Ratio calf/cow 3.1/10 7.3/10
Mortality rate at birth (calves) 10.7% 6.8%
Average live weight at birth (calves) 29.3 kg/head 35.0 kg/head
Production costs per  kg calf (feed) MEX$27.00 MEX$5.50
The animals were supplemented with alfalfa, maize silage, and maize stubble, all
traditional fodder crops in Central Mexico (Table 7.1).   The ranch had 7.85 hectares sown
with alfalfa, producing feed all year round for a total of 152.38 t DM.   While the quality
of alfalfa was similar to that of the sward (Table 7.3) the need to cut and dry it before
feeding it to the animals (to prevent bloating) made alfalfa a second choice feed, since its
production costs for the 1996-97 season were of MEX$1.10/kg DM (Martinez-Garcia,
1996b).
The ranch also had 17.03 hectares sown with maize for silage.   The maize was
sown in April, and was harvested in October.   Some of it was cut and given to the animals,
but most were conserved as silage.   Thus, maize produced in situ was available from
October 1996 to February 1997, with a production cost of MEX$0.23/kg DM (Angeles,
1998).   Finally, the maize stubble (63.84 t DM), produced at a cost of MEX$0.21/kg DM,
was ground and mixed with a little molasses to supplement the animals all year round,
apart from December and January, when there was no stubble available.
7.2.2. Animal production and feed demand.
From March 1996 to February 1997, the “San Francisco Ranch” had 159 head of
cattle (147 Limousin and 12 Belgian Blue), and a flock of 235 goats (65 Boer, 22 Alpino-
Toggenburg, 20 F1, and 128 crosses).   Animals from both species were selected as
breeders considering their productive performance.   Male animals of low genetic merit
from both species were sold to the abattoir (Martinez-Garcia, 1996b; Angeles, 1998).   In
spite of efforts to calve seasonally in order to match feed supply and demand, and because
the ranch was in a state of transition, calving occurred almost all year round, and the
monthly feed demand was almost consistent for that season (Table 7.5).
From March 1996 to February 1997, feed supply (567.91 t DM) was greater than
feed demand (449.64 t DM), in spite of an unusually low rainfall (less than 500 mm) and
due to the fact that full implementation of the changes aimed to increase feed production
had not occurred (e.g. increases in sward surfaces and improvements in its botanical
makeup).   Thus, as explained previously, there were reasons to believe that the full
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productive potential of the ranch had yet to be achieved.   Further, feed supply was strongly
seasonal, since almost all of the ranch’s feed resources (except the stubble) were at their
productive peak around the same time of the year (from April to September) because of
rainfall and mild temperatures.   This fact made feed management difficult, since feed
supply was greater than demand for those months and, in the case of alfalfa, the rain
prevented the manager preserving this crop as hay.   A solution was to transfer some feed
from one part of the season to another.   For instance, while the maize crop was harvested
fully in October, maize was distributed to the animals in the form of silage on each of the
following five months.
Table 7 .5. Month ly and an nual feed  dema nd at the “ San Fra ncisco R anch” (M arch 19 96-Feb  1997).
Average monthly feed demand (t DM) Annual feed demand (t DM)
Cattle herd 28.76 345.12
Goat flock 8.71 104.52
Total 37.47 449.64
Along with the management tactics already described, some of the steps taken by
the farm manager to make his system fit and flexible, and hence ‘sustainable’, were:
< increased pasture production and utilization via the use of locally-produced seeds,
the completion of electric fences, and additions on both the sward area and the
stocking rate;
< achievement of the ranch’s self sufficiency in feed;
< reduction of the amount of fertilizer applied to the minimum required according to
the chemical composition of the soil, its structure, and the sward and fodder crops
requirements; and
< improved animal production and reductions in the cost of feed.
However, there were some remaining goals, such as:
< a planned increment in the sward area, from 15 to 22 ha;
< full achievement of seasonal calving to match seasonal feed supply with demand;
< further reductions in the costs of animal feed via an increased pasture/fodder crops
ratio in the diet formulation;
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< better use of seasonal feed surpluses, balancing pasture utilization against the
sward’s productive capacity;
< the production of more and better animals, semen and embryos; and
< a more profitable (fit) and flexible enterprise without compromising the system’s
long-term biological viability.
7.3. The Multi-Objective Optimisation Problem at hand.
As the ranch urgently needed a new pick up truck, while trying to achieve a better
management of the ranch’s feed surpluses, a project was developed and presented to and
approved by the National Council for Science and Technology of Mexico (CONACyT).
The goal was to obtain finance from a program supporting research and development
projects implying a partnership between higher education researchers and industry,
undertaken to acquire new knowledge, and involving risk and/or innovation.   The project
suggested the introduction to the ranch of 52 bulls for fattening on grazed pastures and
fodder crops.   The bulls were chosen because of their relative availability in the market,
high rates of live weight gain, and because of the flexibility they would bring to the
enterprise, since there is always demand for fat animals from Mexico City’s abattoirs.  This
meant that it was always possible to sell the animals at any time in the event of an
unexpected reduction in the amount of feed available.   Further, because of the Centre’s
teaching, research, and extension purposes, there was a need to demonstrate viable,
profitable, flexible, and resilient farming system practices.   As the Multi-Objective
Optimisation Problem (MOOP) for this study, the project’s three objective functions were:
< maximize net revenue;
< maximize average daily live weight gain; and
< minimize the cost of the diet.
The thresholds for failure (or constraints) above which solutions to the MOOP
would be considered feasible were defined as:
< the amount of crude protein in the diet should be greater than or equal to the daily
requirements for crude protein by the animals;
< the amount of feed supplied to the animals should not be less than their actual
potential dry matter intake per head per day (pDMI, in kg DM/head/day).   In other
words, the bulls should eat to their potential in order to be ready for the market in
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the shortest possible time and to better contribute to the management of the feed
surpluses; and
< the present value of the net benefits (PVNB) should be greater than zero.   PVNB
was included to assess the project’s financial acceptability since the ranch was
planned to be operating for more than one season, and for comparisons between
this and other projects.
The 48 decision variables (or lever points) that can be manipulated by the manager
to modify his CCeFS’s performance to achieve his goals (the objective functions) were
identified as:
< the amount (kg of DM) of pasture to be included in the diet formulation for each
of the twelve months of the season (pasture’s diet contribution);
< the amount (kg of DM) of alfalfa to be included in the diet formulation for each of
the twelve months of the season (alfalfa’s diet contribution);
< the amount (kg of DM) of maize silage to be included in the diet formulation for
each of the twelve months of the season (maize silage’s diet contribution); and
< the amount (kg of DM) of maize stubble to be included in the diet formulation for
each of the twelve months of the season (maize stubble’s diet contribution).
Mathematically, the MOOP of interest for the farm manager could be described as
follows:
where:
f1( ) = Net Revenue;
f2( ) = Average daily live weight gain;
f3( ) = Cost per kg DM of diet;
g1( ) = difference between the amount of crude protein in the daily animal diet and the
amount of crude protein required by the animal;
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g2( ) = difference between the amount of feed provided to the animals and their pDMI;
and
g3( ) = PVNB.
It should be stressed that the three objective functions and the three thresholds for
failure used for this exercise are among the direct or proxy indicators suggested by the
literature to assess biological (animal live weight, live weight gain, nutritional quality and
quantity of the diet) and economic (net revenue, PVNB) sustainability at field and farm
levels (Sheat and Clark, 1996; Smith and McDonald, 1998; SCARM, 1993; FAO, 1989).
Most importantly, the three objective functions being optimised are goals set by the farm
manager alone.
7.4. Cárnico: model rationale.
Cárnico was developed by its end-user (the author of this study), given his
experience as a modeller (Martinez-Garcia, 1995), his role as farm manager of the “San
Francisco” ranch, and his ownership of the problems posed by the management of a
particular  CCeFS.   Hence, it is important to stress that the software accurately reflects the
relevant quantitative aspects of the CCeFS as created and perceived by its farm manager.
The original Cárnico was developed using a Microsoft Excel platform, and consisted of 19
sub-models and more than 2,000 variables, used to describe the complex inter-relationships
among the CCeFS’s biophysical and financial elements and the system’s three sub-
enterprises (Martinez-Garcia, 1996a).   In developing Cárnico, models generated and used
by students, farmers and consultants in New Zealand (Martinez-Garcia, 1995) were
considered and used as guides.
As was stated before, Cárnico was successfully used for strategic and tactical
planning and control ex ante of the “San Francisco” ranch, simulating alternative farming
practices, comparing those practices with the current farming system, and then deciding
and implementing courses of action.   In particular, the simulator helped the farm manager
to explore the consequences of strategic and tactical changes in four main areas: feed
production (kg DM/ha) and utilization; animal production (number of calves and kids, as
well as kg of animals sold); financial performance (cash flow and gross margin analysis);
and the biological and financial viability of the system.
Furthermore, Cárnico was used by the farm manager to analyse the consequences
of introducing new plant species into the sward, changes in the use of the land (increasing
the actual sward’s effective area), changes to the productive patterns of the herd and flock
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in trying to match seasonal feed supply and animal demand (concentrating births at the
beginning of the season), as well as alternative uses for seasonal feed surpluses by
analysing the impact of introducing of a herd of bulls for slaughter purposes.   For the latter
enterprise, Cárnico’s simulated scenarios were used to demonstrate the project’s financial
and biological viability (Martinez-Garcia, 1996b).   Further, the simulator was also used
for teaching the design and evaluation of ranch operations.
For the purposes of this study, Cárnico was enhanced and debugged, and finally
simplified and translated from Excel to Microsoft’s C# (“C sharp”), a powerful, object-
oriented programming language that allows for the rapid design and implementation of
Microsoft’s Windows-based applications, and because C# facilitates the high performance
required to run a large number of simulation per second.
The simplified Cárnico is a discrete-event, heuristic, dynamic, empirical, stochastic
non-linear simulator that mimics the basic biophysical and financial behaviour of the “San
Francisco” ranch.   The simulator is framed as a general-compartment model (see Chapter
6), and its mathematical format is based on difference equations.   The version used for this
study has four main sub-models and eight hundred and thirty variables, dealing with a herd
of beef cattle animals for slaughter purposes (Figure 7.2).   Cárnico’s reduction in size and
complexity correspond with the coarse-graining procedure outlined in section 2.3, and
came from the exclusion of some sub-models from the original simulator, such as those
dealing with the goat flock and the high-quality beef cattle breeders (making this version
unable to deal with animal live weight losses or with nutritional requirements for lactating
animals), those aspects related to the modelling of the sward’s botanical composition, and
some user-friendly features.
While feed supply and demand, and animal growth rate are simulated in a daily
basis, Cárnico’s basic time-step is a simulated month (e.g. average figure per day times
number of days of any given month), and the runtime for the simulation is for this study
was a year.   The four linked sub-models are classified as biophysical and economic.   The
biophysical sub-models are: Herd, Sward, and OtherFeeds.   The Finance sub-model
simulates the economics of the system.   The three biophysical models interact among each
other, and send outputs to the Finance sub-model (Figure 7.2).   The Finance sub-model
gets inputs from the three biophysical sub-models, but it does not send any output to those
sub-models.   Each sub-model was developed as a coupled detailed model, in which the
output of each is the input of another, allowing Cárnico potential to generate inputs for, and
to use outputs from, other models (e.g. economic and plant growth models).
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7.4.1. The Herd sub-model.
Herd, a stock reconciliation sub-model, describes the flux of animals during the
season (Figure 7.3).   Herd simulates the number of animals on the ranch each month and
how such figures are affected by mortality rate, monthly changes in live weight, live weight
gains, potential Dry Matter Intake (pDMI), diet digestibility, and the difference between
CP requirements and diet-supplied CP.   The system of equations used to calculate such
figures comes from the “Feeding Standards for Livestock: Ruminants”, developed by the
Australian Standing Committee on Agriculture and Resource Management (SCARM,
1990).   While the SCARM’s was designed for the Australian environment, it was selected
for Cárnico because it incorporates a common knowledge base with other reports on the
feeding of ruminants (e.g. the British MAFF’s, the American NRC’s, and the French
INRA’s), and because of its emphasis on the quantitative nutritional management of
grazing animals (SCARM,1990).
Since the set of equations used to calculate live weight gain uses mega-joules
instead of mega-calories (which are the units used in Mexico), mega-calories are converted
back and forth into mega-joules as needed.   Herd requires as inputs the number of animals
purchased at the beginning of the season, their genetic makeup (from a list of twenty-four
genetic groups, see SCARM, 1990), gender (steers or bulls), age group (weaners, one year
old, two years old, and three years and older), the animals average initial age (expressed
as decimals of a year, with a year = 1.0 and a month = 0.8), initial average live weight
(kg/head), mortality rate (expressed as a decimal), and the standard reference live weight
for that breed (SCARM, 1990).   Since the simulator was simplified, the following
constants used to calculate live weight gain should be entered manually (see SCARM,
1990):
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< 0.006, which is a constant used to calculate the additional energy expenditure per
head per day of any given class of grazing cattle compared with a similar housed
animal;
< a constant used to calculate the amount of metabolizable energy required for
maintenance per head per day for any given class of cattle, which is equal to 1.2 for
b. indicus, 1.4 for b. taurus, 1.3 for first cross between b. indicus and b. taurus, and
1.25 for 3/4 b. indicus;
< a constant used to calculate the amount of metabolizable energy required for
maintenance per head per day for any given class of cattle, which is equal to 1.0 for
females and steers, and 1.15 for entire males;
< 1.0, which is a constant used to calculate the amount of metabolizable energy
required for maintenance per head per day for non suckled animals;
< a constant used to calculate the average energy content of empty weight gain for
either group A or B of animals, expressed as Mega Joules/kg empty body weight
gain.  This constant equals 20.3 for all breeds of sheep and cattle (group A) except
for breeds of group B (Charolais, Chianina, Blonde d’Aquitane, Limousin, Maine
Anjou, and Simmental), where this constant value is equal to16.5.  This constant
value is equal to 18.4 for crossbreds (A x B).
To calculate Crude Protein (CP) requirements, Herd needs the following constant
(SCARM, 1990):
< 140 for all breeds of sheep and goats, and all cattle except the large European
breeds (Blonde d’ Aquitane, Charolais, Chianina, Limousin, Maine Anjou and
Simmental) for which this constant equals 120; while a value of 130 is used for
crosses between large European breeds and other breeds of cattle.
Herd also shows how livestock numbers change through the year as a consequence
of purchases, sales, and deaths, and how these affect the final number of animals at the end
of the season.   The Herd takes data from the Sward and the OtherFeeds sub-models (kg
of DM, M/D and CP% contribution of the pasture,  as well as feeds other than pasture, to
the diet).   Outputs from Herd go to the Sward and the OtherFeeds sub-models (feed
demand), and the Finance sub-model (number of animals purchased at the beginning of the
season and sold at the end of the season, and feed demand) (Figure 7.3).
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As for the whole Cárnico, Herd’s time unit is a month, its state variables are the
number of animals at the end of the season and their live weights, its driving variables are
the feed on offer, both quantities (kg of dry matter of each ingredient available for each
month of the season) and quality (M/D value, digestibil ity, and CP%), and the auxiliary
variables are pDMI and the number of animals at each month of the season.   The sub-
model sources are the Sward and OtherFeeds figures for feed availability, and its sinks are
the animal live weight and the number of animals at the end of the month.   The Herd has
three feedback loops: one between the number of animals at the beginning and end of the
season, another between animal live weight, pDMI, and live weight gain; and the last one
between pDMI, feed demand, and feed supply (Figure 7.3).
7.4.2. The Sward sub-model.
The Sward sub-model describes and compares monthly values for feed demand by
the herd and the pasture’s feed supply (expressed as pasture cover and useable pasture)
(Figure 7.4).  Sward obtains such figures from the Herd sub-model (feed demand) and from
the integration of information from each of the five Paddock subroutines (pasture
production and chemical composition).
The Sward sub-model calculates the following monthly figures for the ranch:
average initial pasture cover; amount of pasture available; useable pasture (= (pasture
available-RDM) times paddock size); pasture demanded; pasture utilisation; and the
pasture’s contribution (M/D, digestibility, and CP%) to the diet.  User-inputs for this sub-
model are estimates of the pasture contribution to the diet, and monthly NHA figures.
To mimic weather variability (as the main factor determining NHA), the Sward sub-
model allows the user to generate the NHA figures randomly.   Sward also takes inputs
from the five Paddock subroutines.   Outputs from Sward are inputs for the Finance sub-
model (pasture contribution to the cost of diet, amount of fertilizer applied, number of
animals on the ranch), and Herd (feed supply, and pasture’s digestibility, M/D and CP).
The Sward state variables are pasture cover, pasture available, and useable pasture.   Its
driving variable is NHA; its constant is sward area, its auxiliary variables are pasture
available, pasture demanded, pasture consumed, and M/D, digestibility and CP%
contribution to the diet.
The Sward material and information transfers are the amount of pasture consumed
and its contribution to diet composition.   Its sources are NHA and fertilizer applied, its
sinks are pasture cover and pasture available, and it has one feedback loop involving initial
pasture cover, pasture available, useable pasture, and pasture cover at the end of the month
(Figure 7.4).
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The five Paddock subroutines, contained within the Sward sub-model, mimic each
of the five paddocks present in the ranch for that season.   Each of the Paddock sub-
routines simulates pasture production, calculating pasture cover for it respective paddock
at the beginning of each month, the pasture available (as a function of pasture cover and
paddock size), useable pasture, pasture demanded (as a function of feed demand and
pasture contribution to the diet), pasture consumed (as a function of pasture demanded and
useable pasture), pasture utilization (as a function of pasture available and pasture
consumed), and the individual paddock contribution to the M/D, digestibility, and CP% of
the diet (as functions of the amount of each of such items per kg of pasture produced
monthly and the paddock’s contribution to the diet).
Inputs for the Paddock subroutines are the paddock’s average slope (flat, moderate,
or steep), the effective area, the initial pasture cover at the beginning of the season (kg
DM/ha), and monthly values for CP%, M/D value, and digestibility.   Other inputs are the
expected contribution of the paddock to the diet, the amount of fertilizer applied (kg per
paddock), the expected response to fertilization (kg DM extra pasture/kg fertilizer), the
production costs (MEX$/kg DM), and RDM (kg DM/ha).   The Paddock sub-routines get
data from Herd (pasture demand) and Sward (NHA, and contribution of the pasture to the
diet), and they provide data to Sward (M/D, CP% and digestibility values, pasture cover,
pasture availability, useable pasture, pasture utilization, pasture contribution to the diet, and
pasture chemical composition), and Finance (amount of fertilizer applied, dry matter
production costs).
State variables for the five Paddock sub-routines are pasture cover and useable
pasture; driving variables are NHA values and DM production costs, the amount of
fertilizer applied, costs per kg of fertilizer, and number of days/month.   Auxiliary variables
are pasture available and M/D, digestibility, and CP% contribution to the diet.   Material
and information transfers occur in the form of movements of pasture not consumed in one
month to the next.   Sources are NHA and fertilizer applied, and sinks are pasture cover and
useable pasture.
7.4.3. The OtherFeeds sub-model.
The OtherFeeds sub-model describes the flow of the three different types of pasture
supplements available on the ranch for the period studied, namely alfalfa, maize silage, and
maize stubble (see Figure 7.5).   As with Sward, the OtherFeeds sub-model provides a
description of simulated use of the total amount of feed other than pasture.   The
OtherFeeds sub-model calculates the monthly availability of alfalfa, maize silage, and
maize stubble, comparing them with the monthly demand.   It also simulates the
contribution from those feeds to the M/D value, the digestibility, and CP% of the diet.
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Direct user-input includes values for contribution to diet for each of the three feeds.   From
the Alfalfa, MaizeSilage and MaizeStubble, the OtherFeeds sub-model gets monthly
availability and demand, along with the contributions of alfalfa, silage, and stubble to the
M/D and digestibility values of the diet.
All the three sub-routines: Alfalfa, MaizeSilage, and MaizeStubble, are used  to
simulate the relationship between supply and demand for each of these three ingredients
within the ranch’s feed supply.  These subroutines calculate the amount of alfalfa, maize
silage, and maize stubble demanded per month, and compare such figures with the amount
of each of these three feed sources available per month.   The three subroutines also
simulate the contribution of each of the three ingredients to the monthly M/D and
digestibility values of the diet, depending on the availability and on the demand for those
ingredients.
User inputs for the Alfalfa, Maize Silage and Maize Stubble sub-routines are
monthly values for: amounts of alfalfa, silage and stubble available, CP% for each of the
three ingredients, their expected diet contribution, digestibility, M/D value, and their
production costs (MEX$/kg DM).   The driving variables are the ingredients’ monthly
availability, and their production costs.   Auxiliary variables are the M/D, digestibility, and
CP% contribution of each of the ingredients to the diet.   Material and information transfers
are in the form of movements of feed from one month to the next.   Their sources are the
monthly availability for each of the three ingredients, and their sink is the animal live
weight.
7.4.4. The Finance sub-model.
The Finance sub-model simulates the revenue, income, and expenses of the ranch
(Figure 7.6).   Both the income and the expenditure are calculated on a monthly and annual
basis.   User-inputs for this sub-model are monthly figures for sundry income, the cost and
price (in MEX$) per kg of animal purchased and sold, the production costs for pasture and
other feeds, costs for animal health, electric fencing, fertilizer, insurance, manure, and
casual and permanent wages.
As for Sward and its NHA values, Finance contains a routine that introduces
randomness to costs and prices within a user-set range.   The user could also input directly
figures for costs and prices if they are available.   The Revenue subroutine of the Finance
sub-model simulates the monthly cash flow for the ranch, in the form of monthly and
annual net revenue.   Finance gets data from Herd (number of animals purchased and
available for selling, live weights, pDMI) and from the Sward and OtherFeeds sub-models
(production costs per kg DM, amount of fertilizer applied, amount of feed consumed).
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7.4.5. Cárnico’s main assumptions.
Since any model is not only a tool that enables thoughts and actions to be described
(“a way of seeing”) but also by definition a necessarily constraining and limited tool (“a
way of not seeing”) (Landry et al., 1996), and since all models have sets of both explicit
and (usually) implicit assumptions, some of the main assumptions for the simplified
version of Cárnico need to be introduced:
i. While the sub-models dealing with the cows, calves, sires, and goats present at the “San
Francisco” ranch during the 1996-1997 season were not included in the simplified version
of the simulator, i t is assumed that those animals are actually in the ranch, in the form of
feed demand.   This means that the bulls’ feed demand is always less than the ranch’s total
feed demand.   In the simplified version of Cárnico, the bulls’ pasture intake is less than
the amount of useable pasture per month, since it is assumed that all the remaining amount
of useable pasture, and most of the other feed available is consumed by the cows, calves,
sires and goats.   Thus pasture cover is assumed as a function of useable pasture and
pasture available, not of the pasture consumed by the bulls.
ii. pDMI is assumed as equal to the actual feed consumed/head/day.   This is because the
bulls were supposed to use the seasonal surplus of feed, improving the ranch’s feed
utilisation efficiency and financial performance, while maximizing their own live weight
gain.   It was assumed that the bulls would be on the ranch only while there was enough
feed to meet their needs fully.   Further, because of the policy of zero-bought-in feed for
the ranch, the possibility of buying feed for the animals was eliminated.   Hence, the
SCARM’s (1990) equations designed to deal with live weight loss, compensatory growth,
and compensatory feed intake were removed from the model, leaving the simplified version
of Cárnico unable to simulate situations when the bulls go hungry.   Further, the ECOLD
equation from the original set (SCARM, 1990), used to calculate additional energy
expenditure in cold stress, is not included, given that the temperature at the ranch was in
general mild, and that all the animals on the ranch spent an average of eight hours a day
grazing the sward, with the remaining time spent in pens.   So the only source of energy
loss for the animals is simulated using the EGRAZE equation, which estimates the
additional energy expenditure for a given grazing animal compared with a similar housed
animal (SCARM, 1990).
iii. Given the lack of reliable and complete climatic and economic records for the area
where the ranch is located, the fact that the “San Francisco” ranch was among the first in
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Mexico to adapt and adopt in a systematic way New Zealand’s grazing methods, the
intrinsic complexity of the system (path dependency, non-linearity, randomness) and the
uncertainties in both weather and the market behaviour, no statistical distribution for NHA
values and for costs and prices was used, using instead the historical figures available,
including those recorded during the studied period.
iv. Some molasses was used to increase the palatability of the stubble, but as the amounts
of both molasses mixed with the stubble and of stubble itself were relatively small, the
effect of molasses in the stubble’s costs and its chemical composition was not considered.
v. CP% values were used as an inequality constraint, assuming that an animal’s productive
potential is hampered when fed with a diet where its minimum requirements for CP% are
not met.   Diets where the CP% supplied was equal to or greater than the CP% demanded
were of no concern, given the amount of energy the animals were getting from the diet and
the sources of CP available for the animals.
vi. No consideration was given to the animal’s requirements for minerals and vitamins,
because of the nature of the diet on offer (based on fresh, green forage), the practice of
providing the animals with vitamins A, D and E on their arrival at the ranch and every six
months thereafter, and the regular supplementation with mineral salts, reduced the
possibility of deficiencies considerably.
vii. While recognising the importance of the feedback loop interactions between the ranch
and its environment (e.g. the sward management could lead to soil erosion, which in turn
can result in an impaired system’s performance), given the nature of the simulator and the
data available, no attempts were made to simulate this kind of dynamics.   Nevertheless,
some of the negative effects of past conventional production practices (reductions in the
overall productivity of the ranch and increased production costs due to soil degradation and
erosion) were evident, and the manager designed and implemented some strategies to
reverse these trends.   The implicit assumption is that by minimizing the use of fertilizer
and irrigation, by promoting perennial cultivars (grasslands) over annual (crops) ones, by
making an efficient use of the herbage produced through adequate grazing management
techniques (e.g. flexible stocking rates and grazing techniques), by sowing legumes along
with grasses in the sward, and by using the manure produced as fertilizer, the negative
impact of the ranch to its own performance and to its environment would be minimized.
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viii. The animals were assumed to be sold at the end of the season.   This rule applied
unless the bulls reached a user-defined live weight, or unless there was a seasonal shortage
of feed, in which case the animals would be sold earlier.   Further, for simplification
purposes, it is assumed that the system’s only source of income comes from selling fat
animals to the market.
ix. It is assumed that there are several, non-dominated solutions which, in the absence of
more information, will solve the MOOP’s objective functions.   Further, the objective
functions are conflicting, as follows:
< maximizing the average live weight gain (lwg) conflict with minimizing diet costs,
since in order to maximize lwg one should maximize the M/D value of the diet,
resulting in increased diet costs;
< maximizing average lwg could be in conflict with maximizing net revenue, since
a diet with maximum M/D value leading to heavy animals would lead to a higher
gross revenue, but also to higher variable costs and hence to lower net revenue;
< minimizing diet costs could be incompatible with maximizing net revenue, since
achieving minimum diet costs imply the use of maize stubble (the cheapest
supplement) over silage and alfalfa when pasture shortages occur, with the
consequent negative impact on the system’s performance given the stubble’s low
nutritional value.
7.5. Cárnico-ICSPEA2.
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 is a meta-heuristic co-evolutionary navigator (CoEvoNav)
created and used by the farm manager (the author of this study) as an aid to ‘navigate’
through his CCeFS’s co-evolutionary phase space towards sustainability.   The CoEvoNav
was developed by re-coding SPEA2 and the IOCPO method using C# and then coupling
them with the simplified version of Cárnico.   Specifically, the software was designed as
a farm manager’s aid for “harnessing” the complexity (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999) of the
“San Francisco” ranch as the CCeFS of interest, via the emergent behaviour (simulation
and multi-objective optimization) of the CoEvoNav and its co-evolutionary interactions
with the CCeFS and the manager’s mental models (Figures 7.7 and 7.8).   The set of
Pareto-optimal solutions (the members of SPEA2's archive) generated by Cárnico-
ICSPEA2 for the MOOP at hand within the boundaries posed by the set of constraints (or
threshold values for failure) are considered as candidate solutions, or scenarios.   Once
generated, such a set of solutions is presented to the farm manager, who will assign a utility
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level to the solutions in the light of higher-level information, and then, from the perspective
of the new insights obtained via the co-evolution with the software and the CCeFS,
evaluate and decide, stressing the central role of the farm manager in setting goals and
making decisions about his system.   Coupling together Cárnico, SPEA2, and the IOCPO
implied complex coding and implementation, and large amounts of debugging and testing
time, needed to ensure that the software performed as intended: simulating and optimizing
the system-of-interest to the farm manager’s (as the creator and owner of the CCeFS)
satisfaction.
Figure 7.7 illustrates Cárnico-ICSPEA2's conceptual model.   Such a Figure
represents a particular class (third order cybernetics) of complex co-evolutionary system
(CCeS) in which three kinds of CCeSs: real-world physical systems (e.g. the ranch),
computer-based systems (e.g. the CoEvoNav), and human beings (e.g. the farm manager)
interact as elements of the system’s co-evolutionary feedback loops (Gell-Mann, 1999).
These interactions add to the complexity of the system and to its potential flexibility and
fitness via an increased exploration of new areas of its co-evolutionary phase space and the
exploitation of innovative, optimal solutions emerging as result of such an exploration.
While most model values are open to user definition via the application interface
to represent a particular set of conditions for the ranch, Cárnico was preset with a default
set of values, based on the historical season described before (Figure 7.7).   Then, solving
for the MOOP at hand, Cárnico generates values for the objective functions set by the farm
manager, based on the values for the decision variables (the decisions that will affect the
CCeFS’s performance).   At this stage, the simulator could be used to assess ‘what-if’
scenarios, resulting from manually modifying the values of the decision variables.   If the
farm manager decides to optimize the simulator, ICSPEA2 is activated (Figure 7.7).   Then,
instead of getting values for the decision variables from the farm manager, ICSPEA2
stochastically generates the values and present them as inputs to Cárnico.
ICSPEA2 contains the list of objective functions to be optimised, obtained from
Cárnico, which uses ICSPEA2 as a ‘black-box’.   Cárnico-ICSPEA2 is then set to run for
a given number of generations, with a given archive’s size (the Pareto-optimal set), a given
size for the population of solutions or scenarios (sets of values for the decision variables
and the objective functions), and a given mutation rate.
ICSPEA2 ranks the solutions using the IO as an ‘internal’ objective function.   The
IOCPO will then solve for the IO for each solution towards feasibility.   As the solutions
become feasible, ICSPEA2 gradually disengages from solving the IO to focus on solving
the Cárnico-MOOP, until all the solutions become feasible.   Then ICSPEA2 stops dealing
with the IO, as long as all the solutions from the archive are feasible.
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ICSPEA2 ranks each solution assigning them a fitness value, based on Cárnico’s
simulations and the concept of Pareto optimality introduced in section 5.3.2.   The Pareto-
optimal solutions are sent to the ICSPEA2's archive (Figure 7.7), completing one
generation.   Then, the whole process is repeated for every generation of the optimisation
run.   When the optimisation stops, an archive population remains of (whatever size the
user decides) feasible, Pareto-optimal solutions for the farm manager to choose from
(Figure 7.7).
7.6. Scenarios and experimental design for the simulation and optimisation.
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 was used to run a computational experiment designed to 
simulate, optimise, and evaluate the likely impact of introducing a herd of 52 bulls for
fattening purposes to the “San Francisco” ranch, given the CCeFS’s need for buying a new
pick-up truck while trying to achieve a better management of the ranch’s feed surpluses.
The CoEvoNav was decided to run two hundred and fifty generations, with its archive’s
size equal to ten solutions, a population size of 50 solutions or scenarios, and a mutation
rate of 0.5.   Both the experimental design and analysis of the results for the simulation
follow, where applicable and relevant, the guidelines for computational experiments with
heuristics and algorithms outlined by Barr et al. (1995), and Johnson (2001).
Normally, MOEAs use a low mutation rate in order to avoid losing good solutions
from the population and to carry such solutions forward between generations, assuming
that the lower the mutation rate the longer the memory.   But since SPEA2 uses its archive
to preserve non-dominated solutions from the population from one generation to another,
it already has an explicit ‘built-in’ memory:  the archive.   This elitist mechanism, as part
of the process of exploiting the co-evolutionary phase space towards fitter solutions for the
MOOP at hand, provides a ‘fool-proof’ memory for the SPEA2, preventing it from losing
good solutions, and precluding the need for a low mutation rate.   The above explains the
high mutation rate (0.5), which, for this study,  resulted in better solutions found faster.
The purpose of the experiment was twofold.   First, following the methodology
outlined in section 2.6.2 and the operational definition of sustainable CCeFSs introduced
in section 6.3, the main goal was to increase the CCeFS’ fitness and flexibility via a triple
loop-learning process (Figure 7.8).   In such a loop, the information feedback from the
CCeFS, obtained via observation, modelling, simulation, and multi-objective optimisation
not only modifies the decisions made within the framework of the manager’s mental
models and heuristics, but it also modifies those mental models.   Changes in the manager’s
mental models result from an increasing understanding about his CCeFS.   This in turn
leads to changes in the structure of the CCeFS, and in a new set of heuristics, goals, and
strategies (Sterman, 2000).
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The new set of heuristics will, in turn, lead to different decisions and as such to
changes in the CCeFS’s behaviour.   The expected net result of this never-ending co-
evolutionary process is a fitter, more flexible, and sustainable CCeFS.
For this experiment, the CCeFS’s fitness was assessed by the simulated system’s
ability to perform within the boundaries posed by a set of constraints while achieving the
set of feasible, Pareto-optimal objective functions (the farm manager’s goals), using data
from the single historical season described in section 7.2.   The simulated system’s
flexibility was assessed by its continuous ability to generate, at any given time, a Pareto-
optimal set of multiple management options (or solutions) to face the system’s uncertainty.
It should be noted that a CCeFS’s fitness and flexibility, as described above, can be
considered either as direct or as proxy of some of the social (awareness by farmers,
satisfaction of social needs, proportion of farmers with financial and physical plans,
changes in the managerial skill of farmers and managers) and economic (satisfaction of
economic needs, viable production systems) indicators of sustainability at farm level
suggested by the literature (SCARM, 1993; FAO, 1989).
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The second goal, following the operational definition of sustainable CCeFSs
(section 6.3) and within the limits of this study, was to evaluate the actual and potential
effectiveness and practical usefulness of Cárnico-ICSPEA2 for solving the CCeFS’s
MOOP introduced in section 7.2.2, via assessing its ability to find fast a high quality,
diverse, feasible set of Pareto-optimal solutions to the farm manager’s MOOP under a
given biophysical, socioeconomic, and computing environment (Barr et al., 1995; Johnson,
2001; Orlin, 1996).   Both the fitness and flexibility problems imply, in turn, solving the
MOOP in hand.   Furthermore, an indirect assessment of the robustness of both the MOEA
and the IOCPO method resulted from this analysis.
For this study, the experiment was run on a laptop computer manufactured by
Toshiba, model Satellite 2590CDT v. 7.10.   The operative system used was Microsoft
Windows 2000 Professional version 5.0.2195.   The system’s processor was an Intel’s
Celeron x86 family 6, model 6, stepping 10, running at 400 Mhz.   The system’s total
physical memory was 64,944 kb, its available physical memory 5,992 kb; its total virtual
memory equal to 214,288 kb.   The machine’s available virtual memory is 51,168 kb, and
the page file space equals 149,344 kb.   The quality of the solutions obtained is assessed
by:
1. showing that the software effectively produces more than one optimal solution;
2. assessing the diversity of the solutions found;
3. measuring their feasibility (IO = zero); and
4. comparing them with that obtained by the original version of Cárnico optimised by
Solver, an add-in program for Microsoft’s Excel for single objective optimisation
(Barr et al., 1995; Johnson, 2001; McGeoch, 1996).
The comparison between the solutions obtained with Cárnico-ICSPEA2 and those
with Cárnico-Excel-Solver is needed since for the MOOP in hand (NP-hard), there is no
known global optimal solution.   Solver uses the simplex, generalized-reduced-gradient,
and branch-and-bound methods to maximise or minimise a single objective (Fylstra et al.,
1998).   It is assumed that the comparison is among the best known local optimal solutions,
since there is no guarantee that any of the solutions found is a global one.   This
comparison is done by measuring the percent divergence and the ratio between Cárnico-
ICSPEA2 solutions and Cárnico-Excel-Solver’s.
The algorithm’s results are analysed with the help of the following statistical tools:
mean, maximum, minimum, range, and standard deviation (SD), using Microsoft’s Excel
2000 “Data Analysis” add-in (Johnson, 2001; Gent et al., 1997).   Further, the ratio of
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improvement in solutions obtained with Cárnico-ICSPEA2 over those obtained by Solver
is presented as well (Johnson, 2001).
Some authors have suggested that comparing and reporting the speed (or
computational effort) by which a given algorithm achieve a certain stopping criteria are not
useful nor “scientific”, given the particularity of the hardware and software environments
under which the tested algorithms are run and the fact that such comparisons add nothing
to the explanation of the way a given algorithm works (McGeoch, 1996; Hooker, 1995).
However, since heuristic methods are used over exact methods because of the former’s
ability to generate useful, albeit non-globally optimal solutions, significantly faster than
the latter methods (Barr et al., 1995), the time spend to solve a problem is an essential
element to assess the quality of a solution.   Further, because Cárnico-ICSPEA2 was
developed as the manager’s CoEvoNav (see section 2.6.3), the importance of delivering
what it is demanded from the CoEvoNav on demand, fast, is evident.   The computational
effort is assessed by reporting the total (real or “wall clock”) running time for the software,
defined as “the algorithm’s execution time prior to termination by its stopping rule”, under
the specific computing environment (Barr et al., 1995; Johnson, 2001).   The computational
effort needed to run the simulation and optimisation tasks will be assessed by measuring
the time that goes from the start of the optimisation to the specified, measurable
combinatorial count (two hundred and fifty generations) as the termination criterion, under
a particular computing environment (Johnson, 2001).   Results from this assessment are
reported in Chapter 8.
7.7. Summary.
This chapter introduces the “San Francisco” ranch as the CCeFS used as a case
study, and Cárnico-ICSPEA2, the CoEvoNav developed and used for harnessing the
complexity of the ranch and its environment towards sustainability.   From March 1996 to
February 1997 the author of this study was the manager of the “San Francisco” ranch.   The
CCeFS, a beef cattle and goat enterprise running on temperate pastures and fodder crops
in the Central Plateau of Mexico, was designed as a set of three main sub-enterprises:
production of high quality beef cattle breeders and associated genetic material; production
of high quality breeder goats and associated genetic material; and production of beef cattle
and male kids for the abattoir.   The ranch was in a transitional process from traditional
animal production based fully on fodder crops to a system based on grazed pastures with
fodder crops as supplements.   Among the reasons for change were the loss of soil due to
excessive fertilization and to the seasonality of the vegetative cover associated with fodder
crops, and the fact that the farm manager demonstrated in situ the biological and economic
advantages of animal production systems based on grazed pastures.
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The grasslands were composed by a mix of temperate pastures and legumes,
designed to obtain more uniform herbage production during the season while promoting
the sward’s resilience and bio-diversity.   Fertilization policies were based on soil analyses,
reducing at minimum the amount of fertilizer applied.   The residual dry matter and the
highest value for pasture cover were set in order to optimize pasture production and
utilization, the sward’s resilience, and pasture quality.   Grazing management was flexible,
combining continuous and strip grazing with mixed grazing to increase pasture production
and utilization and stocking rate without affecting individual animal performance.   The
animals were supplemented with alfalfa, maize silage, and maize stubble.   While the
quality of alfalfa was similar to that of the sward, the need to cut and dry it before feeding
it to the animals made alfalfa a second choice feed.   For the studied period feed supply was
greater than feed demand, in spite of an unusually low rainfall and the incomplete
implementation of changes aimed to increase feed production.   Feed supply was strongly
seasonal, since almost all of the ranch’s feed resources were at their productive peak
around the same time of the year.   While some feed was transferred from one part of the
season to another, the management of feed surpluses was difficult, since in the case of
alfalfa, the rain prevented the manager from preserving this crop as hay.
As the ranch urgently needed to buy a new pick-up truck and to improve the
management of seasonal feed surpluses, a project suggesting the introduction of 52 bulls
for fattening on grazed pastures and fodder crops was developed and approved.   Bulls
were chosen because of their relative availability in the market, high rates of live weight
gain, and because of the flexibility they would bring to the enterprise.   As the Multi-
Objective Optimisation Problem (MOOP) for this study, the project’s three objective
functions were: maximize net revenue; maximize average daily live weight gain; and
minimize the cost of the diet.   The thresholds for failure were defined as: the amount of
crude protein in the diet should be greater than or equal to the daily requirements for crude
protein by the animals; the amount of feed supplied to the animals should not be less than
their actual potential dry matter intake per head per day; and the present value of the net
benefits should be greater than zero.   The 48 decision variables that can be manipulated
by the manager to achieve his goals were identified as the diet contribution of each of the
four available ingredients to the diet formulation for each of the twelve months of the
season.   The three objective functions and the three thresholds for failure used for this
exercise are among the direct or proxy indicators suggested by the literature to assess
biological and economic sustainability at field and farm levels.   Most importantly, the
three objective functions being optimised are the farm manager’s own.
Cárnico-SPEA2 is an interactive, flexible, non-linear, meta-heuristic CoEvoNav
developed by the farm manager and author of this study as and aid to ‘navigate’ through
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his CCeFS’s co-evolutionary phase space towards sustainability.   The software helped the
manager to harness the complexity of his CCeFS via the emergent behaviour of the
CoEvoNav and the dynamic co-evolutionary process between his own mental models, the
CCeFS as created-and-perceived by its manager, and the CoEvoNav itself.   Cárnico-
ICSPEA2 simulates the CCeFS and solves for the MOOP at hand via generating Pareto-
optimal sets of solutions using a constrained multi-objective evolutionary algorithm.   Such
solutions are presented to the farm manager, who assigns them a utility level in the light
of higher-level information, and then evaluates and decides.
The co-evolutionary whole-farm simulator used to develop Cárnico-ICSPEA2 –the
only one of its class– is a simplified and enhanced version of Cárnico, a simulator designed
and successfully evaluated by the manager of the “San Francisco” ranch to simulate the
biophysical and financial performance of his system.   As the developer and user of the
software and the farm manager are one and the same, Cárnico accurately reflects the
relevant quantitative aspects of the CCeFS as designed, implemented, controlled, measured
and perceived by its manager.   The simplified Cárnico is a discrete-event, heuristic,
dynamic, non-linear, empirical, general compartment, and stochastic simulator that mimics
the biophysical and financial behaviour of the “San Francisco” ranch.   It is based on
difference equations, and feedback loops for representing non-linearity and co-evolution
to deal with a herd of beef cattle animals for the abattoir.   Since any model is by definition
a necessarily constraining and limited tool, the section describing the simulator finishes
with a description of the simplified Cárnico’s main assumptions.
Figures 7.7. and 7.8 illustrate Cárnico-ICSPEA2's conceptual model.   Such Figures
represent a special class of CCeSs in which three kinds of CCeSs: real-world physical
systems, computer-based systems, and human beings interact as elements of the larger
system’s co-evolutionary feedback loops.   These interactions add to the complexity of the
system and to its potential flexibility and fitness via an increased exploration of new areas
of the co-evolutionary phase space and the exploitation of innovative, optimal solutions
emerging as result of such an exploration.
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 was used to run a computational experiment designed to
simulate, optimise, and evaluate the likely impact of introducing a herd of 52 bulls for
fattening purposes to the “San Francisco” ranch, given the CCeFS’s need for buying a new
pick-up truck while trying to achieve a better management of the ranch’s feed surpluses.
The purpose of the experiment was twofold.   First, the main goal was to increase the
CCeFS’ fitness and flexibility via the co-evolutionary triple loop-learning process depicted
in Figure 7.8.   The CCeFS’s fitness was assessed by the simulated system’s ability to
perform within the boundaries posed by a set of constraints while achieving the farm
manager objectives and the simulated system’s flexibility was assessed by its continuous
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ability to generate, at any time, a Pareto-optimal set of multiple management options to
face the system’s uncertainty.   Fitness and flexibility are considered either as direct or as
proxy of some of the social and economic indicators of sustainability at farm level
suggested by the literature.
The second goal was to evaluate the actual and potential effectiveness and practical
usefulness of the CoEvoNav for solving the CCeFS’s MOOP via measuring its ability to
find fast a high quality, diverse, feasible set of Pareto-optimal solutions under a given
biophysical, socioeconomic, and computing environment.   The quality of the solutions
obtained is assessed by showing that the software effectively produces more than one
optimal solution; evaluating the diversity of the solutions found; measuring their
feasibility; and comparing them with that obtained by the original version of Cárnico
optimised by Solver.   This comparison is done by measuring the percent divergence and
the ratio between Cárnico-ICSPEA2's solutions and Cárnico-Excel-Solver’s.
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8.
Numerical Simulation and Optimisation.
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8.1. Introduction.
In Chapter 4, it was suggested that the achievement of sustainability for a CCeFS
is a semi-structured, dynamic, constrained multi-objective optimization management
problem (MOOP), which could be solved with the help of a multi-objective optimization
tool.   In Chapter 7, both the “San Francisco” ranch (as a CCeFS case study), and Cárnico-
ICSPEA2 (as a CoEvoNav) were introduced and described.   This Chapter describes the
application of the CoEvoNav to solve the MOOP posed by the CCeFS used as case study,
along with the analysis of the numerical simulation and optimisation, and its implications
for the management of the system.
8.2. Cárnico-Excel vs Cárnico-ICSPEA2.
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 was run to simulate, optimise, and evaluate the likely impact of
introducing a herd of bulls for fattening purposes to the “San Francisco” ranch (see Chapter
7).   The goal was to generate a Pareto-optimal set of non-dominated, optimised solutions
to the CCeFS’s MOOP.   The Pareto-optimal set (the archive) was set to be of ten non-
dominated, optimal solutions (although there could be as many solutions as the user
decides).   The simulator was then run for two hundred and fifty generations to obtain the
final Pareto-optimal set.   Each solution from the set represents a scenario for the simulator.
Each scenario has its own particular set of variables, including the values for the objective
functions and the decision variables.   From the Pareto-optimal set, values for the three
objective functions (maximize net revenue, maximize average daily live weight gain, and
minimize the cost of the diet) and the forty-eight decision variables (expressed as percent
of the diet) for each of the ten solutions are shown in Figure 8.1 and Table E.1, Appendix
E.
It should be noticed that the values shown in Table E.1 and Figure 8.1, representing
the forty-eight decision variables are expressed as a percentage, since monthly values
showing amounts in kg DM are shown later (Tables E.4 to E.10 in Appendix E).   The
software ensures that all of the non-dominated solutions from the Pareto-optimal set are
feasible, which means all solutions satisfy the constraints or thresholds for failure (crude
protein in the animal’s diet  crude protein required daily;  feed supply  potential dry
matter intake; and PVNB > zero).
Table E.2 (Appendix E) shows a comparison between some annual average values
obtained by optimising the simplified Cárnico-Excel as a SOOP using Solver, and the
minimum, maximum, and mean values obtained from the Pareto-optimal set of solutions
generated by Cárnico-ICSPEA2.   The ratios between values from the Pareto-optimal set
and those from Solver (ICSPEA2/Solver) are presented and discussed as well.   Both
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Figure 8.1. Objec tive functions for the Pareto -optimal set.
running costs (wages and salaries, electric fence repairs, and fertilization) and the costs
incurred from purchasing the animals (52 bulls weighing an average of 250 kg/head at
MEX$11.32/kg = MEX$147,523.77) are assumed the same for both Cárnico-Excel-Solver
and Cárnico-ICSPEA2.
The first important difference between Solver and ICSPEA2 is that the latter
generates a Pareto-optimal set (more than one solution) to be offered to the farm manager.
This is consistent with the purpose of producing several options for the farm manager to
choose.   The second important difference refers to the objective function 1: net revenue.
The minimum net revenue value from the Pareto set (MEX$90,889.00) is slightly superior
(by MEX$556.00) to the one calculated by Solver (MEX$90,333.00).   This is translated
as a ratio of 1.01 for this pair of values.   Nevertheless, when comparing the maximum and
the average net revenue figures from the Pareto-optimal set (MEX$108,195.10 and
MEX$100,298.66, respectively) with that of Solver, the ratios are 1.20 and 1.11, with the
maximum value of net revenue from the Pareto optimal set being MEX$17,862.10 higher
than the one obtained by Solver (Table E.2).
Solver’s value for average live weight gain (0.738 kg/head/day) is clearly superior
to the figures obtained from the Pareto-optimal set (minimum = 0.599 kg/head/day,
maximum = 0.699 kg/head/day, mean = 0.654 kg/head/day).   This superiority is further
illustrated by the ratios for the minimum (0.81), maximum (0.95) and mean (0.89) values
from the Pareto-optimal set.   The impact of a higher average live weight gain obtained
from the Solver solution is reflected in a higher live weight per head at the end of the
season (519 kg) compared with those from the Pareto-optimal set (minimum = 468 kg,
maximum = 505 kg, mean = 488 kg).   However, while the higher average live weight gain
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and its resulting higher final live weight result in a higher gross margin (MEX$321,762.00)
for the Solver solution, compared with those from the Pareto-optimal set (with ratios equal
to 0.90, 0.97, and 0.94 for the minimum, maximum and mean, respectively) these figures
do not result in a higher net revenue for Solver’s (Appendix E, Table E.2).
The reason behind the higher net revenue values for the members of the Pareto-
optimal set is apparent when analysing the figures for diet cost (the most important variable
costs apart from the one incurred in purchasing the animals at the beginning of the season)
for both Solver and ICSPEA2 solutions.   From Appendix E Table E.2, diet costs from
Solver were equal to MEX$71,704.00, which compares with those from the Pareto-optimal
set (min = MEX$39,394.59, max = MEX$44,802.06, mean = MEX$42,533.22, or the
following ratios: min = 0.55, max = 0.62, mean = 0.59) and means that diet costs are
obviously higher, adding to the explanation of the higher net revenue values from the
Pareto-optimal set.
Related to diet costs, another essential difference between Solver and ICSPEA2
solution is reflected in the diet formulation (Figures 8.2 and 8.3).   The solution calculated
by Solver suggests larger amounts of pasture (71% of the diet and 114,924 kg DM) and
more alfalfa (20% of the diet and 41,736 kg DM) compared with their ICSPEA2
counterparts.   The ratios for diet contribution (%) from pasture were min = 0.87, max =
0.90, mean = 0.89, while for alfalfa, the min = 0.31, max = 0.35, and mean = 0.33.  The
ratios for the amount of pasture are min = 0.71, max = 0.89, mean = 0.83; and for the
amount of alfalfa are min = 0.25, max = 0.28, mean = 0.27 (Table E.2).   Further, ICSPEA2
estimates a larger contribution from both maize silage (min = 23%, max = 25%) and maize
stubble (min = 6%, max = 8%) compared with those from Solver (8% of silage, 1% of
stubble).   These differences result in the considerably larger amounts of both silage (min
= 42,224 kg DM, max = 45,936 kg DM) and stubble (min = 6,142 kg DM, max = 13,503
kg DM) used by the solutions generated by ICSPEA2 compared with the same values
calculated by Solver (silage = 15,776 kg DM, stubble = 1,574 kg DM).
Differences in the formulation of the diet between Solver and the Pareto-optimal
set result in differences in diet costs (Appendix E Table E.2).   Solver’s higher amount of
pasture in the diet is reflected by its higher costs from pasture (MEX$21,835.56), compared
with those from the Pareto set (min = MEX$15,525.75, max = MEX$19,511.45, mean =
MEX$18,026.99).   This is further illustrated by the ratios used to compare the costs of
pasture from both the Pareto set and Solver (min = 0.71, max = 0.89, mean = 0.83).
The costs of alfalfa calculated by Solver (MEX$45,909) were considerably higher
than those suggested by the Pareto-optimal set (min = MEX$11,604, max = MEX$12,695,
mean = MEX$12,177), with the following ratios: min = 0.25, max = 0.28, mean = 0.27.
Since the amount of both silage and stubble is smaller for the solution found by Solver, its
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costs for silage (MEX$3,628) and stubble (MEX$330) are considerably less than their
ICSPEA2 counterparts.   This is further illustrated by the correspondent ratios shown in
Table E.2 Appendix E.
8.3. Analysis of the Pareto-optimal set of solutions.
To further understand the differences between the solution found by Solver and the
ones from the Pareto-optimal set generated by ICSPEA2, the following section describes
the analysis of the Pareto-optimal set of solutions.
From Table E.1 (Appendix E), the average figures for each of the four decision
variables appear homogeneous, with small differences between the maximum and the
minimum values for diet contribution (the highest being 2%) and very small SD values.
While at this stage it could be suggested that the decision variable space is not diverse, later
analyses presented in this chapter will show that this is not the case.
In Table E.1 differences among the three objective functions are larger than those
corresponding to the average decision variables.   Figure 8.1 illustrates those differences.
In such a figure, the scale on the left side of the chart (MEX$) is used for both the net
revenue and the diet costs.   The scale on the right side of the chart measures the average
live weight gain in kg/day/head.   The heterogeneity comes from objective function 1: net
revenue, where values range from MEX$90,889 to MEX$108,195, with a range of
$17,306, and an SD of MEX$6,953.   For objective function 3: Diet Costs, the range
between the largest (MEX$44,802) and the smallest (MEX$39,394) values equals
MEX$5,407, with an SD of MEX$1,990.
The diversity found among values for objective function 2: live weight gain (with
a range of 0.100 kg/head/day and an SD of 0.040 kg/head/day) has very important
consequences since, it could be translated, for example, as a gap of 37 kg between value
for final live weight per head for solutions 5 (468 kg, with the lowest average live weight
gain) and solution 1 (505 kg, with the highest live weight gain) (Table E.2).   These
differences in final live weight per head are in turn translated as a difference of
MEX$22,656.00 between the gross revenue values for solution 1 (MEX$312,665.00) and
that of solution 5 (MEX$290,009.00).   This further contributes to explain the difference
of MEX$17,249.00 between the net revenue figures for the same two solutions (Tables E.1
and E.2, Appendix E).
Table E.3 (Appendix E) shows a pay-off matrix built from the three solutions with
the three best values for the objective functions optimised. Such values were obtained from
the Pareto-optimal set of solutions generated in a single run by Cárnico-ICSPEA2 (Table
E.1, Appendix E).   The first row means that the maximum net revenue (MEX$108.195)
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comes from solution 2, with an average live weight gain of 0.698 kg/head/day and diet
costs for the season of MEX$44,551.   The maximum average live weight gain (0.699
kg/head/day) corresponds to solution 1, with a net revenue of MEX$108,137 and diet costs
for the season of MEX$44,802.   The minimum value for diet costs (MEX$39,394) is that
from solution 5, with a net revenue of MEX$90,889 and an average live weight gain of
0.599 kg/head/day.
The fact that not a single solution from Table E.3 (Appendix E) has more than one
of the best values for the objective functions could be considered as another sign of
diversity in the solutions’ objective space.   Furthermore, the elements of the main diagonal
of the pay-off matrix constitute what could be consider as an ‘ideal’ point, which is
obviously infeasible, since the three objectives are in conflict.
The discussion of Tables E.4 , E.5. E.6, E.7 (see Appendix E), and of Figures 8.2.
and 8.3 refers to the analysis of the decision variable space.   Figure 8.2 shows the total
amount of each of the feeds given to the animals for each of the ten non-dominated
solutions from the Pareto-optimal set.   Tables E.4 to E.7 show a comparison among the
values for each of the four decision variables, translated as the of dry matter consumed for
each of the four feeds available per month.   Figure 8.3 depicts differences in diet
formulation among the solutions found for February, as one of the months with high
diversity among the decision variables.
The most obvious differences among the ten solutions shown in Figure 8.2 come
from the amount of pasture included in the solution.   Furthermore, both Figure 8.2 and
Table E.4 show that the relative homogeneity of the contribution to diet by pasture
(expressed as a percent, see Appendix E Table E.1) is not reflected in the actual amounts
of this feed given to the animals.   Monthly values for each of the ten solutions obtained
from the Pareto-optimal set show diversity among the solutions, with the largest
differences in the amount of pasture given to the animals occurring in May, June,
September, November, December, January and February.
One of the most important consequences arising from divergences among the
monthly amounts of pasture generated by Cárnico-ICSPEA2 is illustrated with the analysis
of the first four months of the simulated season (from March to June).   As described in
Chapter 6, pasture supply is greater than pasture demand for the first seven months of the
season.   Thus, there is no apparent need to use feeds other than pasture to feed the animals.
However, none of the solutions from the Pareto-optimal set suggest a diet comprised of
100%  pasture.
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Figure 8.2. Total annual contribution (kg DM) of each of the four available feeds for each of the Pareto-
optimal solutions generated by Cárnico-ICSPEA2.
For the first two months of the simulated season (March and April), differences in
the amount of pasture used for each of the solutions were relatively small (SD = 87.8 and
106.25, respectively) (Table E.4, Appendix E).   For May, the SD for the amount of pasture
fed to the animals increased to 645.93 kg DM, because of a greater diversity in the pasture
used among the set of solutions.   This is mainly due to large differences between the
amount of pasture used in the first four solutions (Table E.4 Appendix E) compared with
the remaining six.   A larger amount of pasture used to formulate the diet results in greater
digestibility values for these first four solutions (slightly more than 80%), compared with
the digestibility of the remaining six solutions (with digestibility values slightly less than
80%).   This is because pasture digestibility values in May are equal to 81%,  compared
with those of alfalfa (78%) and stubble (65%) (see Table 6.3 in Chapter 6).   This in turn
is translated into larger values for pDMI (Table E.8, Appendix E), live weight gain (Table
E.9 Appendix E) and live weight at the end of the month (Table E.10 Appendix E) for
those first four solutions shown in Table E.4 (Appendix E).
Larger values of pDMI, live weight gain, and live weight at the end of May and
June for the first four solutions impact on net revenue and diet costs figures for these
solutions.   Heavier animals will result in higher gross margins and in higher net revenue
for the first four solutions of the Pareto-optimal set, despite their higher feed costs.
 Table E.5 (Appendix E) compares values for alfalfa (decision variable 2) among
the Pareto-optimal set of solutions.   Table E.6 (Appendix E) describes the differences in
the amount of maize silage used to formulate the diet.   It should be noted that data for this
Table comes from only five months of the year (March, November, December, January,
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Figure 8.3. Diet contribution (kg DM/month) of each of the four available feeds for each of the
solutions from the Pareto-optimal set: February 1997.
and February) since maize silage was available only at that time.   Finally, Table E.7
portrays divergences in the use of maize stubble among the ten Pareto solutions.
From Table E.5 (Appendix E), the relatively large differences between the amounts
of alfalfa used for diet formulation in May (SD = 407.2), January (SD = 109.0) and
February (SD = 259.0) should be noted.   While differences in the amount of silage (Table
E.6 Appendix E) used by the Pareto-optimal set of solutions are larger than those of alfalfa
and stubble (Table E.7 Appendix E), these differences were small compared with those of
pasture (Table E.4 Appendix E).   Furthermore, the diversity among the decision variables
is particularly large for months such as June, September and February.   As an example,
Figure 8.3 shows large differences among the Pareto-optimal set of solutions for diet
composition figures in February.   From this analysis, it can be concluded that diversity
among the decision variables is greater than that for the objective functions.
Diversity among the decision variables is translated as diversity among the
auxiliary financial variables shown in Figure 8.4 and Table E.11 (Appendix E).  Table E.11
shows that the greatest variation happens among the set of gross revenue values for each
of the solutions from the Pareto-optimal set (with a range of MEX$22,656 and an SD of
MEX$8,989).  The second largest diversity comes from the net revenue figures, as was
previously discussed, while the third largest diversity is from the ‘total costs of diet’ figure,
with a range among solutions of MEX$5,407 and an SD of MEX$1,991.   Thus, variation
in the cost of feed results in variation in gross income, and therefore variation in net
income.
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Figure 8.4. Co mparison  among  the cost per feed for the Pa reto-optima l set of solutions.
The diversity among the gross margin figures arises from divergences among
animal live weight figures at the end of the season (see Table E.10, Appendix E), since it
is assumed that the system’s only source of income comes from selling fat animals to the
market.   Whereas variable ‘running costs’ (apart from feed) are the same for every one of
the solutions analysed, the diversity among net revenue values results from diversity
among the total diet costs figures from the Pareto-optimal set.   In turn, variability in feed
costs results from variability associated with the amount of each of the four feeds given to
the animals.   Figure 8.4 illustrates these differences in annual feed costs.   The most
important in terms of its impact on the total costs of the diet comes from the costs of
pasture (up to 44% of the cost of the diet), with a range of MEX$3,986 and an SD of
MEX$1,367.   The second most important source if variation is maize silage (up to 25%
of the costs of the diet), with a range of MEX$1,546 and an SD of MEX$1,546.
In spite of being the second smallest contributor to the diet (see Table E.2 Appendix
E), the impact of alfalfa on diet costs is important (with a range of MEX$1,090 and an SD
of MEX$487) since alfalfa is the most expensive among the feeds available (MEX$1.10/kg
DM).   Such costs represent up to 31%  of the total costs of the diet (the second largest).
Variation in the costs of maize stubble to diet costs is also important, with a range of
MEX$1,546 and an SD of MEX$486.
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8.4. Computational effort.
The termination criteria was set as the time when the optimisation tool had
completed a run of two hundred and fifty generations and a feasible Pareto-optimal set had
been found.   There was no consideration of the time used to adjust the algorithm (the time
spent setting the parameters) for the MOOP in hand.   The time recorded to run Cárnico-
ICSPEA2 for this study was an average of 33 seconds, which measures the time from
clicking the “optimise” button to the end of “writing” the solutions.
8.5. Impact of the simulation results for the management of the CCeFS.
Comparison between the solution found by Cárnico-Excel-Solver with the Pareto-
optimal set of non-dominated solutions generated by Cárnico-ICSPEA2 showed that
Solver, dealing with the problem as a SOOP, generated a contribution of pasture, alfalfa,
silage, and stubble to the diet in line with the manager’s beliefs about the ‘optimal’ use of
the available resources.   Before the analysis of the numerical simulation, the manager
suggested the use of as much pasture as possible, supplementing the animals with alfalfa
when seasonal shortages occurred, and using silage and stubble only when pasture and
alfalfa were in short supply.   This belief was based on the characteristics of pasture and
alfalfa as the best of the available feeds in terms of quality, and on pasture as the cheapest
source of feed, since the goals were to improve the efficiency in the use of resources while
earning enough money to buy a new vehicle and to repay the loan obtained to purchase the
animals.
However, solving the problem as a MOOP using ICSPEA2 showed not only several
different ways to achieve the management goals, but also that such goals could be
accomplished in a more efficient way (higher net revenue and lower diet costs) by reducing
the amounts of pasture and alfalfa and by increasing the amounts of silage and stubble used
to feed the animals.   These findings, which seemed counterintuitive, make sense when the
system is analysed as a CCeFS with its own feedback loops.
The numerical simulation using Cárnico-ICSPEA2 suggested that reducing the
amount of alfalfa by substituting silage and stubble for it resulted in a considerable
reduction in the costs of the diet, but also in reductions on the average monthly live weight
gain and consequently in the final live weight of the animals at the end of the season.   So
while the diet was cheaper for the Pareto-optimal set compared with the Solver solution,
feeding the animals with less alfalfa (and to lesser extent, with less pasture) resulted in
lighter animals.   This in turn led to a reduction on the gross margins for the ten solutions
from Pareto-optimal set compared with the Solver solution.
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However, lighter animals also eat less.   This means an average of 161,517 kg
DM/herd/year for the Pareto-optimal set (min = 151,507 kg DM, max = 169,801 kg DM)
compared with 174,010 kg DM/herd/year for the Solver solution.   This, along with a
considerable reduction in the amount of alfalfa included in the diet, resulted in a large
decrease in the costs of diet for the Pareto-optimal set.   Reducing the costs of diet in turn
cancelled any negative impact on the net revenue resulting from the smaller gross revenue
values obtained by the solutions from the Pareto-optimal set.   Furthermore, the fact that
the animals eat less under the Pareto scenarios allows for a compromise between the needs
of the system (enough money to buy a new vehicle while optimising the use of the
resources) and the precautionary principle (avoiding pushing the system to its very own
limits), and all with the same number (52) of animals.   The end result is a more flexible
approach to the management of feed surpluses.
The solutions generated by Cárnico-ICSPEA2 shows considerable diversity in both
the objective function and the decision variables (Figures 8.1 to 8.4).   However, there is
a greater diversity among the decision variables compared to the objective functions.
Therefore, the CoEvoNav offers a substantial range of managerial choices to the farm
manager in the form of a set of optimal, non-dominated solutions.
By generating a diverse set of non-dominated, optimal solutions for the MOOP at
hand, Cárnico-ICSPEA2 was used to promote the system’s fitness and flexibility as
features of a sustainable CCeFSs, following the methodology introduced in section 2.6.2
and the operational definition introduced in section 6.3, via treating the problem as a
MOOP (recognizing that optimal performance results from a compromise among several
incommensurable, competing, dynamic and constrained objectives), and by trying to solve
it with the help of an MOEA (generating a set of non-dominated, optimal solutions).   This
was done by recognizing the central role of the farm manager as the owner of and
responsible for both the CCeFS and the MOOP, and by focussing on the manager’s
cognitive process (Figure 7.8).   In this way, Cárnico-ICSPEA2, developed by the farm
manager (the author of this study) from his own mental models, became part of his iterative
cognitive process, enhancing his understanding of his own system, while modifying the
same mental models from which it emerges.   Further, the CoEvoNav provides the farm
manager with a tool for “harnessing” the complexity of his system, via a set of optimal
management strategies and a ‘template’ to analyse the likely consequences of his decisions.
8.6. Summary.
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 was run to solve the Multi-Objective Optimisation Problem
(MOOP) introduced in chapter 7.   Solutions from the Pareto-optimal set were compared
with that obtained by solving Cárnico as a Single Objective Optimisation Problem using
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Solver.   Solver generated a contribution of pasture, alfalfa, silage, and stubble to the diet
in line with the manager’s beliefs about the ‘optimal’ use of the available resources.
However, solving Cárnico as a MOOP using ICSPEA2 showed not only several different
ways to achieve the management goals, but also that such goals can be accomplished in a
more efficient way by reducing the amounts of pasture and alfalfa on the diet and by
increasing the amounts of silage and stubble used to feed the animals.   These
counterintuitive findings are attributable to the non-linear relationships among the CCeFS’s
elements.
Reducing the amounts of pasture and alfalfa in the diets obtained from the Pareto-
optimal set resulted in a considerable reductions in the costs of the diet, on the average
monthly live weight gain, and on the final live weight of the animals at the end of the
season compared with Solver’s.   So while the diet was a lot cheaper for the Pareto-optimal
set compared with the Solver solution, feeding the animals with less alfalfa and pasture
resulted in lighter animals.   This in turn led to a reduction on the gross margins for the ten
solutions from Pareto-optimal set.   However, lighter animals also eat less.   This fact,
combined with a considerable reduction in the amount of alfalfa included in the diet, led
to a large decrease in the costs of diet for the Pareto-optimal set, cancelling any negative
impact on the net revenue resulting from the smaller gross revenue values obtained by the
solutions from the Pareto-optimal set, while allowing for a compromise between the needs
of the system and the precautionary principle, and all with the same number of animals.
The end result is a more flexible approach to the management of feed surpluses.   Further,
the solutions generated by Cárnico-ICSPEA2 shows considerable diversity in both the
objective function and the decision variables, with the greater diversity among the decision
variables compared to the objective functions.   This means that the CoEvoNav offers a
substantial range of optimal managerial choices to the farm manager.
By generating a diverse set of Pareto-optimal solutions for the MOOP at hand,
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 was used to promote the system’s fitness and flexibility, following the
methodology outlined in section 2.6.2 and the operational definition of sustainable CCeFS
introduced in section 6.3.   This was done by treating the problem as a MOOP, by solving
it with the help of an MOEA, and by recognizing the central role of the farm manager as
the owner of and responsible for both the CCeFS and the MOOP, thus focussing on the
manager’s co-evolutionary learning process.   Cárnico-ICSPEA2, developed by the farm
manager (the author of this study) from his own mental models (Figure 7.8) became part
of his iterative learning process, enhancing his understanding of his own system, while
modifying his CCeFS, the CoEvoNav, and the same mental models from which they
emerge.
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9.
Conclusions.
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“All types of knowledge ultim ately lead to self-knowledge.”
B. Lee
In spite of an increasing amount of beef meat imported from the USA, recurrent
economic crises, and the lack of both adequate infrastructure and efficiency in the use of
resources, the Mexican beef industry has the potential to satisfy not only the country’s
increasing internal demand for beef meat, but even to export it to their NAFTA
counterparts.   To this end, emphasis should be on achieving a sustainable industry by
optimising productivity, competitiveness, and the use of the natural resources, specially on
the fattening and finishing of calves as the most profitable stage of beef cattle husbandry.
 To achieve a sustainable beef cattle industry, a process of cultural evolution is essential.
Social learning, as the main factor of cultural evolution, is the most important tool
for survival under conditions of rapid change.   Cultural evolution is based on advice
generated from a knowledge-building process, instead of ready-made solutions.   This is
achieved by developing a close communication and role exchanging partnership among
stakeholders, and with the recognition of multiple valid perceptions of reality and their
associated dynamic, multi-functional, conflicting, and often ambiguous goals.
A Complex Co-evolutionary Farming System (CCeFS) is defined as a human
activity system, emerging from the purposes, perceptions, beliefs, attitudes, values, mental
models, and background of the farm manager, and from his/her dynamic co-evolution with
the environment while managing the resources at his/her hand to achieve his/her own
multiple, conflicting, dynamic, and constrained purposes.   In trying to achieve sustainable
CCeFSs the farm manager, setting priorities, tactics, strategies, and making and
implementing decisions under the dynamic framework of his/her own culture, personality,
attitudes, education, beliefs, age, and experience, is the CCeFS’s most critical factor. 
Moreover, it is the farm manager who creates, owns and operates the CCeFS and the multi-
objective optimisation problem arising from the issue of managing successfully his/her
system, who is responsible for the planning, implementation and control of the CCeFS and
for the outcome of the chosen solutions, who sets the standards for failure and success, and
who, using higher-level information, makes the final judgement about what is acceptable
in solving his/her very own problems.   Therefore, if agriculture is to meet what society as
a whole expects from it (producing food and other commodities within certain quality and
economic standards while preserving natural resources) it must first meet the farmer’s
needs.   Because of the complex and self-generated nature of CCeFSs, and because of the
experience of the author of this thesis as a farm manager and his resulting ownership of the
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farm-level problem introduced in this study –the planning, implementation and control of
a sustainable CCeFS– this thesis deals with sustainability at the farm level.
Sustainability is a CCeFSs’ emergent property, and as such a function of the
dynamic co-evolution of the systems with their dynamic and complex environment,
presupposing from the CCeFSs an increased ability to co-evolve with unforeseen changes
and emerging uncertainties.   Achieving sustainability is a moving target, emerging from
the system as the satisfaction of multiple, conflicting, incommensurable and dynamic goals
under scarcity of resources (fitness) and under an uncertain, dynamic environment
(flexibility).   Hence, accomplishing sustainable CCeFSs can be considered as a semi-
structured, dynamic, constrained multi-objective optimization management problem
(MOOP).
CCeFSs co-evolve with their environments through the development and use of
knowledge.   This knowledge emerges from the farm manager’s cognitive processes, which
enhances the farm manager’s ability to understand the complexity of his/her CCeFS and
its environment, while improving his/her co-evolutionary capabilities for solving complex
problems via the discovery of thresholds and lever points and the formulation of new,
improved heuristics.
This thesis tends a bridge among the theoretical concepts of sustainability,
sustainable agriculture, complex systems science, and the field of evolutionary
computation, in the quest for sustainable CCeFSs.   It does so by proposing the Complex
Co-evolutionary Systems Approach (CCeSA) as a means to understand the inter-
relationships between the CCeFSs’ elements, and between CCeFSs and higher systems’
hierarchies, bridging biophysical and socioeconomic sciences, and leading to thinking and
action.   Within CCeSA, achieving sustainability is the process of solving semi-structured,
multi-objective, dynamic, and constrained management problems via trade-offs and
negotiation, avoiding restrictions on the farm manager’s choices.   In solving this thesis
objectives, the question posed in section 2.1, and the analog of the frame problem
introduced in section 2.6, CCeSA serves as a methodological, theoretical and philosophical
framework for the development and implementation of Cárnico-ICSPEA2, a Co-
Evolutionary Navigator (CoEvoNav) used as the farm manager’s “extended phenotype”
to deal with such semi-structured farm management problems.   From the application of
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 to the case study introduced in Chapter 7, and within the context of the
discussion outlined in Chapter 2 on how and why this thesis was done, the following
answers to the five objectives introduced in Chapter 1 are presented, highlighting the way
in which this work contributes to the advancement of knowledge in the areas of complex
systems, agriculture, decision-making under uncertainty and sustainability.
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i) to enhance the student’s understanding –in his roles of manager of the ranch and
developer of the software– of the complex dynamic behaviour of the “San Francisco”
ranch, a beef cattle production enterprise based on temperate grasslands and fodder crops
in the Central Plateau of Mexico, as a complex co-evolutionary farming system (CCeFS):
As the manager of the “San Francisco” ranch I had the opportunity to implement
some of the sustainable management techniques suggested by the literature (see section
7.2), resulting in considerable improvements to the overall ranch’s performance (fitness).
However, achieving sustainability was about how to keep improving the ranch performance
and how to keep running the ranch in the same direction for the foreseeable future.   Hence,
there was the need to understand the complexity and the emergent properties of the ranch
as a CCeFS, and two fundamental concepts were identified: feedback loops and system’s
purpose.   CCeFSs have multiple feedback loops which are interconnected processes and
levels.   These feedback loops generate CCeFSs’ features such as non-linearity, non-
decomposability, self-organisation, counter-intuitive behaviours, and path-dependency that,
along with randomness, result in complexity, irreversibility, and most importantly for
sustainability, in the impossibility of predicting the long-term, detailed future behaviour
of CCeFSs.   Furthermore, human intervention on CCeFSs and their environments results
in changes in the combinatorial size and ‘shape’ of the systems and their environment due
to the introduction of completely new, both known and unknown, state variables and to the
dynamic, nonlinear nature of the interactions among such variables, and hence in an
increase in the systems’ complexity and associated uncertainty.   Therefore, in dealing with
the complexity and associated uncertainty of their CCeFSs and their environments, farm
managers recognise the impossibility of knowing for certain the full consequences of their
actions.   This should lead to robust, multiple, diverse, and flexible options and actions
which, developed for a diverse set of scenarios, should aim to increase the number of
available choices.
CCeFSs have sets of dynamic, semi-structured, constrained, conflicting and
incommensurable purposes (e.g. biophysical and socioeconomic; short and long term).
Feedback loops, purposes, and uncertainty make the issue of management and achieving
sustainable CCeFSs a very complex task that is translated as a semi-structured, constrained,
and dynamic multi-objective optimisation management problem under a changing and
uncertain environment.
While complexity emerging from co-evolution can hinder efforts to tackle some of
humanity’s most important issues, I hereby assume that complexity can be harnessed for
our own benefit, namely, to achieve sustainability.   Furthermore, I assume that the main
obstacles to achieve sustainable Complex Co-evolutionary Systems (agricultural or
otherwise) are fixed modes of adapting to change and uncertainty.   Modifying  these
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modes implies prioritizing processes over results and social over instrumental issues, and
to consider science as a tool in the construction of reality, with its usefulness based not on
its predictive power or its generalizations, but on the degree to which it modifies people’s
reality constructions and perspectives.
Given the complex, dynamic nature and emergent uncertainty of the world we live
in and are part of, with the dynamic, non-linear relationships among its elements, its huge
and dynamic combinatorial potential, and path dependency, the presence of diversity within
a system should be highly regarded when dealing with the issue of survival under
conditions of rapid change.   Hence, there is the need to recognise and promote both
cultural and biological diversity at any given system’s hierarchy, even if each of all of such
diverse options and models are not more than examples of the possible, since they might
all be worth combining with each other in trying to achieve sustainability.
2. To generate an operational definition of sustainable CCeFSs, as a benchmark to assess
the system’s performance.
Within the methodological, theoretical and philosophical framework of this thesis,
a sustainable CCeFS is defined as a human-activity system that exhibits a enough fitness
and flexibility to explore and exploit its dynamic phase space while co-evolving with it.
Fitness refers to the capacity of the system to achieve its multiple, dynamic, constrained,
incommensurable and conflicting purposes, while performing above threshold values for
failure.   Flexibility refers to a CCeFS’s dynamical capacity to co-evolve with its changing
biophysical and socioeconomic environment for a given future period.   Fitness and
flexibility are essential features of sustainable CCeFSs because they describe the systems’
co-evolvability, which in turn is defined as a CCeFSs’ dynamic capacity to exploit and
explore its dynamic phase space while co-evolving with it.   This implies that a sustainable
CCeFS is perceived as a set of dynamic, co-evolutionary processes, contrasting with the
standard view of sustainability as an equilibrium or steady state.   This definition is
essential to understand and to assess both the sustainability of the system and the
usefulness and effectiveness of the tools developed and used for this study.
3. To identify key on-farm sustainability indicators, in the form of objective functions,
constraints (thresholds), and decision variables (lever points), along with optimal
management tactics and strategies to achieve the system’s purposes, in order to assess and
modify the CCeFS’s biophysical and financial performance.
The CCeFS’s fitness was assessed by the simulated system’s ability to perform
within the boundaries posed by a set of constraints and above threshold values for failure,
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while achieving a set of feasible, Pareto-optimal objective functions (the farm manager’s
goals), using data from the single historical season described in section 7.2.   The simulated
system’s flexibility was assessed by its continuos ability to generate, at any given time, a
Pareto-optimal set of multiple management options (or solutions) designed to face the
system’s complexity and associated uncertainty.   Three objective functions (maximise net
revenue, maximise live weight gain, and minimise diet costs), three thresholds for failure
or constraints (crude protein in the diet  crude protein demanded; feed supplied/head/day 
potential dry matter intake/head/day; and present value of the net benefit > zero); and forty
eight decision variables or lever points (diet contribution of each of the four available feeds
for each of the twelve months of the season) were identified and used to optimise the
simulated CCeFS.
It should be stressed that fitness and flexibility as described here are proxy of some
of the social (e.g. awareness by farmers, satisfaction of social needs, proportion of farmers
with financial and physical plans, changes in the managerial skill of farmers and managers)
and economic (e.g. satisfaction of economic needs, viable production systems) indicators
of sustainability at farm level suggested by the literature.   Furthermore, the three objective
functions and the three thresholds for failure used for this exercise are among the direct or
proxy indicators suggested by the literature to assess biological (animal live weight, live
weight gain, nutritional quality and quantity of the diet) and economic (net revenue,
PVNB) sustainability at field and farm levels.   Most importantly, the three objective
functions being optimised were goals set by the farm manager alone, aiming at improving
his CCeFS’s fitness and flexibility via a better management of system’s feed surpluses and
the acquisition of a new pick up truck.
4. To develop a meta-heuristic, multi-criteria decision support system to facilitate the
integration of hard and soft elements of the CCeFS.   Such a tool would be used as a Co-
Evolutionary Navigator for conceptualizing and implementing change leading to
sustainability, and would have the potential to become a tool in a process of social
learning.
Cárnico-ICSPEA2, the Co-Evolutionary Navigator (CoEvoNav) introduced in this
thesis as a CCeSA tool, is the result of embedding hard systems practices and methods into
a higher hierarchy soft systems environment (see sections 2.6.2 and 2.6.3).   This was
achieved via a co-evolutionary feedback loop between the “San Francisco Ranch”, the
CoEvoNav itself, and its developer-end-user (the author of this thesis in his role as the
CCeFS’s manager).   The CoEvoNav was created and used by the farm manager as an aid
to ‘navigate’ through his CCeFS’s dynamic co-evolutionary phase space, using data and
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information on demand to make decisions.   Combining heuristics with precise data and
calculations, the software was used to deal with the issue of achieving sustainability as a
semi-structured, constrained, and dynamic multi-objective optimisation management
problem under a dynamic and uncertain environment.
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 is interactive, flexible, dynamic, empirical, discrete, and non-
deterministic, solved through time-step sets of difference equations for each given
simulated scenario, and optimised under a constrained but open phase space with the use
of meta-heuristics.   The software helped to harness the complexity of the “San Francisco”
ranch, via the emergent behaviour (simulation and non-deterministic multi-objective
optimization) of the CoEvoNav and its co-evolutionary interactions with the CCeFS and
the manager’s mental models (Figure 7.8).   Recognizing the central role of the farm
manager as the owner and creator of the CCeFS, of the MOOP, and of the CoEvoNav,
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 enhanced the farm manager’s understanding of his own system and his
co-evolutionary skills while modifying the same mental models, strategies, and heuristics
from which it emerges via cycles of reflection-learning-action-results, leading to a fitter
and more flexible CCeFS.
Cárnico is the only reported agricultural DSS designed by its end-user, meeting
Payne et al. (1993) third approach to decision support, Turban’s (1995) description of an
Operations Research’s DSS introduced in section 6.5, and the third level (co-evolutionary)
of both farm analysis and whole farm-scale models in relation to resource management
(Jones et al. 1997; Hansen et al., 1997) described in section 6.6.   Hence, the software is
regarded as the farm manager’s own “extended phenotype” (section 2.6), and as the first
agricultural co-evolutionary DSS (sections 2.5. and 6.6), explaining the CoEvoNav’s
essential differences with the agricultural DSSs reviewed in section 6.5.
While essentially limited by its nature –a mere simplification of the real CCeFS as
perceived by its modeler– and by the impossibility of verifying and validating it (see
section 6.4.4), the tool helped to test and modify the internal consistency of the farm
manager’s mental models, focus discussion, explore possible scenarios, promote change,
improve learning processes, develop heuristics, corroborate and challenge theories and
hypotheses, and make choices.   Their development and use implied a change from
forecasting to a training-learning exercise, emphasising on the decision process itself in
order to accelerate the co-evolution with the farm manager’s mental models, strategies, and
heuristics.  In turn, this resulted in a better CoEvoNav and a simulated CCeFS performing
considerably above the thresholds for failure, while dynamically preserving a set of diverse
management options to attain such a performance.   Cárnico-ICSPEA2 emergent
complexity resulted in such a new, counterintuitive, Pareto-optimal set of tactics and
strategies for dealing with the complex, semi-structured management problem introduced
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in Chapter 7, while facilitating the CCeFS’s co-evolutionary process and hence improving
its overall fitness and flexibility.   Such solutions constitute a collection of diverse (both
in the objective function and the decision variable phase spaces) and superior (compared
with the farm manager’s previous strategy of feeding the animals with only pasture and
alfalfa) strategic options among which the farm manager can choose to achieve his
purposes while dealing with uncertainty, and hence to explore and exploit his CCeFS’s
unknown, dynamic, NP-phase space.   Furthermore, Cárnico-ICSPEA2 showed the
potential usefulness, on demand, of tools such as the CoEvoNav introduced here, given the
latter’s ability to simulate and optimise a large, nonlinear simulator in seconds using a
laptop computer.   This potential usefulness is increased by the nature of the COEvoNav’s
development and implementation as the “extended phenotype” of the farm manager.
However, I do not argue for the adoption of Cárnico-ICSPEA2 as another
‘classical’ agricultural decision support system such as the ones reviewed in section 6.5
given the following reasons.   First, the software was the result of a unique dynamic co-
evolutionary process between the manager of the ranch (the author of this thesis), the
CCeFS itself, and the CoEvoNav, in response to a specific need (to solve the farm
manager’s MOOP while promoting the system’s sustainability).   Second, the same person
(the author of this thesis) was the CCeFS’s designer and manager, and the software’s
developer and end-user, ensuring that the farm manager’s mental models were accurately
represented by the simulator, and explaining the co-evolutionary process between the
manager’s mental models, the CCeFS, and the CoEvoNav.   Third, issues related to the
essential limitations of models (e.g. transportability), and to CCeFSs’ non-linearity, non-
decomposability, intractability, and path dependancy, suggest at least caution when trying
to apply Cárnico under circumstances other than the San Francisco ranch’s at the time
when the developer of the simulator –the author of this thesis– was the ranch’s manager.
Fourth, while SPEA2 can be applied to a broad range of multi-objective optimisation
problems, the CoEvoNav introduced here does not pretend to be an absolute, static truth;
rather, it is only an example of the application of the CCeSA to solve a particular farm
manager’s MOOP under a particular set of circumstances. Finally, the ultimate goal should
be to enable farmers and their communities to co-evolve with their environment by
enhancing their expertise, and the ideal tools to achieve that must be self-made and ‘tailor-
made’ cognitive technologies such as the ones described in section 2.6.3.   Hence, the
usefulness of evolutionary computation tools such as the CoEvoNav introduced here should
be analysed from this perspective.
5. To identify knowledge gaps and future topics for research.
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It was not possible to implement and evaluate on the field any of the solutions from
the Pareto-optimal set generated for this study, since the author of the thesis left the
management of the “San Francisco” ranch in March 1997.   Given this study’s
methodological, theoretical and philosophical framework, such an implementation would
necessarily imply co-evolutionary changes in the manager’s mental models, his CCeFS and
its environment, his MOOP and its associated search phase space, and his CoEvoNav.
Hence, while different MOOPs with different lever points (e.g the number of animals
purchased and sold) thresholds (e.g. waste produced), and objective functions (e.g.
minimising the difference between pasture cover at the beginning and the end of the
season), along with testing ICSPEA2 with the full version of Cárnico were not explored,
such an exploration was not done essentially because of the complex co-evolutionary
nature of the systems we are dealing with and because all of the above variables were not
relevant for the real-world management MOOP introduced in Chapter 7.   Further issues
related to self-generation, problem ownership, non-decomposability, path dependency,
non-linearity (sections 2.4, 4.4.3, 6.4.1 and 6.7), entropy (sections 2.3, 2.4, 4.4 and 5.3.2)
and to increasing the risk of the model for being disconfirmed by CCeFSs and their
dynamic environments (sections 2.3, 6.4.4 and 6.8.1) prevented the use of the CoEvoNav
for MOOPs other that the one introduced in chapter 7.
Current research topics refer to the development of a new and flexible multi-
objective optimisation tool for harnessing complexity, combining the strengths of MOEAs
and other meta-heuristic tools (e.g. Tabu Search), and including co-evolutionary routines
for dynamically adjusting the MOEA’s search and control parameters (mutation, selection,
and crossover).   Among future topics for research is the use of MOEAs and the concept
of Pareto-optimality to try to simulate and explain the open-ended evolutionary paths of
non-equilibrium, dynamical CCeSs other than agricultural systems, and further exploration
and exploitation of the concept of humans as “natural-born cyborgs” using “extended
phenotype” tools such as the CoEvoNav introduced here to enhance both individual and
social co-evolutionary change towards sustainability.
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Appendixes.
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Appendix A –  Some of Mexico’s
Economic Figures.
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Table A.1. Some of Mexico’s Economic Figures.
Size (103 sq. km) 1973
Population (106) 97.48
Population growth rate (%) 1.7
Latitude range (degrees) 15 to 33 north
Urban:Rural Population ratio (%) 77:23
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (106
US$)
618031.4
GDP per capita (US$) 6339.9
Contribution to GDP by sector (%): 
Services 69.3
Manufacture 26.4
Agriculture 4.3
Sources: INEGI, 2002; IMF, 2002.
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Table A.2. Beef cattle production in Mexico: historical trends and figures.
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Total numbers (106 heads)* 32.05 31.82 31.2 30.34 30.15 29.63 28.6 29.05 29.24 28.31 26.45 25.6
Slaughtered animals (106 heads) 5.25 5.58 5.79 6 6.49 6.9 6.44 6.32 6.57 6.89 6.97 na
Ave. l wt per slaughtered animal (kg) 388 391 397 389 394 384 386 385 403 387 384 na
Ave. carcass weight (kg) 209 211 214 206 207 205 207 209 211 206 202 na
Dressing out % 53.8 53.9 53.9 52.9 52.5 53.3 53.6 54.2 52.3 53.2 52.6 na
Total meat produced (106 kg carcass) 1.11 1.19 1.25 1.26 1.36 1.41 1.33 1.34 1.38 1.4 1.4 1.43
Price per kg of meat carcass (MX$/kg) 7.68 8.49 8.18 8.35 8.13 10.58 13.29 17.59 18.99 21.12 21.83 25
Price per kg of lwt (MX$) na na na 5.36 5.41 6.47 9.52 11.73 12.47 na na 15.5
Demand (106 tonnes) 1.03 1. 23 1.34 1.23 1.4 1.29 1.39 1.47 1.57 1.58 1.62 1.64
Per capita availability of beef (kg/head) 12.68 14.72 15.6 14.07 15.68 14.12 14.95 15.53 16.32 16.35 16.3 16.5
% beef from total per capita available 35.97 36.98 37.7 34.1 35.02 32.51 34.19 33.19 32.52 31.41 30.52 29.3
Imports:
Live animals (106) 0.011 0.17 0.18 0.044 0.1 0.06 0.17 0.24 0.19 0.14 0.17 0.15
Meat (106 tonnes) 0.05 0.16 0.19 0.1 0.14 0.42 0.11 0.19 0.27 0.29 0.34 0.34
Imported meat  (%) 4.9 13.3 14.7 8.4 10 3.2 7.9 13.4 16.8 18.2 20.8 20.6
Exports:
Live animals (106) 1.33 1.18 1.03 1.29 1.04 1.65 0.46 0.67 0.72 1.03 1.22 1.22
Meat (106 tonnes) 4.6 5.77 1.51 0.41 0.27 1.59 1.54 0.3 0.59 1.03 1.34 2.2
* For 1990-1992, these figures include dairy cattle.  Sources: SAGAR, 1998; INEGI, 2002; USDA, 2002; SE, 2002.
na = data not  available;  lwt = live weight; ave. = average.
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Appendix B – Some definitions of
sustainable development, sustainable
agriculture, and some indicators of un-
sustainability.
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Table B.1. Som e definitions of sustainable  developm ent.
“The sustainable society is one that lives within the self-perpetuating limit s of its environment...is  not a ‘no
growth’ society...(but one) that recognizes the limits of growth...and looks for alternat ive ways of growing”
(Coomer, 1979).
“...if we want to save part of the system, we have to save the system itself.  This is the essence of...sustainable
development...it requires the elimination of  poverty and deprivation...the conservation and enhancement of the
resource base which alone can ensure that the elimination of poverty is permanent...a broadening of the concept
of development (to cover) not only economic growth but social and cultural development ...and...unification of
economics and ecology in decision-making at all levels.” (Brundtland, 1986).
“...the ability of humanity to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs...it is not a fixed state of harmony, but rather a process of change in
which the exploitation of resources , the direction of investments, the orientation of technological development
and institutional changes are made consistent with future as well as present needs” (WCED, 1987).
“..the concept...encompasses: help for the very poor...the idea of self-reliant development, within natural
resources constraints; ...development should not degrade environmental quality...nor...reduce productivity in the
long run; ...health control, appropriate technologies, food self-reliance, clean water and shelter for all;..people-
centered initiatives...human(s)...are the resources of the concept.” (Tolba, 1987).
“...sustainability ought to mean that  a given stock of resources - trees, soil quality, water, and so on -  should not
decline.”  (Markandya and Pearce, 1988).
“...at  the local level...whether a region’s  agricultural and indust rial practices can continue indefinitely.  Wil l they
destroy the local resource base and environment or, just as bad, the local people and their cultural system? Or will
the resource base, environment, technologies and culture evolve over time in a mutually reinforcing manner?...is
the region dependent on renewable resources beyond its boundaries which are not being managed in a sustainable
manner?...is the region...in some way culturally sustainable (?)...(is) the region contributing to global climate
change (?)...(does) it have options available to adapt to climate change and surprises imposed upon it by others?”
(Norgaard, 1988).
“...the phrase...has been criticized...as a contradiction in terms...Malthus ian limits prevent sus tained growth in a
finite world....the word development does not necessarily implies growth.. .(but that)  the world, society or the
biosphere become ‘better’ in some sense...” (Munn, 1989).
“A sustainable society is one that can pers ist over generations, one that  is far-seeing enough, flexible enough, and
wise enough not to undermine either its physical or its social systems of support.” (Meadows et al., 1992, cited by
Murcott, 1997)
“...it involves trade-offs between biological, economic, and social systems and is found in the interactive zone
between these systems.” (Holmberg, 1992)
“...using, conserving, and enhancing the community’s resources so that ecological processes, on which life
depends, are maintained, and the total quality of life, now and in the future, can be increased.” (Australian
Government, 1992)
“An ecological system is healthy and free from ‘distress syndrome’ if it is stable and sustainable, that is, if it is
active and maintains its structure (organization), function (vigour), and autonomy over time and is resilient to
stress.”  (Constanza, 1994).
“A sustainable biosphere is one that is ecologically sound, economically feasible and socially just.” (Lubchenko,
1998).
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Table B.2.  Some definitions of Sustainable Agriculture.
“...(it) does not refer to a prescribed set of practices . Instead, it challenges producers to think about the long term
implications of practices and the broad interactions and dynamics of agricultural systems...A key goal is to
understand agriculture from an ecological perspective - in terms of nutrient and energy dynamics, and interactions
among plants , animals, insects, and other organisms in agroecosystems - then balance it with profit, community and
consumer needs” (SARE, 1997).
“...based on human goals and on understanding the long-term impact of our activities on the environment and on
other species...(it) guides our application of prior experience and...lates t scientific advances to create integrated,
resource-conserving, equitable farming systems” (Francis and Youngberg, 1990).
“Sustainability is at once extremely important and practically useless.  It consists in a set of concepts which are
fundamental in nature.  That is why there has been no success in att empt to identify THE definition of sustainability.
There can be no satisfactory definition which is not multifaceted.  This poses serious difficulties for the practical
application of sustainability as an objective in real decision making.  (It is) suggested...that these difficulties be
addressed by focussing on the particular aspects of sustainability which the decision-maker considers to be
important, and presenting information about the trade-offs between these aspects within a multiple criteria decision
making formula.” (Pannell and Schilizzi, 1999).
“...a management stra tegy which helps the producers to choose (techniques and tools )...to reduce costs of purchased
inputs, minimize the impact of the system on the immediate and the off-farm environment , and provide a  sustained
level of production and profit for farming” (Francis et al., 1987).
“...minimiz(ing) the use of ex ternal inputs and maximize the use of internal  inputs already exist ing on the farm”
(Carter, 1989).
“...systems that are environmentally sound, profitable and productive and that maintain the social fabric of the rural
community” (Keeney, 1989).
“...the use of farming practices and systems which maintain or enhance: the economic viability of agricultural
production; the natural resource base; and other ecosystems which are influenced by agricultural activities.”  (SCA,
1991).
“...a management pathway...based on ecological soundness that provides the essentials of vegetation cover, water-
holding capacity...lack of erosion...efficiency of energy use...maximization of feedstuffs not utilizable by
humans...economic feasibility, provisions for animal welfare, and quality of life of producers and society.” (Vavra,
1996).
“...systems...that exist in the overlap of what the current generation wants for itself and the future generations, and
what is biologically and physically possible in the long term.” (Bormann et al., 1994, cited by Vavra, 1996). 
“A system is sustainable over a defined period if outputs do not decrease when inputs are not increased” (Monteith,
1990).
“Sustainability is the ability of a system to maintain productivity in spite of a major disturbance, such as is  caused
by intensive stress or a large perturbation” (Conway, 1985).
“... an emergent property of a soft system ... the outcome of the collective decision-making that arises  from
interaction among stakeholders...(who) are...natural resource users and managers...a natural resource can be
considered at the field, farm, or higher level of aggregation, including watersheds, landscapes, agro-ecological
regions, lakes and rivers, and...the earth itself...the formulation of sustainability...implies that the definition is part
of the problem that stakeholders have to resolve...that is, securing agreement on what people shall take sustainability
to mean for a given environment, is half the job of getting there.” (Röling and Wagemakers 1998).
“Agriculture is sustainable when it remains the dominant land use over time and the resource base can continually
support production a t levels needed for profitab ility (cash economy) or survival (subs istence economy)” (Hamblin,
1992).
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Table B.3. Some indicators of un-sustainability.
Visibility of
 change
Resource base Production flows Resource management
practices
Directly
visible
Increased landslides and
other forms of land
degradation;
fragmentation of land;
changed  botanical
composition  of forests
and pastures; reduced
water flows for
irrigation.
Prolonged negative trends
in yield; increasing
production inputs per
produc tion unit; lo wer per
capita  availability of
agricultural products.
Reduced fallows, crop
rotation, inter-cropping and
diversified management
practices; increasing use of
sub-marginal lands;
increased u se of legal
measures to control land
use; high intensity of input
use.
Changes
concealed by
 responses to
management
Substitution of deep-
rooted crops by shallow
rooted crops; shift to
non-local inputs.
Introduction of externally
supported public food and
input distribution systems;
intensive cropping on
limited areas.
Shifts in cropping patterns
and composition of
livestock; reduced diversity
and increasing
monocu ltures.
Development
initiatives
New systems without
linkages to other
diversified activities;
generating excessive
dependence on outside
resources su ch as
fertilizers and pesticides.
Agricultural measures
directed to ward short-term
results; primarily product
(as against resource)
centred approaches to
agricultural development.
Source: Jodha, 1990.
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Appendix C – Multi-Objective
Optimization Techniques.
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Table C.1. So me of the m ost comm only used classica l Multi-objective O ptimization m ethods.
Method Description Advantages Disadvantages
Weighted
Sum Method
(Syswerda
and
Palmucci,
1991).
Adds all the objective functions together into a
single object ive by pre-mult iplying each
objective with a user-supplied weight. 
The simplest and one of the most widely
used methods, it is computationally
efficient; for MOOPs with a convex
Pareto-front,  it guarantees finding
solutions on the entire Pareto set.
Needs  precise weights and normalization for  each objective.  It does
not ensure the finding of a  uniformly distributed set of Pareto
solutions for nonlinear MOOPs, nor can it find certain Pareto-optimal
solutions for non-convex search spaces; several tests are needed to
know if the obtained solution is  t ruly optimal, increasing
computational complexity.
-
Constraint
Method
(Haimes et
al., 1971).
It can deal with non-convex objective spaces;
it optimizes only one objective function (the
most preferred or pr imary) and regards the
others as constraint s bound by , which is
then modified to produce the Pareto-optimal
set.
It is a relatively simple tool that  can
recognize the true Pareto-opt imal region
whether the objective space is convex,
non-convex or discrete.
The  vector must be chosen within the minimum or maximum
values of the individual objective function.  As the number of
objectives increases, so does the time this tool needs  to solve a
problem and the number of elements in the vector above; thus,
needing more information from the user. 
Weighted
Metric
Methods.
These methods (e.g. the weighted Tchebycheff
metric, the rotated weighted metric, dynamic
change of the ideal solution) combine multiple
objectives by using distance metrics. 
Some methods can find each and every
Pareto-optimal solution when z* (the
ideal solution) is a utop ian objective
vector, some others update z* every time
a Pareto-optimal solution is found in to
discover previously unknown Pareto-
optimal solutions.
When dealing with different objectives with different orders of
magnitude, objective functions should be normalized, implying
knowledge of the minimum and maximum function values for each
objective. The weighted Tchebycheff metric requires z*, thus all M
objectives should be independently optimized before optimizing the
metric parameter used; the rotated weighted metric  needs to fix
many parameters; no assurance of finding a Pareto-opt imal solution.
Benson’s
Method
(Benson,
1978).
Similar to the previous one, it considers z0 as a
feasible non-Pareto optimal solution.  z0 is
randomly chosen from the feasible region, and
the nonnegative difference of each objective is
assessed and their  sum maximized.
This method can produce different
Pareto-optimal solutions; if z0 is correctly
selected, this method can found solutions
in the non-convex Pareto-optimal region. 
It requires additional constraints in order to restrict the search in the
region dominating z0; the object ive function is  not different iable,
bringing about difficulties for gradient-based methods to solve an
MOOP.
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Value (or
Utili ty)
Function
method.
The user produces a mathematical value
function which relates to all M objectives and
which should be maximized.  Such a value
function must be valid over the entire feasible
search space, providing interactions among
different ob jectives
Simple and ideal, if correct value
function information is available; it is
chiefly used to solve multi-attribute
decision analysis problems with a
discrete set of feasible solutions.
This method can find only one solution at a t ime. The obtained
solution relies completely on the chosen value funct ion; it fur ther
needs the provision by the user of a value function value globally
applicable over the entire search space, with the consequent risk of
selecting an oversimplified value function.
Goal
Programming
methods
(Charnes et
al. 1955).
The aim is to find solut ions which either match
or reduce the deviat ion from a pre-specified
target for one or more objective functions by
converting each goal into at least one equality
constraint (e.g. Romero, 1991; Taha, 1992;
Piech and Rehman, 1993).
Computat ionally efficient  if the desired
goals are known and feasible; when using
the simplex method and the column-
dropping rule, guarantees the non-
degradation of higher priority solutions.
Solutions depend heavily on chosen, difficult to set weight factors;
such weights are used several times in order  to find each time a
different Pareto-optimal solution; other difficulties similar to the
weighted sum approach; solutions obtained are often non-integral,
with tools such as integer programming producing quite different
solutions for the same problems.
Interactive
Methods
From time to time during the optimizat ion
process these methods need user-provided
information to steer the search, weight vectors,
reference points, etc. (e. g. Jaszkiewics and
Slowinsky, 1994; Miettinen and Mäkelä, 1995;
Buchanan, 1997).
Minimum amounts of a priori knowledge
is required; involve the decision-maker in
most of the optimizat ion steps of the
whole process.
These methods lack of simplicity because of their need for the user’s
involvement in several steps of the optimization process ; only one
Pareto-optimal solution is expected for every simulation run.
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Table C.2. Comparison of some meta-heuristic optimization techniques applied to solve MOOP.
Approach Author(s) Main features Examples Advantages Disadvantages.
Tabu Search
(TS)
Glover
(1986);
Hansen
(1986b).
TS uses dynamically generated constraints  to steer the
search for optimum solutions using three main strategies:
forbidden strategy (which controls what enters the tabu list
to prevent cycling problems by avoiding re-vis iting
solutions already explored during the previous Ts
iterations), f reeing strategy (which controls what leaves the
tabu list and when), and short term strategy (which controls
the interaction between forbidden and freeing strategies to
choose trial solutions). There can also be a learning st rategy
which comprises the use of intermediate and long-term
memory functions to collect information generated during
the TS run to guide coming searches. 
Multi-
Objective
Tabu Search
procedure
(MOTS),
(Hansen,
1996b).
TS is fast  and can produce good
quality solutions;  it can interact
with the user through sett ing
weights to direct an/or restrict
the search to given areas; the
tabu lis t could enhance
diversity among solutions and
could also prevent solutions
from getting trapped at local
optima; TS applied to solve
MOOPs can outperform SA
covering a larger area and
faster.
An appropriate value of Ts
should be chosen for the TS to
work, if Ts is too small, the
probability of cycling is high;
conversely, if Ts is too large, the
search might be driven away
from good solution regions.
With MOTS, the need for
weights implies the need for a
priori information not always
available.
Simulated
Annealing
(SA)
Kirkpatrick
et al., 1983
There is a sequence of iterations , each consisting of random
changes to the current solution to generate a new solution in
the neighbourhood of the current solution. Once a new
solution is obtained, the equivalent change in the cost
function is calculated to assess if the new solution can
become the current solution.  If the change in the cost
function is negative, the new solution becomes the current
solution.   In PSA, weights of  the objectives  are set at  each
iteration in order to ensure a bias to approach the Pareto-
optimal set while keeping a uniform distr ibution of the
generating solutions over the set.  Also, PSA uses a sample
population of interacting solutions as in GAs.
Pareto
Simulated
Annealing
(PSA)
(Czyzak and
Jaszkiewics,
1997).
SA approaches are able to
escape from local optima.  PSA
was designed to overcome SA
limitations in dealing with
relatively large MOCO
problems, and it is capable of
finding representations  of the
whole set of efficient solutions
for relatively large problems.
Slow search process; SA has
been found inferior to GA in a
single-objective optimizat ion
problem with a
multidimensional agricultural
model (Mayer 2000), both in
terms of optima found and
speed of convergence.  In PSA
there is the need for tuning the
weights of the objectives at each
iteration.
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Ant Colony
Optimization
Algorithms
(ACO)
Colorni et
al., 1991.
A colony of artificial ants is  created to gradually find the
shortes t path between a pair of  nodes on a graph which
maps the optimizat ion problem, by concurrently and
asynchronously moving through contiguous states  through
to neighbouring nodes using a stochastic local decision
strategy that uses the information held in the node-local ant-
routing tables.  As  a solution is built , the ant evaluates the
solution and lays down information about its goodness on
the pheromone trials of the connections it  used.  Such
information will then guide the search for future ants. 
When using ACO to solve MOOPs, there is an ant colony
for each objective function in order to generate a different
set of solutions that cover the Pareto-optimal front.
ACO
methods for
multicriteria
optimization
(Gambardella
et al., 1999;
Iredi et al.,
2001).
ACOs have been successfully
applied to NP-hard and to
shortest path dynamic
problems, where the properties
of the problem change while
being solved;  ACO algori thms
are easy to implement in
parallel; it is suggested that
ACO approaches are best suited
to solve ill-structured problems
or to highly dynamic domains
with only local information
available.
ACO’s performance variation
could be high; there is the need
for an a priori set of weight
values; ACOs have been mainly
used to solve single-objective
combinatorial optimizat ion
problems, only a few studies of
ACO applied to solve MOOP
have been reported, and they
were applied to problems with
no more than two minimization
objective functions but highly
intensive computation is
involved.
Multi-
objective
Evolutionary
Algorithms
(MOEA)
Genetic
algorithms
(GA)
(Holland,
1975);
Evolutionary
strategies
(EA)
(Schwefel,
1968);
VEGA
(Schaffer,
1984).
MOEA techniques are the resul t of combination of GA and
ES approaches to achieve computat ional models of
evolutionary processes.  They simultaneously optimize
multiple objectives; get around multiple simulation runs,
have an availability of eff icient population-based
optimizat ion algorithms, and use the concept of dominance.
SPEA
(Zitzler and
Thiele,
1998);
SPEA2
(Zitzler et al.,
2001).
MOEA techniques search for
multiple solutions in parallel, to
produce a population of
members of the Pareto-optimal
set in a single run; they are
flexible and adaptable tools that
can deal with discontinuities in
the Pareto-optimal front, multi-
modality, disjoint feasible
spaces and noisy function
evaluations.  They generate
useful intermediate information
which can be further refined to
finish the research process once
the decision-maker is satis fied.
MOEA approaches focus on
searching for solutions located
on the tradeoff surface, leaving
the user with the problem of
choosing a single solution from
the non-dominated set.  Pure
Pareto-MOEAs do not perform
well on MOOPs with several
competing objectives and thus
cannot deliver acceptable
solutions due to the large
dimensionality and size of the
tradeoff  surface.
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Table C.3. Some elitist MOEA studies reported in the literature.
Name Main features Advantages Disadvantages
Elitist Non-
Dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm
(NSGA-II) Deb et
al., 2000.
It uses an elite-preservation strategy along with an explicit diversity preserving
mechanism.  A niching strategy is used to ensure a good spread in the set of
solutions. *CC = O(MN2).
Divers ity is  preserved by a
crowding comparison of non-
dominated solutions; the elitism
mechanism avoids deleting any
found Pareto-optimal solution.
The convergency feature is lost if the
crowded comparison procedure is  used
to restrict population size; it needs a
population size 2N to perform the non-
dominated sorting.
Distance-Based
Pareto Genetic
Algorithm (DPGA)
Osyczka and
Kundu, 1995.
It steers the progress to and diversity of the Pareto-optimal front by using a
fitness parameter based on its dis tance from the elite non-dominated set of
solutions (Et).  Any given non-dominated solution is assigned better fitness
further away from the elite set. *CC =  O(M02) where 0 = current size of Et.
Getting towards the Pareto-
optimal front and keeping a good
spread of  solutions  are achieved
without any explicit niching
method.
*CC grows with the number of
generations; the fitness assignment
scheme is sensitive to the ordering of
individuals in the population, with
likely negative effects on the spread of
solutions.
Strength Pareto
Evolutionary
Algorithm (SPEA)
Zitzler and Thiele,
1998.
Stores a fixed number of  the non-dominated solutions  in an external  archive;
uses the concept of Pareto dominance to assign scalar fitness values to
solutions; performs clustering to cut the archive’s size without deleting the
features of the tradeoff front ; fitness (‘st rength’) of  a populat ion member is set
only from the individuals in the archive, whether solutions in the population
dominate each other is irrelevant; all individuals in the archive participate in
selection; mating selection is done through binary tournaments to obtain the
ones with the smaller fitness ; a Pareto-based niching method is used to preserve
diversity in the population.  *CC = O(MN2)
Clustering assures a good spread
of solutions among the non-
dominated set; the clustering
algorithm is parameter-less; the
fitness assignment is easy to
calculate.
Archive size must be calibrated against
population size, if  large, so selection
pressure for elites makes it difficult to
converge to the Pareto-optimal front; if
low, solutions from the population will
not be dominated by the archive’s; an
external solution dominating more
solutions gets lower fitness, which may
result in incorrect select ion pressure.
Pareto-Archived
Evolutionary
Strategy (PAES)
Knowles and
Corne, 2000.
It uses an evolutionary strategy as a local search tool, where a single parent is
mutated to create a single offspring.  An archive with a maximum size is
updated at each generation to preserve the best solutions.  Only solutions from
the least crowded regions are allowed to reproduce. Density estimation occurs
done through subdividing the search space into (2d)M equally-sized M-
dimensional hypercubes, where d a user-defined depth parameter which
controls the size of the hypercubes.  *CC = O(MN2d).
Direct control over the Pareto-
optimal set’s divers ity; better
performance than others in
dealing with non-uniform
distribution of solutions, because
of its use of hypercubes.
A small d makes hypercubes large
reducing diversity; a large d  increases
the number of hypercubes
exponentially and boosts *CC; it
implies a priori  knowledge of
minimum and maximum possible
objective function values.
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Pareto
Envelope-based
Selection
Algorithm (PESA)
Corne et al., 2000.
A mix of ideas from both SPEA and PAES, it uses an archive to store current
approximations to the Pareto front, along with an internal population where
new candidate solutions are competing to be included in the archive; it keeps a
hyper-grid division of the search space to track the degree of crowding in
different regions of the archive.  Selection, divers ity maintenance and
replacement of solutions occur with bias towards individuals from the least
crowded regions.
In a comparison of three
MOEAs using tes t functions
suggested by Deb (1999b), 
PESA generally outperformed
both SPEA and PAES.
For problems with no particular
difficulty (such as multi-modality, and
deception), PESA was reportedly
outperformed by less sophisticated
MOEAs such as PAES.
SPEA2
Zitzler et al.,
2001a.
It overcomes the or iginal SPEA shortcomings by using an improved  fine-
grained fitness assignment strategy  which for each solution considered finds
how many individuals i t dominates  and it is dominated by, and which includes
a nearest neighbour density est imation technique; also, in SPEA2 the archive
size is fixed, which means that when the number of non-dominated solutions is
less than the set archive size, the archive is filled by dominated solutions. 
Furthermore, SPEA’s clus tering technique is replaced by an alternat ive
truncation method which acts when the non-dominated front exceeds the
archive size.  Only members of the archive are allowed to reproduce.  *CC =
O(MN2)
Ensures  preservat ion of
boundary solutions;  avoids
assigning the same fitness to
solutions from both archive and
population; improved precision
of search processes and
solutions’ sp read; in high
dimensional objective spaces, it
has an advantage over PESA and
NSGA-II; it converges to the
tradeoff front faster than weight-
based methods.
SPEA2 generates narrow tradeoff
fronts compared to approaches using
weight-based scalarization functions.
*CC = co mpu tatio nal comp lexit y.
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Appendix D – Some examples of Meta-
heuristic optimization techniques used to
solve MOOPs.
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Tabu Search.
TS refers to a MH optimization approach which repeatedly moves from a current
solution to the best in a set of neighbouring solutions while trying to avoid getting caught
at local optima through keeping a tabu-list of forbidden moves (Hansen, 1996b).   The TS
algorithm was developed independently by Glover (1986) and Hansen (1986) to solve
combinatorial optimization problems.   Apart from its iterative search procedures, it uses
a flexible memory, and deletes local optima to search areas beyond the local optimum, thus
finding the global optimum in a multi-modal search space through an evaluation function
that selects the most appropriate solution at each iteration (Figure D.1).   This implies
moving to the best admissible solution in the neighbourhood of the current solution
regarding the objective value and tabu restrictions.   The evaluation function chooses the
move that produces the greatest improvement or the least decay in the objective function.
A tabu list is used to store the features of admitted moves so that such features can be used
to sort certain moves as forbidden in coming iterations.   Since moves not steering to
upgrades are accepted in TS, it is likely to revisit already selected solutions, which can
cause a cycling problem, so the tabu list is used to avoid that problem.   Furthermore, a
process called the forbidding strategy is used to control and update the tabu list.   The tabu
list has a predefined size, and it is updated once it is full by registering only the most recent
moves on the tabu list, in a kind of circular array in a first-in-first-out procedure.   Such a
strategy prevents the approach from visiting a path previously explored in order to
encourage the TS to explore new regions of the search space (Pham and Karaboga, 2000).
TS also includes an aspiration criterion and tabu restrictions.   The aspiration
criterion makes a tabu solution free if it is good enough and avoids cycling, effectively
guiding the search process.   The selection of an aspiration criterion is very important for
enabling a TS to achieve its best performance.   For their part, tabu restrictions constrain
the search space, making a solution acceptable if the tabu restrictions are met or if an
aspiration criterion applies regardless of the tabu status (Pham and Karaboga, 2000).   The
move attributes are registered and used to restrict moves that would reverse the changes
represented by these attributes, and to avoid repetition that leads away from the optimum.
A tabu restriction is executed only when the attributes underlying its definition meet a
given level of recency or frequency (Pham and Karaboga, 2000).
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Figure D .1. The flow chart of a sta ndard ta bu search  algorithm  (from Ph am a nd Kar aboga , 2000).
Figure D.1 describes the flowchart of a TS.   In the Figure, a TS approach
comprises short, intermediate, and long term searching strategies.   The intermediate and
long term strategies deliver an element of intensification by registering good characteristics
Initial
solution
Create a candidate list of
solutions
Eva luate solutio ns
Stopping
criterion
satisfied?
No Update m emory
Yes
Final solution
Choose the best
admissible solution
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for a selected number of moves executed during the running of the algorithm though
restricting moves that do not have good features.   This is a kind of learning strategy which
searches for new solutions that show similar characteristics to those previously registered.
The short-term or overall strategy controls the interaction between the two above strategies.
From Figure D.1, a candidate list is a randomly generated subset of the possible
moves, and is generally problem dependent.   The best strategy for selecting a solution
chooses an acceptable solution from the current set if it produces greatest improvement or
the least decay in the objective function subject to tabu restrictions and to the aspiration
criterion.   Such a procedure assumes that solutions with higher evaluations have a greater
probability of either guiding the whole procedure to a near optimal solution or to lead to
a good solution in a fewer number of steps.   If a given solution does not comply with such
criteria then it is acceptable if it is not tabu.   Finally, a stopping criterion concludes the TS
procedure after a specified number of iterations have been executed either in total or if the
current best solution has been found (Pham and Karaboga, 2000).
A procedure called Multi-objective Tabu Search procedure (MOTS) was proposed
by Hansen (1996b) to deal with multi-dimensional multi-objective combinatorial
optimization problems (MOCO).   MOTS uses a set of current solutions which are
simultaneously optimized towards the non-dominated front.   The idea is that such
solutions would cover the whole Pareto-optimal front, while the optimization guide moves
the solutions away from other less valued solutions while approaching the Pareto-optimal
front.
Mayer et al. (1998) suggested that TS is not the best option for agricultural system
models seeking single-objective optimization due to the difficulties in maintaining a
satisfactory size for the tabu list.    They also noted that the size of such a list increases
exponentially with the number of dimensions of the problem to solve.   However, Hansen
(1996b) indicated that TS could be fast and efficient when applied to solve MOOP if the
number of current solutions is adjusted in a dynamic way, if each solution keeps its own
tabu-list, and if such lists are kept relatively short if the length of the tabu-lists are different
between points.
Simulated Annealing.
Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) suggested the Simulated Annealing algorithm (SA) to
solve combinatorial optimization problems.   SA represents an analogy of the physical
process called annealing where a solid is heated up and then cooled down slowly until it
crystallises.   The solid’s atoms have high energy at high temperatures and have more
freedom to arrange themselves.   As the temperature is reduced, so is the energy of the
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atoms.   A crystal with a uniform structure is obtained at a state where the system retains
minimum energy.   A process called rapid quenching occurs when the cooling process is
executed very quickly and extensive irregularities and defects are evident in the crystal
structure (Pham and Karaboga, 2000).
In solving combinatorial optimization problems using SA, the states of the solid are
analogs of feasible solutions of the optimization problem, the energy of the states matches
the values of the objective function calculated at those solutions, the minimum energy state
equals the optimal solution, and the rapid quenching can be considered as local
optimization (van Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987).
A suggested flowchart for a standard SA algorithm is introduced in Figure C.2.
From that Figure, it is evident that implementation of SA requires the programmer to select
four main options: representation of solutions; definition of the cost function; definition of
the generation mechanism for neighbours; and the design of a cooling schedule.   The
solution representation and the costs function definition are similar to the ones used in
genetic algorithms.   For the cooling schedule design, there needs to be four parameters:
initial temperature, a temperature update rule, number of iterations to be performed at each
temperature step, and a stopping criterion for the search (Pham and Karaboga, 2000).
Czyzak and Jaszkiewicz (1997) suggested application of the Pareto Simulated
Annealing procedure (PAS) as a multi-objective meta-heuristic approach.   Such an
algorithm resembles the SA described in Figure D.2, except that, in PAS, the goal is to find
an acceptable approximation to the Pareto-optimal set of a MOCO problem in relatively
short time.   It achieves that by generating a population of solutions (as in any GA) and
then by using weights to adjust the objectives at each iteration.   This is to ensure both that
solutions find the Pareto-optimal front and a good spread of solutions over such a front.
Finally, Mayer et al. (1997) reported that SA approaches are able to escape from local
optima when used in a single-objective optimization problem posed by agricultural models.
Ant Colony Optimization.
Ant colony optimization meta-heuristics (ACO) are part of what are called swarm
intelligent systems, or adaptive problem systems (Bonabeau et al., 1999).   ACO consists
of multi-agent systems in which the behaviour of each single agent (called ‘ant’) mimics
that of real insects (Dorigo and Di Caro, 1999).
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Figure D.2. The flow chart of a  standard simulated annealing algorithm (from Pham  and Ka raboga , 2000).
ACO algorithms were inspired by work in the late 1980s based on the activities of
real ant colonies (Goss et al., 1989).   From such experiments, when the colony was
provided with access to a food source separated from the nest by a bridge with two
branches, each one of different length, where ants going in either direction (from the nest
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to the food source and vice versa) had to select between one branch and the other, it was
observed that after a short-lived testing phase, most of the insects used the shortest path.
The colony’s probability of choosing the shortest branch grows with the difference
in length between the two branches.   The emergence of behaviour that selects the shortest
path by the ant colony (through the use of pheromones and iteration) is interpreted as
autocatalytic (positive feedback) and differential path length  (Dorigo and Di Caro, 1999).
Then, it was suggested that colonies of artificial ants might find good solutions to difficult
optimization problems (Dorigo and Di Caro, 1999; Dorigo and Stützle, 2000).
In applying ACO techniques to solve MOOPs, there should be an ant colony for
each objective function to be solved, either assuming that the different objectives can be
ordered by importance (e.g. Mariano and Morales, 1999; Gambardella et al., 1999; Gagné
et al.,2000), or assuming that such objective functions cannot be ordered in importance
(Iredi et al., 2001).
In Iredi et al. (2001), a bi-criteria optimization problem is solved and the Pareto-
optimal front is approximated by using a multi-colony process where the colonies are
pushed to search in different regions of the non-dominated front.   Each colony is assigned
different weights for the two objective functions to be optimized in order to find different
solutions along the Pareto front by using a cooperation process as well, in which solutions
are exchanged in the global non-dominated front located in regions which belong to other
colonies.
Maniezzo and Carbonaro (2001) mentioned that the ACO approaches are relatively
new, and as such, their full range of applications and effectiveness in solving complex
problems is still a matter of research, with comparisons among the several ACO
approaches and between ACO and some other better established meta-heuristic approaches
just starting to be explored.
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Appendix E – Model classification.
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Table E.1.  Some suggested dichotomies for model-classification.
physical vs abstract: physical models are concrete, reduced-scale liken esses of a given object (e.g.
architectural m odels); abstract m odels use  symbols to rep resent a system (e.g. m athematical m odels).
dynamic vs static : dynamic models represents systems that change with time (e.g. a simulation model
of animal growth); while a static model dep icts a system at rest (e.g. a model to calculate the  supply
and dem and need ed to keep  prices con stant over time ).
empirical (correlative) vs mechanical (explanatory): “two ends of a continuum” depending on the
modeler’s intent. Empirical models describe relationships without regard for the correct description of
proce sses, aimin g to ‘pred ict’ mo re than to  explain  a given syste m’s beh aviour via  heurist ics. 
Empirical m odels rely on  the accuracy, rob ustness, and  range of experim entally generated  data, and are
generally limited to operate within the limits of the data and conditions used for its development.  They
are mainly  used to solve practical problem s (e.g. a model ‘predicting’ an animal’s feed intake as a
function of body weight).  Mechanistic models try to understand and describe the internal dynamics of
the system, aiming to explain the causal processes of the system’s behaviour (e.g. a model describing
an animal’s metabolic rate as a function of body size, level of activity, age, etc.). Mechanistic models
are assumed to be theoretically stronger than empirical models, but since the former contain many
parameters difficult to assess in practical situations, they are mainly used as self-education tools (via
increasing th e understan ding of the in teractions of the  elements  of a system).
deterministic vs stocha stic: deterministic models do not include random variables, since model
predictio ns are generated  under a spe cific scenario; and are  easier to deve lop and u se (e.g. a model th at
calculates the cost per animal as a function of animal weigh t and cost/kg live weight); a stochastic
model in cludes at least o ne random  variable, making th e mode l’s calculated o utput different for a
given scenario, since variability could poten tially change each time the mod el is solved (e.g. the above
model for calculating cost per anim al with cost/live weight as a random variable).  While harde r to
develop and use than static models, stochastic models are used when variability must be considered.
simulation vs analytical: simulation models do  not usually have a general analytical solution since their
function (set of equations) is too complex.  Instead, simulation models are solved through a time-step
set of arithmetic operations for each given scenario the model is used for.  In addition, sections of the
model cou ld be isolated and imp roved as needed, bo osting the mode l’s usefulness and applicability
(e.g. Cárnico).  Conversely, analytical models developed using mathematical programming techniques
can be solved for all the model scenarios in closed mathematical form (e.g. regression models), and,
contrary to simu lation mo dels, the wh ole mod el can be m odified if need  arises to match th e mode ler’s
needs.  The d ecision between  simulation and analytical models relies up on a balance betwee n realism
(simulation ) and mathe matical pow er (analytical).
discrete vs continuous: while there is no absolute distinctio n between d iscrete and continuo us models,
a discrete system is one in which  the state variables (e.g. number of animals) change only at discrete
points in time. Conversely, a continuous system is one in which state variables  (e.g. animal growth)
change constantly over time. While discrete and continuous models have an analog definition as that of
systems, simulatio n mod els can be d iscrete, contin uous or b oth.  Furthe r, the choice  of either a
discrete, a continuous or a mixed model depends on the system features and the objectives of the
analysis.
Sources: Grant et al. 1997; Banks et al. 1996; Mayer, 2002 ; Rickert et al., 2000; Passioura, 1996; Ford, 1999.
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Appendix F – Simulation and
Optimization: Results.
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Table F.1. The Pareto-optimal set of ten solutions (the archive), and their correspondent objective functions and decision variable, obtained by Cárnico-ICSPEA2.
Solution Objective
function 1:  Net
Revenue1
Objective Function
2: Live weight gain2
Objective function
3: Diet Costs1
Decision Variable 1:
Diet contribution:
Pasture3
Decision Variable 2:
Diet contribution:
Alfalfa3
Decision Variable 31:
Diet contribution:
Maize Silage3
Decision Variable 4:
Diet contribution:
Maize stubble3
1 $108,137.61 0.699 $44,802.06 64% 7% 24% 6%
2 $108,195.10 0.698 $44,551.93 64% 7% 23% 6%
3 $108,127.91 0.698 $44,523.50 64% 7% 23% 6%
4 $108,103.97 0.698 $44,511.37 64% 7% 23% 6%
5 $90.889.00 0.599 $39,394.59 63% 7% 24% 6%
6 $97,975.00 0.645 $42,775.61 63% 7% 25% 6%
7 $95,504.76 0.628 $41,591.52 62% 6% 23% 8%
8 $95,468.79 0.628 $41,520.71 62% 6% 23% 8%
9 $95,355.35 0.627 $41,521.07 63% 6% 23% 8%
10 $95,228.47 0.621 $40,139.84 63% 6% 23% 8%
Mean $100,298.66 0.654 $42,533.22 63% 7% 23% 7%
Median $96,740.21 0.637 $42,183.56 63% 7% 23% 6%
Max $108,195.10 0.699 $44,802.06 64% 7% 25% 8%
Min $90,889.00 0.599 $39,394.59 62% 6% 23% 6%
Range $17,306.90 0.1 $5,407.47 2% 1% 2% 2%
SD $6,963.5 0.04 $1,990.86 0.01 0 0.01 0.01
1 = ME X$; 2 = kg; 3 = annual average. SD = Standard Deviation
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Table F.2. Com parison b etween so lutions ob tained w ith Cárnic o-Excel-Solver and Cárnico-ICSPEA2
(annual fig ures).
Cárnico-
Excel-
Solver
Cárnico-ICSPEA2 Ratio ICSPEA2/Solver
Mean Minimum Maximum Min Max Mean
Running costs1 $12,565 $12,565 $12,565 $12,565 - - -
Variable cost:
animals2
$147,523 $147,523 $147,523 $147,523 - - -
Net Revenue $90,333 $100,298 $90,889 $108,195 1 1.2 1.11
Average live weight
gain (kg/head/day)
0.738 0.654 0.599 0.699 0.8 0.95 0.89
Average weight  end
of season (kg/head)
519 488 468 505 0.9 0.97 0.94
Diet Costs $71,704 $42,533 $39,394 $44,802 0.6 0.62 0.59
Diet contribution:
pasture
71% 63% 62% 64% 0.9 0.9 0.89
Total amount of
pasture used (kg DM)
114924 94879 81714 102692 0.7 0.89 0.83
Diet contribution:
alfalfa
20% 7% 6% 7% 0.3 0.35 0.33
Total amount of
alfalfa used (kg DM)
41736 11070 10550 11541 0.3 0.28 0.27
Diet contribution:
maize silage
8% 23% 23% 25% 2.9 3.16 2.97
Total amount of
maize silage used (kg
DM)
15776 43942 42224 45936 2.7 2.91 2.79
Diet contribution:
Maize stubble
1% 7% 6% 8% 8.4 11.9 10
Total amount of
maize stubble used
(kg DM)
1574 10582 6142 13503 3.9 8.58 6.72
Costs pasture $21,835 $18,026 $15,525 $19,511 0.7 0.89 0.83
Costs alfalfa $45,909 $12,177 $11,604 $12,695 0.3 0.28 0.27
Costs Silage $3,628 $10,106 $9,711 $10,565 2.7 2.91 2.79
Costs Stubble $330 $2,222 $1,289 $2,835 3.9 8.58 6.72
Gross Margin $321,762 $302,556 $290,008 $312,664 0.9 0.97 0.94
1Wages, sa laries, elec tric fence , fertiliser.  2Costs incurred wh en purchasing the an imals.
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Table F .3. The Pa reto-optim al set’s pay -off matrix  (after Piech &  Rehm an, 1993 ).
Max Net Revenue
(MEX$)
Max live weight gain
(kg)
Min Diet Costs (MEX$)
Max Net Revenue
(MEX$)1
$108,195.10 0.698 $44,551.93
Max live weight gain (kg)2 $108,137.61 0.699 $44,802.06
Min Diet Costs (MEX$)3 $90,889.00 0.599 $39,394.59
1Solu tion 2 ; 2Solu tion 1 ; 3Solution 5.
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Table F .4. Com parison a mong  the decisio n variab les from th e Pareto -optim al set: Pastur e consum ed per m onth (kg D M).
Solution: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean Min Max Range SD
Mar 9808 9808 9808 9808 9637 9603 9863 9845 9821 9820 9782 9603 9863 260 87.8
Apr 10663 10663 10663 10663 10635 10590 10398 10636 10636 10398 10595 10398 10663 266 106.25
May 10953 10953 10953 10953 9862 9195 9956 9960 9960 9956 10252 9195 10953 1759 645.93
Jun 13189 13189 13189 13189 9507 9485 9409 9433 9433 9409 10943 9409 13189 3780 1933.08
Jul 13291 13291 13291 13291 13128 13080 13561 13549 13549 13561 13359 13080 13561 481 183.62
Ago 12346 12346 12346 12346 12183 12231 12180 12184 12184 12180 12253 12180 12346 166 81.6
Sep 15781 15781 15783 15785 11690 14613 12328 12320 12320 12328 13873 11690 15785 4095 1810.32
Oct 3291 3291 3291 3291 3341 3327 3342 3341 3341 3342 3320 3291 3342 51 25.04
Nov 1945 1945 1945 1945 1615 1574 1363 1435 1795 2901 1846 1363 2901 1538 432.68
Dec 3684 3429 3798 3961 2597 3466 3323 3433 3433 3335 3446 2597 3961 1365 364.6
Jan 2018 2068 2110 2103 3153 2272 2538 2869 2869 2538 2454 2018 3153 1135 403.03
Feb 5356 5356 5356 5356 4183 4289 2902 1691 1638 1881 3720 1638 5356 3718 1690.84
Total 102325 102121 102534 102692 81714 93725 90353 90695 90979 91650 94879 81714 102692 20297 7194.06
SD = Standard Deviation.
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Table F .5. Com parison a mong  the decisio n variab les from th e Pareto -optim al set: Alfalfa  consum ed per m onth (kg D M).
Solution: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean Min Max Range SD
Mar 105 105 105 105 72 103 78 88 102 103 96 72 105 33 12.6
Apr 224 224 224 224 191 222 250 198 198 250 220 191 250 59 20.1
May 841 841 841 841 240 706 10 9 9 10 435 9 841 831 407.2
Jun 83 83 83 83 75 59 90 82 82 90 81 59 90 31 8.6
Jul 72 72 72 72 60 70 98 102 102 98 82 60 102 41 16.2
Aug 118 118 118 118 131 117 131 131 131 131 124 117 131 14 6.9
Sep 172 172 171 169 321 159 174 176 176 174 186 159 321 162 47.52
Oct 7819 7819 7819 7819 7917 7904 7916 7917 7917 7916 7877 7819 7917 98 49.32
Nov 39 39 39 39 29 32 32 32 31 68 38 29 68 38 11.2
Dec 503 475 462 456 312 479 602 597 597 601 508 312 602 290 93.4
Jan 774 772 770 770 1040 848 982 959 959 982 886 770 1040 271 109
Feb 793 793 793 793 566 635 251 259 260 226 537 226 793 567 259
Total 11541 11511 11495 11.488 10956 11333 10615 10550 10564 10650 11070 10550 11541 991 442.8
SD = Standard Deviation.
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Table F .6. Com parison a mong  the decisio n variab les from th e Pareto -optim al set: Ma ize silage (k g DM).
Solution: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean Min Max Range SD
Mar 5 5 5 5 3 4 4 4 5 5 4 3 5 2 0.57
Nov 13841 13841 13841 13841 11331 11360 11568 11498 11144 9774 12204 9774 13841 4067 1495.2
Dec 13414 12686 12340 12183 10688 12655 12676 12571 12571 12665 12445 10688 13414 2726 694.51
Jan 13808 13761 13721 13728 12407 13480 13080 12772 12772 13080 13261 12407 13808 1401 505.45
Feb 4868 4868 4868 4868 7794 8419 5821 6002 6026 6744 6028 4868 8419 3550 1281.06
Total 44936 55161 44775 44624 42224 45919 43149 42847 42518 42268 43942 42224 45936 3712 1495.95
SD = Standard Deviation.
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Table F .7. Com parison a mong  the decisio n variab les from th e Pareto -optim al set: Ma ize stubble  (kg DM ).
Solution: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean Min Max Range SD
Mar 77 77 77 77 283 285 51 57 67 67 112 51 285 234 91.2
Apr 657 657 657 657 718 732 897 710 710 897 729 657 897 240 93
May 135 135 135 135 72 94 28 25 25 28 81 25 135 110 51.4
Jun 144 144 144 144 90 127 172 157 157 172 145 90 172 83 24
Jul 500 500 500 500 674 713 204 212 212 204 422 204 713 509 198.9
Aug 1399 1399 1399 1399 1549 1515 1552 1548 1548 1552 1486 1399 1552 153 75.5
Sep 115 115 114 114 1405 1296 914 921 921 914 683 114 1405 1291 517.3
Oct 2752 2752 2752 2752 2605 2633 2605 2605 2605 2605 2667 2605 2752 148 74.3
Nov 241 241 241 241 182 192 195 194 188 415 233 182 415 233 68.9
Feb 3.977 3.977 3.977 3.977 2451 1652 6830 7041 7070 86 4104 86 7070 6984 2352.5
Total 9998 9998 9997 9996 10029 9238 13446 13471 13503 6142 10582 6142 13503 7361 2316.1
SD = Standard Deviation.
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Table F .8. Com parison a mong  the decisio n variab les from th e Pareto -optim al set: poten tial dry m atter intak e (kg/hea d/day).
Solution: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean Min Max Range SD
Mar 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 0 0
Apr 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 0 0
May 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.7 6.2 6.7 1.2 0.62
Jun 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.2 7.2 6.2 8.6 2.4 1.24
Jul 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 0 0
Aug 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 0 0
Sep 10.3 10.3 10.3 10.3 8.6 10.3 10.3 10.3 10.3 10.3 9.5 8.6 10.3 1.7 0.9
Oct 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 0 0
Nov 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 9.4 8.6 10.5 1.9 0.98
Dec 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 8.6 8.6 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.3 8.6 10.5 1.9 0.6
Jan 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 0 0
Feb 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 0 0
Average 9 9 9 9 8.2 8.5 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.6 8.2 9 0.8 0.32
SD = Standard Deviation.
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Table F .9. Com parison a mong  the decisio n variab les from th e Pareto -optim al set: avera ge live w eight ga in per m onth (kg/h ead/da y).
Solution: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean Min Max Range SD
Mar 0.284 0.284 0.284 0.284 0.251 0.244 0.295 0.292 0.287 0.287 0.279 0.244 0.295 0.051 0.02
Apr 0.965 0.965 0.965 0.965 0.957 0.955 0.968 0.967 0.965 0.965 0.964 0.955 0.968 0.013 0
May 0.592 0.592 0.592 0.592 0.359 0.358 0.348 0.355 0.355 0.35 0.449 0.348 0.592 0.244 0.12
Jun 0.745 0.745 0.745 0.745 0.319 0.314 0.321 0.321 0.322 0.322 0.49 0.314 0.745 0.431 0.22
Jul 0.687 0.687 0.687 0.687 0.744 0.744 0.737 0.738 0.738 0.738 0.719 0.687 0.744 0.058 0.03
Aug 0.624 0.624 0.624 0.624 0.671 0.671 0.678 0.678 0.678 0.679 0.655 0.624 0.679 0.054 0.03
Sep 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 0.731 1.074 0.727 0.727 728 0.728 0.883 0.727 1.074 0.347 0.16
Oct 0.542 0.542 0.542 0.542 0.565 0.556 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.561 0.542 0.58 0.038 0.02
Nov 0.536 0.536 0.536 0.536 0.317 0.293 0.312 0.312 0.313 0.313 0.4 0.293 0.536 0.243 0.12
Dec 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.559 0.891 0.912 0.911 0.908 0.814 0.831 0.559 0.912 0.353 0.1
Jan 0.813 0.803 0.798 0.796 0.909 0.856 0.871 0.869 0.87 0.878 0.846 0.796 0.909 0.113 0.04
Feb 0.743 0.743 0.743 0.743 0.804 0.785 0.79 0.785 0.785 0.797 0.772 0.743 0.804 0.062 0.03
SD = Standard Deviation.
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Table F .10. Com parison a mong  the decisio n variab les from th e Pareto -optim al set: avera ge live w eight at the  end of the m onth (kg/h ead).
Solution: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean Min Max Range SD
Mar 259 259 259 259 258 258 259 259 259 259 259 258 259 2 0.54
Apr 287 288 288 288 286 286 288 288 288 288 288 286 288 2 0.66
May 306 306 306 306 298 297 299 299 299 299 301 297 306 9 4.01
Jun 328 328 328 328 307 307 309 309 309 308 316 307 328 22 10.59
Jul 350 350 350 350 330 330 331 332 331 331 338 330 350 20 9.74
Aug 369 369 369 369 351 351 352 353 352 352 359 351 369 18 8.9
Sep 400 400 400 400 373 383 374 375 374 374 385 373 400 27 12.94
Oct 417 417 417 417 390 400 392 392 392 392 403 390 417 26 12.43
Nov 433 433 433 433 400 409 402 402 402 401 415 400 433 33 15.85
Dec 459 459 459 459 417 436 430 430 430 427 440 417 459 41 16.3
Jan 484 483 483 483 446 463 457 457 457 454 467 446 484 38 15.07
Feb 505 504 504 504 468 485 479 479 479 476 488 468 505 37 14.36
SD = Standard Deviation.
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Table F .11. Com parison a mong  some fin ancial figu res from th e Pareto  set: gross reve nue, net reve nue, costs p er feed, cost d iet (MEX $).
Solution: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean Min Max Range SD
Costs pasture 19442 19403 19481 19511 15526 17808 17167 17232 17286 17413 18027 15526 19511 3986 1367
Costs  alfalfa 12695 12662 12644 12637 12051 12466 11676 11605 11620 11715 12177 11605 12695 1090 487
Costs silage 10565 10387 10298 10264 9712 10561 9924 9855 9779 9722 10107 9712 10565 854 344
Costs stubble 2100 2100 2099 2099 2106 1940 2824 2829 2836 1290 2222 1290 2836 1546 486
Total costs diet 44802 44552 44524 44511 39395 42776 41592 41521 41521 40140 42533 39395 44802 5407 1991
Gross Revenue 312665 312472 312376 312340 290009 300476 296821 296715 296601 295093 302557 290009 312665 22656 8898
Net Revenue 108138 108195 108128 108104 90889 97976 95505 95469 95355 95228 100299 90889 108195 17306 6963
SD = Standard Deviation.
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